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INTRODUCTION 

Brief summary of modem research 
Aristotle's Topics is a handbook on how to argue successfully in a debate that 
is structured in a certain way. It consists of eight books which fall into two 
main parts: the six middle books (B-Z) deliver a list of the so-called topojl 
which are designed to help a disputant win a debate; the outer books (A and 9) 
describe what could be called the context of the debate as well as certain 
notions that are important for the understanding of the topoi. The Topics is 
also, so to speak, the official version of Aristotle's dialectic that originates in 
the argument between two persons who learn through debate how to find 
arguments pro and contra a thesis as displayed in the Topics. 

For a very long time the Aristotelian Topics was a fairly neglected work. 
One important reason for this seems to have been the wide-spread opinion that 
its contents were just a muddled theory of argumentation out of which the 
Prior Analytics finally crystallized: Aristotle proceeded from Platonic dialectic 
to his syllogistic.2 Hence, it appeared to be better to work on the latter 
straightaway.3 Another reason seems to have been the generally agreed 
opinion that Aristotle had a low regard for dialectic.4 

Of course, these opinions are not entirely incorrect. Clearly, the Topics 
was strongly influenced by Plato, especially the late dialogues, and it is also 
true that many concepts are found in the Topics which only crystallized later 
in the Analytics or various other writings. Even so, scarcely any scholar 
seemed concerned to demonstrate this: the Topics was simply ignored. Thus 
in the period between 1900 and 1950 we do not have many pertinent texts; 
however the texts we do have are very useful, even though they usually only 
deal with certain aspects of the Topics. Thus Hambruch (1908) shows many 
similarities between Plato's dialogues and Aristotle's Topics. Von Amim 
(1927) investigates the ethical content of book r of the Topics. Solmsen 
(1929) deals mainly with the Rhetoric, but also deals much with the Topics 
and clearly recognizes that the notion of syllogism in the Topics is not that of 
a categorical syllogism, but of something different. Le Blond (1939) stresses 
that despite the fact that dialectic has merely to do with reputable opinions and 
Aristotle sometimes speaks derogatively of it, dialectic and reputable opinions 
actually have a great importance in Aristotle's method of work in his 
writings. 

1 Topos (pI. topoi) is the transliteration of the Greek Tono<; (pI. Tonol) which I shall be using 
throughout this book rather than any of the possible English translations such as 'topic' or 
'commonplace' which can be misleading. . 

2 Cf. e.g. Maier (1896-1900),11,2, p.77, Chroust (1963), pp. 27-57, Kneale (198910), p. 33. 
3 Cf. e.g. Ross (19956, 19231), p. 57: "We have neither the space nor the wish to follow 

Aristotle in his laborious exploration of the Tonol, the pigeon-holes from which dialectical 
reasoning is to draw its arguments. The discussion belongs to a by-gone mode of thought l ... ); it 
is his [Aristotle's) own Analytics that have made his Topics out of date." 

4 Cf. Maier (1896-1900),11 1, p. 29; Hamelin (1920), p. 230. 
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The fifties saw an important publication in an article by Bochenski 
(1951a) who was the first scholar in this century to deal with topoi in the 
Topics and define the question which later occupied many scholars, namely 
whether a topos is a rule or a law; as the title of his article shows-"Non
analytical Laws and Rules in Aristotle"-Bochenski does not commit himself 
to either. Colli (1955) writes a commentary on the Organon, which includes 
the Topics. Braun (1959) represents the first book which is entirely dedicated 
to the Topics; the author tries to show the unity of all eight books of the 
Topics and points out their similarities. 

From the sixties onwards scholars began to take more and more interest in 
the Topics. The erudite and exact work of de Pater (1965) is certainly the best 
monograph on the Topics to date. Not much later, probably the most 
important book on the Topics appeared, namely the edition of the first four 
books of the Topics with a long introduction and notes by Brunschwig 
(1967).5 The Third Symposium Aristotelicum was devoted to the Topics and 
there are many interesting articles in its published proceedings edited by Owen 
(1968a). Sainati (1968) offers illuminating theories about the predicables and 
the topoi. The works by de Pater and especially those by Brunschwig and 
Sainati are certainly the best on the Topics and most pertinent to ihesubject-
of this book and their views will be scrutinized accordingly.:',:' . ,.'. 

A few more books have been published since then, such as Zadro(1974) 
who provides a full-scale commentary on the Topics and, more recently, 
Pelletier (1991), but none of them as impressive as those mentioned above.6 

Interestingly, excellent books have been published on the tradition and 
influence of the Topics in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, especially by 
N. I. Green-Pedersen and E. Stump.? 

However, substantial research has been published in the form of articles on 
various dialectical notions such as predication, predicables and dialectical 
syllogism and especially on dialectical method in other Aristotelian writings; 
to cite some of these authors-I. Barnes, E. Berti, T. Ebert, D. Hadgopoulos 
and, more recently, especially R. Bolton and R. Smith.8 

One important result seems to have been achieved as a result of most of 
these works, namely the insight that the Topics is not just a predecessor of 
the Analytics, but that it represents something quite different, which is of 
great importance with respect to Aristotle's philosophy as a whole. 

There are also a number of articles on the topoi and how they work. 
However, the authors do not seem to have gone further than de Pater, 
Brunschwig or Sainati: either the views of the above-mentioned three scholars 
are adopted or the authors try to find something out about topoi without 
taking the larger context into consideration and using all sorts of modern 
theories of logic or argumentation. However, if one does not take the larger 

5 Regrettably. the edition of the four remaining books has still not appeared. 
6 Most recently, a monograph by Oliver Primavesi, Die Aristotelische Topik, Zetemata 94, 

Miinchen 1996 has been published which unfortunately could not be taken into account in time 
for this publication. 

7 Cf. section U in the classified bibliography. 
8 Cf sections Q, especially Q 5, P, M and N in the classified bibliography_ 
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context into consideration and tries to find out what topoi are by looking 
merely at individual passages in which they are stated, one is inevitably 
confronted with many possible interpretations of how they work and cannot 
possibly tell what Aristotle had in mind exactly. The situation here is the 
same as Bochenski9 formulated nearly forty years ago: "So far no-one has 
succeeded in saying briefly-and clearly what they [topoi] are." 

The aim and argument of this book 
Thus, the aim of this book is to answer the question of what a topos is. In 
addition, this book also aims to answer a closely related question, namely: 
How do arguments constructed with the help of the topoi work? 

I shall argue that a topos is a universal proposition and functions as a 
hypothetical premiss in hypothetical syllogisms IQ which in turn are 
constructed with the help of the topoi. As we shall see, the interpretation of 
the topos as a proposition and premiss is not new but has a long ancestry. I 
shall provide evidence from Aristotle's text that there are clear signs that he 
himself considered topoi to be a particular type of proposition according to 
which hypothetical syllogisms were constructed. Thus, the later tradition of 
the Topics was not an invention which had nothing to do with Aristotle's 
Topics, but clearly originates in it." The topical arguments ,are thus not 
predecessors of categorical syllogisms which finally crystallized in the Prior 
Analytics, as many scholars have thought. Nor is it the case that the Topics 
teaches how to discover categorical syllogisms displayed in the Prior 
Analytics. 12 The topoi tell us how to discover arguments which Aristotle 
mentions only sporadically in the Prior and Posterior Analytics-hypothetical 
syllogisms. Now, of course the categorical just as the hypothetical syl
logisms originate in dialectical debates-the entire dialectical terminology and 
the assumed context in the Prior Analytics clearly demonstrate thiS.13 And we 
do find a few topoi which tell us how to construct predecessors of categorical 
syllogisms. However, such topoi, which I shall deal with at the very end of 
this book, seem to be exceptions. The vast majority of topoi tell us how to 
construct hypothetical syllogisms. In the Prior Analytics A 27-29 Aristotle 
explains how to discover categorical syllogisms of a given conclusion which 
has to be proved, which coincides with the discovery of the middle term. 
Interestingly, the term topos is not mentioned here-it seems to have been 
reserved for the discovery of hypothetical syllogisms. In books r and H of the 
Topics we find topoi which tell us how to construct arguments which are 

9 Bocheilski (19702), p. 51 (English translation of the German edition first published in 
1956). 

10 By syllogism I simply mean 'deductive argument' (with at least two premisses); cf. p. 
15n.31. 

11 I would stress that I derived my interpretation from Aristotle's text alone, learning only of 
the ancient interpretation at a later stage. I found it reassuring that the Ancients interpreted the 
topos along the same lines, 

12 This is the thesis of van der Weel (1969) who assigned what he calls pars inventiva to the 
Topics and pars iudicativa-judgement of arguments-to the Posterior Analytics. 

13 With respect to syllogistic (i.e. the system of categorical syllogisms) this has been very 
clearly shown by Kapp (1931). 
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neither hypothetical nor categorical and which have been classified later as 
relational syllogisms. 

Bochenski and de Pater hinted that some arguments in the Topics might 
have something to do with hypothetical syllogisms; but neither expanded 
upon this. Brunschwig was the first scholar who suggested that the argu
ments in the Topics work according to the rules of Modus ponens and tollens. 
Now, this interpretation of the working of the topoi sounds slightly anacmo
nistic-Brunschwig does not explain why it is that we suddenly find these 
rules in Aristotle which are usually attributed to the Stoics and of which we 
do not seem to find much in the Analytics. In essence, however, Brunschwig 
is indeed right: a large number of topical arguments seem to work similarly to 
what we would now call Modus ponens and tollens. I shall show that there are 
some other forms of arguments according to which the arguments in the 
Topics function: arguments which rest on exclusive disjunction, negated 
conjunction, relational arguments, and some others. I shall show that these 
arguments are hypothetical syllogisms which Aristotle already indicates by 
names in the Prior Analytics and promises to deal with later-he never fulfils 
this promise. However, Theophrastus seems to have developed the plan of the 
master and the hypothetical syllogisms which wefindiIf'his Writings seem to 
correspond to those named in the Analyticsas-well 'astcl'ihose arguments 
which are found in the Topics. Solmsen (1929) recdgruzedthe possibility that 
for nearly every topos one can construct a corresponding hypothetical 
syllogism. However, he regarded this as a completely un-Aristotelian inter
pretation and further development of the Topics 'by Theophrasrus and later 
Peripatetics, and he argued that what we find in the Topics is a completely 
different sort of syllogism. I shall show that there are many places in the 
Topics which very clearly indicate that the arguments therein function as 
hypothetical syllogisms, in places that Solmsen apparently failed to note; the 
entire book shows signs of development in this direction. I do not maintain 
that, when writing the Topics, Aristotle was fully aware that the arguments 
he was writing down were hypothetical syllogisms; I do believe, however, 
that when he was writing them he had arguments in mind which he later 
classified as hypothetical syllogisms. Further, I do not want to maintain that 
for every single topos we can construct a hypothetical syllogism. I do 
however think that we can do this with the vast majority of topoi. 

Initially, I intended to write a work which would be to a considerable 
extent an analysis of the topoi found in the inner books. However, so many 
difficulties emerged which had to be solved first before one could embark on 
an adequate interpretation of the topoi that only in the last chapter have I 
included an analysis of a selection of concrete topoi. 

In the first chapter I investigate the dialectical debates as they are described in 
the last book of the Topics which is book 0; these dialectical debates provide 
the context in which the topoi in the central books have to be understood: 
Aristotle expresses himself very concisely and obviously presupposes that his 
hearers and readers know the context. In a dialectical debate, there is a 
questioner and an answerer, and the questioner tries to refute the answerer's 
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thesis by deducing the opposite of his thesis from the questions answered 
positively or negatively by the answerer. Some notions concerning the 
dialectical debates are only explained in book A or have to be deduced from 
their usage in the central books B-H, so that at times I shall refer to those 
books as well. However, there are some notions in the central books which 
are not even mentioned in 0. These are in the main the predicables-I shall 
deal with them in the third chapter-and, more importantly, the notion of the 
topos, with which I shall deal in the second chapter. The function of the topoi 
in the central books seems to be fulfilled in 0 by a certain kind of universal 
propositions, which are established by the questioner usually by induction and 
can be objected to by the answerer using a counter-example. We merely find 
some predecessors of the topoi in book 0 of which the core has obviously 
been written earlier than the rest of the Topics. 

In Chapter Two I turn to the central question of this book: What is a 
topos? I concentrate firstly on what Aristotle says about the topoi. Aristotle 
does not give a definition of the topos anywhere in the Topics, but he does 
give a quasi-definition of it in the Rhetoric, the only other Aristotelian work 
in which a list of topoi, albeit a brief one, is given (Rhet. B 23-24) and in 
which Aristotle says something about the topos. I investigate this passage 
along with a few others in the Rhetoric and in the Topics. Aristotle explicitly 
says that a topos is a proposition and a premiss (11'p<ha<Jl<;) and this is also 
confirmed by the fact that many topoi are found in ,the central books of which 
Aristotle explicitly says that these should be established by induction and can 
be objected to by objections, just as the universal proposition in 0, I show 
that these complex topoi-propositions obviously function as hypotheses in a 
hypothetical syllogism. My results are confmned by Theophrastus. 

In Chapter Three I deal with the notion of the predicable. Predicables play 
a very important role in the Topics because all the topoi are divided according 
to them. Each topos contains a predicable and with the help of every topos 
one of the predicables is supposed to be established or destroyed. In order to 
understand the topoi in the central books and the dialectical procedure 
generally, it is essential to understand the predicables and how they are 
expressed. I shall deal in particular detail with the notion of what is usually 
called the accident, since Aristotle's definition of this term in book A on the 
one hand and its use in the central books on the other, differs-this has been 
observed by both Brunschwig and Sainati. I shall show that the Greek term 
(J1,)/J~t~T11C6<; of which "accident" is the usual translation is best understood 
in the central books as meaning "attribute"; the topoi of this predicable 
establish the predication of an attribute, not an accident. 

In Chapter Four I discuss various kinds of hypothetical syllogism found in 
the Topics and the workings of hypothetical syllogisms in general. In looking 
at a considerable number of topoi it becomes clear that many arguments 
which are constructed according to them function in a similar way to what we 
now call Modus ponens and tollens. However, some clearly also function 
according to different rules. By knowing the hypothetical syllogisms which 
are ascribed by some scholars to Theophrastus one discovers that the 
arguments constructed according to topoi function in exactly the same way. 



6 INTRODUCTION 

There are passages in the Topics and in the Analytics which suggest that 
Aristotle had a fairly clear notion of the hypothetical syllogisms which occur 
in the Topics. Aristotle describes the workings of a hypothetical syllogism in 
only one passage in the Prior Analytics (APr. A 44). Many articles have been 
written on the way in which Aristotle thought of hypothetical syllogisms, 
but the interpretations do not fit the hypothetical arguments found in the 
Topics. Thus, I had to answer anew the question of what a hypothetical 
syllogism is and how it works. The answer to this question occupies the 
larger part of Chapter Four. 

Only having made all these investigations can I at last proceed to the 
investigation of the concrete topoi in the Topics in Chapter Five. Given the 
vast number of topoi, the number of those examined is necessarily small. I 
have chosen topoi which I consider to be the most important and through 
these, demonstrate that my interpretation given in the earlier chapters is 
correct. I also discuss some topoi according to which arguments can be 
constructed which were later classified as relational syllogisms. At the very 
end I present one of a few exceptional topoi from which a categorical 
syllogism can be derived. 

I am not concerned directly with questions of chronology and at the start of 
this research I had intended to,avqidthem altogether. Questions of chrono
logy are a precarious matter and things can very easily go wrong. The issue is 
complicated by the fact that,Aristotle seems to have been revising the text, 
making additions, adding references, etc. How wrong chronological investiga
tions can go can be especially well observed in the investigations which have 
been carried out on the Topics.·Gohlke, for example, had to change his mind 
three times. 14 On the whole I agree with Evans (1977), p. 4, who "believe[s] 
that before these [chronological] questions can be embarked upon, it is 
necessary to obtain an accurate assessment of the absolute character of 
Aristotle's doctrines, and that in the case of dialectic this has not yet been 
done". 

However, despite these deterrent examples I have found that with regard to 
clear differences of content it has not been possible to avoid the questions of 
chronology altogether. I have restricted myself to just a few important points 
with regard to this work; I do not prove them properly, 15 but simply state 
them relying on a number of points which seem to be obvious enough to 
confmn my view. The most important point is about book e. Most scholars 
assume that it is later than the rest of the Topics. Some scholars point out 
that the reasons given for this are fairly poor and that there is no need to 
assume this. It seems to me to be fairly obvious that the core of e is earlier 
than the rest of the Topics. If e really postdated the rest of the Topics one 
would have to assume that topoi, which do not occur in this book, have been 
substituted by a certain kind of universal propositions. 16 However, the 

14 For a nice sununary of his different views cf. Bmun (1959), p. 51f. 
15 In order to do this one would be best advised to satisfy all the aspects which Owen (1959) 

used in detennining the chronological place of Timaeus among Plato's dialogues. 
16 This has indeed been argued by Sainati (1993), 48-56. 
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universal propositions in e are much less sophisticated than the topoi in the 
central books; besides, in the transitional passage at the very beginng of book 
e Aristotle mentions topoi and explains in what way they fit in with what he 
describes in e. Theophrastus, Aristotle's immediate disciple, and other 
Peripatetics worked on topoi and always considered the Topics to be the book 
ondialectic-obviously they did not think that topoi were out of date in any 
way. I shall give some further points of evidence in Chapter One. 

Apart from that I am in harmony with the common opinion. Thus, I 
believe that the Topics (with a few possibly very late additions) lies within 
the earliest works of Aristotle. I also think, together with Brunschwig and 
Sainati, probably the most prominent experts on the Topics, that the notion 
of the accident obviously went through a certain development in the Topics 
which I shall describe in Chapter Three. 

I am not concerned with the notion of dialectic. The reason why the Topics is 
regarded as the "official version" of it becomes clear from Chapter One in 
which the dialectical situation which is presupposed in the Topics is 
described. In order to deal adequately with the notion of dialectic one would 
not only have to rely on the Topics but also take into consideration the 
Rhetoric and some parts of the Metaphysics. There are some very good works 
on dialectic, especially by Le Blond (1939), Evans (1977) and Irwin (1988). 
As far as the origin of it is concerned we fmd a very good account in Wilpert 
(1956/7) who shows that the influence by Plato and Zeno and Aristotle's own 
contribution do not exclude each other. 

Most scholars agree nowadays that Aristotle's method in his writings is to 
a large extent dialectical and much research has been published on thiS.17 On 
the whole, this research is praiseworthy and has shown how Aristotle uses 
various dialectical devices, such as division, analogy, reputable opinions and 
others in the context of other writings. However, it is striking that no 
adequate reaserch has been done on the use of the central notion of dialectic
the topos-in other writings; perhaps this is due to the fact that scarcely any 
scholar was absolutely sure as to what a topos was. Unfortunately, an inves
tigation of the use of topical arguments in other writings could not be 
included in this work and would in fact go beyond its scope; however, I intend 
to write on this elsewhere. 

As for the use of secondary literature, I am aware that the bibliographical 
references in this book are fairly scarce. The results of this work are fairly new 
and I did not deem it reasonable to point out on every page with whom I 
disagree; I usually confined my criticism to the most important works on the 
Topics. However, in order to give the reader a guide to current research I have 
provided an extensive bibliography at the end of the book and a classified 
bibliography which is subdivided into different sections on all possible areas 
ofresearch connected in some way or another with the Topics. 

17 Cf. section Q 5 in the classified bibliography. 





CHAPTER ONE 

DIALECTICAL DEBATES 

Arsitotle's Topics is a handbook on how to win a debate organised in a certain 
way. At the very beginning of the Topics Aristotle stipulates the primary 
purpose of the Topics (l00a18-21):. 

The purpose of the present treatise is to fmd a method by which we shall be 
able to reason syllogistically (a1)AAoyi~taeal) from generally accepted 
opinions about any problema brought forward, and also shall ourselves, 
when defending a prop6sitiOli. (AOYOV 61CEXOVTt<;), avoid saying anything 
contrary to it. 

The passage presupposes the know ledge of the -structure of 'dialectical debates 
as they are described only in the very last book of the Topics-book e. There 
are two disputants-a questioner and an answerer-who hold two contradictory 
theses. The task of the questioner is to refute the answerer's thesis which he 
does by proving his own thesis: he asks the answerer questions which-the 
answerer may either accept or not and he tries to deduce from the answers a 
conclusion which is identical with his original thesis and the contradiction 'Of' 
the answerer's thesis. The answerer tries to avoid his thesis being refuted.! 

In the six middle books (B-H) Aristotle provides us with around300 topoi . 
which are, roughly, lines of argument designed to help the questioner to win 
the debate. However, in order to understand the function of thetopoi it is 
essential first to understand the dialectical situation in which they are 
employed and which is taken for granted in the middle books. These dialecti
cal debates are described in book e and some important notions which are 
used in e in turn are only defined in book A-the. notions of the syllogism, 
proposition or premiss and problema. Thus, this chapter will concentrate on 
these two outer books, especially e; in very few instances will the middle 
books be consulted as well. 

It is of course slightly peculiar that the book in which the very context of 
the topoi is explained comes at the very end. For a modem reader it is on the 
whole reasonable to begin the Topics with the eighth book. And in general, 
from a methodological point of view it is perhaps questionable as to whether 
the editor who was responsible for the order of the books as we now know it, 
be it Aristotle himself or someone else, did the right thing in putting book e 
at the end and not together with book A at the very beginning. There is 
something even more striking about book e: we do not find the notion of the 
topos here except in the transitional part at the very beginning of e in 155b4-
17. There are actually two transitional parts. The first one is 155b3-16, 
starting with the first sentence of the book: 

! For this "defending" of the thesis Aristotle often uses the Greek UlTiXEtv which usually 
takes 6iOlC; or UlT<S6EOlC; as its object {B 3, 158a3lf.; 9, 160bI4f.), less seldom hOYOC; as in the 
passage cited above or in B 5, 159a38; instead of UlTiXEtV sometimes also the word 
cjlUhaTTEtV ("to defend") is used, cf. B 4, l59a23; 5, 159a36. 
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Next we must speak about arrangement and the way to ask questions. 2 

The other is in b17f.: 

The sources from which the topoi should be taken have been stated. We 
must now speak about arrangement and formation of questions and first to 
distinguish the propositions [ ... V 

Only between these strikingly similar lines do we find the word topos. It 
seems to me to be very likely that this passage was inserted later to connect 
the central books with the earlier book e. In 155b4-7 we find a quasi
explanation of why e comes at the end: 

He who is about to ask questions must, first of all select the topos4 from 
which he must make his attack; secondly he must formulate and arrange them 
one by one to himself; thirdly and lastly, he must go on to address them to 
the other party. 

Firstly, one first has to find the topos, which is dealt with in books B-H, and 
secondly formulate and arrange questions, which is dealt with in e. In b 17 the 
last mention of topoi being made Aristotle starts speaking about pro
positions (1rpOTCXaf;tc:;) and does so until the end of the book. Some sort of 
especially general (Kcx8oAOU) and reputable propositions have. a central rOle in 
the debates. It will become clear in Chapter Two that these-propositions have 
an analogous function to the topoi in the central books. Book e has 
obviously been originally written independently of the rest. of the Topics and 
subsequently attached to it. 

Topos is not the only notion which is missing in e. In A 4-5 Aristotle 
develops his well-known theory of the predicables: every problema and 
proposition expresses either an accident or a genus or a proprium or a 
definition. All the topoi in the central books are ordered according to these 
predicables-I shall discuss this briefly in this chapter and in full detail in 
Chapter Three. Not only are no predicables (except definitions) found in e, 
there are not even any verbs denoting the predication of a subject by a 
predicate such as "to belong" (U1rCXPXe:1V5) or "to be predicated of' (KCXTTlYO
pe:'ia8cxl) which are frequent in books A-H of the Topics and later in the 
Analytics6-the theses and propositions are simply expressed with the help of 
the verb "to be" or some other non-technical verb. 

Curiously, since Maier (1896-1900)7 most scholars are agreed, albeit with 
eminent exceptions,8 that book e was written later than books B-H 2. The 

2 IJe:Ta liE TaOT(l 7re:pt Ta.~e:We; K(l1 1f(jje; lie:i EpwTav Ae:KTEOV 
3 TOUe; IlEv oov T07rOUe; oBe:v lie:i A(lIJ~a.Ve:tv, e:1pl]Tal 7rpOTe:pOV. 7re:P1 Ta.ee:We; 

liE K(lt TOO EPWTI]IJ(lTia(ll Ae:KTEOV Iile:AolJe:vov Tae; 7rpota.ae:le; (...>. 
4 The translation by Forster (1960) and Pickard-Cambridge (1984) ohov Te7rOV e:vpe:iv 

as "to choose ground" and "to select ground" respectively is misleading-dearly T07rOe; in its 
specific meaning is meant here. 

5 This verb actually occurs in 161 b36, 1 62a26, and l63b 13, but has a different meaning 
here. . 

6 Let alone words denoting a predication of a specific predicable such as "being convertibly 
predicated of' (<ivnK(lTl]yope:iaB(ll) or "belong as an accident" (auIJ~e:~I]KiV(ll). 

7 Vol. II 2, p.78 n. 3; followed by Gohlke (1928), Huby (1962) and others. 
8 Solmsen (1929), pp.l5l-l53 very clearly shows the weaknesses of Maier's argument. 
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main argument is that in 0, as well as in A and H 3-5, there are many 
occurrences of the notion of the syllogism (O"UAAOytO"f.l6~) or conclude by a 
prosyllogism (rrpoO"uAAoyi~e:cre<lt), but only four occurrences are found in 
the inner books B-H 2.9 These occurrences are interpreted as later additions.lo 
It is generally assumed that the arguments in the central books are some sort 
of topical arguments which are not syllogisms. ll As we shall see this 
assumption is wrong: the arguments produced by the topoi are syllogisms, 
namely hypothetical syllogisms. There is no need to assume that the 
occurrences of "to conclude syIIogistically" (O"UAAoyi~EO"e<lt) are later 
additions: they fit perfectly well into their context. 12 The fact that the term 
"syllogism" does not occur very often in the central books is simply due to 
the fact that topoi deal with structures . within the syllogism. Aristotle usually 
prefers to use "to construct" and "to destroy" (lC<li<l- and ciV<lalCEUa~ElV) a 
thesis; of course, in both cases the thesis of the opponent becomes destroyed, 
but the two terms make a fine distinction as to the form of the thesis the 
questioner establishes by destroying the answerer's thesis-I shall discuss the 
exact meaning of these two terms shortly. It is in any case characteristic of 0 
that Aristotle merely uses the word "to destroy" (ciV<ltPEtV), without making 
any fine distinctions. 

All these seem to me to be good reasons for believing that the main body 
of 0 predates the central books. 13 I shall show in this chapter some 
predecessors of the topoi and in Chapter Two I shall analyse a passage in 0 
14 where the very origin of the notion of the topos is obviously found. 

A. Training in disputation 

In A 2, 101a26-30 Aristotle gives three purposes for which the treatise of the 
Topics is useful and names the venue in which one argues about any subject 

9 E 2, 130a7; Z 2, 139b30; Z 10, l48b8 and Z 12, l49a37, and incidentally no occurrences at 
all in B, r or A. 

10 The same goes for the occurrence of some other words in the central books as e.g. 
objection (EV(JTaOtc;). 

11 Cf e.g. Solmsen (1929), p. 34. Solmsen in fact does not inteIpret the occurrences of 
OIJAAoytcr/lec; in the central books as later additions, but assuIIies that they designate a 
particular type of 'topical' arguments. 

12 And after all the word OIJAAOyitf;06at occurs already in the meaning of "to deduce" in 
Plato: Phi/eb. 41c9, Corg. 479c6, 498elO (in the two latter cases together with oIJ/lj}aivf;tV EIC 
TOU AeyoIJ or tIC niiv Wj.HlAOYIWEVUlV; oIJAAoyitw6at here is usually understood as 
"sum up", "reckon up"), Resp. 365a8 (t~), 5l6b9, 517cl, 531d2; cf. also Theaet. 165c9f. (t~ 
oov TOllTUlV AoyitolJ n Oot oIJ/lj}aiVf;t). 

In any case, Maier's contention that the syllogism in Top. H 3 appears as a new invention is 
clearly wrong. He argues that Aristotle having discussed the establishing of definition with the 
help of topoi in book Z discusses in H 3 their establishing with the help of the syllogism, thus 
applying a new method for the same purpose. Maier has obviously overlooked the fact that in Z 
Aristotle only deals with the destruction of definitions; thus in H 3 Aristotle deals with something 
new. Aristotle obviously taJces it for granted here what a syllogism is-the problematic question 
for him here is whether definition can be proved syllogistically. 

13 Of course, there are later insertions; the most obvious ones are the two references to 
APr.: at 11, l62all to APr. B 2, 53b26ff. and at 13, l62b3lff. to APr. B 16, 64b28ff.-book €I is 
certainly not later than the Analytics. 
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presented mentioned at the very beginning of the Topics as its fIrst purpose: 
training in disputation (Yl.lJ.1vaaia): 

They [Le. the purposes] are three: training in disputation (yoj.lvacrta), 
casual conversations and philosophical sciences. 
That it is useful for the training in disputation is obvious on the face of it: 
for if we have a method, we shall be able more easily to argue about the 
subject proposed (1fEpt Toil 1fPOTE6ivTO<;; E1ftXEtPElv). 

Thus, it would appear that what Aristotle offers us in the Topics-primarily 
the list of topoi in the middle books-is just a method for such disputations 
which will make arguing about any subject proposed easier (A 2, 101a 28-
30). The purpose of the training in turn is of course to acquire the ability in 
disputation (TO l>E Yl.lJ.1VcX~e;creat l>l.lVcXj.lEWI,; XcXpW).14 

Now, what are these "trainings in disputation" which Aristotle describes in 
0? These are meetings for discussion (l>taAElCTtlCa1. Ol.lvol>Ot or l>wTpt
~ai) where the disputants argue "not in competition" (J.1~ ciyc.l5vol,; XcXpw) 
but for the sake of "examination" (rrEtpa), "inquiry" (OlCEljftl,;) and "trai
ning" (Yl.lJ.1vaoia)IS on any subject pr()posed. Although Aristotle seems to 
denounce the competitive character'6ftl1~,ddiates here, there are other passages 
in which he seems to take the ag()nistic "nature cif them for granted and even 
advises how to win the argument at all costS.16 

When reading book 0 it is quite clear that Aristotle is not the inventor of 
these dialectical debates or even, the fIrst author to write on them. For 
example, at the beginning of 0'5 AristotlejustifIes his work by pointing out 
that there are no definite guidelines (cil>to pWTa) laid down for those who 
argue in dialectical meetings for the sake of training and examination,17 
obviously assuming the existence of such debates. He often uses some 
obviously standard terminology which he does not always explain but takes 
for granted that his hearers know what is meant. In A 11, having made exact 
distinctions between a problema and a thesis, Aristotle states that "practically 
all dialectical problemata are now called theses", 18 which obviously 
presupposes that these terms were widely used. The very beginning of the 
Topics cited above in which Aristotle offers a new method clearly show that 
he took for granted what the dialectical debates were about. 

To a certain extent the debates seem to resemble sports games: the 
questioner "attacks" (bnXEtpEt), the answerer "defends" (<Pl.lAcXTTE1) a the
sis, they are arguing for the sake of "training" (Yl.l/.lvaoia) and there is an 
audience present whose presence appears to exert pressure on the disputants to 

14 El 14, 164blf. Aristotle advises us here to learn from each discussion a reasoning or a 
solution or, above all, a proposition or an objection (l64aI6-b7)-these are the sources of the 
ability in disputation (l64bl)-and to make records of arguments (a7fOIlVI11l0Vealcrw; niiv 
AOYWV) in a universal fonn (KcxBoAOIl), even though they might be concerned with a 
particular case (Em llipOIl~). It is striking that no mention oftopoi is made. 

15 Cf. El 5, 159a25; 32-34; 11, 161a24f.; 14, 163a29. 
16 Cf e.g. El 4, 159a18-24 vs. 5, 159a30-34. In El 2 Aristotle recommends many cover-up 

tactics which I shall describe in this chapter. 
17 e 5, 159a25f. Or at any rate there are no definite guidelines for the answerer, as 159a31-

36 seems to imply; the text is slightly obscure here. 
18 A 11, l04b34-36. 
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respect certain rules of fair play.19 The perfonnance of the disputants can be 
judged, taking into consideration the fairness of the opponent and the 
difficulty of the thesis to defend or to attack.20 It is quite possible that such 
dialectical meetings were even institutionalized in the Academy as has often 
been suggested.21 In the Platonic dialogue Parmenides there is a passage, 
135c8-136c5, which shows that the idea of a training in disputation was 
familiar to Plato and which throws light upon the origin of such training. 
Parmenides, teacher of Zeno, who is considered to be the inventor of dia
lectic,22 and Socrates' main interlocutor in the dialogue, advises Socrates to 
train himselffrrst (YU/lV(XOal) before proceeding to philosophical enquiries. 
The fonn of the exercise (TP01rOC; Tij'C; YU/lvauiac;) is that which Zeno 
used in the treatise Socrates was listening to: one has to consider the 
consequences both of a hypothesis (ulCom:iv nx uU/l!3aivovTa h Tij'C; 
u1ro6iuEWC;)23 and of its opposite.24 What follows in the second part of 
Parmenides is thus an exercise in which Parmenides discusses with his 
interlocutor named Aristotle25 the consequences of the hypotheses, that there 
is, or is not, a one (137b 2_4).26 

In order to be successful in disputations it is not enough to read Aristotle's 
treatise. In Soph. El. 16, 175a17-30 Aristotle says, with respect to para
logisms: 

It is not the same thirig to take an argument in one's hand and then to see 
and solve its faults; as itis to be able to meet it quickly (epwn,)/JEvov 
a1TavTdv /)vvacr6at Tax£wc;); for what we know, we often do not know 
in a different context_ Moreover, just as in other things speed or slowness 
is enhanced by training (h To13 YEyv/lvau6at), so it is with arguments 
too, so that supposing we are unpractised (a/JEA£TTJTOt), even though a 
point is clear to us, we are often too late for the right moment (TWV 
Katpliiv). 

The Topics have also two other purposes mentioned above, which are of 
course at the same time purposes of the training in disputation: casual 
conversations (EYTEU eElC;) and philosophical sciences. The casual conver
sations might include dialogues as we know them from Plato's early 
dialogues but also more casual ones. For the last purpose Aristotle gives two 
reasons: 

19 Cf. e.g. a 8, l60b3, 6; also Soph. El. 8, 169b31; 15, 174a37. 
20a 11, l61aI6-blO; 161bI9-33; 161b34-162all. 
21 Cf. especially Ryle (1966). 
22 According to a fragment of Aristotle's largely lost dialogue Sophistes, fr.l in Ross (1955), 

p.l5. 
23 Parm. 135e9-136al. 
24 Cf especially Parm. 128d4-6. 
25 It is tempting to think that the author of the Topics is meant and some scholars have 

maintained this (e.g. Ryle (1968), p.77f.). In Parm. 127d2f. however the interlocutor is 
introduced as "the man who was afterwards one of the Thirty" which obviously precludes 
Aristotle, the philosopher. 

26 On the relation between Aristotle's dialectical method and Plato's Parmenides cf. Berti 
(1980). 
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If we are able to raise difficulties on both sides (!>tall"opTjoeu), we shall more 
easily discern truth and falsehood on every point. 
Further, it is useful in connection with the primary elements (lI"pWTa) [Le. 
first principles] of each science; for it is impossible to discuss them at all 
on the basis of the principles peculiar to the science in question, since the 
first principles are prior to everything else, and it is necessary to' deal with 
them through the reputable opinions (iv!)Q ewv) on each point. This task 
belongs properly, or most appropriately, to dialectic; for dialectic, being of 
the nature of an investigation, has a road towards the first principles of all 
disciplines. 27 

This last purpose shows the importance of the Topics for Aristotle's philoso
phy. The first point clearly says that dialectical method can be helpful in 
philosophy and it is now agreed among scholars that Aristotle's method in his 
writings is largely dialectical. As for the second point, Aristotle seems to say 
not only that with the help of dialectic the principles of each science can be 
discussed,28 but also that they can be found-if this is what is meant by 
dialectic's "having the road to the principle".29 Given the eminent importance 
of principlesin.Aris~otle's philosophy, this claim gives dialectic a very im
portant placl! 4t Ari~lotle's methodology. 

I have now·outlined the sort of discussions Aristotle had primarily in mind 
when writing the Topics--exercises in disputation-and their purpose. These 
exercises have a special form which I shall go on to describe in detail.30 

B. Fonn of dialectical disputations 

In a dialectical discussion there is a questioner (0 epumi3v) and an answerer 
(0 anolCptVOIlEVOC;). Aristotle describes the role of the questioner in e 1-3 
and that of the answerer in e 4-10, as well as making various points about 
dialectical arguments in e 11-14. In book A he explains primarily the notions 
of a problerna, a protasis3! and ofpredicables (A 4,5, 10 and 11). 

27 A 2, 101a34-b4. I have dealt with the reference to fm;t principles as falling under the 
heading of the third purpose, the philosophical sciences, as lrwin (1988), p. 37 does. One could 
also argue with Brunschwig (1967), p. 116f. that the reference to the principles actually 
represents an independent fourth purpose. The issue is debatable and one could argue both 
ways, as in fact Alex. in Top. 29, 18-30, 12 does. 

28 The most prominent example of this is the discussion of the Principle of Contradiction 
given in Met. r 4. 

29 Smith (1993) disputes this. 
30 I agree with Kapp's description (1931). However, Kapp gives only a very rough 

structure, as he himself remarks ("grob") and no pieces of evidence. The dialectical situation 
is described in some detail by Moraux (1968) whose interpretation is at times slightly 
speculative; cf. also Well (1956) and Robinson (1930). 

3! Protasis (pI. protaseis) is the transliteration of the Greek 1fpoi(:((n~ and means literally 
"that which has been put forward", here the question asked. However, Aristotle uses protasis 
as referring to a question answered in the affmnative or in the negative, i. e. a proposition, as 
early as in the Topics and then of course later in the Prior Analytics (cf. the definition at APr. 
24aI6). However, it is important to bear in mind that a protasis is nonna1ly used in the context 
of a reasoning, i.e. a syllogism or induction, and thus means a premiss, as it is in fact most often 
translated (for an exception cf. Met. N 2, 1089a24f.). I shall be using the transliteration protasis 
to allow for the two nuances in meaning mentioned. 
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The questioner asks the answerer a question in the form of a problema, 
e.g. "Is pedestrian biped animal a defmition of man, or not?" (A 4, 101b32f.). 
Depending on which alternative the answerer decides to take the questioner has 
to take the other one. The task of the questioner is to refute the answerer's 
thesis which he does by proving his own thesis. In order to achieve this he 
asks the answerer questions in the form of protaseis, e.g. "Is animal the genus 
of man?" which the answerer may either accept or not by saying "yes" or 
"no".32 The questioner tries to deduce from the admitted protaseis a conclusion 
which is identical with his original thesis and the contradiction of the 
answerer's thesis. I shall deal with the part of the questioner in section }.33 

The answerer tries to avoid being refuted, respecting however certain rules 
of 'fair play'. Thus, if he does not accept a protasis which the questioner ·has 
proved by induction, he is supposed to give a counterexample (EV(1T<~(n~), If 
he does not accept a conclusion which has been deduced by a syllogism, he is 
supposed to give a solution ()..15(1\(;).1 shall deal with the part Of the answerer 
in section 2.34 

This is a rough sketch of the structure of dialectical gymnastics and I shall 
now comment on it, name some difficulties, refer to Aristotle's terminology, 
etc .. 

1. The part o/the questioner 

1.1. Problema 

1.1.1. Form 
It is quite clear that the problema comes at the beginning of the discussion. In 
A 4, 101b15f Aristotle says: 

Arguments (AOYOl) arise from protaseis (ElC niiv 1l'pOnXOI;lJ)v), while the 
subjects of syllogisms (1l'EP1. WV 15f; 01. (1VAAOYUJJ,lOi) are problemata. 

And in the passage cited at the very beginning of this chapter Aristotle says 
that "the purpose of the present treatise is to find a method by which we shall 

I am also using the transliteration problema (pI. problemata) for the Greek 1I"pol3A'1jJa 
discussed above, since the word 'problem' would to a large extent be misleading. 

I am using the word syllogism in the same sense as OIlAAOytOjJO<; is defined by Aristotle, 
i.e."an argument (AOY0<;) in which certain things being laid down, something other than these 
necessarily comes about through them" (Top. A I, 100a25-27; very similarly in APr. A I, 
24bJS-20) and simply seems to mean 'deductive argument'. The word 'syllogism' in English 
usually refers specifically to a categorical syIIogism (and Aristotle sometimes uses it in this 
way), and thus in order to designate just the definition scholars use the transliteration 
'sullogismos' or the term 'deduction'. However, the word in English is clearly used in its 
broader meaning in 'hypothetical syIIogism' and since this is a standard expression and a notion 
of eminent importance in this book, I have decided to keep to 'syllogism' rather than a 
transliteration, stressing that it is meant in its broader sense. 

Similarly, "induction" just translates Aristotle's f,1I"aywYrl as defined in Top. A 12, 
105a13f.; cf. pp. 29-31 below. 

32 e 2, 15Sa16f. 
33 On pp. 15-36 below. 
34 On pp. 36-42 below. 
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be able to reason syllogistically from generally accepted opinions about any 
problema brought forward."35 

The problema has the form 'Is P the case, or not?' (non;pov ... ~ ov; ), 
P standing for a proposition, in contrast to a protasis which has the form 'Is 
P the case?' (apex ... ;).36 A problema could be "Is pleasure a good, or not?"37 
or one of the examples cited on the previous page.38 

However, Aristotle only seldom uses the term problema in its primary 
meaning of a question in the form described above.39 Usually he uses it to 
designate the thesis of the answerer40 or the thesis of the questioner41 (which is 
equal to the conclusion intended by the questioner) or the thesis generally 
(whether held by the questioner or the answerer),42 i.e. he calls both opposite 
parts of the problema-question 'Is P the case, or not?' expressed in the 
affIrmative a problema: 'P' or 'not P'. Even more often Aristotle uses the 
very word Seole;, from which the English word thesis derives, to designate 
the thesis of the answerer43 or, less often, of the questioner.44 He sometimes 
also uses the expression "that which has been laid dowri in the beginning" ('ro 
h apxrj or Ee apxfie; (Kd,.u;vOV».45 

One might wonder why the problema should have a different form from a 
protasis, since the answerer could have made his position just as clear by 
asserting or denying a protasis. Obviously the idea was to distinctly mark the 

35 ~ IJEV :rrP06ECJlC; nle; :rrpaYlJaTe:tae; IJE601iov EOPEiv dc!>' ne; 1illvTloojJE6a 
OllAAoyiCEo6al :rrEP1. :rravTOC; Toii :rrPOTE6EVTOC; :rrPOj3AtllJaTOC; tl; tv1idl;wv (A I, 
100aIS-20). 

Even if we omit :rrpoj3AtljJaTOC; with Brunschwig, (1967), p.ln.4, it is clear fr()m 10lbl6 and 
101a30 that :rrpoj3AtllJaTOe; is meant. But Brunschwig's reason for omitting :rrPOj3A tl jJaTOC; is 
actually not particularly sound: he justifies it by Alexander's omission of it in his citation. Now, 
it is true that Alexander omits it in his citation in in Top. 5, 20f., not, however, in 7, 1. 
Brunschwig gives as further reason that Aristotle would not introduce a term which he has not 
previously defined. Unfortunately, this is common practice with Aristotle-in Rhetoric for 
example he first mentions the notion of enthymema in A I, 1354aI4f. without any explanation, 
which he gives only later (l355a6ff.), and in the Topics he uses the notion of the topos without 
ever defining it. 

36 A 4, IOlb29-36. 
37 Cf. e.g. B 10, I 14b39. 
38 Many other examples will be cited in Chapter Three. 
39 Examples ofproblematain the full form are found in A 10, l04b7, S, 16. 
40 B 2, 109b24, 110alO, H 5, 155a37f. (:rrpoj3ATlIJ<hwv E:rrlXElpEiv); 0 3, 15Sbl6 (:rrpo

j3ATllJa (. . .) 1ilOElflXElPTlTOV). 
It is actually not always easy to determine whether the thesis of the answerer or the 

questioner is meant. The reason for this is that the word ElflXElPEtV (:rrpOC;), meaning literally 
"to put one's hand to", which Aristotle often uses in conjunction with "problema" can have two 
different meanings: it either means "to attack" or ''to prove (dialectically)", ''to argue". In the 
former case the object is of course the thesis of the answerer (155a7, 11, 17,37, 158a3I, b5, 
13, 161a22), in the latter case it can be either way (l56b20, 158bl, 16, 36, 163bl). The context 
usually makes the exact meaning clear. 

41 (3 11, 161b32f. 34f., 162a6, 163a8f. The thesis of the questioner of course equals the 
conclusion that the questioner purports to reach. All the occurrences of problema in the Prior 
Analytics have this meaning: a conclusion which is to be concluded (:rrEpai ve:lv) or proved 
(1iElKvuval) (26b31, 42b29, 43al8, b34, 45a36, b21 and in many other places). 

42 B I, 108b34, 109a2, 28, E I, 128b23, 24, 29, 129a19, 20, 30. 
43 B, 1l0all, I 11 all, bl2, 36; r, 120a21, 27; a, 123a4, al.; 0, 159a20., 36, 160bl4, al.; the 

same goes for O:rr06EOlC; which in 0 usually has the same meaning as 6Eale;. 
44 0 I, 156a13 and 156b5 . 
45 (3 I, 155b13, 156a8.l3; 3, 159a8; 6, 160all, al. 
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problema as the proposition which had to be refuted or proved from protaseis 
as the propositions which serve as premisses of the reasoning which was to 
refute or prove the problema. Problema itself, being the conclusion of the 
reasoning or its negation, could under no circumstances be a premiss of this 
reasoning--otherwise one would commit the error of begging the question. 

1.1.2. Content 
In A 10 and 11 Aristotle specifies a problema and a thesis with respect to 
content. We should not be concerned with every problema, he tells us, but 
only with a dialectical one. In A 11, 104bl-5 he gives a full definition of a 
dialectical problema: 

A dialectical problema is an investigation (6600 P TJ /la) leading either to 
choice and avoidance or to truth and knowledge. 
Its subject is something about which either men. have no opinion either 
way, or most people hold an opinion contrary to that of the wise, or the 
wise contrary to that of most people, or about which members of each of 
these classes disagree among themselves. 

The main characteristic of a problema seems to be that it has to have a, 
problematic or aporetic content, on which people disagree or even have no 
opinion at al1.46 The aporia (or puzzlement) should be of the sort about wh,iqh' 
doubt might be felt «bro p y] aEtEv) by the kind of person who requires to' 'he 
argued withY 

The demonstration «l7rO()Etet<;) of the problema or thesis should neither: 
be too ready to hand--otherwise the problema would not really be aporetic" 
nor should it be too remote-this could involve difficulties which go beyond
the scope of dialectical training (1l'At1W T1lCaT<l yu/.!vexonlCy]v).48 

Aristotle also makes a distinction between a problema and a thesis. In 
104b18-28 he gives the following definition of a thesis: 

A thesis is a belief contrary to general opinion (U7l"OATJ"'t~ 71"apalio~o~) but 
propounded by someone famous as a philosopher; for example, "Contra
diction is impossible", as Antisthenes said ( ... ); for to pay any attention 
when an ordinary person sets forth views which are contrary to received 
opinion is foolish. 
Or a thesis may concern matters about which we hold a reasoned view 
contrary to received opinions (7I"6P1. WV "oyov EXO/l6V EvavTlov Tai~ 
M~at~); for example, the view of the Sophists that "What is need not in 
every case either have come to be or be eternal" ( ... ). This view, even if it is 
unacceptable to some people, might be accepted by someone on the ground 
that it has an argument in its favour (lit a TO "oyov EX6tV). 

Every thesis is also a problema, since in a thesis the wise disagree with the 
many or one or the other class disagree among themselves; but not every 
problema is a thesis, since some problemata are such that we hold no opinion 

46 Cf. also A 10, 104a4-8. 
47 Rather than the kind of person who needs to be castigated, as those who feel doubt 

whether or not the gods ought to be honoured and parents loved, or those who lack perception, 
as those do who wonder whether snow is white or not (A 11, 105a3-7). 

48 All, 105a7-9. 
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about them either way, which is not true of a thesis (104b29-34). Aristotle 
remarks that "all dialectical problemata are now called theses" and that, once 
having defined them, he will take the liberty to use the two expressions 
interchangeably (104b34-105a2), as he in fact does in the Topics. 

1.1.3. Construction and destruction (KaraaKeva(elV and avaaKeva
(et v) 
Depending on whether the answerer says "yes" or "no" to the proposed 
problema, i.e. depending on whether the answerer takes on the affirmative or 
the negative thesis (assuming P to be in the affirmative), the questioner 
endeavours to destroy or construct the thesis, i.e. to deduce a negative or 
affmnative conclusion. In the topoi in the central books destruction is clearly 
predominant. The reason being that "people more usually introduce theses 
asserting a predicate than denying it, while those who argue with them destroy 
it" (B 1, 109a8~1O). Thus, the answer to the proposed problema is more often 
"yes" than "no", but botharepossible.49 .. 

There are certain irregularities in the usage of "to destroy" (cl v a
a1ce:l)ci~e:tv/dvatpe:iv) and "to construct" (1CaTaa1ce:uci~e:tv) a thesis. The 
passage in B 1, 108b34-109alO seems to suggest that "to destroy" a thesis 
means to prove a negative statement containing the verb "not to belong" (OUX 
l.brcipxe:tv) or "not to be" and thus to refute a positive thesis while "to 
construct" means to prove a positive statement containing the verb "to 
belong" (u7l"cipxe:tv) or "to be" and thus to refute a negative stateme~t. This 
understanding of the two terms is clearly assumed in many iopoi in B50 in 
which the theses contain no quantifiers "all" or "no", but whicb.contain 
general terms so that their extension is best understood as universal positive 
and negative theses. In books !J.-Z as well, "to construct" a thesis obviously 
means to establish that A is a predicable of B, and "to destroy" a thesis means 
that A is not a predicable of B, A and B standing for terms. 

However, we also find a different usage of the two terms in B, in those 
topoi in which Aristotle explicitly distinguishes positive and negative 
universal theses and where the quantification is of importance. Here, "to 
construct" a thesis means proving a universal positive or negative thesis, i.e. 
that the thesis does or does not belong universally, and thus refuting a 
particular negative or affmnative thesis; "to destroy" a thesis means proving 
a particular negative or affirmative thesis, and thus refuting a universal 
positive or negative thesis. We find this usage for example in B 2, 109b13-
29, B 3, ll0a23-b7, and in some other places. 

To express the difference once again in slightly different terms, in the first 
case the thesis P in the problema 'Is P the case, or not?' always seems to be 

49 Thus, Moraux (1968), p.280, is wrong in maintaining that <<le questionneur devra tendre a 
faire admettre au repondant des propositions d' oil decoulera necessairement une conclusion 
identique a la reponse oui au probleme pose». There is no set order of answers, and in fact, the 
answer of the answerer is more often "yes" than "no". If the answer was always "yes" or 
always "no" then the difference between dVIlIJICEIl!i~eav and ICIlTIlIJICEIl!XCE1V would 
become incomprehensible. 

50 B 4, llla14-32, a33-b16, b17-23; 5, 112a16-23; 8, 113b15-26; 10, 114b37-115a14, and 
many others. 
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an affirmative proposition. In the second case, where we have explicit 
quantification and which certainly is a later development, P in 'Is P the case, 
or not?' is a universal affirmative or negative proposition. In both cases it is 
true that if the answerer says "no", thus picking out 'not P' the questioner 
"constructs", i.e. proves P, whereas if the answerer say "yes", picking out 'P', 
the answerer "destroys", i.e-. proves 'not P'. 

In r 6 Aristotle also admits problemata containing quantified predication 
other than universal. Here, P can also be an affirmative or negative particular 
proposition (120a6-20) or any of the other specified belonging (120a20-31; cf. 
p. 122n.98 below. But those other than universal quantifications do not seem 
to occur anywhere in the Topics except here. 

In e Aristotle does not make this subtle distinction. He does not here use 
the terms "to construct" (lCIlTllolCEua'e:w) or "to destroy" (civllolCEua
~E1V) at all. He uses the more generic term "to refute" (ciVlllpe:iv),which 
embraces both. "to construct" and "to destroy". Theunderstaiuling of the two 
tenns is essential in order to understand the procedure in the central books; 

1.2. Protasis 

1.2.1. Form 
The fonn of a dialectical protasis is 'Is it the case that P?' (apll .. ; ;). That 
is, in contrast to problema, of which the form is 'Is it the case that P, or 
not?' (1TOTEpOV ... i1 ou;), the 'or not'-bit is left out.51 My English 
rendering of the protasis as 'Is it the case that PT ,rather than as 'PT which 
would be nearer to the original Greek, points to another requirement which 
protaseis (and problemata) must fulfil: the answerer must be able to answer 
them simply by "yes" or "no".52 Thus, questions of the kind "What is man?" 
or "In what various senses can the good be used?" are not dialectical and hence 
not permitted. The questioner must give his own definitions and distinctions 
and then ask the answerer to accept or not.53 

1.2.2. Content 
In A 10 Aristotle specifies the dialectical protasis with respect to content. In 
104a8-15 the following definition is given: 

A dialectical protasis is a question (t p uS TTl ate;) which is endoxical 
(evl5oeov) to everyone or the majority or the wise---either all of the wise or 
the majority or the most famous of them-and which is not paradoxical;54 
for one would assent to the view of the wise, if it is not contrary to the 

51 In Greek the interrogative pronouns are different as well: apa in the case of protasis and 
7rOTEPOV (indicating the choice of two theses) in the case of problema. 

52 Aristotle says this only of protaseis, but of course the same is true of problemata. In 
English we would have to answer a problema by "yes, it is" or "no, it is not", but in Greek a 
"yes" or "no" is enough; cf. Soph. El. 10, 171a19-21 and Plato's Euthydemus 276a3f., 295b2f. 

53 El 2, 158aI4-22; cf. 160a34. However, if the answerer refuses to accept a distinction it is 
fair to ask him to make his own suggestion (1 58a22-24). 

54 This word means literally "against common sense", thus could perhaps be translated as 
"implausible", "incredible". Aristotle stresses that the protasis reputable to the wise should not 
be paradoxical-if it was it would be a thesis, which is defined as a paradoxical belief of a 
philosopher, e_g. Heraclitus's thesis that all things are in motion (A 11, I04b19-22). 
rrapci!io~oc; seems to have a similar meaning to a!ioeoC; and the opposite meaning of Ev!ioeOC;. 
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OpinIOns of majority. Views which are similar to received oplmons 
(EvM~Ol<;) are also dialectical protaseis, and so are also protaseis which 
contradict the contraries of received opinions, and also views that accord 
with the arts that have been discovered. 

In this passage the important notion of "endoxical" occurs. The passage which 
best explains this notion seems to me to be the one found in the very first 
book of the Topics, namely AI, 100b21-23: 

Those opinions are endoxical which appear to be correct (liOKEi) to 
everyone or the majority or the wise-that is to say, to all of the wise or to 
the majority or to the most famous and distinguished of them. 

Thus, endoxical protaseis express reputable or plausible views. 55 Accordingly, 
the content of protaseis is quite the opposite of that of problema and thesis: 
the latter are supposed to be puzzling, the former to be generally accepted
either by all or the majority, the wise or the scientists. The reason for this is 
of course that the questioner is dependent on the answerer's accepting the 
protasis and "no one would accept" a protasis which is no one's opinion (A 
10, 104a5-8). '", .' ........ ' 

In 0 2, 157b32f. yet another charactenzfllion9tthe dialectical protasis is 
found: . , " ,,'" " 

/':.<.!~~·::~·;_".t'iL::L.'., :.~.~ . . . 
A dialectical protasis' is one which holds in several instances and to which 
no objection (EVOT(lOl<;) is forthcoming. ,',' 

In 158a3-6 Aristotle expresses himself slig'htlyfudtee'iattly with respect to 
the objections saying: 

Either no objection should be forthcoming at all, orat any rate none on the 
surface (/1~ E1fmoAfj<;); for if men can see no instances in which the 
protasis, does not hold good, they admit it as true. 

This characterization of the dialectical protasis is of course in line with its 
endoxical character and may in fact be understood as an explication of its 
being endoxical. 

Aristotle divides all protaseis and problemata into three classes: 

There are, roughly speaking, three classes of protaseis and problemata; for 
some are ethical, some physical and some logical protaseis. Ethical 
protaseis are such as "Ought one rather to obey one's parents or the laws, if 
they disagree?" Logical protaseis are such as "Is the knowledge of contraries 
the same or not?" Physical protaseis are such as "Is the universal eternal or 
not?" Likewise also with problemata.56 

55 For an exact explanation of the notion of evlioeoC; cf. Le Blond (1939), pp. 9-19 and 
especially Bames (1980), pp. 498ff. I shall usually render the word by "endoxical" sometimes 
by "reputable" or "plausible", It should at any rate be borne in mind that "opinion" or "belief' 
(Mea) stands in high regard in Aristotle and is not necessarily opposed to truth. In Met. r 6, 
101lb13 he even calls the principle of contradiction "the most indisputable of all beliefs" 
(~E~a\OTciTT1 Mea). 

56 A 14, 105bI9-29. 
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This is a famo.us passage in which we find the first textual evidence fo.r the 
widespread divisio.n o.f philo.so.phy into. ethics, physics and lo.gic in Antiquity 
which is usually attributed to. Xeno.crates, a member o.fPlato.'s Academy and a 
co.ntempo.rary o.f Aristo.tle. Aristo.tle here does no.t actually subdivide 
philo.so.phy but pro.blemata and protaseis into. three types: ethical, physical 
and lo.gical. In a parallel passage57 Aristo.tle specifies the purpo.se o.f the three 
different kinds o.f pro.blemata and pro.taseis; he actually refers here to. pro.ble
mata o.nly: 

(1) The knQwledge Qf SQme Qf these problemata is useful fQr the purpQse Qf 
chQice Qr aVQidance; fQr example whether pleasure is WQrthy Qf chQice 
(aipETov) Qr nQt.58 (2) The knQwledge Qf SQme Qf these is useful purely fQr 
the sake Qf knQwledge, fQr example, whether the universe is eternal Qr nQt. 
(3) Others, again, are nQt useful in themselves fQr either Qf these purpQses 
but as an aid to. the sQlutiQn Qf SQme similar problema; fQr there are many 
things which we do. nQt wish to. knQW fQr themselves but fQr Qther purpQses, 
in Qrder that thrQugh them we may Qbtain knQwledge Qf sQmething else.59 

The first passage is taken by Hadgo.po.ulo.s (1976), p. 286 as evidence fo.r his 
co.ntentio.n60 that Aristo.tle do.es no.t adhere. to. the fo.rmal distinctio.n between 
protaseis and problemata made in Top. A 4 and described abo.ve: 

[T]his fQrmal distinctiQn [between' protasis and prQblema] is nQt adhered to. 
by AristQtle. Later Qn ( .. ) [AristQtle] fQrgetsthe fQrmal distinctiQn, and he 
distinguishes between them in Qther w;lYS. We find examples Qf dialectical 
protaseis expressed in the fQrmthat·had been earlier appropriated fQr the 
expressiQn Qf problemata .. 

By "later" Hadgo.po.ulo.s means as early as Top. A 14, 105b19-29 where the 
abo.ve passage is fo.und. No.w, it is true that in this passage Aristo.tle calls 
questio.ns protaseis which have the fo.rm o.f pro.blemata. Ho.wever, this is the 
o.nly passage where Aristo.tle do.es this (even tho.ugh Hadgo.po.ulo.s gives it 
o.nly as o.ne example) and I think this passage sho.uld no.t be pressed. 

57 A 11, l04b5-12. 
58 One might be tempted to think that the first mentioned sort of problemata, point to book r 

where we find topoi which tell us what is more worthy of choice (atpEn.5TEpOV). But the 
problemata Aristotle deals with in r are of a different sort as he explains at the very beginning 
ofr (1, 116a4-9). There, both things are worthy of choice and the question is: which one is 
more so. We very seldom find problemata in the Topics which contain the word <xtPETOC; or 
<l>EIlKTOC; (cf. e.g. B 7, 113al-19). The problema Aristotle gives as an example occurs very 
often in the form "Is pleasure a good, or not?" and I assume that it is this sort of ethical 
problemata Aristotle refers to, which are found in all the central books along with physical and 
logical ones; Aristotle in fact often uses "good" and "worthy of choice" interchangeably (cf. 
e.g. Rhet. B 23, 1397a21 vs. 22). 

59 It is interesting to note that Aristotle here sees logic both as a part and as an instrument of 
philosophy. Later in antiquity it became an issue whether philosophy is one or the other, cf. 
Alex. in APr. 1,7-2, 33, Mueller (1969), p. 184 and especially Lee (1984), pp. 44-54. Aristotle 
himself later divided all knowledge in a way which did not leave space for logic (Met. E 1, 
1025b25ff.; K 7, 1064bl-3; and in fact already in Top. Z 6, 145a15f. and e I, 157al0f.); logic 
seemed to have for him a merely propaedeutic character (cf. e.g. Met. r 3, lO05b2-5 and 4, 
lO06a5-8). 

60 Hadgopoulos' main contention is a correct critique of a surprisingly misguided 
interpretation of the function of problema and protasis given in Kneale and Kneale (1962), p. 
34. 
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Aristotle was clearly inattentive here. Only the example of the logical 
sentence is, also with regard to content, a protasis, i.e. is endoxical.61 The 
example of a physical sentence is, with regard to content, clearly a problema 
since Aristotle cites it twice as a typical example of a problema.62 We do not 
find the example of an ethical question given here anywhere else in the 
Topics, but it is quite clear anyway that with regard to content it is a 
problema. It refers to the famous Nature-Law-antithesis which Aristotle 
mentions in Soph. El. 12, 173a7-18 and of which he says that "in the view of 
the ancients [sc. philosophers, mainly the sophists] what accorded with nature 
was the truth, while what accorded with law was the general opinion of the 
polIoi." This is according to the definition in A 11, among others, the 
characteristic of a problema.63 So one wonders which distinction Aristotle had 
in mind when naming protasis andproblema as distinct entities in A 14 and 
saying that the division is "likewise also with problimata." 

Also what Aristotle does in this passage is to make a new division of 
questions, namely into physical, ethical and logical. It is often the case that 
when Aristotle introduces a new distinction, he pays little attention to the 
distinctions he made previously. Thus in A 4, where he introduces the formal 
distinction between probleinafu andprotaseis, he does not pay attention to the 
distinction with respect to their content, which he makes in A 10, using the 
same statement in diffeientfotms to illustrate the difference.64 

Besides, it should not be assumed that Aristotle himself introduced the 
formal distinction. Rather. he was describing what was common practice in 
the gymnastical disputations'to begin a dispute by posing a question in this 
form. Problemata presumably originated from geometry and already Plato has 
used them for investigations other than geometry. Thus for example in 
Theaet. 180c5ff. the mathematician Theodorus suggests trying to solve a 
question "like a problema" and Socrates specifies the problema by giving two 
opposed dogmas, those by Heraclitus and Pythagoras. And in Resp. 530b6 
Plato lets Socrates say that the study of geometry is pursued "by means of 
problemata. "65 

61 Cf. A 10, l04aI6. 
62 In the passage cited on the previous page (A 11, l04b8) and again in l04bI6. 
63 "The subject-matter of a problema is something about which ( ... ) the polloi hold an 

opinion contrary to that of the wise, or the wise contrary to that of the polloi" (A 11, 104b4f.). 
64 Hadgopoulos gives another passage to support his contention, namely De 1nt. 20b23-30. 

The relevant lines b22-24 run: "So if a dialectical question consists in requesting an answer
either a protasis or one side of a contradiction, the protasis being one side of the contradiction 
.... " This text seems to me rather to suggest that the distinction between two sorts of questions, 
namely protasis and problema, is still at work here, even though "problema" is not explicitly 
mentioned and protasis designates an answered question here. The first answer answers a 
protasis, the second a problema which offers a choice of two contradictory propositions. 

65 Cf. also Resp. 53Ic2-5: ''They do not ascend to problemata and the consideration which 
numbers are inherently concordant and which not" and Soph. 26Ia6f.: "Evidently he [the 
Sophist] posseses a whole armory of problemata, and every time that he puts one forward 
(lTpo~aAIJ) to shield him, we have to fight our way through it before we can get at him." On 
the notion of the problema see most recently Lennox (1994). 
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1.2.3.. Universal and particular protaseis 
Aristotle distinguishes between universal (lCaOoAou) and particular (Ta KaO' 
ElCaora) protaseis,66 most explicitly in e 8, 160a39-bl. He explains here 
how the answerer should treat these two different kinds of protaseis: the 
answerer should accept the particular protaseis if they are true and endoxical, 
but he should always try to find an objection (EvoraolC;), i. e. a counter
example, against the universal protasis. Aristotle does not specify the distinc
tion any further and thus we have to look at examples to see what is meant 
exactly. Four examples will be sufficient; the first three examples of 
particular protaseis constitute objections to the corresponding universal pro ta
seis: 

Universal protasis (1) 
The angry man desires vengeance on account of an apparent slight. 67 

Particular protasis: 
We become angry with our parents, but we do neit desire vengeance on 
them.68 

Universal protasis (2) 
The man who has lost the knowledge of something has forgotten it.69 

Particular protasis: . 
If the thing changes, he has lost knowledge of it but has not forgotten ieo 

Universal protasis (3) . 
A greater evil is the opposite of a greater good.71 

Particular protasis. 
Health, which is a lesser good than sound bodily condition, has a greater 
evil as its opposite, since disease is a greater evil than unsound bodily 
condition.72 

Universal protasis (4) 
He who sits writes.73 

Particular protaseis: 
Socrates is sitting. 
Socrates is writing74 

66 Aristotle does not usually mention protasis explicitly but uses merely the expressions 
"universal" and "particular"; it is obvious from the context that protaseis are meant. As far as I 
can see there are only two places where Aristotle expresses himself explicitly: 8 I, 156a28 
(Ka6o;>"oll lTpOTa01.v) and 14, 163b32 (lTpomuiv TE KOtVJ]V). 

67 8 I, 156a31f.; explicitly specified as a universal protasis in a28 and 30. 
68 8 I, I 56a37f. 
69 8 2, 157b12f. 
7°82 157b13f 
71 82: 157b17.· 
72 8 2, 157b18-20. 
738 ID, I60b26f. For other examples of universal protaseis: cf. e.g. I, I56bll-\3 (explicitly 

specified as universal in bll and b15); 2, I57b15f. 
74 9 ID, 160b27 and b28. For other examples of singular protaseis: cf. e.g. 2, 157b5f. (two 

examples). 
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It can be seen that universal protaseis in e are obviously quite different from 
those defined in APr. A 1, 24a16-19 or Top. B 1, 108b34-109al: there is no 
universal quantifier ('all' or 'no') explicitly stated. The protaseis are universal 
or general by virtue of their containing general terms.75 

As for the particular protaseis (nx Ka6' EKaoTa), these are obviously 
protaseis which are less specific than the universal ones usually by virtue of 
their containing particular terms.16 The particular (Ka6' haoTov) here is 
ambiguous and can either mean "specific" or "individual". Specific terms are 
specific relative to generic terms: "disease" in the third example is specific 
with respect to "evil", but can be generic with respect to, say, 'rheumatism', 
i. e. a specific disease. An individual is a border line case of a specific term, 
insofar as that there can be nothing more specific than it, e.g. "Socrates" in 
the fourth example.77 

The distinction between universal and particular protaseis is very impor
tant with respec~ to induction, objection and syllogism, with which I shall 
deal later in this 'chapter. 

1.2.4. Syllogistic protasis and syllogism 
In e 8, 160a351 iIltrQduces the notion of a syllogistic protasis (npoTaOtC; 
OUAAoYton~rD:;:, 

:t;:yex:y.:-l'yllogistic :protasis either is one of the constituent parts of the 
syllogism [Le., a'premiss] or else goes to establish one of these.78 

Aristotle'makes here two important distinctions with respect to protaseis and 
with respecftci'syllogism. 

Ther~' are protaseis which are the premisses of the syllogism with the help 
of which the questioner endeavours to prove his own thesis-these are the so
called necessary protaseis (civaYKaiat npoTCXOEtC;). Aristotle simply 

75 The universal quantifiers are of course implicitly contained in these protaseis and if we 
wanted to formalize them in modem predicate calculus, we would have to use the quantifiers: 
'the man' becomes then 'every man', 'the evil' 'every evil', etc. 

76 I say 'usually' because in the second example the particular protasis contains the same 
terms as the universal one; the objection here is specified by pointing out that the thing 
("something") changes, 

77 This ambiguity is found in other Aristotelian writings as well, cf. Bames (19942), p. 83. 
'Particular' is ambiguous in English. Apart from the two meanings which it has in common 

with the Greek Ka6' EKaoTov ('specific' and 'individual') it also has a third one, referring to 
propositions affirming or denying something about only some members of a class of objects and 
which contains the quantifier 'some'. The corresponding word in Greek is Em ~ipoll as it is 
found e.g. in Top. B 1, l08b34ff,; the example Aristotle gives there is "some pleasure is good", 
This third meaning is not meant here, although'there is of course some connection between it 
and the 'specific' and 'individual'. The first example of a singular protasis, "we become angry 
with our parents, but we do not desire vengeance on them" is directed against the universal 
protasis stated above and can be seen as an instance of the protasis "some angry men do not 
desire vengeance". 

Instead of Ka6' EKaoTov Aristotle in El also uses KaTIZ ~ipoc;; (1, 155b35; 13, 163al, 
5f.;14, 164a9) or EV ~iPEt (14, 164a8). 

78 mioa lfpOmOtC;; ollAAoytOTtKn i1 TOUTUlV Tic;; EOTtV i:e wv 6 oIlAAOytO~oC;; if 
TtVOC;; TOUTUlV EVEKa. 
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defines them as protaseis "through which the syllogism proceeds".19 I shall 
call this syllogism the main syllogism. 
There are also protaseis which are used for establishing the necessary protaseis 
of the main syllogism-Aristotle simply characterizes them as protaseis 
"other than those which are necessary".80 I shall call them auxiliary protaseis. 
The necessary protaseis can be established with the help of auxiliary protaseis 
through induction or, again, through syllogism. The deducing of the neces
sary protaseis is sometimes described by Aristotle as "to conclude by a 
prosyllogism" (7TPO(JUAAoy{~e;cre(Xt).81 I shall call this syllogism the pro
syllogism. Of course, auxiliary protaseis in turn can be established by a 
syllogism as well, so that one gets auxiliary protaseis and prosyllogisms of 
the second (or more) degree.82 Thus, we can distinguish different kinds of 
syllogism-main, auxiliary of the first, second, etc. degree-depending on the 
function of their conclusion . .. 

Now, what does Aristotle actually understand by a syllogism in the Topics 
exactly? He gives a definition at the very beginning of the Topics (A 1, 
100a25-27): 

A syllogism is an argument in which certain things being laid down, 
something other than these necessarily comes about through them.83 

'Alniostexactly the same definition is given at the beginning of the Prior 
'Aiuilytics, A 1, 24b18-20. The only slight difference is that in the Topics 
Aristotle says that something necessarily comes about "through" the 
pi6taseis; whereas in the Analytics he says "through their being so" (HQ 
n£UiaElval). In the next sentence Aristotle explains that he means the 
tw~ expressions in the same way and that he wants to say through these 
expressions that in order to make the consequence necessary nothing more is 
needed than the terms in the protaseis alone (24b20-22).84 

The definition of the syllogism is a very broad one: all it says is that from 
some premisses something else, namely the conclusion necessarily follows 

79 ciV!lYK!licn 5e AEYOVT!ll 51' WV 6 aOAAoYla~o<; YtVET!ll (155b20; cf b 29). 
Sometimes the syllogism is called more specifically aOAAoYl~O<; Toii E~ cipxii C;, i.e. 
syllogism of the original thesis (cf. e.g. I, 156a8). 

80 llponxaEl<; C .. ) ll!lpa Ta<; ciV!lYK!ll!lC; (I, 155b19; cf. 1, 156a3). Sometimes they are 
circumscribed differently still as e.g. "protaseis which are required to establish the necessary 
ones" (llpOC; T!lUT!lC; [sc. ciV!lYK!lt!lC;] XPrlal~[!l]) (156alO) or arguably the expression 
EKEiv!l (sc. Arl ~~!lT!l) vI!>' WV 6 aOAAoYla~o<; (156a2lf.) which I translate as "those 
protaseis from which we syUogize the necessary protaseis" and which is interpreted in this way 
also by Alex. in Top. 527, 18·22, Pacius (1597), 755, 10, Waitz (1844·46), ad 156a20, and 
Zadro (1974), 522, 5 (3); the term Arl~~!lT!l, which only occurs in the whole Organon in two 
other places, namely Top. A, 101a14 and Soph. El. 183a15, as well as ci~lul~!lT!l are used 
synonymously with protaseis in Top. 0. 

81 0 I, 156a8. The only other occurrence in the Topics is found in Z 10, 148b8. 
82 Cf. el, 156a7 -11 where Aristotle says that the final conclusion is better concealed when 

not only the necessary protaseis, but also some of the protaseis with which the necessary ones 
are established, i.e. auxiliary protaseis are established syIlogistically. 

83 Ean 5& aOAAoYla~oc; AOYO<; EV ~ TE8ivTWV nvtiiv I::rEPOV T1 Ttiiv 
KE1~ivwv E~ civciYKIJC; ao~f3!llVEl 51a Ttiiv KE1~ivwv. 

84 Aiyw 5E Tq T!liiT!l etV!ll TO Zila T!liiT!l ao~f3!ltVE1V, TO 5& li1a T!liiT!l 
ao~f3!llVE1V TO 1I1J5Evo<; ltw8EV opOO llpoaliEiv llPO<; TO YEvea8!ll TO ciV!lYK!liov. 
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and it follows due to the premisses alone. The defmition is of course broader 
than the categorical syllogism with which the Prior Analytics mainly deals 
and to which the word "syllogism" in English most frequently refers. An 
example of a categorical syllogism is: 

Every man is an animal; 
every animal is mortal; 
hence, every man is mortal. 

Apart from categorical syllogism Aristotle in the Analytics also deals very 
briefly with another sort of deduction, namely with hypothetical syllogisms 
(UUAAOY1UJ,lO<; Ee u7r08iuEu)<;). An example of a hypothetical syllogism 
is: 

If man is an animal, then man is mortal; 
man is an .animal; 
hence, man is mortal. 

In APr. A 44 where Aristotle deals with the hypothetical syllogism he 
explains that the conclusion is not reached by a syllogism but through the 
hypothesis. This statement has often been misunderstood to the effect that the 
hypothetical syllogism was supposed not to be a syllogism at all. Now, 
Aristotle of course used the word syllogism here in the narrow sense of 
categorical syllogism; obviously, hypothetical syllogism is still a syllogism 
in the broad sense, i.e. a deductive argument--otherwise it would not be called 
a syllogism; cf. p. 128f. I shall deal more extensively with hypothetical 
syllogism in Chapter Four. 

Aristotle uses the notion of the syllogism quite extensively in 6 and it is 
fairly clear that he has the same definition in mind as given in Top. A p5 
Aristotle does not distinguish here between categorical and hypothetical 
syllogisms nor does he make any attempt to explain why the conclusion 
follows from the premisses. There are at least two clear examples of 
syllogisms to be found in 6: 

and 

Knowledge of opposites is the same. 
Contraries are opposites. 
Hence, knowledge of contraries is the same.86 

85 Cf. e.g. El 11, 161 b29f. where Aristotle criticises that "sometimes people secure more 
premisses than are necessary, so that it is not through them (n\i TauT' dval) that the 
syllogism comes about." 

86 El I, 155b32-34. Aristotle does not present here the syllogisms in the neat form I use 
above, but it can be easily extracted from what he says here: "If one desires to secure the 
premiss that the knowledge of contraries is the same, one should claim it not of contraries, but 
of opposites; for, if he grants it (re:6EVToc; yap TO IJrO Il ), one will then deduce by a syllogism 
(UIlAAoYle:1Tal) that the knowledge of contraries is also the same, because contraries are 
opposites." Similarly, one could express the paradigma of the categorical syllogism given 
above: From 'animals are mortal' 'men are mortal' can be deduced, because men are animals. 
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Hence, Socrates is writing.87 

27 

These examples of syllogisms seem to correspond to categorical rather than 
hypothetical syllogisms, although the second one could also be interpreted as 
a hypothetical syllogism, i.e. "he who sits, writes" as "if someone sits, then 
he writes". However, there are certainly universal protaseis which when used 
in a syllogism would certainly create a hypothetical rather than a categorical 
syllogism, e.g. "if a person has lost knowledge of a thing while it still 
remains, then he has forgotten it."88 Thus, it would appear that in e 
syllogisms are found which later would be classified as categorical or 
hypothetical syllogisms. From the two examples given above it is clear that 
the syllogisms have much in common with syllogisms as we know them 
from the Analytics, but there are <uso some striking differences. ·Ashlready 
mentioned above, the premisses are not explicitly quantified by quantifiers 
'every', 'no', or 'some' .89 Further, there are also premisses containing 
individual terms such as "Socrates" which are not allowed in the syllogistic as 
expounded in the Prior Analytics90 and which we also find in other books of 
the Topics. 91 

1.2.5. Necessary protaseis: e 1, 155b29-156a3 
Having dealt with the notion of the syllogism and the function of necessary 
and auxiliary protaseis, we can now proceed to deal with the latter two in 
more detail. As already said, necessary protaseis are protaseis "by means of 
which the main syllogism proceeds." Aristotle enumerates four ways in which 
they can be established:92 

(1) by prosyllogism93 
(2) by induction94 

87 El 10, 160b26-28. Here, the syllogism is presented in a straightforward way: "For 
example, if someone secures (from the answerer) ('-aliI) that 'he who sits, writes' and that 
'Socrates is sitting'; for from these it follows that (ollllllatvtt yap EX TOIlTWV) 'Socrates is 
writing.'" 

88 El 2, 157b15f. 
89 Although the general sentences have an implicit quantification of which Aristotle is well 

aware and which he makes explicit if necessary. Thus in El 10, 160b32f. he points out that what 
is false in the second example is the first premiss because "not everyone who sits, writes". 

90 However, there are exceptions: A 33, 47b15ff. and B 27, 70a16ff. Cf. Patzig (1968), pp. 
4-8. 

91 Cf. e.g. A 5, 102b7; 7, 103a30f.; 9, 103b29-35; r 2, 117b13-25; E I, 128b20; 129a5; 3, 
13lbl2, et al. They are also found in the Sophistici Elenchi: 5, l66b32, 33f., 14, l73b30, et al. 
On the whole however they are actually comparatively seldom. On the problems which 
singular terms create in book E cf. Bames (1970), p. 148. 

92 8 I, 155b35-38. 
93 Aristotle does not actually use the word "prosyllogism", but the more generic "syllogism" 

(b35). Since the syllogism here does not establish the final conclusion but only the necessary 
protasis of the main syllogism, obviously a prosyllogism is meant. 

94 Aristotle deals with likeness (or analogy) in several passages and says explicitly that it is 
often used to establish the universal (8. 8, 160a37-39). However, it is not included in the list 
here. In contrast to induction we do not proceed from particular protaseis, but from one or 
more universal protaseis to the universal (8 I, 156b 10-17) e.g. "as knowledge and ignorance of 
contraries is the same thing, so is the perception of contraries the same thing." Obviously 
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(3) some by prosyllogism and some by induction 
(4) by being advanced in their original form, if "absolutely clear" (Alav npo-

<pave:! C;) 

There is something very striking about the purpose of the four ways to 
establish the necessary protaseis. The main function of the first three is the 
concealment of the conclusion (lCPUlj1tC; TOU O"lll.l1fe:paO"llaToc;) and the 
fourth one is only used when the first three cannot be used. The expression 
"concealment of the conclusion" is actually misleading. There is of course no 
way of concealing the intended conclusion since this is clear from the very 
beginning of the disputation-the intended conclusion is the questioner's 
thesis and the contradictory to the answerer's thesis. What is supposed to be 
concealed is of course that the protaseis the questioner wants to secure bring 
him nearer to deducing the intended conclusion. Aristotle sometimes describes 
this tactic as "keeping away (as far as possible) from the intended 
conclusion. "95 An explanation for the expression "concealment of the 
conclusion" can be extracted from a passage in which Aristotle says: 

To put the matter generally, he who wishes to conceal his 'purpo'Se' while -
eliciting answers (rov 1CpV1l"n1Cli3~ 1l"vv8avojlE:vov) should~fs6!put -his 
questions that when he· has put his whole argument and has s~!I~ed:his 
conclusion, people still ask "Well, but why is thatT96,/ /, '-< .:~ 

Why should the questioner try to conceal his conclusion? The dialectical 
disputes clearly have a competitive character (ciywvoC; xaptv) and are 
always directed against another party (1!POC; ere:pov),97the ain1 being to win 
and not necessarily to reach the truth. If the opponent realizes e thar a protasis 
clearly leads to the conclusion which is the opposite of his thesis, he will 
promptly refuse to grant it-there are of course limitations to this, which I 
shall discuss later. It is in fact acceptable for the answerer to refuse to grant a 
protasis on the grounds of its being too close to the conclusion.98 

The fact that the dialectician has an opponent and has to argue accordingly, 
including the hiding of the conclusion,99 is in fact the main difference between 
the philosopher and the dialectician as described by Aristotle in the 
transitional part joining book e with the central books. 100 The philosopher, 

Aristotle did not consider it to be at the same level as induction and syllogism-but he does not 
say why. 

95 er. 9 I, 156aI2f.: OiSTW yap JroppwTaTw ciJrooT~Oete Tll<; se cipxii<; 6EOEUl<;. 
See also I, 155b30, 38f. and 14, 163b35f. 

96 9 I, 156a13-15. Aristotle also often speaks of the "universal" being concealed, cf. 
156bll (>.av6aVEt Ila>.>.ov TO lCa6o>'01l); also a28f. 

97 9 I, 155b26-28. TIpo<; in the Topics is often ambiguous between "in relation to" and the 
more specific "against"; here, the latter is certainly meant. 

98 9 6, 160a3-6. The answerer can use the closeness to the conclusion as an argument for 
not granting a protasis only in cases where the closeness is very striking, i.e. where the 
conclusion necessarily follows from the protasis so that the answerer can argue, the questioner 
is begging the question (Soph. El. 17, 176a27-33). On begging the question cf. 9 13, 162b34-
163a13. 

99 "For all this [i.e. arrangement and framing of questions 1 is in relation to/against another 
party" (JrPO<; ETEPOV yap Jrav TO TotOiiTOV, 9 I, 155blO). 

100 e I, 155blO-16. 
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seeking for himself, need not care whether or not the answerer will grant a 
protasis which is too near to the original thesis of the questioner. On the 
contrary, he tries to make his axioms (ueH6"uua)101 as familiar and near to 
the question in hand (yvwptlla Kat. ouve:yyu<;) as possible. 

However, the concealment of the conclusion has for the dialectician not 
only the agonistic purpose'described above. As Aristotle remarks casually in 
one passage, "if it is unclear what is useful to the argument, people are more 
likely to state what they themselves really think."102 

In 155b30-34 where the establishing of the necessary protasis by the 
prosyllogism is described, the concealment of the conclusion is given as the 
purpose: one should keep as far away as possible from the necessary protasis 
one wants to establish (U1l'00TClT€OV OTt uvwTaTw). What is meant in 
the case of a syllogism is that one should find a more universal protasis from 
which one can deduce the protasis needed by a syllog!sm.103 Aristotle 
illustrates this by an example of a syllogism already cited above. If one 
wants to establish that "the knowledge of contraries is the same" one should 
not ask this protasis directly but ask the more general protasis "the knowledge 
of opposites is the same", hoping that the answerer.would'notrealize that 
from this the needed protasis follows. Together with the protasis "contraries 
are opposites", which is so obvious that the answerer can scarcely deny it, 
"the knowledge of contraries" can be deduced. Once thi!an~wererhasaccepted 
the protaseis he will have to accept the conclusion which follows 
necessarily,104 

There is also another way of keeping as far away'as posSible (1l'0PPW
TaTw u1l'0onloe:te:) from the firial conclusion: one should state all the 
relevant conclusions at the same time at the end.105 

Let us now discuss induction (2). It is described as one of two dialectical 
arguments, the other being the syllogism (A 12, 105alO-12). Induction is 

101 "Axioms" in e usually have the same meaning as "protaseis", 
102 0 I, 156b6-9. 
103 Aristotle actually says here more specifically that "one should keep as far topmost as 

possible" «(l7rOOTaTEov on a.vwnlTw) (0 I, 155b30), referring to a more universal 
protasis, whereas "as far away as possible" leaves it open as to whether a more or less 
universal protasis is meant. Aristotle often uses the local adverbs "above" (E1f(ivw) and 
"below" (U1fOKIlTW) to designate more or less general tenns or protaseis (cf. A 2, 1 22a4, 9; 
also 0 1,I56bl7), 

Forster (1960) reads a.1fwnlTw for avwTChw, meaning "farthest from" so that the 
sentence in b30 could be taken to refer to both syllogism and induction; in the latter case the 
protaseis are of course less general. This would perhaps make Aristotle more consistent, but 
ci1fwTChw is not found in any codex and I suspect that he was mainly thinking of syllogism 
here which immediately follows. 

104 Although even then the questioner has to be careful. Thus, Aristotle advises, "one ought 
not put the conclusion in the fonn of a question; otherwise if the answerer rejects it, it looks as 
if the syllogism has failed, For often, even if one does not put it in the form of question but 
advances it as a consequence (WC; o\)J.I~alvov imq,EpovTOC;), people deny it, and then those 
who do not see what follows from the previous admissions do not realize that those who deny it 
have been refuted, Whenever, therefore, one puts the conclusion in the form of a question, 
without even saying that it follows, and the other party denies it, it looks altogether as if the 
syllogism has failed," (0 2, 158a7-13). 

105 0 I, 156all-14, 
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dealt with throughout the Topics only as a subsidiary means of attaining 
necessary universal protaseis, not as a direct way of attacking the original 
problema. As with the syllogism, no explicit defmition is found in 8,106 but 
there is one in A 12: 

Induction is a passage (l4JoboC;) from the particulars (am) niiv lCCXo' 
E lCCXOTCX) to the universal (el£l TO lCcx80AO\l \07); e.g. the argument that 
supposing the skilled pilot is the best pilot, and the skilled charioteer is the 
best charioteer, then in general the skilled man is the best at his particular 
sphere. 108 

By particulars and the universal, clearly particular and universal protaseis are 
meant. The particular protaseis establish the universal protasis by expressing 
something "similar",I09 which is expressed in the universal protasis. 110 In the 
case of induction the conclusion of the induction is hidden away as well, III 
but one keeps. away from the conclusion from the other side so to speak, i.e. 
the protaseis are not more but less universal than the conclusion. Aristotle 
makes the following distinction between induction and syllogism: 

Induction is more convincing (l£t8 cxyuhe;p QV, ),: and clear and more easily 
grasped by sense-perception and is applicable to the mass of people; but 
deduction is more cogent (~taoTtlCu5Te;pov) and more effective against 
argumentative opponents. 1l2 . - ,. 

Syllogism is more cogent because the conclusion follows necessarily: once 
the opponent has admitted the premisses he is compelled to accept the deduced 
conclusion. In the case of induction the conclusion normally does not follow 
necessarily. It is more convincing and Cleatbecalise it argues from less 
universal protaseis than the conclusion and the answerer is more ready to 
accept an endoxical particular protasis than a universal one.H3 

Once the protaseis have been admitted the syllogism is more cogent than 
induction. However, it can happen that the universal protasis from which the 
questioner wants to deduce the necessary protasis needed for the main 
argument is not admitted by the answerer, and if the questioner has not 

106 But the definition of induction is obviously assumed in 0 and Aristotle deals witb it 
explicitly in several passages, cf. esp. 2, 157aI8-33. 

107 Reading witb Ross (1958) and Kapp (1942), p. 76n.l TO lCa6oAoll, not Ta lCa6oAoll, as 
Brunschwig (1967) does. 

108 A 12, 105a13-16. 
109 Ta OIlOla (0 8, 160a36-39; 2, 157a27ff.; I, 156bI6f.; A 18, 108b9-l2). 
110 Sometimes it is difficult to find a universal protasis which describes tbe lCa6oAoll, since 

no such term exists; one has to say then: "So in all cases of this kind" (OiSTW~ t7rl lfavTwv 
niiv T010tlTWV) (0 2, 157a21-24). 

11l(') I, 155b38-156al. 
112 A 12, 105aI6-19. This corresponds to tbe advice given in (') 14, 164a12f.: "You should 

apply your training in inductive reasoning against a young man, in deductive (TWV 
OIlAAOY10TIlCliiv) against an expert" and in 2, 157aI8-21: "In dialectical argument, syllogism 
should be used in reasoning against dialecticians (!haAElCTIKOV C;) ratber tban against the 
multitude; induction, on the otber hand, is most useful against tbe multitude. This point has been 
made previously as well." 

113 (') 8, 160a39-b2. In I, 156a5-7 Aristotle says tbat in induction one proceeds "from tbe 
known (yvwp1Ila) to the unknown (ayvwoTa); and the objects of perception are more 
known, eitber witbout qualification or to most people." 
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adduced any instance in support the answerer does not even have to justify his 
rejection with a counter-example.114 If the answerer plainly rejects a protasis 
the questioner can still resort to induction. If, as in the example given above, 
the ans}Verer does not accept the protasis that "the knowledge of opposites is 
the same", from which the questioner wants to establish that "the knowledge 
of contraries is the same", he has to establish the latter by induction. lIS That 
is, he has to give particular instances of the universal protasis to be 
established, here cases of some particular pairs of contraries of which the 
predicate "the knowledge is the same" is predicable: e.g. "the knowledge of 
good and evil is the same", "the knowledge of black and white is the same", 
"the knowledge of cold and hot is the same", etc.l16 .The answerer is expected 
to grant the protaseis if they are endoxical and true (aA TIe.., Kat ~v50-
ea) ll7--even if he sees that the questioner wants to establish a protasis which 
brings him nearer to viCtory. On~ethe answerer has accepted several particu
lar protaseis he has to accept the universal protasis as well,except if he can 
find a counter-example (evoTaolC;). If he does not accept the universal 
without giving a counter-example, he behaves peevishly (l)uoKoAalve;w).ll8 
Both induction and syllogism contain at least two premisses. 119 

The third way of establishing necessary protaseis (3) is trivial; of course, it is 
not necessary to establish all the necessary protaseis either by syllogism or by 
induction: some of them can be established by syllogism and some by 
induction. 

Aristotle introduces the fourth way of establishing necessary protaseis (4) by 
saying: 

If the protaseis are absolutely clear, you can also advance them in their 
original fonn.120 

Reading this sentence one might interpret it in the sense that protaseis which 
are clear beyond all doubt can be advanced directly, whereas protaseis which 
are not so evident must be established by syllogism or induction. However, 
the next few lines (155b38-156a3), which are explanatory to the enumerated 
four kinds of necessary protaseis, make clear that this understanding is not 
quite correct: 

114 9 2, 157a35f. 
115 9 I, 1 55b34f. 
116 The examples are all Aristotelian, cf. A 14, I05b36f. 
117 9 8, 160a39f. 
118 e 8, 160b3-5; 2, 157a34f. 
119 The definition of the syllogism (as well as that of the induction) merely expresses that 

prritaseis (plural) have to number at least two. He never says in the Topics that they have to be 
exactly two (as he does with respect to categorical syllogisms in APr. A 25, 42a33ff.), even 
though his examples of syllogisms usually consist of two only. Syllogisms with too many 
premisses are criticised, e.g. in 9 11, 162a24ff., and Aristotle says explicitly that syllogism is 
always based on a few protaseis only (9 2, 158a28f.). As for induction, cf p. 4On.169. 

120 El I, 155b37f.: oaeu liE: ;>,.iuv 1l'POcjlUVEt~ Eim, !CUI uUTa~ 1l'poTEivOVTU. 
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For the coming conclusion (TO OOIl~TJ06IlEVOV) is always less obvious 
when it is still far off (h TT] a1l'OOTaOEt) and in the process of induction, 
and at the same time, if you cannot establish the required protaseis in this 
way, it is still feasible to advance them in their original form. 

Thus, what is obviously meant is that it is always best to establish protaseis 
by syllogism or induction, since in this way the final conclusion is best 
hidden. However, if the questioner is not able to establish a protasis in this 
way, because, say, he cannot find a more universal protasis from which to 
syllogize the required protasis or he cannot find particular protaseis which 
would inductively establish the required protasis, he can still advance it 
directly, but only if the protasis is absolutely clear-otherwise the answerer is 
unlikely to accept it. 

1.2.6. Auxiliary protaseis: 155b18-28; 156a3-157a17 
The necessary protaseis, if not advanced in their original fOIm, are established 
with the help of auxiliary protaseis-normally through syllogism or 
induction. Aristotle devotes nearly the entire first chapter to this kind of 
protaseis. In 155b20-24J1~};1~s~!fies_them according to their use into four 
different kinds, which ljf~,SMP.Po.~!<d.to,becqmplete (b24f.). They are used: 

(1) either for the sakeofindUctiort<and> in general for the sake of the 
universal being granted,'<''':r;.::;,~e>~>{' '- ' 

(2) or to add weight to the>argument 
(3) or to conceal the conciusion'-
(4) or to render the argUIUentll1:<?re clear, 121 

The auxiliary protaseis for establishing the universal (1) seem to refer to the 
universal necessary protaseis described in 155b29-156a7 and discussed above. 
It is striking that in the first-mentioned kind of auxiliary protaseis (1) 
Aristotle only mentions induction and not syllogism with the help of which 
universal protaseis can be established as well, as shown in the previous sec
tion. 122 Aristotle appears to have been slightly careless here. 

It is also possible to insert with Ross the conjunction "<and>" (leat) in 
b22, not testified by any codex, and interpret it not as a so-called lCat-explica
tivum which would simply clarify the role of induction, but as introducing a 
more general point, i.e.: "for the sake of induction and in general for the sake 
of the universal being granted." This would leave room for syllogism and any 
other means of establishing the universal protasis. 123 Thus, the auxiliary 
protaseis for establishing the universal (1) could be taken as referring to the 

121 at 11& lfapa Ta\lTac; AajJ~avojJEval TETTapE<; Ei01V' il yap ilfaywyije; 
xaplV <Kat> Toil 1Io8ijval TO Ka80AOO, il Eie; OYKOV Toil AOYOO, il lfPO<; KPUIjIlV 
Toil OOjJlfEpaOjJaTOe;, il lfPO<; TO OrupiOTEPOV dval TOV AOyOV. lfapa 11& TaUTae; 
otl1lEjJiav Al1lfTiov lfpOTa01V. 

122 Induction always establishes universal protaseis whereas with syllogisms one can also 
establish individual protaseis, e.g. "Socrates writes." 

123 A universal protasis can be etablished by likeness or analogy (6jJOIOTI1<;) as well. In e 8, 
160a37-39 Aristotle explicitly says that "people usually secure the universal by induction or by 
analogy." The word "usually" obviously leaves room for syllogism as well. For the workings of 
likeness ef. e I, 156blO-17 (see p ,35 below); cf. also p. 27n.94. 
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entire section in I55b29-I56a7 which deals with the necessary protaseis 
discussed above. 124 

Aristotle deals next with the protaseis used for concealing the final conclusion 
(3). The entire passage in I56a7-157a5-more than half ofe I-is devoted to 
these protaseis. The passage clearly ends in 157a5, since in the next line 
(l57a6) Aristotle explicitly says that "for concealment, then, the rules which 
should be followed are the above." The beginning is harder to determine, 
because the protaseis used for granting the universal (1) and those for con
cealment (3) cannot be neatly separated, since protaseis used for granting the 
universal are used for concealment as well. 125 I have already dealt with the 
concealment of protaseis in the section on necessary protaseis: the auxiliary 
protaseis used in prosyllogisms or induction for establishing necessary 
protaseis also fall under the subheading of protaseis used for concealment of 
the final conclusion. However, in the present section we find many other-such 
protaseis. 

I have already remarked that the expression "auxiliary protaseis for the 
concealment of.the:.conclusion" is misleading in that there is no way of 
concealing the conclusion which is clear from the start. The expression is 
misleading in another respect as well, since not all that we find in- this section 
can be expressed in .protaseis; The term 'tactics' or 'covering up' would 
describe the contents of the section more accurately. Take for example the 
following advice: . '. 

It is also. a useful practice not to establish the admitted protaseis 
(cieU,'/Jara)on which the syllogisms are based in their proper order, but to 
alternate one which leads to one conclusion with another which leads to 
another conclusion; for, if those which are closely related are set side by 
side, the conclusion which will result from them is more clearly foreseen. 126 

The advice here is obviously to intermingle protaseis of prosyllogims and 
syllogisms so that the respective conclusions are better concealed. This advice 
refers to the order of stating protaseis, not to some additional auxiliary prota
seis which would conceal the conclusion. 

There are many more pieces of advice of this sort. Thus, in other passages 
the questioner is advised to state all the conclusions, i.e. not only the 
conclusion of the main syllogism but also those of the prosyllogisms, at the 
very end; 127 not to insist too much, even though he really requires the point, 
for insistence always arouses the more opposition;128 when to ask the most 
important questions, depending on the temperament and experience of the 

124 One can divide section 155b29-156a7 (with Forster (1960» into two sections: 155b29-
156a3 which strictly deals with necessary protaseis only, and 156a3-7 where Aristotle explicitly 
starts dealing with auxiliary protaseis, dealing first with induction. 

125 The very fact that these auxiliary protaseis are listed as two different kinds seems to 
show that the main purpose of establishing necessary protaseis is to compel the opponent to 
acce!:f the contradictory of his original thesis, and only secondarily is it for concealment. 

1 El I, 156a23-26. 
127 El I, 156all-13. 
128 e I, l56b23-25. 
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opponent. 129 More instructions of this sort can be found, referring to the 
sequence and way of asking protaseis rather than establishing of auxiliary 
protaseis. 

There are other pieces of advice where an auxiliary protasis is produced, 
but it does not contain another protasis or conclusion implicitly, but rather 
has the purpose of deluding the opponent about the status of a protasis or to 
put the answerer off his guard. Thus the questioner is advised to sometimes 
make an objection against himself, for answerers are unsuspicious when 
dealing with those who appear to be arguing fairly130 or to add the phrase "so 
and so is generally held or commonly said" (aUVTlBE<; Ka1 AEYO/JEVOV ,0 
,owu,ov), since people are shy of upsetting the received opinion without 
good reason. !3! 

The expression "auxiliary protaseis for. the concealment of the final con
clusion" seems to fit best the auxiliary protaseis with the help of which 
syllogism and induction are carried out, since in these protaseis the conclusion 
is to some extent contained implicitly. I have dealt with them in the section 
on necessary protaseis. Interestingly, Aristotle also lists some other types of 
reasonings:in this section which are neither syllogisms nor induction. These 
types of reasonings are of special importance for this book, because they seem 
to be predecessors of a few topoi with which the central topoi deal. These 
reasoningsbeie are arguments with usually just one premiss and one conclu
sion, which is itself a premiss of another. One of them runs: 

Mor~over,donot put forward (7rPOTetVEtv) the very proposition which has 
to .be established (AI1<1>6fjval), but rather something from which it necessa
rilyIollows (t\i TOUTO &7rETat E~ civciYKI1!;); for people are more likely 
to admit the latter, because what will follow from it (TO all/-l~l1a6/-lEVov) is 
less obvious, and if the one has been established, the other has been 
established as well (AI1<1>6eVTO!; TOUTOIl ElAI17rTClt KClKEivo ).132 

Another example is: 

You should also, whenever possible, establish the universal protasis 
(Ka6oAoll 7rPOTClatV) in the form of a definition relating not to the actual 
terms in question but to co-ordinates of them (br1. niiv OIlOTOtXWV); for 
people let themselves be deceived when a definition is established dealing 
with co-ordinates, imagining that they are not making the admission 
universally. This would happen, for example, if one had to establish that the 
angry man is desirous of revenge for a fancied slight and were to establish 
that anger is desire for revenge for a fancied slight; for obviously, if this 

129 Normally the questioner is advised to ask the most important questions at the end, 
because most people are eager to secure them first, and their opponents, being aware of this, 
are especially inclined to deny them. However, with ill-tempered people and those who think 
themselves clever one should ask the most important questions at the beginning. The former 
readily admit what comes first and show their ill-temper at the end; the latter are confident in 
their skill and imagine that they cannot suffer any defeat (6 I, 156b30-157al). 

130 6 I, 156bI8-20. 
131 9 I, 1 56b20-23. 
132 6 I, 156b27-30; cf. B 4, ll1B17-23 and 5, 112aI6-23, with which I shall deal in Chapter 

Four, pp. 98-103. " 
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were established (TOOTOll A '1<1>61£ VTOC;), we should have the universal 
admission which we require. 
On the other hand it often happens, when people make propositions dealing 
with the actual term, that the answerer refuses his assent, because he objects 
more rapidly when the actual term is used, saying for example, that the 
angry man is not desirous of revenge, for though we become angry with our 
parents, yet we are not desirous of revenge. [ ... J But as regards the definition 
of anger it is not easy to find an objection as in some other caSes. m 

Another example is likeness (oIlOtOnv;): 

Further, you should carry out your questioning by means of likeness; for this 
is a plausible method and the universal is less obvious. For example you 
should argue that as, as knowledge and ignorance of contraries -is the same 
thing, so is the perception of contraries the same, or- conversely, since the 
perception of them is the same, so also is the knowledge. This method 

-resembles induction but is not the same thing; for, induction, the universal 
is established from particulars, whereas, in arguments from likeness, what is 
established is not the universal under which all the like cases fall. 134 

,Tttere are .other examples of predecessors. m To state the difference very 
briefly. In e the predecessors of topoi work as immediate inferences of the 

, fonD. 'P, hence Q', establishing a protasis. In the central books the topoi 
have the form of a hypothesis in a hypothetical syllogism: 'If P, then Q.' 
Having established P, Q can be deduced. With the help of them the conclusion 
of an argument is established. 

Aristotle deals with protaseis used "to add weight to the argument" (2) and 
those "to render the argument more clear" (4) very briefly at the very end of e 
1, in 157a6-13 and 157a14-17 respectively. 

The expression "to add weight" (de; oylCOV) itself does not actually occur 
again. In 157 a6-13 however Aristotle discusses protaseis used "for ornament" 
(de; TOV lCOUIlOV), which are obviously meant to be the same and which are 
not in any way necessary for the final conclusion.136 Two means of achieving 
the ornament are mentioned: induction and distinction of things closely akin 
(lhalpe;(Jte; ni5v uuyyivwv). Aristotle takes the meaning of induction for 
granted and explains the meaning of the distinction of things closely akin by 
giving two examples: "one science is better than another, either because it is 
more exact or because it is concerned with better objects"137 and that "some 
sciences are theoretical, others practical and others productive."138 Such 
distinctions obviously do not require the answerer to make a choice and can 
thus be readily adrnitted-disputed protaseis scarcely could be used for 

133 e I, 156a27-b3; cf. e.g. B 9, 114a26-b5. 
134 e I, 156bI0-17; cf. B 10, 114b25-36 and A 18, 108b7-19, I shall deal with the last 

passare in Chapter Four, pp. 120f. 
13 e 2, 157b2-8 vs. B 3, 1l0a23-11la7; e 3, 158b24-159a2 vs. B 4, 111bI2-16 and B 2, 

109b30-11 Oa9. 
136 e I, 157a12f. 
137 gmoTli~1l tmoTli~ll«; (3EAriwv " T~ (llcpt(3EorEpa Ehat " (3EATtOVWV. 
138 niiv bnorll~wv ai ~E:v 6EWPllTtKal ai 11& 1rpa1CTtKal ai 1\& 1rOlIlTI1Cai. 
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decoration. However, Aristotle does not say much about them and they are 
clearly of minor importance. . 

As for the protaseis "to render the argument more clear" (4) Aristotle 
expresses himself even more briefly (l57a14-17). There are two means to 
achieve clarity: examples (1rcxpcx~EiYJ..lCXT(l) and illustrations (ncxpcx(3oAcxi). 
Aristotle specifies the examples slightly: they should be to the point and 
familiar, such as are those from Homer, not those from Choirilos. With the 
help of an example another protasis can be rendered clearer (16f.). 

Aristotle does not expand any further on these two notions, but he deals 
with them in Rhetoric. Example is defined as a rhetorical induction,139 which 
is similar to the standard induction14O as given in the definition. It differs from 
induction in that it proceeds from a particular to another particular protasis, 
rather than from particular protaseis to a universal one. 141 Illustrations are 
dealt with as a kind of example. 142 

It should be noted that the various means which Aristotle gives for using the 
four different kinds of protaseis are not necessarily specific to the kind of 
protaseis-the status of a protasis depends rather on the questioner'~, 
intentions. Thus, induction can be used for establishing necessary universfll 
protaseis but also just for ornament. Protaseis which have no function in the 
syllogism can be used for ornament, as described above, but also for' 
concealment of the final conclusion-one of the instructions for covering up 
the final conclusion is "to prolong the argument and to introduce into it 
points which are of no practical good, as do those who construct false 
geometrical figures; for when the material is less abundant, it is less obvious 
where the fallacy lies."143 Illustrations can be used in order to make the 
argument clearer. However, they can also be used in a different context: the 
questioner is advised "to formulate the protasis as if it were an illustration 
(00<; f:v ncxpcx(3oAfj npoTEivEW); for people more readily admit a protasis 
proposed for some other purpose and is not useful for its own sake."I44 

2. The part o/the answerer 

The part of the answerer is of less interest in the framework of this book. 
The topoi listed in the central books of the Topics where written for the part 
of the questioner and thus it is most important to understand his part in the 
gymnastic game. Thus, I shall deal with the answerer's part comparatively 
briefly. Aristotle mainly deals with it in e, 5-8 and 10. e, 5-7 deal with the 

139 Rhet. A 2, 1356a41. 
140 Rhet. B 20, 1393a26. 
141 Rhet. A 2, 1357b25-36. 
142 Rhet. B 28, 1393a27-30. In 1393b4-8 an example of a Socratic illustration is given: 

"Public officials should not be chosen by lot. That is like using the lot to choose athletes, instead 
of choosing those who are fit for the contest; or using the lot to choose a steersman from among 
a ship's crew, as if we ought to take the man on whom the lot falls, and not the man who knows 
about it." 

143 9 I, 157al-3. 
1449 I, 156b25-27. 
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question of how to answer protaseis, whereas 8 and 10 deal with the so-called 
objections and solutions. 

In e 5, 159a38ff. Aristotle advises the answerer what sort of protaseis put 
by the questioner to accept, depending on whether the answerer's thesis is 
endoxical or adoxical or neither of the two. The answerer's strategy is guided 
by the requirement that the- questioner "who syllogizes well proves his thesis 
from more endoxical and more known protaseis"145 than the conclusion, which 
equals the questioner's thesis. Thus, if the answerer's thesis is adoxical and 
hence the questioner's thesis and the intended conclusion is endoxical, the 
answerer should not accept any protaseis which are less endoxical than the 
conclusion let alone adoxical protaseis. 146 The cases where the answerer's
thesis is endoxicaP47 or neither endoxical nor adoxicaP48 work accordingly. 
The answerer here obviously has the function of making sure that the questio
ner "syllogizes well", i.e. that he reasons from premisses which are more 
endoxical than the conclusion, and not to hinder him at achieving the con
clusion. 

In e 6 Aristotle gives advice on how to deal with protaseis, specifying 
them not only as endoxical or adoxical or neither of them, but combining: this : 
specification with the question as to whether the protasis is relevanttQ,thi 
argument (:n:pOC; TOV t..oyov) or not. As it is clear from the context,'irele~ 
vant to the argument" is meant in a very strong sense, meaning that'ir:th~ ~ 
protasis is conceded, the answerer's thesis becomes refuted. Aristotle lists all 
the six combinations of these two aspects. I shall cite the fIrst three cases for 
illustration: --

If the protasis is endoxical and irrelevant, the answerer should grant it 
saying that it seems to be true. 
If, however, the protasis is adoxical but irrelevant to the argument, the 
answerer should concede it but put in a remark (e:n:tallllaVTEov) that it does 
not seem to be true, so that he does not appear to be simple-minded. 
If the protasis is relevant and endoxical, he should remark that it seems to be 
true, but that it is too near to his original thesis and say that, if this is 
conceded, the thesis becomes destroyed.149 

Whereas the instructions given in fIfth chapter to the answerer had the purpose 
that the questioner "syllogizes well", the sort of rules given in the sixth 
chapter cited above make sure not only that the questioner syllogizes well, but 
that the answerer does not lose face even when his thesis is refuted. In the 
additional remarks Aristotle advises him on, the answerer always makes clear 
that he sees what is going on in the debate and if he is refuted, having 
foreseen it as the result of his various confessions, he will not be thought to 
suffer through his own fault. 150 

145 6 5, 159b8f. 
146 6 5, 159b9-16. 
147 6 5, 159b 16-20. 
148 8 5, 159b20-23. 
149 66, 160al-6. The remaining three cases are described in 11. 6-11. 
15086,160all-14. 
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In e 7 Aristotle advises the answerer on how to answer unclear or ambiguous 
questions. Unclear questions should simply be met with the remark "I do not 
understand", since answerers often encounter some difficulty if they simply 
answer "yes" or "no" .151 The strategy on ambiguous questions depends on 
whether the protasis is true or false in all senses, or true in some, false iri 
some other sense. The former should simply be answered by "yes" or "no", 
whereas in the latter case the answerer should simply add the remark 
(b[tOTJ~ClYTEOY) that the protasis is ambiguous and that in one meaning it 
is true, in the other it is false.l 52 If he did not foresee the ambiguity, but 
grants the protasis having one meaning in view and the questioner leads on to 
the other, he should say: "It was not that meaning that I had in view, when I 
gave my assent, but the other one."153 

2.1. Solutions (Avael~) and objections (ivaraaw;) 
The answerer's function in the gymnastic is not restricted to answer questions 
by "yes" or "no". Sometimes, if he does not accept a certain protasis, he is 
supposed to give an objection (gYOTClat<;). If a syllogism has been deduced 
and the answerer does not accept it he is expected to give ,a s9!1l~~Jl.(,,15at<;). 
The notion of objection is much more important in thisbook.since it also 
occurs in the central books (in B, r and a). Solutions arecohcerned vvithfalse 
reasonings which is the subject-matter of the second lI!llt'?f.the Sophistici 
Elenchi (chapters 16-33). Objections in a broad sense also include solutions. 
Thus, in e 10, 161al-12 four kinds of objections are distinguished: 

(1) demolishing that on which the falsehood depends (ciy'tAOYT<X1fClP' Cl 
yiYETCl1 TO lIIEU/)O<;)' .. 

(2) bringing an objection against the questioner (1fPO<; TOY EpWTWYTeX) 
(3) objection against premisses (1fPO<; T(X ~pwTTJ~iya) 
(4) objection which relates to the time available (1fPO<; TOY XPOyOY). 

Aristotle only calls the first objection a solution (161aI4).154 This agrees with 
the definition of the "correct solution" (0 pe~ A 15 01<;)155 in Soph. El. 18, 
176b29f. as "an exposure of false syllogism, indicating the nature of the 
question on which the falsehood hinges."156 A nice examplel57 of the solution 
of a false syllogism is found in e 10, 160b26-28 which I have previously 
cited: "He who sits writes; Socrates is sitting; hence, Socrates is writing." 
The falsehood lies here of course in the first premiss, "for not everyone who 

151 (3 7, 160aI7-23. 
152 9 7. 160a23-29. 
153 e 7, 160a29-33. 
154 In the Sophistici Elenchi the notion of solution seems to have the scope of the word 

objection in Top. e. In Soph. El. 33, 183a21-23 there is nearly exactly the same list of four 
objections which are called here solutions; cr. also 9, l70b4f. 

155 There are also the so-called 'seeming solutions', cf. 176a19-23, 175a31-35. 
1561\ jJEv op6T\ AllOle; EjJ!jlavlOle; IVElll:ioiie; OVAAoYlojJoii, nap' onolav epWTT]

OlV oVjJ~aivEl TO IVEiil:ioe;. On different ways in which a syllogism can be false and the 
corresponding ways of solving it see the rest of chapter 18. 

157 It is a nice example because the name "Socrates" is used as an individual constant, just 
as we fmd it later in handbooks of ciassicallogic. We find example-sentences with "Socrates" 
as their subject by the way earlier in Plato, see Theaet. 159bff. 
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sits is writing" (b33). "The man who has demolished that on which the 
falsehood depends has provided a complete solution" (b33f.). 

2.2. Objections (iv(JTaael~) 
Of the four kinds of objections (in the broad sense) the first has been singled 
out as a solution. The main difference between a solution and the remaining 
three objections is that solution refers to a falsehood which is recognized as 
such only after the conclusion has been reached: either the answerer failed to 
recognize that one of the premisses was wrong or, if the syllogism has been 
incorrectly deduced, he could not even have realized this before the conclusion 
was reached. In contrast, the other objections are being used before the 
conclusion has been reached. In fact, their purpose is to prevent the questioner 
from reaching the conclusion; as Aristotle says, they are "hindrances and 
impediments in the path to conclusions."ls8Thus, if the ans.werer realized that 
the protasis "he who sits writes" is wrong at the time when he was asked,or 
at any rate before the conclusion was reached, and has objected to it, this 
would not be a solution but an objection in a narrow sense. The objections ad 
hominem (2) and playing for time (4) are rather: sophistical and are not 
mentioned as objections at any other place i.n theropics. Thus, by. an 
objection in the narrow sense I primarily mean the third kind of objection, i.e. 
objection against a protasis-it is this meaning which Aristotle normally has 
in mind when mentioning it in e and the central books. In this strict meaning 
EVOT(XOl<;; is best understood as "counter-example." 

As I have already said, counter-examples occur in a few places in the 
central books1S9 and also in e Aristotle speaks at greatest length about them 
from the standpoint of the questioner, namely in e 2, 157a34-b33, which 
comes immediately after the discussion of induction in 157a18-33. 

If the questioner makes an induction on the basis of a number of particular 
cases and the answerer refuses to grant the universal proposition, then it is 
fair to demand his objection.160 

In fact, a good answerer should not even have to wait for the questioner to 
demand an objection, but he is expected to give an objection, be it a true or be 
it an apparent one (hoT<xoew<;; il OUOTJ<;; il l'lOlCOUOTJ<;;); otherwise he is 
thought to behave peevishly (l'lvolCoAaivEa).161 If the answerer cannot 
provide an objection, he has to admit the universal proposition; 162 if the 
answerer refuses to do so, again, he behaves peevishly.163 

The enstasis is formally an instance of the contradictory of the universal 
protasis l64 it objects to, or, expressed differently, it is a protasis expressing a 

158 KUlAOOEl<; nVE<; Kat f;jl1rolilOjlOt TWV OUj.l1TEpaOjlaTUlv (l61a15). 
159 There are around fIfteen occurrences. 
160 0rav Ii' E1fayoVTo<; E1f!. 1fOAAWV j.I~ lilli(ii TO KaBoAoll, TOTE MKalov 

a.1falTEtV EVUTaoLV, 1 57a34f. 
161 0 8, 160bl-3. 
16262,157b34f. 
163 6 8, 160b4f. 
164 The scope of the contradiction is the entire universal protasis. Of course, this does not 

mean that the enstasis can only have one form: it depends on which part of the problerna one 
looks at to produce the enstasis. Let us take the universal protasis ''The angry man desires 
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counter-example to a universal protasis. 165 Thus it is a particular protasis; 166 
Aristotle actually does not say this anywhere explicitly in the Topics, but it 
is clear from their functioning which is analogous to the particular protaseis 
in induction of the universal protasis. The particular protaseis used in the 
inductive reasoning express which cases the universal protasis applies in (E:7n. 
i1 vwv oihw<;), the objections express which cases the universal protasis 
does not apply in (brl. rivwv OUX oUiW<;).167 The difference between a 
particular protasis used in induction and the particular protasis used as a 
counter-example is that with the help of the former a universal protasis is 
established, whereas with the latter the answerer does not wish to establish the 
contradictory of the protasis, but only to destroy the universal protasis as it 
stands. Thus, say, the objection to the protasis "The angry man desires 
vengeance on account of an apparent slight", namely "We become angry with 
our parents, but we do not desire vengeance on them" is of course not i,ntended 
to prove that the contradictory is true, but rather that the universal protasis is 
not always true. 

The objection should not be directed at the subject of the particular 
protaseis used for establishing a universilljjroposition by induction, but 
should produce an objection withreterenCe- to 'a different subject. 168 An 
exception to this rule occurs if th~~nlyobje<;ti(}n,available against the 
universal protasis is among the particul!ii:ptotaseisenumerated to establish 
the universal one. As an example of an instanc~ Aristotle names the number 
"two" which is the only even prime number. The~;universal proposition the 
questioner was trying to establish was' clearly 'No even numbers are prime' 
and as evidence for it he named say' i4,8, 'aIid iare even numbers and not 
prime'. Now, the only way the answerer can object to the universal thesis is 
of course by saying that number two is in fact even and prime; he has no 
other option than using as an objection to the universal protasis one of the 
protaseis which the questioner has used.169 

revenge on account of a fancied slight" (8 I, 156a3lf.). The objection to it, "(The angry man 
does not desire vengeance), because we become angry with our parents, but we do not desire 
vengeance on them" (a36-38), clearly contradicts "is desirous of revenge". However, one 
might of course envisage an objection contradicting "for a fancied slight". 

165 Later in APr. B 25, 69a37 Aristotle still defines an objection as "a protasis contrary to a 
proposition" (EVOTCXOl<; 5' EOTl lTPOTCXOl<; lTpOntOEl EvaVTtcx). The entire chapter 25 is 
on objection which Aristotle tries to explain within his syllogistic, which is not very helpful in 
the Rresent context. 

66 Rhet. B 25, 1402bl-4 also allows universal protaseis as objections. 
167 Cf. 8 2, 157a35f. 
168 8 2, I 57a37-b2. 
169 Aristotle expresses himself very succinctly and the passage in 8 2, 157a37-b2 can easily 

be misunderstood: "Also, one ought to demand that objections should not be brought against the 
actual thing proposed unless it is the only one thing of its kind, as, for example, two is the only 
even number which is a prime number; for the objector ought either to make his objection with 
regard to another instance or else assert that the instance in question is the only one of its kind." 

One might have the impression that the objection we utter is "Two is the only even number 
which is a prime number", which would clearly be an objection to the positive universal 
proposition 'All even numbers are prime', established by induction on the basis of one example 
only namely 'Two is even and prime'; this would confirm the thesis ofvon Fritz (1964), that we 
often find in Aristotle inductions established on the basis of one example only. 

However, this interpretation is clearly wrong. The main rule given above by Aristotle is not 
to dispute the particular protasis given, but to find another instance against the universal 
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I have mentioned real and apparent objections above and there is a passage 
which gives concrete examples of apparent objections. 17o An apparent 
objection here is the objection to a universal proposition not with respect to 
the thing itself, but with respect to some homonym of it. One of the 
universal propositions here is: "No man has a foot other than his own" and 
the corresponding objection is that "A cook can have a foot which is not his 
own", e.g. the foot of a pig he is going to cook. The answerer obviously took 
advantage of the expression "to have" being homonymous and took it not in 
the intended meaning of 'to have as part of one's body' but in the meaning 'to 
have at one's disposal'. The questioner should meet such an objection by 
making a distinction (1:natpEia6at), i.e. expose the homonymy making 
clear which sense is meant and then ask the question again. 

If however the opponent makes a correct objection to the universal 
proposition with respect to the thing itself and not its homonym, the 
questioner should "withdraw the point objected to and bring forward the 
remainder putting it in the form of a universal proposition". Aristotle de
scribes such protaseis as "partly false and partly true" (f:7t1. n /lEv ljfEU/:)Et<; 

protasis. In the case given above this'would be extremely easy: one could take any even 
number apart from 'two' pointing oui tharitis, not prime; there is no necessity to refer to the 
singular proposition given. 

Besides, in the present passage (cf. IS7a34) and in fact in all passages in the Topics which 
deal with induction, Aristotle clearly says that. we need more than one singular proposition for 
an induction. I am not sure how well von Fritz succeeds in verifying his thesis with respect to 
the claim that we have cases of induction based on only one example. The reader of his book 
will be surprised that he does not give even one example of an induction on the basis of one 
example only. On p. 63, point 3, he writes that especially in mathematics it is often enough to 
proceed from a single case to a general proposition. In the above example such generalization 
would certainly have quite disastrous consequences, establishing the universal protasis 'All 
even numbers are prime'. The geometrical example von Fritz (1964), p. 23 gives, APst. A 
71a20f., the word baYElY is clearly used in its non-technical sense, on which the standard 
commentaries agree (cf. Ross (1949), p. S06 and Bames (19942), p, 8S, ad 71aI7); v. Fritz 
himself says that we have here the case of an application of a general insight to a specific case 
("An wen dung einer allgemeinen Erkenntnis auf einen Einzelfall"}--clearly not a standard 
case of induction. 

An interesting example can be found in Top, B 3, llObS-7 which von Fritz could have cited. 
Aristotle says here that it is enough for a geometer to show for one triangle that the angles of a 
triangle are equal to two right angles in order to show that this is the case with all triangles. This 
was a common method with which geometers proceeded, as can be seen in Euclid's elements. 
He often begins his proofs by saying "Let ABC be a triangle", then he proves that some 
property belongs to this triangle and finally he concludes that all triangles have this property. 
The trick here is, of course, that ABC is an arbitrarily chosen triangle. If we can prove 
something of an arbitrarily chosen triangle we can with good conscience claim that all triangles 
have this property. APst. A 4, 73b32f. shows that Aristotle was well aware of this (Aristotle 
here also stipulates some other conditions which are not of interest in the present context): 
"Something holds universally whenever it is proved of a chance case (ern. TOO TIlXOVTOC;) 
and primitively", However, Aristotle does not mention induction here. 

Theoretically it is conceivable that Aristotle might use an especially illustrative example to 
make a general point just as he often uses enthymemes (rhetorical syllogisms) rather than fully 
stated syllogisms, since example (1fapa1iEty~a) is defined as a rhetorical induction (Rhet. A 2, 
13S6a34-bI5); however, in some passages-Rhet. A 2, 1357b2S-30, APr. B 24, 69a13-19-
example is distinguished from induction as an inference from a particular to a particular; for 
some possible candidates cf. Wieland (19702), pp. 96ff. The issue would require further 
investigation. In any case, in dialectical debates induction appears to require more than one 
particular. 

170 (') 2, IS7h2-8. 
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h'\. it ~' aATl8cic;).I71 For example the universal protasis "The man who 
has lost the knowledge of something has forgotten it" can be objected by "If 
the thing changes, he has lost knowledge of it but has not forgotten it". The 
corrected universal protasis would then be: "If a man has lost the knowledge 
of a thing while it still remains, he has then forgotten it".172 

Making propositions and objections (7I'poTdvw8al and tviaTaa8al) 
are the most important activities of a dialectician; the former is making many 
things into one (i€v Ta 71'AclW), the latter turning one thing into many (Ev 
71'OAAc:X) (164b2-7). The former obviously refers to induction, the latter to the 
producing of instances of the universal proposition and finding an instance in 
which the universal proposition is not true. 

The main task of this chapter has been to clarify the general dialectical 
situation in which the topoi were used. Knowing the dialectical context-i.e. 
understanding the roles of the questioner and answerer, the meaning of 
prob1ema, thesis and protasis, syllogism and prosyllogism, etc.- will make 
it easier to understand the workings of the topoi. Topoi themselves do not 
occur in e, but there are some predecessors. Of special importance are the 
universal protaseis which are established by induction and objected to by 
objections-we shall see that topoiwork in an analogous way, 

171 (') 2, 157b28-31. 
172 Cf. 9 2, 157b8-16; for other examples cf.ll. 17-22. 
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WHAT IS A TOPOS? 

Having discussed the structure of dialectical debates I shall now turn to the 
central question of this book: What is a topos? I shall fIrst concentrate on 
passages in which Aristotle says something about the topoi. These passages 
are to be found mainly in the Rhetoric, Aristotle's only other work which 
partly also deals with topoi and in which a short list of topoi is given (B 23-
24); in the inner books of the Topics (B~H) where the list of topoi is given 
Aristotle scarcely says anything explicit about them. I shall also discuss a. 
passage in book e in which the origin of the notion of the topos seems to be 
found. Then I shall concentrate on passages in which Aristotle lists the topoi, 
and analyse them; the insights on the context of dialectical debates achieved in 
the previous chapter will be important here. Finally, I shall deal with 
Theophrastus' defInition of the topos. 

A. Definition of the topos 

Aristotle does not define the notion of a topos anywhere in the Topics. 
Presumably, hetook it for granted that his audience knew what a topos was. 
However, we do fInd a defInition in Rhetoric, B 26, 1403a18f.: 

By an element I mean the same thing as a topos, for an element and a topos 
is something under which many enthymemes fall. 1 

Unfortunately, within this defInition we encounter the problematic notion of 
enthymeme. Aristotle defInes this as a "rhetorical demonstration" «(l7rol)ElelC;; 
PTlTOPU:rf),2 "a kind of syllogism" (OUAAOYI01l0C;; nc;;)3, "the materials 
being probability and signs" (Ee e;\.Konov Kat OTllletWv).4 In Rhet. B 20, 
1393a24 he also specifies it as one of the two common oratorical arguments 
(nioTEIC;;), the other one being the example. The enthymeme in rhetoric 
corresponds to the syllogism in dialectic, whereas example corresponds to 
induction.s It is easiest, perhaps, to understand the definition of the enthy
meme by looking at specific instances. Let us look at three enthymemes 
together with their corresponding topoi listed in Rhet. B 23-24: topos from 
the contraries (EK Tliiv EvaVTtWv), from the inflections (h Tliiv 
olloiwv nn.5oEwv) and from the greater and lesser degree (EK TaU 
IlcXAAOV Kat ~TTOV). The example of the enthymeme which is constructed 

1 TO yap IlI.iTO Aiyw OT01xeiov Kilt TOlrOV' &OTt yap OT01xeiov Kilt TOlrOI; eil; 
o lrOAAa Ev61l/l1l/lIlTIl E/llrllrTEt. 

2 Rhet. AI, 1355a6. 
3 Rhet. A 1. 1355a8. 
4 Rhet. A 2. 1357a32f. The last two descriptions are unified in the defmition in APr. B 27. 

70alO: Ev6o/lIl/l1l BE ton OIlAAOY10/l01; Et dKOTWV il OIl/lclWV. 
S Rher. A 2. 1356a35-b5. 
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according to the topos from the contraries, which is the very first topos in the 
list in B 23, runs: 

Self-control is good, for lack of self-control is harmful. 6 

Aristotle does not state the corresponding topos from contraries explicitiy,7 
but it can be stated in the following way: 

'If a predicate is predicated of a subject, then the contrary of this predicate is 
predicated of the contrary of this subject (if the predicate and subject have 
contraries )' 

The example of the enthymeme constructed according to the topos from the 
inflections (1397a22f.), which is the second topos in the list, runs: 

The just is not always good, otherwise justly would always be good, whereas 
it is not desirable to be put justly to death. 

The corresponding topos is: 

[Inflexions] have to belong or not belong in the like manner (OIJ01WC;).8 
.:': :.;:;,;." . ~ ;' ," . 

.. lc,shall,giye.twoenthymemes corresponding to the topos of the greater and 
less~J: degree;:, one with a negative and one with a positive conclusion (B 23, 
.1397:bp-27): The fIrst example runs: 

If even the gods are not omniscient, certainly human beings are not. 

"Th~'corresponding topos is, he says: 

If a predicate, which is more probably affirmable of one thing, does not 
belong to it, it is clear that it does not belong to another of which it is less 
probably affirmable.9 

The second example of the enthymeme reads: 

A man who strikes his father also strikes his neighbours. 

The corresponding topos is: 

If the less likely thing is true, the more likely thing is true as well. IO 

The enthymemes seem to be arguments with one premiss and one conclusion, 
having the form of 'P; hence, Q', where 'P' and 'Q' stand for propositions. 
This argument-form can be expressed in different ways, for example as 'Q, 
because/for P', as is the case in the very fIrst example of the enthymeme cited 
above, or as 'If P, then Q'. The topoi here usually do not actually have the 

6 Rhet. B 23, 1397alOf. 
7 Aristotle gives here only an investigation-instruction "One probative topos is from the 

contraries. Observe whether the contrary (predicate) belongs to the contrary (subject), as a 
means of destruction, if it is not, as a means of construction, if it is" (1397a7-9). How the above 
formulation of the topos can be derived from this instruction will be explained later. I shall deal 
with the topos from contraries in detail in Chapter Five, pp. 142-145. 

8 Rhet. B 23, 1397a20-23. 
9 ToiiTO yap eanv, Ei W i1dAAOV clV ulTapxot i1T] UlTapXEt, /ifjAOV on ou/i' W 

~TTOV (Rhet. B 23, 1397b 13-15). ' 
10 EK Toii, e;i TO ~TTOV UlTapXEt, KClt TO i1dAAOV UlTapXEt (Rhet. B 23, 1397b16f.). 
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form of a rule 'P; hence, Q', but rather that of a law, or a principle as 
Aristotle would have said, often in the form 'If P, then Q'. The topoi differ in 
that they express various relations which exist between P and Q; e.g. in the 
fIrst example, the predicate and subject of P are contraries of the predicate and 
subject of Q respectively.ll 

The enthymemes seem to be instances of topoi; or, expressed differently, 
enthymemes are arguments which are warranted by the principle expressed in 
the topos. Aristotle simply says that enthymemes fall under a topos. Now, 
since enthymemes in rhetoric correspond to syllogisms in dialectic, the 
relevant defInition for the Topics may be inferred by replacing enthymeme by 
syllogism: 'a topos is that under which many syllogisms fall'. 

Topoi as well as enthymemes usuallyl2 consist of only two parts. In what 
way should a syllogism which consists of at least two premisses and a 
conclusion fall into a topos? How should we produce a dialectical syllogism 
out of the enthymeme 'P; hence Q'? An enthymeme is a syllogism in which 
a premiss has been suppressed since it is so trivial that the hearer can add it 
himself in his mind. 13 All we have to do is simply add the premiss 'If P, then 
Q'.In.this way we get the hypothetical syllogism 'If P, then Q; P; hence, Q'. 
Thus hypothetical syllogism would fall under a topos insofar as it falls under 
its major premiss in which the essence of the hypothetical syllogism is 
expressed. In the following section I shall show places in which Aristotle 
explicitly calls topos a protasis which has the function described above. 

B. Topos as a principle and a protasis 

In what follows I shall point to places in which Aristotle seems to maintain 
that topoi are principles and protaseis. I shall show that we can understand 
them as hypotheses of hypothetical syllogisms and that this is how we can 
understand a topos to be that under which many syllogisms fall. 

First, a preliminary remark: It is somewhat problematic that Aristotle often 
seems to have topoi in mind but does not say so explicitly or he uses other 
expressions. There are a few passages in the Topics l4 where he uses the word 

11 Thus, enthymemes work in the same way as I have previously characterized the pre
decessors of topoi in book 8 ; Cf. Chapter One, pp. 34f. The difference is that the enthymeme is 
uttered in one sentence, whereas using the predecessors of topoi one would fust state the 
premiss (or premisses) and then in the following step the conclusion. 

12 There are topoi which consist of more than two parts and the arguments constructed 
according to them can have more than one minor premiss, as e.g. the topos of the greater and 
lesser degree given above. 

13 This is the definition given by historical logic textbooks. It is often maintained that this 
characterisation is un-Aristotelian. It is true that Aristotle does not say this anywhere in these 
very words. But he comes very close to saying it in Rhet. A 2, 1357aI6-19: "The enthymeme 
must consist of few propositions, fewer often than those which make up a primary syllogism. 
For if any of these propositions is a familiar fact, there is no need even to mention it; the hearer 
adds it himself." The textbooks usually have categorical syllogisms in mind, but obviously we 
can have enthymemes which stated in full are hypothetical syllogisms. On the notion of 
enthymeme cf. Bumyeat (1994), who actually criticises the traditional definition. 

14 a I, 120b13; 3, 123a27; Z 5, 143a13; 9, 147a22; 14, 151b18. 
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"element" (<1T01XE10v), evidently meaning topos. However, it is not until we 
read Rhet. B 22, 1396b22 or 26, 1403a18f. that he states explicitly that the 
two expressions are meant in the same way. The same is true for the word 
"mode" (TpOl£OC;). Matters here are slightly more complicated. The codices 
often disagree as to whether TOl£OC; or TPOl£OC; should stand in the textl5 and 
Aristotle does not state anywhere explicitly that they are the same. There are 
however a few places where we indisputably find TPOl£OC; at places where one 
would expect to read TOl£Ol. 16 When interpreting what a topos is I shall of 
course also take into account passages in which Aristotle has topoi in mind. 

Having read several passages in which Aristotle says something about the 
topoi one is left with the impression that he considers topoi to be principles 
(apX<ll) and protaseis (l£POTCl<1E1.C;): 

1. The passage in Top. e 14, 163b22-33 

One should also try to master the heads under which the arguments mostly 
tend to fall (m:tpaTEov liE: Kat ti<; ex l£AttOnxKt<; EJ.l1rtl£TOOOtv oi 
AOYOt KaTEXttv). For just as in geometry it is useful to be practised'ih.the 
elements (nx OTotxtia 17), and in arithmetic having the multiplication 
table up to ten at one's fingertips (Ktcj>cxAt0j.1015<; 18) makes a great difference 
to one's knowledge of the other numbers too, likewise also in arguments (iv 
ToiC; AOYOt<;) it is a great advantage to be well up in regard to first 
principles (nx<; apxa<;), and to have a thorough knowledge of protaseis 
(l£pOTaOtt<;) by heart. For just as to a trained memory, the mere referellce t6 
the places (TOl£Ot) in which they occur causes the things themselves to be 
remembered, so the above heads (TaiiTa, referring to ex in b22) will make a 
man readier in reasoning because he sees them (auTa<;, referring to TaiiTa, 
i.e. ex) defined and numbered. A universal protasis (l£pOTaOtV Tt KOtV~V) 
should be committed to memory rather than an argument (i..oyov), since it is 
difficult enough to have a first principle or hypothesis (apxr;<; ... Kat 
01£OeEOtWC;) ready to hand. 

15 In the edition of Brunschwig (1967) we find six passages in book B where the codices 
disagree: 109a34. b25, 111a24, 115a33, b7 (all found in Vaticanus 207, saec.XIII (P» and 
114b13 (Boethii trans1atio (L»; none in r and il. Ross (1958) does not indicate these variants in 
his apparatus except in 114bl3 (Boethii trans1atio). In the case of books E-9 we have to rely on 
his less thorough edition: we find two variants in Z which is a considerable number since the 
word r07l"0c;; occurs only 4 times in this book: 139b19 (Wallies) and 142b20 (Marcianus 201, 
anni 955 (B) and Vaticanus 1024, saec. X exeuntis vel XI ineuntis (c». We have the same 
problem in Soph. El. (6, 169a18; 12, 172b25) and the Rhetoric (e.g. Rhet. B 23, 1399a19; r 15, 
1416a6, 13). 

16 B 5, 111b32 ( YEn <I oo!j>lonKoc;; rpo7l"0C;;), Z, 4 142a17 (Elc;; ).Itv ouv rpo7l"0t; rOil 
).I~ liUl yvwplJ.lWrEpUlV (referring to 141a26ff.» and 142a22 (TOil liE ).I~ EK 71"pOrEpUlv 
rpEic;; EiOl rp07l"01). The latter two could be interpreted as indicating kinds of one 10pos. 

We often find rpo7l"0t; as referring to a preceding topos, especially in the phrase TO v 
(uJrov liE rpo7l"0v (oKE7I"rEov), meaning that one should investigate something in the same 
way as shown in the previous topos (B 5, 112al0; 7, 113a17; 11, 115bll, 19, 22, il 6, 128a35, 
37, E 3, 131a12; 7, 137a27, 37; 8. 138a2). However, the expression here seems to have a 
perfectly common everyday-language sense. 

17 Elements in geometry are e.g. line and circle (Top. 9 3, 158b35). 
18 We know the meaning of this word from Alex. in Top. 586, 3f. and Suidas. 
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Now it seems to me to be pretty clear that "the heads under which the 
arguments mostly tend to fall" (eie; a 7rAeUJT(X Kte; i J,17r{ 7rTO vat v oi 
AOVOt) in b22 is parallel to "element or topos is something under which
many enthymemes fall" (crTotxeiov Kat T01l'0e; de; a 1l'OAAa tv8U/lrl
/laTa iJ,17rl7rTet) in Rhet. B 26, 1403a18f., i.e. that "the heads under 
which", which translates the Greek relative pronoun hi the plural a, -refers to 
topOi. 19 We have exactly the same expression "to fall under" (E/l7ri7rn:t v 
eie;). The arguments (AOVOt) in rhetoric are called enthymemes, those in 
dialectic syllogisms. Both correspond to each other20 and both are derived from 
topoi.21 Now, the expressions "principles and protaseis" (Tae;cipxae;, Tae; 
7rpOTacrete;) (163b27f.), "universal protasis" (7rPOTacrtV KOtV~V) (b32)and 
"principle or hypothesis" (cipxile; '" Kat u7ro8icrewe;) clearly refer, direct
ly or indirectly, to "the heads" (a), i.e. to topoi. Thus, topoi are principles, 
universal protaseis, and hypotheses. _ 

Matters become somewhat tricky here since in this passage we actually 
have the origin of the term topos and element. Aristotle compares the general -
protaseis and principles of arguments (AOvot) with principles in other areas: 
topoi in mnemonics,22 elements in geometry and multiplication table up to 
ten at one's fingertips in arithmetic. In any event Aristotle here has topoiin 
mind and describes them as principles23 and general protaseis. -

2. The passage in Rhet. A 2, 1358al0-20 & 29-33 

I mean that the proper subjects of dialectical and rhetorical- syllogisms 
(auAAoytaj.lOoc;) are the things with which we $ay the topoi are concerned, 
that is to say those that apply equally to questions of right conduct, natural 
science, politics, and many other things that have nothing to do with one 
another. Take for instance, the topos of the greater and lesser degree. On 
this it is equally easy to base a syllogism or enthymeme (El< TOUTOU 

19 Those commentators who actually comment on this passage agree on that: Alex. Aphr. in 
Top. 585, 24 (KOlVO\ r01fOl), Pacius (1597), Lib. VIII, Cap.XIV, 7 (locos iIlos communes 
dialecticos). Waitz (1844-46), p. 527 in 163b22 (locos intell. quos in prioribus Iibris exposuit), 
Bonitz (1870), 377a14-16. 

20 Rhet. A 2. 1356a35-b5. 
21 Cf. e.g. 1358a12-17. In Rhet. B 23-24 topoi are listed from which enthymemes can be 

derived, similarly as in Top. B-H 3 topoi are described from which syllogisms are derived. 
22 Solmsen (1927). p. 173f., is right in seeing in mnemonics the origin of the notion of the 

topos. In all other respects, however, he misinterprets the passage entirely. Aristotle does not 
compare arguments ().OVOl) with topoi, as Solmsen maintains. but with protaseis. He does not 
copy the Sophists whose practice he describes in Soph. El. 34 183b38-184a2-he clearly 
criticises them here: "For some of them gave their pupils arguments ().OVOIlC;) to learn by heart 
which were either rhetorical or consisted of questions and answers under which both parties 
thought that the rival arguments fell. Hence, the teaching which they gave to their pupils was 
rapid but unsystematic." It is correct that in 163b17f. Aristotle advises us to learn thoroughly 
entire arguments ().OVOIl C;), but only for problemata of most frequent occurrence. In b22ff. 
however, which is the passage above, a new argument starts (one should also ... ) and here 
Aristotle advises the student to learn the topoi or protaseis into which arguments most often fall. 
It is, as he states at the end of the passage, difficult enough to have a general protasis to hand, 
never mind an entire argument. 

23 That there is a connection between topoi and princir,les is not new; cf. Maier (1896-
1900), IT, I, pp. 495ff.; Throm (1932), p. 43. Wieland (1970 ), p. 203, maintains that principles 
are similar to topoi, although he remarks, Aristotle never expressly calls his principles topoi. 
We could add here that he does it the other way around, i.e. he calls topoi principles. 
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01.lAAoyioaoBat Ti EvBVIlTJlla &i1r&iv) about any of what nevertheless are 
essentially disconnected subjects-right conduct, natural science, or 
anything else whatsoever. But there are also those special topoi (tlita) 
which are based on such protaseis (1TPOT<XOW;) as apply only to particular 
groups or classes of things. Thus there are protaseis about natural science on 
which it is impossible to base any enthymeme or syllogism about the 
ethics, and other protaseis about ethics on which nothing can be based 
about natural science. [ ... ] As in the Topics, therefore, so in this work, we 
must distinguish the kinds (&tliTJ) and the topoi (TOUr; T01TOl.lr;) from which 
enthymemes may be constructed (E~ Jiv ATJ1TTEOV). By kinds I mean the 
protaseis peculiar (iMar; 1TPOT<XO&tr;) to each several class of things, by 
topoi those common to all classes alike. 

1bis is a well-known passage where Aristotle divides topoi into common 
topoi (lCOtvOl. TO.1rot) which can be applied to all possible problems (right 
conduct, natural science, etc.), i.e. which haveno particular subject matter 
(a22), and into specific topoP4 (Hha) or kinds (e;Hhl), which can only be 
applied to specific problems (a12-22). 

Syllogisms are drawn from both specific and common topoi. 25 Syllo
gisms are always drawn from protaseis,26 which:ar~.!~)~e,cas~of dialectical 
syllogisms endoxical or reputable (Evl)0~a).27 No~;"speclfic't6pbi (or kinds) 
are protaseis as one would expect from the objec'tof;~~tQ:arawa syllogism 
from" (auAAoyi~EUeat h). It would be strangtihopoiwertnot protaseis, 
since otherwise "from" (h) would have to have_a .different meaning with 
respect to topoi. But he clearly uses "from" witb'respectto both topoi and 
kinds;28 in a30, "from which" (E~ wv) actually. refers to· both,. In a3lf. 
TorroUr; must be supplemented by rrponlae;tr;, and I have found no translator 

24 Aristotle calls only the common topoi r01l'01, not the specific ones, i.e. we do not find the 
expression 'ilh01 r01l'0l' in Aristotle. However, there are good reasons to call them specific 
topoi. Aristotle often juxtaposes T01l'01 and iliux; enthymemes and syllogisms can be derived 
from both (1358alOf., 19; also a27f.). It also makes sense that since Aristotle often speaks of 
KOlvol r01l'0l (e.g. 1358a28, 32, et al.) he obviously wants to distinguish them from some other 
kind of topoi. Usually, if Aristotle distinguishes some thing which he calls KOlVOe; from some 
other thing, he uses the word 1litoe; (cf. KOlV<Xl. apX<Xl-1IiuXt apX<Xl (APst. A 32, 88b27-29), 
KOlV<Xl. 1I'1oTe:te;:Uhat 1I'10rEle; (Rhet. B 19, l393a22f.». Instead of ilha Aristotle also often 
uses the word Ellill (e.g. 1358a31, l403b14f.); he seems to have used the term ilita in l358a17 
in order to distinguish them from K01VOl. n)1I'01 in a12. In 1396b30 and 32 we find protaseis 
which are clearly recognizable as llita or Ellill (in the sense of 1358aI7ff.) and which 
Aristotle explicitly calls r01l'0t: b30 1fpOnXOEle; 1I'EPl. EKaorov , b32 (r01l'01) 1I'EPl. aya60il 
il KaKoli il KaAoil il atOXpoli il IilKalo1Jil aIliK01J, Kat 1I'Ept rciiv n 6ciiv Kat 
1I'a6tlllarWV Kal. EeEWV, woaurwe; dAllllllEVOt nll1v o1l'apxolloat 1fPOTE:POV 01 
rOKol. Solmsen (1929), p. 170n.20, who considers E11i1l not to be topoi has to concede: ,,Es liegt 
aber in dieser Geschichte des rOJroe;-Begriffes begriindet, daB Aristoteles-prinzipwidrig
auch die JrporaoEle; 1I'Ept1l'a6ciiv, JrEpt apErije;, aya60li usw. gelegentlich rOJrot nennen 
kann (Rhet B 22, 1396b30, 34; r 19, l419b18, 23, 27)." 

All the topoi in the Topics are clearly KOlVOt rOJr01 (cf. e.g. Top. A 1, 100a19f., Soph. El. 
9, 170a34-36), with the possible exception of Top. r 1-4 where ethical problems are described, 
as de Pater (1965), p. 164 points out. However, in principle arguments of "what is better" can 
also be applied in non-ethical contexts (cf. e.g. the arguments in APst. A 24). 

25 Rhet. A 2, 1358a15, 18,27,28, 30 (OIlAAoYl~Ea6al 6K ... , OVAAOY10Il0e; h ... ) 
26 Top. A 4, 101b14-l6. 
27 Top. A 1, l00a30, defined in b21-23 and in A 10. 
28 Rhet. A 2, 1358a15 vs.19, 20; a27 vs. 28. 
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who sees it otherwise: "By kinds I mean the propositions peculiar to each 
several class of things, by commonplaces those common to all classes alike" 
(Rbys Roberts (1984)), "By specific topics I mean the propositions [ ... ], by 
universal those common to all alike" (Freese (1926)) (my italics), to cite two 
English translations. The example at a18-20 for specific topoi, which are 
opposed to common topoi"":""protaseis about natural science on which it is 
impossible to base any enthymeme or syllogism about the ethics, and other 
protaseis about ethics on which nothing can be based about natural science"
implies what topoi might be: protaseis from which one can derive 
enthymemes and syllogisms not only in natural science, but also in ethics and 
in fact in any other discipline. 

3. The passage in Rhet. B 26, 1402a32-34 

It is clear that counter-syllogisms (civn(Jvhhoyi~EOaal) can be built up 
from the same topoi (El< Tliiv alhliiv T01T!JJV); for the materials of 
syllogisms are endoxical opinions (OVhhOYlOj,lO\ tIC Tliiv Ev1i6eWV) and 
such opinions often contradict each other. 

Obviously, topoi are counted among endoxi.cal,opinions,which are expressed 
in the form of protaseis; the property of .beingendoxical always refers to 
protaseis." ,_. .., -

4. The synonymous use of "element" and-,"lopOS":, ',-, 

The very fact that Aristotle uses the word ,"element" (oTolxelov) synonym
ously with topos, and element is often synonymously used with "principle" 
(a.PXri),29 leads one to believe that a topos is some sort of principle. In fact, 
we find topoi which are very similar to Aristotle's highest principles (lCOWU1. 

a.PXUt). In B 7, 113a22f. we find a topos which clearly points in the 
direction of the Principle of Contradiction:3o "for it is impossible that contrary 
predicates should belong at the same time to the same thing." In B 6, 112a24 
we find a topos which clearly points in the direction of the Principle of the 
Excluded Middle:31 "in regard to subjects which necessarily have only one of 
two predicates, ... "; I shall discuss these two topoi in Chapter Four, pp. 103-
105. In H 1, 152bll-15 we find a topos which points in the direction of the 
principle "If equals are taken from equals equals remain";32 it runs: "see if the 
subtraction of the same thing from each leaves a different remainder. "33 

29 Cf. Bonitz (1870), 702a26-39. 
30 The Principle of Contradiction is discussed in Met. f 3-6. One of its foons is: "the same 

attribute cannot at the same time belong and not belong to same subject in the same respect" (f 
3, I005bI9f., contrast e.g. b26f.). 

31 The Principle of the Excluded Middle is discussed in Met r 7. One of its foons is: 
"Everything is asserted or denied" (APst. A 11, 77a22). 

32 To toa d:rro lOWV' (Xv a<l>EAlJ, on loa Ta AomeX, APst. 76a41. On the view that 
this principle is "strictly speaking of a sort between l(otvat and lIitat apxa{" cf. Ross 
(1924), vol. I, p. 262. 

33 e;i Toii aUToii a<l>' E1<aTEpOIl a<l>atpe:6EVTOI;; TO AOt1l'OV ere:pov. This topos 
actually represents an investigation instruction from which however a principle can be derived, 
cf. 54-58 below. 
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C. Other interpretations oftopoi and how they square with the interpretation 
of topoi as protaseis and principles 

1. Topoi as rules of inference 

Topoi are often taken to be inference rules.34 Indeed, reading certain topos
entries in the Topics one might get the impression that topoi are rules of 
inference. Now, without commenting on the question of whether it is right or 
wrong to interpret topoi in this way, I shall firstly ask the question of 
whether this interpretation contradicts my interpretation. Can an inference-rule 
be a protasis? This difficulty, it would appear, is easy to solve. An inference 
rule can be expressed in a sentence, i.e. in our case a protasis. Let us take the 
first topos of the greater and lesser degree. In a simplified and slightly 
formalized form it runs: 'If being more A belongs to what is more E, then A 
belongs to B. '35 One might say that here, a rule is expressed in an if-then
sentence, i.e. in our case an instruction which allows us to pass from 
sentences of the form 'being more A belongs to more B' to 'A belongs to B' . 

Before answering the question of whether an inference-rule can be a 
protasis or not, another question must be answered first, namely: Can a 
proposition of the form 'If beiIig~ni6te A. belongs to more B, then A is B' be 
called a protasis at all? In the Prior AizalytiCs the usual form of a protasis is 
'A is B'. It is not necessarily single words that correspond to the terms A or 
B, but also complex words, as Aristotle aslierts in APr. A 35, but in any case 
we always have one subject and one preciicl,lte only. Thus, in Soph. El. 6, 
169a7f. Aristotle defines protasis.as.,':asingle predication about a single 
subject" (Ev 1<a6'E;voc;). According to this definition we would have two 
protaseis here (one expressed in the antecedent, the second in the apodosis). 
Does this definition strictly hold, or does Aristotle sometimes consider more 
complicated sentences as protaseis? I believe the latter, and the common 
principles (KOtval. apxat) which can function as protaseis in proofs are an 
example of it.36 We also find explicit examples in the Topics which are called 
protaseis: "Sensation differs from knowledge, because it is possible to recover 
the latter when one has lost it but not the former" (Top. A 13, 105a28-30) 
"Should one rather obey parents or the laws, if they are at variance?" (Top. A 

34 Cf. e.g. Sainati (1968), p. 41. The Oxford and Loeb translators often translate T07rO<; by 
"a commonplace rule" or simply "a rule" (Pickard-Cambridge (1984), e.g. 109a34, b13.; 
Forster (1960), e.g. l09bI3). 

35 This is the first of the four topoi of the greater and lesser degree which Aristotle 
enumerates in Top. B 10, 114b37-115aI4; in both parts of the compound proposition the 
predicate and subject are the same. Thus it is different from the topos cited at the beginning of 
this chapter, p. 44, which corresponds to the second topos in Top. B 10 and in which the subjects 
change while the predicate remains the same in both parts of the proposition. I shall deal with 
the topoi of the greater and lesser degree in more detail in Chapter Five, pp. 146-149. 

36 As does for example the principle "if equals are taken from equals the remainder is 
equal" (TO iaa ci7rO iawv av ci<l>EAIJ (..J iaa Ta Aoma), APst. A 10, 76a41; cf. also A 
11, 77a27, 76b14. In Met. B 3, 996b29-31 the Principle of the Excluded Middle and the 
Principle of Contradiction are explicitly called JrpoTaaEl<; and Aristotle makes clear that there 
are other protaseis of this kind; cf. also Met. r 3, l005b26-28. 
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14, 105b22f.).37 These examples adequately demonstrate that protaseis do not 
have to have the form 'A is B', but can have more complicated forms, 
including even if-then-sentences. 

Thus, rules of inferences can be, and in fact usually are, expressed in a 
sentence. So if we just simply assert that topoi are protaseis,38 and Aristotle 
could just as well have called them AOYOl (in the meaning of sentences), our 
interpretation would not seem to be in opposition to the interpretation of 
topoi as inference-rules. 

However, Aristotle uses "protasis" in a certain context, namely that of 
reasoning «JuAAoyi~weal, Aoyi~weal), and he unambiguously says that 
we derive syllogisms from topoi.39 Thus topoi are protaseis of a syllogism. 
But if topoi are rules of inference of such reasonings as are described in the 
Topics, and when we take these reasonings to be syllogisms we might very 
well be puzzled. A rule of inference of a syllogism cannot at the same time be 
a premiss of the syllogism. A syllogism in the Topics would seem then 
rather to be the rule of the following reasoning: 

Doing greater injustice is a greater evil 

Doing injustice is an evil40 ' 

from 'what is more A is more B' , 
you may infer: 'A is B' 

We can clearly see that the rule does not belong to this syllogism as a 
protasis, but as an external rule. Thus the word from in "to draw a syllogism 
from" «JuAAoyi~E(Jealh:),where 'it refers to topoi, exceptionally, so it 
seems, would not refer to protaseis, but to rules. The alleged syllogism above 
does not fit the definition of the syllogism Aristotle gives several times41 

since the conclusion clearly does not necessarily follow from the premisses
there is only one premiss. Thus it would appear that we have here another sort 
of syllogism. Solmsen (1929), p. 20 calls them "die aus Tonol gebildeten 
Syllogismen" -syllogisms derivedfrom topoi. 

However, I do not think that Aristotle had any earlier version of a 
syllogism in the Topics. In Top. B-H, and in the places where he speaks 
about them referring to topoi, he clearly has a notion of the syllogism as 

37 Cf also the complex universal protaseis in book 9 discussed on p. 23f. above and the 
protaseis on p. 56 below. 

38 Grimaldi (1958), p. 12 is happy with that and goes no further. He simply states that 
common topoi (KOtv01. TC17l'01) are "general axiomatic propositions" without giving any 
explanation. I suppose that since he interprets Elall as '(15101 T!)7I'01, which are 71'pOnXOE1C; 

(Rhet. A 2), he takes it for granted that KOtv01. ro7l'0l are 71'pOraOE1C; as well. 
39 Rhet. A 2, 1358a15, B 26, 1402a32, et al. 
40 Indeed, Sainati (1968) does represent the topoi as rules in such a way; cf. e.g. p. 54, the 

topos from the contradictories: 

AcB 

-B c-A 

He does not ask himself the question of how this argument should fit the definition of the 
syllogism. 

41 E.g. Top. A I, lO0a25-27. 
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defined by him in several places.42 In these definitions it is always stated that 
the conclusion follows from premisses through the premisses alone (btu 
niiv lCEtIlEVWV),43 by reason of them, by their being so (n;j TauT' 
EtVat),44 and not because of any external rule. 

I would also note that the reasoning as it stands above is not very 
convincing. We are supposed to show that "to do injustice is an evil" (a thesis 
which the opponent contests). In order to show this we say that "to do more 
injustice is a greater evil", and if the opponent says "Yes", we infer, having 
our topos-rule in mind, that it follows "to do injustice is an evil". It is quite 
improbable that the answerer who disputes that "to do injustice is an evil" 
should grant the protasis that "to do greater injustice is a greater evil". Taking 
the implication the other way around, which Aristotle also asserts (B 10, 
114b39f.), the inference clearly could be wrong: we cannot always infer from 
the protasis that 'A is B' that 'being more A is more B'-doing sport, say, or 
eating might be a good thing, but not in excess. Thus the answerer could 
justifiably dispute that the one protasis follows from the other. To make our 
argument more cogent we have to do something very simple: We have to 
utter therule~weusedand convince the opponent of the correctness of this 
rule.',~So;::h6;w,Jll.ighuhe latter be achieved? Aristotle tells us in 115a5f.: 
"this ~a,~t(),beestablished by induction" (TOUTO li' braywytj ATl1rTEOV).45 
This meiuis"we should provide examples (in protaseis) where this rule is 
clearly at work and then state the rule generally. Indeed, if the opponent 
admits.Jh~:nileand:that "doing more injustice is a greater evil", he cannot 
deny $e,conc,hision:.it follows necessarily (e~ avaYlCllC;). The same is of 
course true' of theoccilrrences of "induction" (braywyri) in l13b 17 and b29 
with respect to the corresponding topoi. In l13b22 Aristotle says of the result 
of induction here, which is the Law of Contraposition, that "in all cases a 
claim of this sort should be made" (en! naVTwv OUV TO TOlOUTO 
ci,lWriOV). From Soph. El. 11, 172aI7-21 it is clear that even "primary 
things and principles" (npwra and OilCe;la apxai) must be granted by the 
answerer.46 

42 Top. A I, I00a25-27, Soph. El. I, 165alf., Rhet. A 2, 1356bI5-17, with slight differences. 
43 Top. A I, lO0a26f., Soph. El. I, 165a2. 
44 Rhet. A 2, 1356b16, Soph. El. 6, 168b24. 
45 The Greek word Acxll/3avE1V, which can be translated as "to establish", "to secure" or 

"to assume", often refers to protaseis. Cf. Top. A 3, 105a23; 14, I05a34, Rhet. A 9, 1366b32, 
Top. H 3, 153a9; cf also the Greek word Aijllllcx Top. E> 1, 156a21. Top. A I, 101al4 (and 
many other instances in the Analytics) that is derived from Acxlll3avElv and simply means 
"premiss", Met. t:. 29. 1025a6-13 seems to confmn this: "This is why the proof in the Hippias 
that the same man is false and true is misleading. For it assumes (Acxlll3civEl) he is false who 
can deceive (i.e, the man who knows and is wise); and further that he who is willingly bad is 
better [Hip. Min. 375dlf.J, He secures this falsehood by induction (Acxll/3avea !lux TijC; 
g,rcxylilY ij C;); for a man who limps willingly is better than one who does so unwillingly; by 
'limping' Plato means 'mimicking a limp'." I.e. Plato arrived at the statement by a misleading 
induction; cf. Hip.Min. 373-375. I therefore conclude that e,raYlilyij ATl'rTEOV tells us to infer 
a general rule by giving examples and stating the inherent rule as a protasis, and not to make 
the rule clear to us in our mind-this is already presupposed. Thus we should translate the 
phrase as "establish by induction", not as "grasp by induction", as Pickard-Cambridge (1984) 
does. I shall deal with this topos again in Chapter Five, pp. 146f. 

46 The term induction occurs only in B (5 occurences) and t:. (2 occurrences). Three of the 
occurrences in B are clearly meant to establish a topos: 113b17, 29 and 115a5, as already 
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Thus we create our syllogism by adding to the reasoning above the rule of 
the reasoning itself as a premiss. The new reasoning, which we may in the 
true sense call a syllogism, here a hypothetical one, is of course not ruled any 
more by this rule. We have then: 

(l) If being more A is more B, then A is B. 
(11) Doing greater injustice (A) is a greater evil (B). 

Doing injustice (A) is an evil (B) 

When the major premiss is admitted as a generally applicable rule by the 
opponent, it contains of course as an axiom-instance so to speak the propos
ition: (la) If doing greater injustice (A) is a greater evil (B), then doing 
injustice (A) is an evil (B). Thus, with the instantiated premiss we would 
have the following argument: 

(la) If doing greater injustice (A) is a greater evil (B), then doing injustice 
(A) is an evil (B). 
(ll) Doing greater injustice (A) is a greater evil (B). 

"··DoiilgiIi.justice (A) is an evil (B) 
,.. r 

·:HOwever;ildcording to Aristotle the fIrst argument is certainly just as valid as 
the second one with the instantiation of the topos-principle. In fact the fIrst 

.' irrg~elit was certainly more common in dialectical debates since the answerer 
. was . supposed to realize as little as possible that the questioner was coming 
'hearer to refute him. The fact that in several passages cited above he calls 
topos a protasis shows that he considered topos to be part of the syllogism 
despite its being a premiss-form which has many instances. Aristotle was 
well aware of the distinction which he usually expresses with the help of the 
notions "universal" and "specific". In APst. A 10, 76a37-b2 he in fact says 
explicitly that it does not matter whether a common or a proper principle is 
used as a premiss in the general or a specific formY In this book I shall 
follow Aristotle in his nonchalant treatment of general and specific 
hypotheses and shall sometimes write the argument with the general 

shown above; both occurrences in a have this function: 122a19 and 123b7. However, Aristotle 
does not always explicitly state that something has to be established by E1raywyrl. We more 
often find the phrase "likewise also in other instances" (OI-101WC; tie Kat f:m rtiiv clAAWV; 
sometimes rtiiv rOl0llTWV is added or rtiiv A011rtiiV is in place of rtiiv clAAWV): B: ll3bIS. 
34, 114b27, 115a31; r: 116a27, I 19a6; a: 121a9, 122b30, 123b33, I 26a20, 127aS; Z: 146b30, 
147a13, 149bll; H: 152alO, b5, 153b33f. I shall analyse a few more examples of topoi 
established by induction in Chapter Five, pp. 140-144. 

47 "Of the items used in the demonstrative sciences some are proper to each science and 
others common [ ... ]. Proper: e.g. that a line is such-and-such, and straight so-and-so. 
Common: e.g. that if equals are removed from equals, the remainders are equal. It is sufficient 
(iKavov) to assume each of these in so far as it bears on the kind; for it will produce the same 
results (rallro yap 1r01rlOE1) even if it is assumed as holding not of everything but only for 
magnitudes or, for arithmeticians, for numbers." The word "sufficient" makes it clear that the 
principles can also be assumed in its general form, although it is sufficient to assume them in the 
form appropriate to the subject-matter ("in so far as it bears on the kind"). 
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hypothesis and sometimes with the appropriate instantiation of the general 
hypothesis, depending on what suits Aristotle's text most. 

2. Topoi as laws 

Topoi have also been defined as certain types of non-analyticallaws.48 The 
interpretation of topoi as laws clearly does not contradict my interpretation of 
topoi as protaseis, since laws are expressed in sentences. It is again a question 
of which context within the argument one sees the role of the law in. De 
Pater (1965), p. 231 interprets the topos as "une loi logique" which serves as 
a "formule d' inference" (p. 133) in the framework of a modified argument
schema developed by Toulmin (1964). The modified argument-schema, 
though interesting, is certainly slightly anachronistic; Aristotle himself pro
vides a logical system in which topoi can be accommodated and in the 
framework of which topoi are best understood. Bochenski (1951a), pp. 70f. is 
one of very few authors· who brings the laws into connection with the 
hypothetical syllogism; however, he does not expand upon it. 

Lastly, a note on the distinction between rules and laws. Aristotle had no 
word for either of the two notions. The notion of a principle (apx~), and thus 
that of a topos, seems to encompass both notions. One tends to think of the 
principles as laws-e.g. we speak about the Principle or Law of Contra
diction. However, a law or topos which is explicitly stated as a premiss of a 
hypothetical syllogism does rule the hypothetical syllogism in a certain way. 
Thus, we can call topos a rule, as long as it is clear that it is explicitly stated 
as a premiss.49 

3. Topoi as investigation-instructions 

3.1. Organa 
If one looks at the topoi-entries in the central books they appear first of all to 
be investigation-instructions.5o The topoi-entries very often begin with the 
phrase 'another topos is to 100klinvestigate/examine/etc.51 whether, with 
respect to a certain aspect52 of the thesis, such and such is the case'. Let us 
look at the beginnings of the very first four topoi in book B: 

Now one topos is to investigate whether (de; IlEV /)~ Ttbroe; Tt> 
bn~Ai1re:lV e:i) the opponent has assigned as an accident something which 
belongs in some other way [ ... J. (1) [B 2, l09a34f.] 
Another topos is to examine (aAA-Oe; (sc. Tt17roe;) TO E1I"tI3Ai1re:lV) all cases 
where a predicate has been said to belong to all or none of something. Look 

48 Cf. Bochenski (l951a); de Pater (1965), p. 14l. 
49 Aristotle in fact seemed to have reservations about hypothetical syllogisms on the grounds 

that their way of working is expressed in the hypothesis, as is clear from APst. B 6, 92all-19; I 
shall discuss this passage on p. 117n.82 below. 

so De Pater (1965), p. 231, apart from "loi logique", also understands topos as a "formule de 
recherche"; similarly, Stump (1989), p. 22. 

51 tm~Ai7re;lV/[JK01fe;iv/6pav e;i or some infinitive having the meaning of an imperative. 
52 In fact, topoi have sometimes also been defined as "points of view" ("Gesichtspunkte"): 

e.g. Hambruch (1904), p. 31; Wieland (19702), p. 203. Such a specification is correct but far 
from exhaustive. 
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at them (OlCOll"Eiv liE: ) species by species [ ... ]. E.g. if a man has said that 
the knowledge of opposites is the same, you should look and see whether 
(OlCElI"TEOV El) [ ... ].(2) [B 2, 109b13-18] 
Another topos is to make definitions (aAAoe:; (se. TC:l7rOe:;) TO AOYOUe:; 
lI"OtEiv) both of the sumbebekos and of that to which it belongs as a 
sumbebekos (i.e. of its subject) [ ... ] and then see if (OlCOll"Eiv El) anything 
untrue has been assumed as true in the definitions. [ ... ] (3) [B 2, 109b30-32] 
Moreover, one ought to turn the problema into a protasis for oneself [ ... ]. 
TIlis topos is very nearly the same as the topos to investigate (0 TOll"Oe:; 
OUTOe:; OXEllOv 0 aUToe:; Tei? t1I"t~AElI"EtV) all cases where a predicate has 
been said to belong to all or none of something; but it differs in method. (4) 
[llOalO-13] 

Now, the fact that topoi are investigation-instructions does not conflict with 
my interpretation of topoi as protaseis and principles since in the investi
gation-instruction a certain protasis and principle is expressed. This can be 
readily seen in the concrete topoi in the central books. For example from the 
investigation-instruction of the very first topos the principle could be derived 
that 'what belongs in some other way than accident (Le. belongs as definition, 
proprium or genus) does not belong as an accident'. I shall investigate all the 
four topoi cited above in Chapter Five53 and show in detail how the topos
principle can be derived from the investigation-instruction. 

However, the investigation of the so-called organa which are found inTop. 
A 13-18 gives us another impressive confinnation of the fact that in the 
investigation-instruction a protasis is expressed. The organa are not only 
investigation-instructions,54 but have a very similar structure to topoi, and are 
explicitly said to be "in a way" protaseis. Organa are "means by which we 
will be well supplied with syllogisms" (lit' tSv e;u11'0PrlOOIle;V ni3v OUA
AoytOIlWV).55 In AB, 105a21-24 Aristotle enumerates the four organa under 
which all the other organa in A 14-17 fall: 

1. provision of propositions (n) 11'ponxoe;tc; Aal3iiv) (treated in A 14) 
2. the ability to distinguish in how many senses a particular expression is 

used in (TO 11'00axWC; ElcaOTov AEye;rat lhlva08at lhe;Ae;iv) 
(treated in A 15) 

3. the discovery of differences (TO TaC; ~ta<l>opac; e;Vpe;iv) (treated in A 
16) 

4. the investigation of likeness (ri TOU ollOtOU O1ciljl1.c;)56 (treated in A 
17) 

Aristotle then (105a25f.) says something of major interest: 

53 Cf. pp. 150-155. 
54 Cf. e.g. expressions like !iUl TWV!iE 8EWPTlTEOV .... OK01fE1v d ... (A 15, 106alOf.), 

OK01fE1V d ... (106b13), ... &mOK01fE1V (b22), etc. 
55 Top. A 13, 105a2lf.; cf. 108b32. 
56 Likeness is meant in a broad sense and can include analogy. 
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The last three of these are also [i.e. as the first organon] in a sense 
protaseis; for it is possible to make a protasis in accordance with each of 
them.57 

Examples of the corresponding protaseis are: 

1. "The perception of contraries is the same (for the knowledge of them is 
also the same)" (105b5t). 

2."An object of choice is the honourable or the pleasant or the expedient" 
(105a27f.). 

3. "Sensation differs from knowledge, because it is possible to recover the 
latter when one has lost it but not the former" (105a28-30). 

4. "The healthy stands in the same relation to health as the sound to sound-
ness" (105a30f.).58 

These protaseis seem to be the result of organa applied to concrete terms. 
Thus the third protasis is the result of applying "the discovery of differences" 
to the terms "perception" and "knowledge". This does not simply consist in 
stating that there is a difference, but also in defining the difference, i.e. in 
stating the reason why two terms differ, thus giving.ctlie:c1iulsw~etJothe 
question "in what (nvi) does perception differ from knowJedg~J~~stated in 
108a~. This is found in the. because-sentence (105a29) .. ¥~tgH~ . .J~~,~,stress 
upon It In A 15, 106al-8, WIth respect to the second organon:,·, .,".- .' 

As regards the number of ways in which a term can be used, .Vie, must. not only 
deal with those terms which are used in another way.'oUt"aiso'try,tdgive 
reasons for their being used in different ways (A6yopc;j~f()r;c,exa,IllPle. we 
must not merely say that justice and courage are called good in one way, and 
that what conduces to vigour and what conduces to health are called so in 
another, but also that the former are so called because of a certain intrinsic 
quality they themselves have, the latter because they are productive of a 
certain result and not because of any intrinsic quality in themselves. 

Thus the second protasis (105a27f.) is actually defective, because it merely 
states that "an object of choice" (being homonymous) is used in a different 
way with respect to each of the three terms-no reasons for this are given. 
Also in the case of the fourth protasis, Aristotle does not tell us what the 
sameness of the relation consists in. However, ideally, it might be assumed 
that it should always be stated what the homonymy, difference or likeness 
consists in. Thus, in A 18, 108b24-27 Aristotle gives two examples of 
protaseis of the fourth organon which state the reason for the likeness: "calm 
at sea and windlessness in the air are the same thing (for each is a state of 
rest)" and "a point on a line and a unit in number are the same thing (for each 
is a principle)". The statement of reasons establish the organon-protaseis in a 
similar way as induction establishes the topos-protaseis. 

57 Bon BE TP07rOV nva Kat Ta Tpta TOllTUlV 7rpOTaow;' Bon yap Ka6' 
EKaoTOv aonJiv 7rOltj oal 7rpC:lTaolV. 

58 It is worthy of note that the protaseis 2-4 above are fairly complex: the second protasis, 
for example, is a disjunctive proposition, the fourth one expresses an analogical relation. 
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3.2. Structure of the organa (and topoi) 
The question now arises of how homonymy, differences and similarities are 
investigated and established? A clear answer is to be found in chapters 15-17 
where Aristotle investigates those notions with the help of what are usually 
called topoi in Top. B_H59 and which are obviously meant to be organa here.60 
Roughly, the same structure can be found in both cases61 : 

la (in the case of...) (bn; .. ) (not always stated explicitly) 
b investigate (aKo1l"e:iv) if something is the case 

2 reason given for the investigation, usually indicated by "since" (yap) 
3 an example (otoV)62 

Let us cite once again the very fIrst topos in B, in a slightly fuller form, as an 
example for such a topos (B 2, 109a34-38): 

Now one topos is to investigate (E1f1~AE1TE;lV &1) whether the opponent has 
assigned as an accident something which belongs in some other way. This 
mistake is commonly made with respect to the genera of things, e.g. (olov) 
if someone were to say that being a colour is an accident of white-for (yap) 
being a colour is not an accident of white, but coloUI:"-is its. geluJ.~. [ ... ] 

As an example of an organon let us cite the vet:/tiiif'tlii6L ln'>,('15,'where 
organa of the second kind (detection of ambiguityofmearlfrtg) ~are' listed: 

• ,. '-~.':"~"'~:-.:::,,: ': " ';.:<-" --'.;~. 

First, examine (01c01l'e:iv) the contrary of a term (E1I'1 TOO EV(lVTtOU) and 
see if it is used in several senses, whether the difference. be one of kind or 
one of names. For (yap) in some cases a diffe;enceis'immediately apparent 
even in the names. For example (oiov), the contrar)'ofsharpiri the case of a 
note is flat, while in the case of a body it is dull. The contrary of sharp, 
therefore, obviously has several meanings, and this being so, so also has 
sharp; for (yap) the contrary will have different meanings, corresponding to 
each of those meanings. For sharp will not be the same when it is the 
contrary of flat, though sharp is the contrary in both cases.63 

Aristotle only gives a few organa for the investigation of differences (third 
organon) and similarity (fourth organon) in chapters 16 and 17, but quite a 
number, namely seventeen, for the investigation of ambiguous terms (second 
organon) in chapter 15. 

The main difference between topoi in Top. B-H and organa in A 15-17 is 
that the aim of the former is to fInd out whether something is accident (Top. 

59 Cf. 107b38 and e.g. 128b14: 151(1 rc.iiv15t: oKt:nEov. 
60 Aristotle does not say here that these investigation-instructions are organa; one might take 

them to be topoi of the four organa, as in fact Alexander does (cf. e.g. in Top. 100,17; 101, 18, 
et al.). However, Aristotle does not mention topoi here either and at the very end of book A he 
says of the previous investigation-instructions: "Such then are the organa through which 
syllogisms are carried out. The topoi for the application of which the aforesaid organa are 
useful are as follows." Thus, the investigation-instructions listed in A 14-17 are obviously 
organa which are subsumed under the four kinds of organa, only the latter ones being explicitly 
called "organa". 

61 For topoi cc. e.g. B 8, 113bI5ff., 27ff. 114a7ff., etc.; for organa e.g. A 15, 106alOff., 
23ff., 36ff., etc. 

62 (2) is often stated after (3). 
63 A 15, l06alO-17. 
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B-f), genus (.6.), proprium (E) or definition (Z-H, 3), whereas the aim of the 
latter is to find out whether something is homonymous, different or similar.64 
The aspect which one is advised to look at65 in A 15-17 can usually be found 
in B-H as well. 66 In A 18 Aristotle deals with the utility of the three organa. 
The detection of ambiguity is useful, in the main, "in order that the 
syllogisms may be directed to the actual thing and not to the name by which 
it is called" (A 18, 108a20-22). The discovery of differences is useful for the 
syllogisms about sameness and difference (A 18, 108a38-b6)-1 shall deal 
with them in Chapter Five.67 The discovery of likenesses is useful for 
hypothetical syllogisms based on likeness, for induction and definitions (A 
18, 108b7-31). Thus organa have their function within the main syllogism, 
the latter being formed by a topos. 

3.3. Conclusion 
The same structures are found in investigation-instructions in A 15-17 as in 
B-H, where they are called topoi. The struCtures we find in A 15-17 are not 
called topoi, and are obviously meant to be organa. Such a protasis as 
"sensation differs from knowledge, because it is possible to recover the latter 
when one has lost it but not the formeF'~jsC1earlytheresu1t of an organon of 
the sort which is described in A 15-17; The difference 'between "sensation" and 
"knowledge" can be found with the help of an organon which can be described 
in the following way: 'In the case of two ,things, see 'if when one loses them 
it is possible to recover them both; for if it is only possible with one of 
them, it is clear that they are differen(':the ~iffetence itself is implicitly 
expressed in the organon. Thus to all organa,SQiresponding protaseis can be 
produced; these organa are therefore In away protaseis. We have seen that 
organa are investigation-instructions of a similar structure to the topoi. It 
might thus be inferred that to topoi too, corresponding protaseis can be 
produced and that topoi are in a way protaseis. 

D. Objection and induction in e and in the central books 

In section B above I have demonstrated several passages in the Rhetoric from 
which it was clear that topos is a protasis and one passage in 0 14 where the 
notion of the topos seems to be in the making. In section C I have shown 
how other interpretations of a topos square with this interpretation and in the 
course of this I have shown how a topos works. With this rough knowledge 
of the workings of the topos as the hypothesis in a hypothetical syllogism we 
can turn briefly to the central books. Can an explicit indication in the central 
books be found to the effect that topoi are protaseis, apart from the concrete 

64 Aristotle says so about the organa at A 18 and after each topos in B-H, specifying 
whether the topos is useful for construction or for destruction or for both. I shall deal with the 
notion of the predicables in detail in Chapter Three. 

65 I.e. what follows the phrase "in the case of" (Em). 
66So "terms that are opposed as privation and possession" (E1£1. niiv KUTCI O-rEP1l0tv 

KU1. E~lV) (l06b21) e.g. in Top. B 8, 114a13ff., "inflections" (E1£1. 1£T<.Joe;wv) (l06b29) e.g. 
in B 9, 114a26ff., "definition" (Em TOV 0PIO/lOV) (107a35) e.g. in B 4, Illb13ff., et al. 

67 Cf. pp. 157-160 below. 
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arguments found there which clearly show that topoi work as hypotheses of 
hypothetical syllogisms, as I shall demonstrate in detail in Chapter Four? 

Indeed, there is a clear confirmation that topoi are protaseis-in the 
passage that I cite below Aristotle explicitly says that a topos is put forward 
as a protasis. Also, we find an important indirect confirmation: in several 
passages in the central books of the Topics Aristotlespedfies that a certain 
topos has to be established by induction and in several passages he also 
mentions that an objection can be raised against a topos. In the dialectical 
debate described in e the universal protaseis play the most important rOle, 
being the major necessary premisses of a syllogism. These protaseis are 
established by induction and can be objected to by objections, i.e. counter
examples. From this one can infer that topoi are universal protaseis as well. 
A topos established by induction has already been shown in the last section. 
As for objections, the most impressive passage seems to qe found in A 6, 
128a38-b9. The passage runs: 

Moreover, seeing that it is difficult to distinguish that which always follows 
a thing, and is not convertible with it, from its genus, if this (A) always 
follows that (B), whereas that (B) does not always follow this (A)-as e.g. 
calm always follows windlessness and divisible follows number, but not 
conversely (for the divisible is not always a number, nor windlessness 
calm)-you may yourself argue as though the one which always follows a 
thing is the genus, whenever the other is' not convertible with it; if on the 
other hand, someone else puts forward the protasis (7fPOTet VOVTOC;;), you 
should not accept it universally .. AiI objection to this is that not-being 
always follows that which is coming into being (for that which is coming 
into being does not exist) and is not convertible with it (for what does not 
exist is not always coming into being), but nevertheless not-being is not 
the genus of cotning into being; for not-being has no species at all. 

The topos here is clearly expressed by the proposition set out in italics and 
can be more easily described with the help of letters: 'If A always follows B, 
but B does not always follow A (i.e. A is not convertible with B), then B is a 
genus of A'. Aristotle gives one example to confirm the topos; in real debate 
of course more than one example would have to be given in order to establish 
it inductively. A syllogism constructed with the help of this topos could look 
as follows: 68 

If A always follows B, but B does not always follow A, then B is a genus 
of A 
Divisibility always follows number, but not vice versa. 

Hence, divisibility is a genus of number. 

The objection is obviously an instance in which the topos is not true: "not
being always follows that which is coming into being (for that which is 
coming into being does not exist) and is not convertible with it (for what does 
not exist is not always coming into being), but nevertheless not-being is not 

68 In a real debate the questioner would certainly avoid giving an example as a confmnation 
of the hypothesis which contains the desired conclusion. 
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the genus of coming into being; for not-being has no species at all." This 
passage is most impressive because Aristotle explicitly says here that the 
topos is stated as a protasis (Jrpon:ivovTOC;).69 

There are five other occurrences of objections in book a; I shall content 
myself by giving just one other example, a 4, 124b35-125a4:70 

Again, you must see whether the genus and species are used in the same 
manner in respect of the inflections which they take, for example datives 
(nvi) and genitives (nvoc;)71 and all the rest. For, as the species is used, so 
also is the genus, as for example in the case of the double and its higher 
genera; for both the double and the multiple take a genitive. [ ... ] An 
objection may be raised that in some cases it is not so; for alien and 
contrary take a dative, but different, which is a. genus of these terms, does 
not take a dative but a genitive~for we say different from something 
(nvoc;). 

The topos here could be expressed in the following way: 'If A is genus of H, 
then A and H take the same casus'. The objection clearly is directed against 
this topos givingajFinstanceiin which the topos is not true: "different" is 
genus of "alien'~'and!..'c().ntiaty:\; buttakes a different casus from them. 

Many examples·tif;':Obii~tiJ~i~e·also found in book r. The hypotheses here 
have the form 'X is more. worthy of choice than Y'.72 I shall just cite one of 
them, 2, 117a16;:;24:73 , ',., 

Moreover,'a·grealer:,nuniber of things is more worthy of choice than a 
smaller, either absolutely or when the one is included in the other, viz. the 
smaller number in the greater. 
An objection may be raised if in some particular case the one is for the sake 
of the other; for then the two together are not more desirable than the one; 
e.g. recovery of health and health, than health alone, inasmuch as we desire 
recovery of health for the sake of health. 

The hypothesis here is "a greater number of things is more worthy of choice 
than a smaller (either absolutely or if one is included in the other);" the 
objection that recovery of health and health are not more worthy of choice 
than health alone is clearly directed against the topos-hypothesis. 

69 There are some other passages in the Topics in which Aristotle expresses himself in a 
way which clearly indicates that he takes topoi to be protaseis. E.g. in r 6, 119a38f. he 
compares the universal (containing the universal quantifier) and particular (containing the 
particular quantifier) forms of the so-called "most opportune" topoi and says of them that it is 
"equally endoxical to claim them/ask the opponent to admit them" (OI.101WC;; yap e;v1ioeov TO 
d:et05aat). The expressions "endoxical" and "claim" of course apply to protaseis as has been 
shown on pp. 19f. and 52. 

70 The four remaining occurrences in A are: 3, 123b17, 27, 34; 4, 124b32. 
71 The grammatical terms 'genitive' and 'dative' do not actually appear in the Greek, but 

only what we would now call the dative and genitive of indefinite pronouns: "to 
something/someone" and "of something/someone". The grammatical names for the various 
casus were developed only later. 

72 I shall deal with this kind of syllogism in Chapter Five, pp. 156f. 
73 Other examples in r: 2, 117b12-17; b19-25. 
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I shall give a few more examples of topoi established by induction and 
objected to by objections in Chapter Five, section B (on the so-called "most 
opportune" topOi)J4 

E. The evidence ofTheophrastus 

1. Tradition of the interpretation of the topos as a protasis 

The interpretation of the topos as a protasis is not new. Theophrastus defined 
a topos as a principle (apX~)15 and also as a "premiss derived from a precept" 
(0 yap T61ro~ 1rp6T(X(Jt~ Tj'l>T] Tt~ a1re) TOU 1rCXPCXyy€A/.lCXTO~ 
ye;yovuicx).76 I shall deal with his defmition shortly. Alexander himself also 
takes topoi to be protaseis.77 Boethius, in De topids differentiis, IT, 1185A, 
takes topoi to be maximal and principal propositlons which are "propositions 
which are not only known per se but also have nothing more fundamental by 
which they are demonstrated".78 Of more modern scholars, Thionville (1855), 
p. 32 states that "les lieux communs sont des propositions exprimant les 
verites probablesles-plus universelles". Grimaldi (1958), p. 12 simply 
maintains_tbat:coniinoIl topoi(KOtVOt T61rot) are "general axiomatic prop
ositions" withQll,tg~yiilg any explanation. Solmsen (1929), p. 20, strongly 
opposes thevihv'thaJtopoi are protaseis. With respect to a problem which 
would be s?lved by taking common topoi as protaseis he says: 

Man mcilne:schoflzu einem Verzweiflungsmittel greifen und die r01l"01 selbst 
als 1I"poraO'&1c;;':ansehen; aber diese vtillig unaristotelische Auffassung, die 
meines Wissens auch bisher nie vertreten worden ist, wiirde schon an der ins 
Licht geriickten Antithese zwischen,r01l"01 und 1I"pOraa&1C;; 1358alOff. 
scheitern. 

Solmsen's argument with the "Antithese" in 1358alOff. is not particularly 
impressive, since just the opposite may be concluded from it, as I have shown 
(and as Grimaldi takes for granted), i.e. that topoi themselves are protaseis. It 
is also striking that Solmsen does not deal with the passages which have led 
to my suggestion that topoi are protaseis,19 which also means that he does not 
give us an explanation for these seemingly puzzling passages. 

74 Pp. 140-150. 
75 Alex. in Top. 5,21-23; 25f.; again in 126, 14-16. 
76 Alex. in Top. 135, lOf. There is no dispute as to whether the former definition is that of 

Theophrastus, since it is cited twice in the same form. I see no reason therefore to doubt the 
second specification. That we can derive protaseis from the topos is explicitly stated in 5, 26f., 
a passage which quite probably belongs to the definition. Now, whether or not it is an exact 
citation, I think that Alexander has certainly paraphrased this according to Theophrastus' text 
which he had before him. Besides, a principle can of course be expressed in a protasis, and 
Aristotle himself sometimes uses principles as premisses even in categorical syllogisms, cf. e.g. 
A 31, 46b29-32. 

77 ef. in Top. 126, 16ff.; 135, 10; 586, 23f. 
78 "Propositiones quae per se notae sint, turn nihil ulterius habeant quo demonstrentur, hae 

maximae et principales vocantur." Boethius also takes the topos to be the differentia of a 
maximal proposition, on which cf. Stump (1978), p. 204. 

79 (3 14, 163b22-33 (Solmsen treats this passage merely from one angle), Rhet. B 26, 
1402a32-34, Top. A 13-18, et al. 
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Let us now come to Theophrastus' definition of the topos. 

2. Theophrastus' distinction between parangelma and topos and his defini
tion of the topos 

Theophrastus was Aristotle's most important pupil and seems to have 
commented or developed his teacher's theories rather than breaking wholly 
new paths. He also wrote a treatise called the Topics. 80 It is not far off to 
speculate that Theophrastus, by calling the topos a principle and protasis, 
merely adopted Aristotle's later definition of the topos. I shall now turn to the 
first relevant text in Alexander's commentary. 

2.1. Distinction between parangelma and topos & definition of the topos 
with respect to its role in the hypothetical syllogism (in Top. 135, 2-23 ) 
Theophrastus, according to Alexander, calls the investigation-instruction a 
parangelma (precept, instruction) and only the principle a topOS.81 If only the 
parangelma is listed however82 he calls it "parangelma" (ll'cxpayyti\I.l<X) or 
"parangelmatic topos" (n)1rOC; ncxpcxyyt/q.1CXTIlCOC;).83 Alexander gives ex
amples Clf1}leophrastus' distinction in the strict sense. 
.J~xiuripl~sof parangelma are:84 "one has to attack from the contraries, from 
thecocordiilates" (5ti f:1rtXttptiv uno nilv f:vcxVTiwv, U1rO niiv 
o1.lo'roix(Jv). 

Exaniples of topoi are:85 "If the one contrary has several senses, the other 
has too",86"If the one contrary (of a pair) belongs to the one contrary (of 
another pair); the other contrary also belongs to the other contrary",87 or "As 
is one of the co-ordinate terms, so are the rest". 88 

The topos stands in the following relation to the parangelma according to 
Theophrastus: 

For an investigation-instruction is what is said in more common, universal 
and simple terms, and from it the topos is. found; for the principle of the 

80 Alex. in Top. 55, 24-27; for further evidence see Fortenbaugh, Huby, Sharples, Gutas 
(1992), vol. I, p. 118f. 

It consisted of two books (T01ruCWV a'/l') (Diog. Laert. V 45), possibly introduced by an 
"Introduction to the Topics" (Ta 1fPO TWV T<l1fWV a') (Diog. Laert. V 50), cf. Sollenberger 
(1984), p. 288 (1.171) and p. 363 (I. 282). Another book on the topoi by Theopbrastus might 
have been 'AvTlYJ.II;;vwv T01fUlV, where, however, many scholars assume that T01fWV is 
corrupt for AOYWV, cf. Sollenberger (1984), p. 222f. (1.83) or (1985), p.46 (1.83). 

81 According to Green-Pedersen (1984), p. 63f. "Boethius' description of the distinction 
between the differentia and the maxim is so closely similar to Alexander's reproduction of 
Theophrastus' distinction between parangelma and topos that it is obviously the same distinction 
they are explaining." 

82 As e.g. in B 2, 109a34f. (Alexander gives this topos as an example in Top. 135, 13-15). 
83 Alex. in Top. 135, 13. 
84 Alex. in Top. 135, 6f. 
85 Alex. in Top. 135,7-10. 
86 d TO Evavnov 1fOAAaxWC;;, Kal TO Evavnov. 
87 Ei T~ EvaVTiq> TO EvaVTlov u1fCipXE;l, Kat TO EvavTlov U1fCIPXE;l T~ 

ivavTiw. 
88 WC; EV TWV all OTOixwv , OUTWC; Kal Ta A011fCI. 
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top os is the investigation-instruction, just as the topos is the principle of 
epicheireme.89 

Topos is defined (characterizing its role in a hypothetical syllogism) as "a 
premiss derived from a parangelma (i.e. investigation-instruction)".90 This is 
in line with what I said above (p. 55): in the investigation-instruction a 
certain protasis and principle is expressed. 

Alexander remarks that Aristotle also calls parangelmatic topoi topoi as 
well. His explanation is that we give specific rather than generic names to 
things, and topos is more specific than parangelma, which is more generic.91 
This shows that he agrees with Theophrastus' distinction, i.e. most impor
tantly: a topos in the strict sense is the principle (or hypothesis).92 

Alexander gives us another Theoprastean definition of the topos in two other 
places. After these definitions he gives examples in both cases of dialectical 
syllogisms, as we derive them from topoi,93 and in which topoi function as 
major premisses. These syllogisms are clearly hypothetical syllogisms with 
one hypothetical premiss in which the conclusion is obtained from the 
premisses by a rule similar to the Modus ponens rule.94 

···Alexander gives these examples as if explaining Theophrastus' definition 
which he obviously believes to be a true account of Aristotle's text, and as it 
is known that Theophrastus worked on hypothetical syllogisms,9s I see ilO 
reason to disbelieve that it is Theophrastus' own account. I shall now have a 
closer look at the Theophrastean definition of topos. 

89 lrapciYYEAllCl IlEv ycip ion TO KOWOTEPOV Kat Ka60A1KWTEPOV Kat 
,hAOUOTEPOV AEYOIlEVOV, eXcI>' OU 0 TOlrOe; EUploKETal' eXpx~ yap T01fOIl TO 
lrapciYYEAlla, W01fEP 0 TOlrOe; ilrtXEtPTlllaTOe; (135, 3-6), ilrtxEip'llla being OIlA
AoytOlloe; litaAEKnKoe; (in Top. 126, 12; 541, 11) in accordance with Top. (3 11, 162a16. 

90 lrpOTa01e; ifl)'l ne; eX1fO TOll lrapaYYEAllaTOe; YEyovllia 
91 Ale". in Top. 135,4; also 276, 7; cf. Cat. 2b7-14. 
92 TIlis interpretation is in line with de Pater's distinction of the same two aspects of a topos, 

namely a «formule de recherche» or «regie» (corresponding to 1f(XPciYYEAlla) and «formule 
probative» or «Ioi logique» (corresponding to the topos). De Pater (1965), p. 116, is also of the 
opinion that « .. .le caractere le plus fondamental, le plus central du lieu est son caractere 
probatif» and that topoi without that «caractere probatif» are only «lieu" en un sens faible» (as 
the TOlrOt lrapaYYEAllanKoi). In his article (1968), p. 174, he states: «ll semble donc que 
Theophraste a eu raison en reservant le terme TOlrOe; pour ce que nous appelons la loi» (cf. also 
(1968), p. 167). 

93 In Top. 6, 1-11 and 126, 25-30 and 127,6-16. 
94 To cite one of these examples (6, 1-5): TO yap on Irj rj I)ov~ eXya60v 

TiAoe;!(=concIusion) lit' aA'l6c1lv IlEV oux olov Tt IiEitat, on ll'lIiE aA'l6ie; ion TO 
IiEtKVUIlEVOV, lit' EvM~wv IlEVTOt oiov TE' av yap AcillwllEV on Ilrriv, 0 aipETov 
QV Il~ I)t' aAAo n aAAa lit' aUTO TOtOllTOV ion, TEAtKoV aya60v ionl 
(=hypothetical premiss, i. e. TOlrOe; or apXTl or Ulr06EOte;, cf. 587, 4f. in the conte"t of his 
interpreting apxTi and lrpOTa01V KOtVTlV as TOlrOe;), Kat 1fpOOAallwllEv TO I'rj liE rjliov~ 
TotoilTov'!(=second premiss) Evlio~ov QV, Ollva~OIlEV TO lrPOKElIlEVOV. Ale"ander, as 
well as many other Peripatetics, believed that hypothetical premisses are potentially equivalent 
to categorical premisses and states the hypothetical premiss in a categorical quantified form. 

9S Ale". in APr. 390, 2f.; Philop. in APr. 242, 18-21, et al. 
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2.2. Theophrastus' definition of the topos with respect to its internal 
structure (in Top. 5, 21-27 and 126,11-127,16) 
The passage in italics cited below represents without doubt the exact wording 
ofTheophrastus' definition. Both passages in Alexander's commentary on the 
Topics (in Top. 5, 19-27 and 126, 14-16) agree on it and it is stated in its 
pure form at 126, 14-16, where it is put into quotation marks by Wallies. 
Here I shall cite the passage in 5, 21-27. The contents of the brackets and 
possibly the last passage numbered (4) appear to be Alexander's own 
explanations. I assume that Alexander gives these explanations according to 
Theophrastus' text as they fit in very well with Aristotle's Topics and we 
might thus expect to find them in his pupil's book about topoi: 

A topos is a principle or element (ro1Toq eartv apxrf nq fl' aro Ixeio v), 
from which we take the appropriate principles (ac/>' ov Jo..ap{Javopev uk 
1Tept gICaarov aPXtXa (1), determined in its compass (ri} 1Teplypac/>i} 
pev wplapivoq) (for either it includes common and general terms, which 
govern the syllogisms (il yap 1TEplA<XllfjavEl Ta 1<:OlVa 1<:<X1. lC<xOOAOV, 
a Eon Ta 1<:UPl<X ni5v ovnOYlolltiiV), or from them such terms can be 

'.' ,~~o~n,l\nd'taken,(il l5uv<XT<Xl YE Ee <XUTtiiv Ta T01<XUT<X I5E1KVIlOO<Xl 
.j·.(.1\:~l,~,qj.l~qv_~p'O(lt» (2), indeterminate with regard to particulars (roiq 

";'"6t"1C~8("~KadTa aoplaroq) (3); for starting from these it is possible to 
,obtai,hpleniy:'ofendoxical protaseis for the prob1ema in hand (chil 

''rOVTwv';yap lonv OPllulllEVOV EU1TOPE"iv 1TporaoEUlv Ev156ewv 96 
1Tpck TO (l'POK£lIlEVOV); for this is the principle (TOUTO yap ~ apxti) (4). _ ..... 

In thef~if'ciwirig'Tshall deal with the sections numbered (1)-(4) of the passage 
oneactei'iID6ther.'" ' 

(1) the appropriate principles (nxc; 7fEpt ElCCXOTOV apxcXC;): 

The question of what the word "appropriate" (7fEpt t:lCCXOTOV) in "the 
appropriate principles"97 refers to arises here. In this instance, it clearly seems 
to me to refer to the problema. We can see this e.g. at 126, 21-23 where in 
the first part of the passage Alexander states the problema: "if we want to 
investigate whether the good is useful."98 He then goes on to say: 

We should secure (ATPvoIlEOa), starting from the topos in hand (a1To TOU 
1TP01<:E1IlEVOV T01TOV 0PllulIlEV01), the protasis appropriate to the prob-

96 It seems to have escaped the notice of Graeser (1973), F 38 p. 37, Repici (1977), p. 
169n.16 (frgm 54a) and Fortenbaugh, Huby, Shaq>les, Gutas (1992), p, 260 frgm. 122A that 
Wallies from whose edition they expressly extract their text decides in Corrigenda et Addenda 
(p. 711; cf. XXVI and VIf.) to give preference in 5, 26 to the reading of Paris. 1832 (against 
that of the Aldina edition, on which his edition is mainly based) and to read 7rPOTcXcrEUlv 
ivliOeUlV instead of 7rPOTlXcrEUlC; EvliOeOIl. His decision I think is correct because eal7rOpEiv 
with a genetivus rei only seems to make sense with the genetivus in plural; also cf. 127, 6-8: 
EcrTt /IEVTOl 7rpac; EKacrTov niiv Ttii /IdAAov TE Kal TjTTOV 7rpocrxpijcr6al 
1I1lva/lEvrov 7rPO!}AT]/IcXTUlV OP/lUl/lEVOIlC; (ba To13 7rPOE1PT]/IivOIl T07rOIl oh:dwv 
eVifopeiv 1Tponiaewv. 

97 In Aristotle it usually means "principles appropriate to each discipline (astronomy, 
medicine, etc.)", Cf. e.g. APr. A 30, 46a18; similarly in Rhet. A 2, 1358a17. They are often 
called at olKEial apxa{ as well, cf. e.g. De Gen. Anim. B 8, 747b30, 748a8, Top. A 2, 
101a37. 

98 El /IEv. yap ~I1ToiTO 7rEPl aya6013 d ui~eAEi 
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lema in hand (1TpOOEXii 1TPOT<XOtv T~ 1TPOlCEt!JEV~ 1TPO~Ar1!J<xn): if the 
evil is hannful, then the good is useful. 

The "appropriate protasis"99 clearly corresponds to the "appropriate princi
ples"-both are derived from a topos. The topos in hand here is the topos 
from the contraries: "If the pne contrary (of a pair) belongs to the one contrary 
(of another pair), the other contrary also belongs to the other contrary."IOO 
Now, the principle or protasis "if the evil is harmful, then the good is useful" 
is clearly derived from the topos from the contraries and is appropriate to the 
problema "the good is useful".lol In APst. A 2, 71b23 the notion of the 
principle in precisely this meaning is found: principles appropriate to what is 
being proved (ai apxa1. ol.lCEiat TOU I5EtICVUJ.livou).102 The principle in 
the context of the syllogism is of course the hypothesis. 103 

(2) determined in its compass (nj 1TEptypa<f>Jj wpt<JJ.livo<;): 

The way Alexander understands "determined in its compass" is clarified in 
126,16-20: 

":'.-." .. for example, "If the one contrary (of a pair) belongs to the one contrary (of 
;·.);,.:.aiiot~e[.pair), so will the other contrary belong to the other contrary" is a 
.' , . topas: For this sentence and protasis is determined with respect to the 

Ii"riiversal (for it is clear that it is stated about contraries universally), but it 
is 'nil!' determined in it whether it is said about these or these particular 
contraries. 104 

:A.I~iahder seems to think that the topos is determined in its compass105 by the 
, g6rieral diaracter of the terms it contains, i.e. a topos contains contraries, co-

99 Alexander uses the word 71'pooe:xii here to convey the meaning of "appropriate". At 
times he also uses the word OiKe:iO~, cf. in Top. 127, 8 (OiKe:iwv ... 71'POT<xoe:wv). 

100 Alex. in Top. 126, 16f. 
101 Alex. in Top. 126, 27f. and 30 gives two other examples of appropriate principles 

derived from the topos from contraries which differ from each other only with respect to the 
problema to which they are appropriate. 

102 Alexander. like Aristotle, usually uses problema in the meaning of the thesis to be proved 
which equals the conclusion (cf. e.g. in Top. 127,21). In 6, 1-11 he simply states propositions 
which are to be proved (in I. 2 he calls one of them TO /le:tKVO/le:vov) and says in I. 13f., 
cleadr referring to these propositions: oIlAAoyte:'iTat Tl1 TOtaOTa rtiiv 71'poIlA'lIHXTwv. 

10 Bochenski (1947), p. 122 and de Pater (1965), p. 167n.l render Ta~ 71'e:p\ EKaoTov 
apxa<; as "principes regardant le singulier" which seems to me to be an incorrect inter
pretation. The word &KaOTOV is of course not the same as ICaS' &KaOTov. TIe:p\ &KaOTOV 
apxTi is a technical term in Aristotle and always needs a supplement, which we readily find in 
1TpoIlAIHJa. It is indeed the topos-principle which contains the particlulars (or singulars) (KaS' 
&lCaOTa). But Theophrastus obviously expresses it by referring to the problema which contains 
the KaS' &KaOTa, not to the KaS' EKaoTa themselves. Fortenbaugh, Huby, Sharples, Gutas 
(1992), p. 261 are more correct in translating it as a "starting point about each matter"; the 
"matter" is of course expressed by the problema. 

104 olov T01TO<; Eonv ei TO £vaVT10V Tdj £vavn4' V1TIiPX61, Kai Tdj £vavn4' 
TO evavnov' OUTO~ yap 0 AOYO'; Kat ~ 71'pOTaOl~ aUT'l T<-ii jJEv KaSOAoll 
WptOTat (on yap 1Te:pt EvavTiwv KaSOAoll AEye:Tat, /I '1 AOi) , oUKEn jJEVTOt, e:i 
1TEp\ TtiiV/lE ~ Ttiiv/lE niiv EvavTiwv AEye:Tat, E!onv ulptO/lEVOV EV aUT<-ii. 

105 This seems to me to be a good translation for 71'e:pl yp a4>Ti ("domain" would be another 
alternative). We find 71'e:ptypoo!>Ti in the meaning of "compass of an expression" in the rhetors 
of the first and second century AD, in other words several centuries after Theophrastus. But 
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ordinates (Evavrla, auaTOtxa), etc., as opposed to specific contraries, e.g. 
good-bad, specific co-ordinates, e.g. just-justly, etc. These general terms admit 
of all particulars (!CaS' haaTa) of these tenus.106 

Now, it would be highly surprising if this were really so. One would 
rather expect that the compass of a topos is determined by its general tenus 
themselves, not their generality which is evident and common to all topoi. 
Thus contraries (EvavTla) for example would determine the compass of a 
topos insofar as only contrary particulars, not say co-ordinate particulars, can 
be put in for them.l07 

Alexander gives a further explanation in brackets: "either it includes 
common and general tenus, which govern the syllogisms, or from them (ee 
aUTwv) such tenus (namely common and general) can be shown and taken." 
The second part of the sentence is not entirely clear. The plural aUTwv seems 
to refer to T01rOC; in singular. What is meant is, I take it, the following: From 
a topos which contains general terms (say opposites) another topos contailiing 
less specific tenus, i.e. less specific opposites (say contraries) can be deduced; 
again, from the topos containing contraries another instance of a topos can be 
derived contailiing less specific contraries (e.g. good and bad) . 

. (3) undetermined with respect to particulars (!CaB' ex:aaTa aOpWTOC;). 

This is entirely clear from the above. In place of such general tenus as 
. contraries, co-ordinates, more and less something etc. we can put in particular 
contraries, co-ordinates, etc., i.e. instances of them. These general tenus of 
course admit of many various instances, e.g. in the case of contraries we can 
put the pairs good-bad, harmful-useful, black-white, etc. Expressed in modem 
terminology, we could say that topoi contain very high-level general tenus. 

Let us turn to the last sentence which is found at 5, 26f. and comes after the 
defiliition. 

(4) for starting from these it is possible to obtain plenty of endoxical 
protaseis for the problema in hand (am) TOUTWV yap i£anv 6p~u5~EVOV 
EU1rOPCtV 1rpOnXaEwv evMewv 1rPOC; TO 1rPO!Cd~EVOV); for this is the 
principle (TOUTO yap ~ apxTi). 

the meaning of "compass" is contained in that of "outline" (in the sense of "contour") which 
can already be found in Plato (cf. LSJ). 

106 Cf. the somewhat similar terminology in a different context in De Gen. Anim. B 6, 
743b20-22: "All the parts are first marked out in their outlines (Taic; 7l"Eptypa4>aic; 
15tOpitETat) and acquire later on their colour and softness and hardness." 

107 Solmsen (1929), p. 68, assumes that Alexander interprets the determination in compass 
as deriving from the generality of the terms the topos contains. Thus, he writes: "so werden wir 
den ersten Teil dieser Charakteristik nicht auf die begriffsinhaltliche Bestimmung beziehen 
durfen, die beim nl7l"OC; in dem sogenannten 7l"apciYYEA~a, der eigentiichen differentia 
specifica des nl7l"OC; (z.B. a7l"o niiv ivavTlwv, all'o niiv crucrTolXwv) Jiegen wiirde." 
However, in fn. 6 he points out that he believes, correctly, I think, this interpretation to be 
correct anyway, but that he does not dare hold it against that of Alexander. If Alexander really 
wanted to make this unusual assertion, he might have been misled by taking Tij ll'Ept-yPa4>ij 
uiptcr~ivoc;, which he read in Theophrastus' text, as a dativus instrumenti (determined by its 
compass), not as a dativus respectu (determined with respect to its compass), as I have 
translated it above. 
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This sentence is slightly difficult. Reading the entire passage for the first time 
one would automatically refer "from these" ((hro iO l.hWV) to one of the two 
words which are in the plural in the previous sentence: "particulars" or 
"appropriate principles". Similarly, one would automatically refer "this" 
(iOUiO) to "the problema in hand".108 However, this would not make any 
sense-both words clearly refer to topoi. l09 The endoxical protaseis (1fP 0-

Hla£lC; Evbo~Ol) which one obtains are topoi in which the general terms 
have been substituted by particular terms (ieX lCu6' ElCuaiu) needed for the 
problema in hand: this is clear from several passages in Alexander's 
commentary. 110 

I have shown that in some passages Aristotle speaks of the, topoi . as of 
protaseis, which obviously work as hypotheses in hypothetical syllogisms. I 
have also shown how other interpretations of the topos are compatible with 
my interpretation, pointing out different aspects of the' topos. The investi
gation of organa which are very similar entities to the topoi and which are "in 
a way" protaseis, confirms my interpretation of the topoi as protaseis. In one 
passage in the central books Aristotle explicitly says that thetopos is uttered 
as a protasis. Topoi in the central books are established by induction and 
objected to by objections, just as the universal propositidns in book e; this 
also confirms the interpretation oftopoi as universal protaseis. Theophras'tus" 
definition of the topos, in which he calls topos a principle from which 
protaseis can be derived, confirms my interpretation of the topos as a principle, 
and hypothesis of a hypothetical syllogism as well. Additionally, Theo
phrastus' definition also specifies further the structure of the topos as a 
principle: it contains general terms which can be substituted by more specific 
terms according to the problema in hand-one might call the former specifi
cation a formal one, the latter a material one. 

108 From in Top. 127,6-8; 6, 1-5, and 126, 22f. it is clear that "for the thing in hand" (7rPOC; 
TO 7rP01CEi/lEVOV) has to be supplemented by "problema", As for the plural "from these" (ci7ro 
TO U TUlV) referring to the "topos" in the singular, it is already the second instance of this 
peculiarity in this short passage, since "from them" (Ee CXUTWV) picked up "topos" as well. 

lOO "Starting from" (op/lcioBcxt Cl7rO TOUTUlV) in this commentary nearly always-and in 
our passage without exception-refers to topoi; cf. in Top, 126,20,22; 127, 7. 10; also 28, 6; 
181,16; 300, 29; 517,16. 

110 Cc. Alex. in Top. 127,6-8; 126, 22f. 26f., 6, 2-5. 





CHAPIER THREE 

PREDICABLES AND THE SPECIAL STATUS OF SUMBEBEKOS 

In Chapter One I discussed the notions of problem a and protasis. An import
ant result was that the problema or its negation equals the conclusion of the 
questioner's syllogism with the help of which he refutes the answerer, 
drawing his conclusion from the protaseis answered by the answerer. In Top. 
A 4 Aristotle specifies problemata and protaseis further by subdividing them 
into the four so-called predicables; 

Every protasis and every problema indicates (l5llAoi) either a definition 
(opov) or a proprium ({l)tov) or a genus (yivoc;) or an accident (crUIlI3EI3T]
KOC;).1 

This classification is of the utmost importance, because all the topoi presen
ted in the central books are divided according to the predicables. Not only do 
conclusions of the syllogisms indicate the predicapJes;bunuso, more impor
tantly, thetopoi-protaseis. It is essential to und~I;stan.dthe, meaning of the 
predicables in order to understand the worki~gTP:t:-t~.(HOPoi, since the 
principles expressed by the latter presuppose the prop'ettiesoftheJormer. 

A. Definition of the prediciiiiie'

1. The pass,!:ges in Top. A 5 and 8 

In Top. A 5 Aristotle gives the following definitions of the predicables. 

Definition (opo~) is a phrase (A6yo~) indicating (Olll.1CX{VUlV) the thing's 
very essence (TO Tt ~V e:1VCU).2 

The last two central books, Z and H, deal with the topoi of definition. Book Z 
deals with the destruction, H 3-5 with the construction of definitions; H 1-2 
actually deals with topoi concerning problemata of the form 'Is A the same as 
B, or not?', where A and B stand for terms; an example is "Is perception the 
same as knowledge, or different?"3 Aristotle calls such problemata "definitory" 
(optKa), "for argument about definitions is mostly concerned with questions 
of sameness and difference."4 

A common example for a definition of "man" is "two-footed terrestrial 
animal".5 

Proprium ({l5lov) is something which does not indicate the very essence (TO 
Tt ~V e:1val) of a thing, but belongs to it alone (j.lOV4l 15' U1HXPXEl) and is 
predicated convertibly of it (aVTtKaTllyopEirat). 

I A 4, lOlbl7 combined with b25. 
2 AS, 101b38. 
3 A 5, 102a6f. 
4 A 5, 102a5-9. 
5 A 4, 101b30f. 
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Thus it is a proprium of man to be capable of learning grammar (TO 
ypaJ.1I.HXTlIcij<; &lva1 /)&KTllCO<;); for if he is a man, then he is capable of 
learning grammar, and if he is capable of learning grammar, then he is a 
man.6 

Book E deals exclusively with the topoi of proprium. 

Genus (yivo<;) is that which is predicated in the category of essence (EV T45 
Tt Ean) of several things which differ in their species (KaTcl 1l'A&10VWV 
Kat /)la<p&pOVTWV T45 &1/)&1). 
Predicates in the category of the essence may be described as such things as 
are fittingly contained in the reply of one who has been asked "What is the 
object before you?" For example, in the case of man, if someone is asked 
what the object before him is, it is fitting for him to say "An animal. "7 

Book Il. deals with the topoi of genus. 

As far as accident is concerned, there are two definitions: 

Accident (aUJ.1I3&I3TJKO<;) is that which is none of the foregoing things-Le. 
neither a definition nor a property nor agenus~yet belongs to the thing. 
Accident (aUJ.1I3&j}TJKO<;) is somet!1Jni(Whichmayeither belong or not 
belong to anyone and the self-saIIie~ thing."; . . . 
For example, being seated may beloilgor:not to''Some one particular thing. 
This is likewise true of whiteness; fo{·there: is nothing to prevent the same 
thing being at one time white and at another not white. 
The second of these definitions of a(;c'iderit-is"the better; for when the first is 
enunciated, it is necessary, if one is' to understaiui it, to know beforehand 
what is meant by definition and genus and, prbprium, whereas the second 
suffices of itself to enable us to know what is meant without anything 
more.s 

I shall designate accident as it is defined by the first and second definition as 
accident-(l) and accident-(2) respectively. 

The topoi of the accident are dealt with in the first two of the central 
books, B and r. In book r problemata of the specific form 'Is A or B more 
worthy of choice?' are found, where A and B stand for terms; e.g. "Is the 
honourable or the expedient more worthy of choice?" Aristotle subsumes 
topoi dealing with this sort of problemata under the topoi of the accident 
because "in all such cases the question is to which of the two does the 
predicate9 more properly belong as an accident."lo 

Aristotle obviously considers this division of the predicables to be 
complete and even gives two proofs (1l'lOTW;) for it: one by induction, the 
other by syllogism. ll Induction and syllogism do not have here their regular 
meaning as discussed in Chapter One. Proof by induction of the classification 
of predicables consists here in the alleged fact that "if anyone were to survey 

6 A 5, 102a18-22. 
7 A 5, 102a31-35. 
sA 5, I02b4-14. 
9 Clearly the predicate "being worthy of choice" (aipETov) must be meant. 
IO A 5, 102b14-20. 
11 A 8. 
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protaseis and problemata one by one", he would always have to classify them 
as expressing one of the four predicables.12 Proof by syllogism refers here to a 
diairetic division common in· late Platonic dialogues. The notion of the 
predicate is subdivided into four different branches with the help of two dis
tinctions (being predicated convertibly of each other and being part of a 
definition); these two different branches yield the four predicables. 13 

2. The clash between the definition of the predicables and the explanation of 
their use in Top. H 5, Z 1 and A 6 

The definitions of the predicables given in book A, except A 6, has the 
appearance of clashing in certain respects with passages describing the 
construction and destruction of predicables in A. 6, Z 1, and H 5 and the 
practice in the central books. With respect to genus, proprium and definition 
this appearance is only seeming; with respect to accident, the clash is real. 
For the meaning (J1.l~~e:l3rJ1,6c; has in these passages I shall use the translite
ration sumbebekos (pI. sumbebekota). Let us look at H 5, 155a3-18 & 28-31 
to illustrate the dash. This is a passage at the very end of the central books 
where the difficulty of destroying and constructing the predicables is com
pared: definition is most difficult to establish and easiest to destroy whereas 
sumbebekos, at the other end of the spectrum, is the most easy to construct 
and the most difficult to destroy. The passage runs in full: 

It is clear also that the easiest thing of all is to destroy a definition. [ ... ] 
Moreover, the other topoi (Iha niiv aAAUlv)14 may be used as means for 
attacking (E1rlXe:lpe:lv) a definition; for if either the account is not peculiar 
(i1>w<;), or what is rendered is not the genus, or something included in the 
account does not belong (IJ ~ U1rclPXe:l), the definition is thereby destroyed. 
On the other hand, against the others it is not possible to use all the topoi 
drawn from definitions (Ta h niiv OpUlV), nor yet of the rest; for only 
those directed against sumbebekota (Ta 1rPO<; Ta O\lIJf3e:f3rpcOTa) apply 
generally (lCowa) to all the aforesaid kinds of attribute. For each of the 
aforesaid predicables must belong to the subject, but if the genus does not 
belong as a proprium, the genus is not yet thereby destroyed; likewise also 

12 A 8, 103b3-6. 
13 A 8, I03b6-\9. InAPr. A 31; 46a33 Aristotle calls division a "weak syllogism". 
14 Other than those of the definition. The word topos is not actually used here and it in fact 

does not occur in H 5 explicitly, except in the transitional passage at the end. But it is clear that 
this is meant, since in the following line (\55aSf.) the results achieved by ·destructive topoi with 
respect to the three predicables are enumerated. The expression "to attack by means of' 
(67nxe:tpElv IiHl:) which is used throughout H 5 typically has topoi as the object of "means 
of'; cc. H 5, 155a37, which is the very end of H 5: T(llfOl lil' wv EUlfOpnOOIJEV lfPOC; 
tlCaOTa TWV lfPO~AI'IIJ(hwv. There are other expressions coming up later in the passage 
which are used of topoi: "(sc. topoi) drawn from definitions" or "(sc. topoi) directed against (or 
relating to) sumbebekota" and "common" or "general" (lCOlVOC;); the latter occurs in 119a37, 
154a16, 125bll, et al. to express that the described topoi can be used for other or all 
predicables. 

We have exactly the same situation in B I where the word topos does not occur explicitly 
either, cc. B I, I09al-3: lfPOC; alJ<j>oTEpa .TO: yivl'I TWV lfPO~AI'IIHiTWV lCOlVO: TO: 
lCaBoAou lCaTaOlCEllaonlCO: lCat avaOlCEuaonlCcl; cc. also r 6, 119a33f, 120b7f., H 2, 
152b37f; 153alC. In 11 I, 120bllf. TO: 1I'pOC; TO yivoC; lCal TO 'ililOv are explicitly described 
as "elements" (OTolXEia), Le. topoL 
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the proprium need not belong as a genus, nor sumbebekos as a genus or 
proprium, but they may merely belong (U1fapXE1V Ilovov). So that it is 
impossible to use one set as a basis of attack upon the other except in the 
case of definition. Clearly, then, it is the easiest of all things to destroy a 
definition, while to construct one is the hardest. [ ... J 
The easiest thing of all to construct is sumbebekos; for in the other cases 
one has to prove not only that the predicable belongs, but also that it 
belongs in such and such a way (00' TWC;); whereas in the case of the 
sumbebekos it is enough to prove merely that it belongs (U1fapXEl Ilovov). 
On the other hand, a sumbebekos is the hardest thing to destroy, because it 
affords the least material; for in stating a sumbebekos one does not add any 
indication (1fPOOOTJIl<llVe:ivEl) of how it belongs (1f(.iiC; U1fapXE1); and 
accordingly, while in the other cases it is possible to destroy what is said in 
two ways, by proving either that it does not belong, or that it does not 
belong in the particular way stated (oilTwc;), in the case of a sumbebekos the 
only way to destroy it is to prove that it does not belong at all. 

In order to establish a thesis claiming that a sumbebekos belongs to a subject 
we simply have to prove that it belongs; in order to destroy such a thesis we 
simply have to proye:that jtdoes not belong. Sumbebekos does not have to 
belong in a particular way.'(:,," 
" The meaning qf sumbebekos assumed here is obviously not the one of 
accident-(l) or accl"dent~(2):'11n:iliecase of accident-(l) the belonging obvious
ly has a particular specification. In order to establish it one has to show that it 
belongs and that.iOsjl~it~er'of the three other predicables; in order to destroy 
it we have to show'thatitdbesnot belong or else that it belongs as one of the 
other predicables".wtn' t6e'caseof accident-(2) the belonging is specified 
insofar as it does not necessarily hold, but only contingently (ivl>ixETlll 
uxapXElV !C1ll. fJ ri). In order to construct it one has to show that it can 
belong and not belong; in order to destroy it one has to show that either it 
does not belong at all or else that it necessarily belongs.16 

One certainly could not refute the other predicables by proving that they do 
not belong as accident-(1) or accident-(2), rather the opposite: one could prove 
that a predicate does belong as an accident and thereby refute that it belongs as 
any other predicable. In the case of accident-(1) it would in fact have to be part 
of the proof to show that it does not belong as genus, proprium or definition. 

Before discussing sumbebekos further let us first look at the other 
predicables and see whether there are any discrepancies between the two groups 
of passages as there are in the case of sumbebekos. To put the question more 
concretely: Is it possible to destroy a definition with the help of the topoi of 
proprium or genus as described in H 5 assuming the definition of genus, 
proprium and definition in A 5, or not? The answer is yes, but it is easy to be 
misled into thinking that this is not so, as was in fact the case with 
Brunschwig (1967), pp. LXXVI-LXXXIII who gives an interpretation of the 
predicables which distinguishes two different «interpretations», the 
«exclusive» and the «inclusive» one, and maintains that only within the 

15 As Aristotle in fact does in B 2, 109a37f. 
16 Aristotle only uses accident-(2) in two places in the central books:!;. I, 120b30-35 and Z 

6, 144a23-27. 
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inclusive interpretation the definition can be destroyed with topoi other than 
those of the definition. Subsequently, Brunschwig (1986) partly revised his 
interpretation for the better, but certain errors remain. Most importantly, 
Brunschwig decided to adhere to his distinction between exclusive and 
inclusive interpretation-a distinction which I think would be best abandoned. 
Every serious student of the first four books of the Topics will be using 
Brunschwig's edition of the text including the introduction in which his 
interpretation is contained and which had some influence. This alone provides 
reason enough to deal with it extensively and to say exactly what is actually 
wrong with it;11 apart from that, the errors seem to me to be fairly instructive 
and can show the student pitfalls to avoid. In the next few pages I shall 
describe Brunschwig's interpretation and show that it is wrong with respect to 
genus, proprium and definition and within the critique I shall deliver at the 
same time a positive interpretation. 

B. Brunschwig's interpretation 

Exclusive. interpretation: 
According to the exclusive interpretation, found mainly in A 4, 5 and 8 and in 
a few pt~ces in the central books,18 the predicables are an instrument with the 
help of which the set (<<ensemble») of propositions is divided into four 
subsets. (<<sous-ensembles») of propositions which exclude each other: a 
proposition"belongs to only one of the four subsets, i.e. a proposition 
indicates, in'itsptedicate, either a definition or a proprium or a genus or an 
accident. 

Inclusive interpretation: 
The inclusive concept is used in the central books except in a few places, and 
is especially well recognisable in A 6, Z 1, and H 5. Here, the predicables are 
included in each other in the following way: a proposition can belong to more 
than one of the subsets, if it belongs to one subset which is included in 
another. 

Thus, in the case of the proprium it is enough to show of a predicate that 
it is coextensive; whether it is essential as well, and thus a definition, is left 
undetermined. Le. it is possible for a proprium to be a definition. In order to 
determine that it is a proprium (in the exclusive interpretation) it has also to 
be shown that it is not essential. 

A genus is essential and can be coextensive, i.e. it can also be a definition. 
A sumbebekos can also be essential and coextensive, i,e, a genus or a 

proprium or both of them, i.e. a definition. 

11 Brunschwig (1986), p. 146 does not actually render the interpretation given in (1967) 
exactly. 

18 B 2, 109a34-b12, a 1, 120b21-35 and a considerable number in E: 3, 131b37-132a9; 4, 
132b35ff., 133a18ff.; 5, 135a9-19. Brunschwig considers this exclusive concept to be a later 
development and the passages in B and a later insertions. 
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1. Critique of Brunschwig's interpretation 

1.1. Genus 

Brunschwig says that, in the inclusive interpretation, when a genus, which is 
essential and allegedly undetennined with respect to coextension, turns out to 
be coextensive it becomes a definition; i.e. genus is undetennined as to 
whether it is a definition or not. I disagree with this for two reasons. 

Firstly, Brunschwig fails to see that a definition is a complex expression 
of which the genus is a part only, being itself a simple term. Aristotle expli
citly says that definition is a phrase (AOYOC:;) in place of a term (ovolla) or 
another phrase. 19 What Aristotle says of propria in H 5, 154b15f. is a fortiori 
true of definitions: "for the proprium is for the most part rendered in a 
complex phrase (Ev 01.l1l1rA01CIj)". Thus, the expression "what is rendered" 
(T<l cX1ro/)oeiv) in the phrase "if [ ... ] what is rendered (TO cX1ro/)oeiv) is not 
the genus, [ ... ] the definition is thereby destroyed" cited above (155a8-1O) 
refers to the part in the definition which is claimed to be genus, not to the 
whole definition, as Brunschwig obviously takes it to be by assuming that 
genus isundetennined as to whether it is a definition. Aristotle's way of 
expressing himself is misleading here, but there are other passages where he is 
absolutely 'clear. Thus, in A 6, 102b29-33 he writes: "For when we have 
-shown that: [: .. 1 what is assigned in the definition is not the true genus (on 
ou yiVOC:;TO cX1ro/)oeh Ev Tti? optOIlti?), we shall have destroyed the 
definition; 1'20 

SecondIy, Brunschwig fails to see that a genus is predicated in the essence 
(e:VTti? Tt i;ott) whereas a definition expresses what I shall translate as "the 
very essence" (TO Tt ~V Etvat) of a thing. Thus, it is not the case that 
when a genus, which is «essentiel», turns out to be «coextensive» as well, 
then it signifies a definition (definition being «essentiel» and «coextensive») 
since a definition expresses the very essence (TO Tt ~v dvat), not just the 
essence. Now, when Brunschwig says of both the definition and the genus 
that they are «essentiel» (the only difference between definition and the genus 
being that the former is also coextensive), he seems to confuse the essence 
(TO Tt Eon) with the very essence (TO Tt ~v dvat).21 There is a 
connection between these two terms, but they are of course not equal. In Z 1, 
139a29-31 Aristotle says: "for the genus seems to indicate more than any 
other component part of a definition (llcXAtOTa yap TWV Ev nQ 
opwllti?) the very essence (oumav) of the subject which is defined."22 Thus 

19 A 5, 102al. It is clear from several passages that this AOYOo; is supposed to be a complex 
expression: H 5, 154a26-29, 32-36, A 6, 102b29-34, H 3, et al. 

20 ef. e.g. also Z 1, 139a27-31. 
21 It must be said that Aristotle himself is not always consistent in his usage of TO nEon. 

Usually it stands for what is expressed by the genus, sometimes, however, it stands for what is 
expressed by the definition as a whole (where one would expect TO Tt nv Eival), as is e.g. 
the case in H 3, 153a21f. Aristotle's inconsistency is not confined to the Topics; cf. Bames 
(19942), 174f. 

22 I take ouota to be the same as TO Tt nv Eival, as Z 3, 140a34 shows, where a phrase 
(hOyoe;) which is peculiar (tlhoe;) and indicates the ousia (liT]AOi T~V ouotav) is supposed to 
be a definition. This corresponds to the characterization of the definition in A 4, 101b21-23 
where the only difference is that here Aristotle uses the expression TO n nv e;lval. 
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Aristotle does not simply say that genus expresses the very essence (ouota), 
but only that it does so more than any other component part of the definition; 
in E 4, 132b35-133a3 we learn in fact that the differentia contributes 
(o"l1~ciAAe:i(lt) to the very essence (TO n ~v e:ivat). In H 5, 155a18-22 
Aristotle says that in order to establish the definition one has to show, among 
other things, that "what is Tendered is the genus" and, apart from that, that 
"the account expresses the very essence (TO Tt ~v e:ivat) of the thing"-the 
latteris obviously something which is not entirely expressed by the genus.23 

Thus, the system of predicables Aristotle gives in A 4 is not exclusive in the 
way Brunschwig takes it to be with respect to genus and definition. Each 
sentence expresses one predicable only: either a definition or aproprium or a 
genus or an accident (101b16 combined with b25). Thus·the sentence ''man is 
a terrestrial two-footed animal" expresses a definition; the sentence;.-o is an 
animal" expresses a genus. Clearly, a definition is not a genus and a genus is 
not a definition and as such they exclude each other. However, the definition 
"terrestrial two-footed animal" consists of the genus "animal" and the 
differentia "terrestrial two-footed",24 i.e. the definition includes the genus. 
Thus it is clear that with the help of the topoi of genus we can destroy the 
definition. What Aristotle says in H 5, Z 1, and A 6, where the inclusive 
interpretation is alleged to be found, is also true of the definition and the 
genus as they are defined in A 4 and 5, where the exclusive interpretation is 
alleged to be found, and not only in the places where we have the «inclusive 
interpretation»: When the genus, which is a part of the definition, is 
destroyed, the whole definition is destroyed-both in the inclusive and the 
exclusive interpretation.25 

23 Interestingly, Brunschwig seems to be aware of a difference between TO neon and TO 
Tt ~V dVU1, by translating the former by «essence», the latter by «l'essentiel de l'essence» 
and giving some explanations for this, p. 5n.3. But he obviously does not distinguish these things 
in his interpretation here, p. LXXVII, when assuming that a genus which is essential and 
coextensive would make a defmition. 

24 In E 4, 132b35-l33a5 Aristotle explicitly says that "terrestrial two-footed" is a differentia 
and not a proprium. In E 4, 133b8 however he says that it is a propriuin of man ; the same in 
136b20-22. In A 4, I02a27f. he tells us that "two-footed" (liiJrouv) is a relative property 
(l\"pOC;; n tIiLOV) (man is two-footed with respect to the horse and the dog). Now, is this a 
proprium or a differentia? The solution seems to be found in E I, 129a6-IO where Aristotle 
explicitly says that differentia (lilu<I>opa) is a relative property (TO 7rPOC;; cD..AOV '(lilov) and 
gives two-footed (lii7rouv) as an example. The fact that in the two latter passages "terrestrial" 
is left out might be explained in that Aristotle is comparing the man with the horse or the dog 
which are both terrestrial as well. 

25 Brunschwig (1986), pp. 151 and 153 realized that genus is only a part of definition. 
However, he still seems to assume that the genus in the definition expresses the entire essence 
(Le. the very essence) of a thing, as his (I think unsatisfactory) defmition of the definition, p. 
154, suggests. Thanks to his insight that genus is only part of the definition, Brunschwig does not 
distinguish any more between genus in the exclusive and inclusive sense (p. 154); but then 1 do 
not see the point in his upholding the difference between the exclusive and inclusive 
interpretation altogether, which is misleading. One might still speak of an inclusive and 
exclusive sense of OUIlj}Ej}TJKOC;; and proprium but not of an exclusive and inclusive sense of all 
predicables, since it only applies to two of them. 
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1.2. Proprium 
In order to show that a predicate is a proprium one should according to A 4 
not only show that it is coextensive but also that it is not essential, or one 
should rather say, that it does not express the very essence (TO Tt ~v 
Elv<xt). In H 5, 154b13-23 and 155a23-27, Brunschwig argues, Aristotle does 
not find it necessary to establish that the proprium does not indicate the very 
essence, but finds it enough to establish it by showing the coextensivity. The 
same allegedly is true of the topoi establishing proprium in book E. How can 
it be excluded that what is established as a proprium in this way also indicates 
the very essence and is thus actually a definition? Brunschwig resolves the 
problem by saying that proprium here is undetermined as to whether it 
expresses the very essence or not, i.e. whether it is a definition or not. 

Now, what Aristotle actually says in connection with the construction of 
the proprium is the following: 

Of the rest, the proprium' most merely resembles the definition; for it is 
easier to destroy, because it is usually composed of a number of terms, and 
most difficult to confirm, because a number of points must be brought 
together (7rOna liEl a\Jllth~aaat), and, besides this, because,:jt.:heloirg$' 
to the subject alone and is predicated convertibly with it (IlQ.V4'r,tV1l"apXEt~ 
Kat aVTlKaTllyopElTat).26 . . . .,., 

Here indeed Aristotle does not mention the negative characteni~tafiiilh~; 
proprium as not expressing the very essence of the subject. Howev.er"by 
saying that "the proprium most merely resembles the definition" li&"o()v'tdiisli 
says that the two are not equal. As for topoi in book E, Arist9t,le. ll,sll~ij 
neither establishes that the proprium does not express the very essence of the 
subject nor that it is coextensive with it, but relies on yet some other criteria; 
it is not possible to determine whether proprium is meant here to express the 
very essence or not.27 There are a few passages where it is required that the 
very essence is not expressed28 and a few passages where proprium clearly has 
the wider sense.29 . 

In general it must be said that things seem to be especially difficult in E.30 

In the definitions of proprium in E 1 it is not stipulated that a proprium 
should not express the very essence, but the stipulations given are different 
from those given in A 5 and H 5. In E I, 129a34f. Aristotle tells us that the 
topoi in E are concerned with essential (Tll1C<x6' mho) and permanent (Ta 
eXEt) propria. The essential proprium is defined as "one which is ascribed to a 
thing in comparison with everything else (0 11'pO~ a11'<xvT<X eX11'oM50T<Xt) 
and distinguishes it from everything else (11'<XVTO~ XU)pi~Et), for example 
the proprium of man as 'a mortal living being capable of receiving 
knowledge'." (128b34-36). The definition of the essential proprium seems to 
express the same as the weak sense of proprium in A 5 and H 5, i.e. to 

26 H 5, 155a23-27; cf. also 154bI3-23. 
27 Barnes (1970), p. 141 counts 27 out of 36 topoi in which the meaning cannot be 

detennined. 
28 E 3, 131b37-132a9; 4, 132b35-133all; 133a12-23 and 5, 135a9-19. 
29 E 4, 132b8-18; 132bI9-34; 5, 134aI8-25; 5, 134a18-25 and 7, 137a21-b2. 
30 Pflug (1908) has in fact questioned the authenticity of this book. 
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belong to a subject alone (~l(SV41 U1HXPXE;1V) or being convertibly predicated 
of it (aVTtKCXTTlyopEia6(u). The permanent proprium is defined as "one 
which is true at every time (0 KCXT/X 1HXVTCX Xpovov aATl6EUETCXt) and 
never fails (IlTlM1rOT' a1rOAcl1rETCXt), for example that of a living creature 
that it is 'composed of soul and body'." (128b39-129a2). The permanent 
proprium seems to express something that is not found in A 5.31 

In any case, a definition can be destroyed with the help of topoi of the 
proprium as it is defined in A 4 in the broad sense. In A 4, 101b17-25 
Aristotle first introduces the notion of proprium in a broad sense and 
subsequently subdivides it into that which signifies the very essence (TO n 
ijv flvCXt), calling it the definition, and that which does not signify the very 
essence, giving it the same name as the generic term, namely proprium. 
Aristotle here does not specify what the proprium in the broad sense means, 
but it can be easily inferred from the definition of the proprium in the narrow 
sense by taking away the stipulation of not indicating the very essence. The 
proprium in the narrow sense is defmed as "something which does not indicate 
the very essence (TO Tl ijv fl vCXt) of a thing, but .belongstocitalone 
(1l0V41l)' U1rapXEt) and is predicated convertibly with it{a'VnlC<lTTlyoPEt
TCXt)" (A 5, 102aI8f). Thus, the proprium in the broad sense obviously is 
defined as an attribute that is convertibly predicated of tlr2·"subJe-tt;thatisto 
say, that belongs to the thing alone. 

Now, with the help of the topoi of proprium we can &hQW thaFa predicate 
is not peculiar to the subject. Hence, we can use these topoi inbrder to 
destroy the definition in the framework of the alleged exclusive Interpretation 
found in A 4 as well. There is no need to assume two interpretations here; 
Aristotle in A 4 explicitly distinguishes between a broad and narrow sense of 
proprium. 

Brunschwig (1967), p. LXXVIII seems to think that Aristotle says of 
definition in H 5 that it is a proprium, and that this contradicts the defmitions 
in A 4 and 5: «en effet, affmner que la definition est a fortiori le propre de son 
sujet, c'est nier tout ensemble l'idee qu'une definition ne peut pas etre un 
propre et l'idee qu'un propre ne peut pas etre une definition»Y 

It seems to me that Brunschwig does not distinguish the predicable 
proprium and the property of being peculiar; a definition is peculiar to its 
subject, but it is not its proprium (in the narrow sense). In H 5 Aristotle only 
says that we can use the destructive topoi about propria for showing that the 
definition is or is not peculiar,33 i.e. he does not say that the predicable 
definition or the definitory phrase (AOYO<;) is at the same time the predicable 

31 On the notion of proprium cf. Bames (1970). With respect to the notion of per se 
accidents (Kill}' Illha a""'~E~'1KOTIl), the latter article stimulated several articles: Wedin 
(1973), Graham (1975) and Hadgopoulos (1976). Hagdopoulos' suggestion that per se 
accidents are permanent properties seems to be fairly appealing to me. 

32 Brunschwig (1986) is still of the same opinion. He writes, p. 155: "Concemant le propre, 
Aristote est plus explicite: il declare sans reticence que la defmition doit etre propre loo.], ce 
qui n'est 11 nouvaux possible que dans I'interpretation inclusive lOo']' Concemant le genre, en 
revanche, il ne dit rien d'analogue l ... ]: tout ce qu'il demande 11 la definition, c'est de contenir 
le genre, non d'etre le genre de son sujet l ... ].» 

33 (,..~) '[lho<; 6 Xoyo<;. 155a8 (alO). 
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proprium, for which he would have to use the noun "the proprium" (n> 
llhov); rather he uses the adjective "peculiar" ({~tO<;), dependant in form on 
phrase (AOYO<;), here clearly derived from the broad meaning of the proprium 
in A 4. Cf. also the fIrst passage of H 5 (154a23-b12), where Aristotle shows 
that it is more difficult to construct a defInition than to destroy one: 

For the definition [ ... ] must be convertible (civnoTpeljle:1v), if the 
definition assigned is to be peculiar ((/510<;) to the subject.34 

The definition has to be peculiar, i.e. it has to belong to the subject only. 
This is clearly expressed in A 6, 102b29f.: 

For when we have shown that some attribute does not belong to the subject 
of the definition only (ou )J6v~ vneXPxe:1), as we do also in the case of a 
property (wone:p K<Xt Ent TOU il5tOll), [ ... ] we shall have destroyed the 
definition. 

Cf. also 154b18-23: 

Also, almost all the other things which can be said of the definition can be 
fittingly said· of the proprium as well [ ... ]. Eyen.if:it.bel~mgs to everything 
falling under the term, but not to that only (1f<xy:rl.U1fiiPXe:1 )J" )J6v~ 
/:lE), in these circumstances too the proprium is destroY~<i,_as was explained 
in the case of the definition (K<x6eXne:p Ent T<?,ii.,OP1O:jJoiiEAEye:TO). 

Thus we have seen that Brunschwig is mistaken in his strict distinction 
between the exclusive and inclusive interpretatiori-withiespect to genus and 
also with respect to proprium. What Aristotlesaysi~H.s, 155a8-1O also 
applies to defInition, proprium and genus as theyai:e aefInedinA4: defInition 
can be destroyed not only with the topoi of defInition, but also with the topoi 
of genus and proprium. 

With respect to sumbebekota however Brunschwig seems to be correct 
in distinguishing two «interpretations»; sumbebekos in the central books 
seems to have the meaning it has in the «inclusive interpretation»: it can also 
be genus, proprium, and definition, but not determined as such. In contrast to 
proprium Aristotle does not give any explicit characterization in A 4 or 
elsewhere of what a sumbebekos in the broader sense means. Thus, it is 
necessary to fInd this out for oneself. 

C. Sainati's interpretation 

Brunschwig (1967) does not expand further on the meaning of sumbebekos. 
Sainati (1968),35 pp.70-78 also offers an interpretation on the predicables in 
the Topics and concentrates on an analysis of the sumbebekos. Sainati 
maintains that sumbebekos in B usually has the meaning of that which 
belongs to something (or is predicated of something) and means thus simply 
"predicate", without any modal determination in the sense of contingent or 
necessary belonging. Sainati interprets the occurrences of sumbebekos as 

34 H 5, 154a37-b3. 
35 Sainati was not familiar with Brunschwig's book, published only a year earlier. 
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meaning "accident" in A, in a few places in B36 and in A_Z37 as later additions. 
He arrives at this interpretation by showing that (JUJ.l~E~TPCO<; in several 
books of B and [38 has the meaning of "predicate", not of "accident". 

Sainati assumes the main difference between the sumbebekos and the other 
predicables to be that sumbebekos expresses just an extensional predication 
(inclusion of classes), whereas the predication in: the case of other predicables 
is additionally specified modally, namely as necessary predication. He be
lieves this interpretation is confirmed in H 5, 155a28-36 where he interprets 
the particular way of belonging (ourw<; UXcXPXE1V) as indicating modal 
determination. Thus Sainati divides the central books into extensional (B-f) 
and intensional (A-Z) books; in the former we find extensional rules, in the 
latter intensional rules (p.73). He concludes, p.74: «[M]entre ogni yivo<; 0 

Unov 0 un opo<; e anche, inevitabilmente, un (JUJ.l~E~TJ1CO<;, quest'ultiIDo 
non e necessariamente anche un y€vo<; 0 un 'il:nov 0 un opo<;,potendosi 
presentare come semplice determinazione predicativa, priva di qualsiasi 
dimensione 0 connotato modale.» 

I agree with both Sainati and Brunschwig,that(JuJ.l~E~T)1Co<; in central books 
usually conveys the meaning defined inH5as opposed to that defined in A 5. 
Sainati's interpretation of (JUJ.lI3E~T]1C6<; as "predicate" however seems to me, 
though tempting, not entirely correct. I shall show that it is best understood 
as an 'attribute' and that the difference between sumbebekos on the one hand 
and the other predicables on the other indicated in H 5 does not refer to modal 
determinations-sumbebekos could actually be a' genus, proprium or defmit
ion and thus express a necessary predication-but to explicit statement of the 
other predicables in the problema. I shall verify these claims below. 39 

D. My interpretation 

Turning now to Aristotle's text itself, I shall first investigate thoroughly H 5 
and Z 1 in order to try to determine what (JUJ.l~E~T]1C6<; means here. Only then 
shall I proceed to B. 

1. The passage in Top. H 5, 155a3-36 

Let us look again at a28-36 and in particular at a28-31 which I shall cite 
again: 

The easiest thing of all to construct is a surnbebekos; for in the other cases 
one has to prove not only that the predicable belongs, but also that it 

36 E.g. B 2, 109a34-bI2, 4, IllaI4-bI6, 
37 d, I, 120b21-23; 4, 125bll; 5, 126al4-16; E 4, 133bI7-19 & 31-36; Z 6, 144a23-27, 
38 B 2, 109b30-32,6, 112b21-26, 7, 113a20-23, B 7, 113a33ff., 10, 115a3ff., r 6, 120a38-39, 

120b7. 
39 Also, the topoi cannot be so easily divided into intensional and extensional rules; for 

example the "most opportune" topoi, which I shall deal with in Chapter Five, occur in all books 
and have the same basic structure. Sainati's interpretation of the workings of the topoi in 
general (pp. 51-70) seems to me to be mistaken. 
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belongs in such and such a way (0 is'TWC;); whereas in the case of the 
sumbebekos it is enough to prove merely that it belongs (01l'apXEt J.Iovov). 

Aristotle states here that of all the predicables sumbebekos is the easiest to 
establish, since with the other predicables it is necessary to show not only 
that they belong (ou 110VOV unapxov), but also that they belong in a 
particular way (!Cat. on OUTWC; unapxe:t). 

How this double requirement of belonging and belonging in a particular 
way is to be understood in the case of definition, proprium and genus can be 
easily demonstrated from the preceding passages in H 5 where Aristotle tells 
us what we have to do in order to construct each of the predicables. Thus, in 
order to construct a definition the following has to be achieved (155a18-22): 

For there one both has to establish all those other points by syllogism (Le. 
that the attributes asserted belong, and that what is rendered is a genus, and 
that the account is peculiar), and besides this, that the account indicates the 
very essence of the thing; and this has to be done correctly. 

In the case of definition it has to be established that the attributes belong, or, 
put differently, "it has'·t(Lbei'~SYU6gized that all the parts in the definition 
belong."40 Aristotle also-stfess~s,that:the-predication has to be universal: "the 
definition has to be predicated.bfaltofwhat the definiendum is predicated."41 
This characterizes the pi.iii'p~ilititi~n~··· , --

Besides it is necessary to show that what has been rendered as part of the 
definition, is the genus,;th~ttljeat~puniis peculiar,42 and that it indicates the 
very essence (TO Tl ~v __ r1YS;i)~·TNs~.~haracterizes the specified predication 
in the case of the definition: A'phrase belongs to a subject as (WC;) definition 
when all these requirements are satisfied. 

In the case of proprium again it is necessary to establish that the proprium 
belongs universally to the subject.43 This is the requirement for pure 
predication. Apart from that it has to belong as proprium (WC; 'ilhov), i.e. it 
belongs to the subject only or44 it is convertibly predicated of the subject.45 

This characterizes the specified predication in the case of proprium. 
In the case of genus it has to be shown that it "belongs universally to the 

subject" (b24f.). Further, "it is not enough to show that it belongs, but you 
must also show that it belongs as a genus (wC; yivoc;)" (b27f.).46 Aristotle 

40 1faVTa avaYKT] OIlI.l~l~ate:lV on U1fapxe:l Ta EV TC,i? oP'll (H 5, l54a35f.). The 
parts are of course genus and differentia, cf. H 5, l54a26f.; 3, l53a18, b3, l4f., et al. 

41 /ie:i yap KaTa 1faVTO'; 00 TOUVOl.la <KaTT]yope:iTal> KaTllYope:ia8al TOV 
OpOV (154a36-bl). 

42 I.e. that the definition and the defmiendum are convertibly predicated of each other (this 
is the meaning of aVTtOTpE<j>e:lV, l54bl-3), or, what I take to be equivalent, that the definition 
is predicated of those things only (1.10 V'll) of which the definiendum is predicated (b 10, 
implicitly). 

43 H 5, l54b19-21. 
44 Thus, I take the Ka\ in B 5, 102al9 to be explicative. This seems to be confmned by the 

fact that Aristotle usually mentions either only aVTtOTpE<j>e:1V (e.g. l54b2) or only U1fapxe:lV 
l.Iov'll (e.g. bll). Thus Aristotle seems to say that 'x belongs to y only' where we would say 
that 'x belongs to y and only to y' . 

45 H 5, l54b22; l55a13; l55a25-27. 
46 H 5, l54b23-28 
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does not specify further in which way "as a genus" has to be understood, but 
it is of course clear from the definition given in A 5, 102a3lf. that genus is 
that which is predicated in the category of essence of several things which 
differ in their species. This is the characterization of the specified belonging. 

Let us now return to the passage in 155a28-31. Ihave shown how to 
understand the assertion that in constructing definition, proprium, or genus we 
have to show that they belong and additionally how they belong. Now 
Aristotle tells us that the construction of sumbebekos is the easiest, since "in 
order to construct it we only have to show that it belongs". The destruction of 
it, on the other hand, is the most difficult of all predicables, since "the only 
way to destroy it is to show that it does not belong" (a35f.). Thus the 
sumbebekos can be defined in the. following way: 

'Sumbebekos is that which belongs to (or is predicated of) a subject.' 

There is no further specification as in the case of the other predicables or in 
the case of accidenHl) oraccident-(2) as defined in A 5. However, since the 
other three pridit:~blei'ha"e'to belong to their subject as well, just as 
sumbebekos, tHt'~liii6;iliat ~iJmbebekos might actually be a genus, proprium, 
or a definition, but not:detei1l\ined as such, is obviously not excluded. How 
then do we knoVJ 'wiibili6i;' say, the predicate "is an animal" in the sentence 
"man is an animal" isasumbebekos or a genus? Or is it both at the same 
time, as Sainati :(1968)/p~'74and Brunschwig (1967), p. LXXVIII maintain? 
Interestingly however, Aristotle never says so. All he says is that with the 
help of the topoi of sumbebekos we can destroy and (partly) construct other 
predicables, because all predicables have to belong to the subject.47 Even if "is 
an animal" can in a way be a sumbebekos and a genus of "man", on which cf. 
p. 92 below, this does not yet explain how the disputants should know 
whether a genus- or a sumbebekos-predication is to be established. 

The solution to the problem can be found in H 5, 155a32f., which I shall 
cite again: 

On the other hand, a sumbebekos is the hardest thing to destroy, because it 
affords the least material; for in stating a sumbebekos one does not add any 
indication (rrpooOTHHXtVe:{Ve:t) of how it belongs (m.i5<; uxapxe:t). 

Aristotle says that in contrast to the other predicables "in stating a sum
bebekos one does not add any indication (1fPOOOTHWtVETCX1) of how it 
belongs". How is this "adding an indication" (1fPOOOl1l.Wt VETCX1) to be 
interpreted? Does it mean that the predicable sumbebekos is itself such that it 
does not indicate how it belongs whereas genus and other predicables do? Thus 
in a passage in De Interpretatione48 the verb "is healthy" (UY1CXt VEl) is 
distinguished from the noun "health" (UY1ElCX), because the former "indicates 
additionally" (1fpoOOl1llcxi VEl) the time. In a passage in Rhetoric49 words 

47 Cf. H 5, 155all-13: /lava yap Ta lI"POC; TO OIl/l~E~lllCOC; lC01Va lI"aVTCJlV niiv 
dpll/l£VCJlV EOTtV. UlI"apXE1V /lEv yap 5Ei elCaOTOV niiv dpll/lEVCJlV. 

48 De Int. 3, 16b6-10. 
49 Rhet. A 13, 1374a12f. 
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such as "outrage" or "theft", apart from the mere action, "indicate additionally" 
(1rPOO'O'TUHXtVEt) also the choice (1rpOatpEat<;); if an action is called a theft 
it is understood implicitly that this action has been committed intentionally. 
There is a passage in the Topics itself where the word "to indicate 
additionally" is clearly meant in the meaning of implicitly indicating 
something in addition: Top. Z 2, 140a19f. Aristotle says here that correctly 
assigned definitions "indicate additionally" (1rP 0 O'OTIJ.W { v 0 U ut v) their 
contraries.50 What Aristotle means here is that given the definition of a term it 
should be possible to give the definition of the contrary of this term, if 
existent, simply by converting one of the parts of the definition, i. e. genus 
or differentia, into the contrary. For example having the definition of "justice" 
as "a virtue of the soul" one should be able to derive the definition of the 
contrary of justice, i.e. "injustice", simply by converting the genus of the 
given definition, which is "virtue", into its contrary, i.e. "vice". The 
definition one then gets of "injustice" is "vice of the soul". 51 

In all the examples given "to indicate additionally" (1rP 0 O'O'T]I.1 at VEW) 
seems to mean "to implicitly indicate something in addition". But how can 
"is animal1'· . .i,nJhc;:sentence "man is an animal" indicate implicitly that it is a 
genus;;tnci,say"is \Vhite" in "man is white", to take an example of sumbebkos 
as defined)n·J\ 5,ie. an accident, not indicate that it is a sumbebekos? Given 
the waysum,bebeKos is defined here, it in fact seems that "is animal" in "man 
is animal" is a sumbebekos, since it belongs, just as it is a genus, since 
"animaI'~js.genus of "man". In what sense should "is animal" in the sentence 
"Man isanruliiIj.al"implicitly indicate that apart from belonging it is also a 
genusbu'trioiirtdicate that it is a sumbebekos, even though it belongs? 

The last example shows quite clearly that "to indicate additionally" cannot 
be understood as signifying an implicit indication and the solution is that we 
have to understand it as an explicit indication, i.e. the way of belonging is 
explicitly specified in the problema by the questioner who poses it.52 Indeed, 
the expression "to indicate additionally" occurs in the Topics most often in 
this meaning; Aristotle does not necessarily use the Greek word 1rPOO'
O'TJI.wlvEw, but also other connate words (e:1rlO'TJJlalvElV, 1rpoO'nOivat, 
etc.). There are a few passages in book 8 which I have already mentioned in 
Chapter One. In 8 6, 160a3 for example the answerer is advised that in the 
case of a true, but irrelevant protasis he should grant it "but add a remark 
(e:1rlO'TJJlCXiVEW) that it does not seem to be true".53 More interestingly, in E 

50 Of course, one should specify: if the definition MS a contrary. 
51 Cf. H 3, 153bl4-24; the example given above is extracted from b7-9, which is used here 

in a different context.; for an example where the differentia changes see a39-bl. Cf. also Z 9, 
147a15-22. 

52 In fact, I see no reason why we should not adhere to the active form lfpoOOlJlla{vEt 
("the opponent does not indicate additionally") attested by all codices including Boethius' 
translation and adopted by Waitz (1844-46) and Strache, rather than to the passive form 
lfpOOOlJlla{VET(U ("is additionally indicated"), emended by Wallies (1923). who edited 
Strache's version, and accepted by Ross (1958). Wallies' emendation is simply unnecessary. In 
general, however, it does not actually make any difference whether we use the active (seen 
from the perspective of the dialectician who poses the problema) or the passive form (seen 
from the perspective of how predicables are expressed in the problema), as long as it is clear 
that the specification is made in some way explicit and is not inherent in the predicates as such. 

53 For other examples cf. e 6, 160alO, B 3, llObl3f., el, 156b20; cf. pp. 37f. above. 
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5, 134a26-135a8 errors are discussed when certain qualifications are not stated 
explicitly in problemata. More specifically, these errors arise from lack of a 
definite statement of "how (1TWC;;) and of what (ri vwv) the property is stated" 
(a27f.). Aristotle first explains in which sense the assignation of a property 
can be meant listing ten possibilities (134a28-b4); then he explains why the 
opponent makes an error when he does not explicitly state in which sense he 
assigns the property (b5-135a5). The first example of an error runs: 

A man, therefore, errs if he does not add the word (7rPOa6E\C;) "by nature", for 
it is possible for that which belongs not actually to belong to that to which 
it belongs by nature; for example, it belongs to man by nature to possess 
two feet. 54 

In the other examples in this passage Aristotle uses various other words apart 
from "adding the word" (1TpoonBiv(u) including "indicate additionally" 
(npoooTIIWi YEW). 55 

Thus in the case of genus, proprium and definition the questioner explicit
ly claims that the predicable belongs as such to the subject, in the case of 
sumbebekos he leaves it open whether an attribute belongs to the subject as a 
~d~fjriit:l()n,proprium, genus, or as something altogether different from them; 
. ai(ihat'isasserted in the case of a sumbebekos is the predication between the 
subject and a predicate. Thus, to take the example given above, in the pro-
btema"Animal is the genus of man" or "Animal belongs as genus to man", 
"isanimaln is claimed to express the genus of man, i.e.: "being animal" 
belongs to "man" and it belongs as genus. In the problema "Man is animal" 
or "Animal belongs to man" "is animal" is claimed simply to be predicated of 
man and is just a sumbebekos. 

Indeed, Aristotle formulates problemata exactly in this way in A 4, 
101b30-33 where they are introduced for the first time: 

Is two-footed terrestrial animal the definition of man, or not?56 

This is the only explicit example of a problema Aristotle gives in A 4, but it 
is clear from the context that problemata containing the other predicables are 
to be formulated accordingly: 

'Is terrestrial two-footed the proprium of man, or not?" 

and 

54 E 5, 134b5-7. Thus, if the problema of the answerer is "Two-footed is a proprium of 
man", the questioner can argue that "two-footed" is not a proprium of an invalid man who 
lacks one or both legs, and that hence it is not a proprium of man, because it cannot be 
predicated of all men. 

55 E 5, 134b18 (iJ.~ lTpoaal]iJ.nVuc;), Aristotle also uses the following expressions: "state 
definitely" (iJ.~ 1i1Oplauc;, b6), "make clear" ().I~ lil]).wauc;, blO), "indicate beforehand" 
(iJ.~ lTpodlTuC;, b13), "expressly distinguish" ().I~ IitUaTe;l).uc;, b22). 

Also of interest is the occurrence of "to indicate additionally" in Soph. El. 7, 169b9-12. 
Applied to 167alOff. it means that in the sentence "the Ethiopian is white with respect to his 
teeth" we may regard the addition "with regard to his teeth" as not "indicating additionally" 
(1rpoaal]).Iutvov) anything and thus we concede that "the Ethiopian is white". I shall discuss 
this passage in another context in Chapter Five, pp. 136f. 

56 IIoTEpov TO C<\iov lTECOV liirrollv oplaJ16~ taTtv dv6pw1roll ii oU. 
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'Is animal the genus of man, or notT 

Since in A 4 Aristotle defines the predicables as excluding each other, the 
sumbebekos is obviously meant to have the meaning of the accident here. 
The problema containing the accident-(l) or accident-(2) would run corres
pondingly: 

'Is being white an accident of man, or notT 

In contrast, the problema containing the sumbebekos would simply run: 

'Is man an animal, or notT 

That a sumbebekos may express what can be further determined as genus is 
also clear from the previously cited passage in a 4, 125blO-14, which 
belongs to the group of theses in which a definition is expressed and the 
opponents seem to agree on what has been asserted as a genus. With respect 
to the topos in 125a33-blOs7 Aristotle says in 125blO-14: 

The aforesaid topos is common to the subject of sumbebekos as well; for it 
makes no difference whether you say that persisting is the genus of memory, 
or allege that it is a sumbebekos of it. 58 For if in any way whatever' 
(o1fwaoilv) memory is a persisting of knowledge, the same argument iri 

. regard to it will apply. 

The expression "in any way whatever" (chl'waoiiv) clearly indicates that in 
the case of sumbebekos the way of belonging (mile;) is undetermined, i.e. not; 

. explicitly specified, as indicated in H 5, and that this is what makes the' 
difference between the two problemata.59 

57 Aristotle distinguishes three kinds of relative terms (a33-37; a37-bl; bl-4); as is clear 
from the instruction (b4-6), both the subject and the predicate which belongs as the genus 
(subject and predicate being relative terms) have to belong to one and the same kind of relative 
terms. 

58 It is slightly odd that Aristotle says that "it makes no difference whether one says that 
'persisting' is the genus of 'memory' or allege that it is a sumbebekos of it", as it clearly does 
make a difference. What Aristotle presumably meant to say, but worded it misleadingly, is that 
whether the predicate is asserted as a genus or as a sumbebekos, the same argument applies in 
each case. This is clearly confirmed by the passage following on from bI2-14: et yap 
o1fwuoilv Eunv r\ IJVr]IJIl IJOVIl E7f1UT111J1lC;, 6 auroe; appoael 7Tepi aurrie; J..oyoe; 

59 Thus, Sainati (1968), p. 74 is wrong in interpreting the expression <<to indicate in addition 
the way in which it belongs» (1fPOUUlllJatvElV rrwc; imapXElV) in H 5 as indicating modal 
determinations «<determinazioni modali»): in the case of a definition, proprium and genus 
necessary character of the relation (<<carattere necessario della relazione»), in the case of 
sumbebekos lack of any modal dimension or connotation «<qualsiasi dimensione 0 connotato 
modale»). I have shown above that what is indicated additionally is the explicit statement of 
how a predicate belongs and that this means, e.g. in the case of defmition, that it has to express 
the very essence (TO ri ~v dVlll), etc. A short look at the topoi in B shows that modality, as 
well as quantification, was included in the treatment of sumbebkos. Top. B 6, 112bl-20 deals 
with different kinds of modality. In 111b25 the problema contains the modal operator 
"necessarily" (Ee civciYKllC;), in I09b33 the modal operator "possibly" (Eun), in 113b13 the 
conclusion contains, again, "is possible" (EvliixETlll 01fapXElV). In general, a geometrician, 
say, necessarily is a biped terrrestrial animal, even though this is not the definition of a 
geometrician-ilefinition-, proprium-, and genus-predications are not the only necessary 
predications. 
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2. The form of problemataltheses in Top. L1-Z 

It is now time to look at examples in the central books in the Topics and see 
whether the problemata found are in harmony with the findings made above. 
The result will be that indeed in books /),., E and Z the genus, proprium and 
defmition are explicitly stated; in book B, on the other hand, except in one 
case60 problemata express a simple predication. 

2.1. The form of problemata in L1 
The first example of an argument in /),. runs (1, 120b17-19): 

For example, if it is laid down (lCEtTeU) that good is a genus of pleasure, see 
whether some pleasure is not good; for, if so, clearly good is not the genus 
of pleasure. 

Here, the thesis is obviously "good is a genus of pleasure" and the word 
"genus" has explicitly been stated in the thesis as well as in the conclusion 
which refutes the thesis. By refuting good to be a genus of pleasure it is of 
course not yet refuted that pleasure is not good. This could only be refuted or 
proved by a topos of sumbebekos; Aristotle in fact explicitly referst~ ,a. 
corresponding topos of sumbebekos which works in an aiIalogous wa'y~.6\'The .. 
difference between pure prediJ;ation is especially clear in a passage l~whiCIl' 
with respect to a certain topical investigation procedure Aristotle specifi.e.~f;:;:'. 

For constructive purposes, if the asserted genus is admitted to belong 
(0j.10AOYO\lj.1EVO\l j.1Ev o1fapxeav) to the species but it is a ma{ter;oof 
dispute whether it belongs as a genus (WC; YEVOC; 01fapXEt), then [ ... ]" , 
But, if it is disputed whether the assigned genus belongs at all (d1rAW~' 
01fapXEtV), [ ... ]62 

Obviously, pure belonging and belonging as a genus are different things. 
There are many other places in which genus is stated explicitly.63 However, 
Aristotle does not always use the very word genus to indicate that a genus
predication is meant but sometimes also uses the expression "that which" 
(01fEp) instead: 'S is that which P' has the same meaning as 'P is the genus 
of S' .64 Accordingly, there are several places where problemata are expressed 
in this way. There are also a few examples of theses in which the predication 

60 B 2, 109a39-bl; I shall deal with this topos in Chapter Five, pp. 150-153. 
61 KClBanp f;7!l Toil UU/JtlEtlI1KOTO~. 120b17. The topoi Aristotle refers to are clearly 

those in B 2, 109b13-29 and r 6, 120a32-b6. 
62 t:. 2, 122alO-12; 19f. 
63 Other examples (in which genus is usually stated in the conclusion): 120b33. 39; 121a2f.; 

121b3 (dlio~) 121b19 (otov Er n~ aTO/Jouc; nBi/JEvoc; YPCl/J/Jac; TO alitCl1pETOV 
yivoC; ClUTWV tPr(Ue!6V dVCll; t:. 2, 12Ib26-28; 122a2; 124a17f.; 4, 125a26 (sc. yivoc;); 5, 
125b28-30 (sc. yivoc;); 6, 127a26 (Ei TO lfaulV aKOAooBoiiv yivoC; T1 litacpopav 
dlf6V), 128a26, et al. 

64 Cf. r 1, 116a23-27: "for nothing is said to be that which is the genus, which does not 
actually belong to the genus" (OUliEV yap AiYETClt OlfEP TO yivoc; 8 /J~ TOYXaVEt f;V 
T<ii yiVEt QV) (25f.); cf. also APr. A 39, 49b6-8, t:. 1, 120b21-24. The last passage seems to 
suggest that S OlfEP P indicates that P is predicated in the essence of S (f;V T<ii T1 f;un 
KClTI1YOPEITClI), which expresses the most important part of the definition of the genus (cf. A 
5, 102a3f.; t:. 1, 120b29f., al.). On the Platonic origin of OlfEP cf. De Strycker (1968b), p. 155. 

For examples of theses containing "that which" cf. t:. 2, 122a18-24; 4, 125a28. 
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asserted is that of species (£i1)oc;). 6S Of course, to say that 'P is a species of 
S' is just the converse of saying'S is the genus of P' .66 

There is also another sort of problemata in which a differentia (1)1 C£cpo p a) 
is asserted to belong to a subject. This is not just another way of expressing 
genus-predication, but represents something differentY In A 4, 101b18f. 
Aristotle expressly subsumes problemata indicating the differentia under those 
indicating the genus.68 

There is also a small number of examples of theses in which the genus 
seemingly is not explicitly indicated as such.69 However, it seems that 
Aristotle expresses himself succinctly leaving out the full form of the thesis, 
taking it as read that the thesis in full explicitly mentions the genus. I shall 
cite an example which illustrates the point well (I am only citing the thesis 
and the final conclusion): 

If, therefore, anyone says that shame is fear or that anger is pain, [ ... ]. 
Hence' the terms assigned are notgeneni (ou YEVTJ Ta a1foli06EVTa).70 

The conclusion shows that the full form of the theses was not just "Shame is 
fear" or "Anger is pain", but "Fear is the genus of shame"and "Pain is the 
genus of anger". " , ,,",'. " 

There are also theses in which a purporteddefirutiO'hls>stated -and the 
genus is not explicitly mentioned,71 e.g.: 0' 

Sometimes also people unobservedly put the whole inside the part, e.g.: 
"Animal is an animated body". But the part is not in, any way predicated of 
the whole, so that body cannot be the genus of animal, fcir it is a ,part onlyJ2 

It seems that the opponents agree on the fact that the thesis has been asserted 
as a definition and on what has been asserted as a genus in the definition, 
since the refutation simply consists in stating that the assigned genus is not 
correct.?3 All these examples occur in the framework of destructive topoi in 
which it is shown that the genus is not correct and thus the thesis is refuted. 
The situation is similar in book Z where it seems to be taken for granted that 
the theses deal with definitions even though they have not been explicitly 
specified as such; I shall discuss book Z shortly. 

6S 11 3, 123a23-26; 6, l2Sa9-12. 
66 Aristotle, in one and the same topos-entry, sometimes switches between saying 'P is genus 

of S' and'S is the species of P': cf. 121a30-39 (30f. thesis with genus, 35f. refutation with 
species). 

67 11 2, 123a3-5; 6, 127a26.34. 
68 "For the differentia too, being generic, should be ranked together with the genus" (!Cat 

yap T~V 151acj>opav wr; oO(Jav YEV1!c~V 6"oil TW YEVEl T(XlCTEOV). 
9 ' 11 3, 123a34,4, 124a12f.,5, 126a6. 
70 11 5, 126a6.lOf. 
7111 2, l22b26-36; 4, l25b6-14; 5, 125bI5-l9, b20-27, 126a26-29, a30-36, b13-19, b34-

127a2, 127a3-19 (a4, 13f., 14f., ISf.). 
72 11 5, 126a26-29. 
73 An interesting example is found in 11 4, l25b6-14 where the thesis seems to be "Memory 

is the permanency of knowledge" (b6), but is later quoted as "Permanency is the genus of 
knowledge" (bllf.). 
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2.2. The form of problemata in E 
Book E is the most orderly of all the central books (B-H) and all the examples 
of theses and problemata show that the predicable was explicitly specified. In 
E 1 Aristotle gives many examples of problemata74 to illustrate various kinds 
of propria; in all of them the word proprium (tlhov) is explicitly stated. The 
example for a relative proprium is: 

It is a proprium ((/)tov) of man, in relation to a horse, to be a biped.75 

In E 2-3 in nearly every topos the formula "for then the proprium will not be 
rightly stated"76 occurs as the conclusion of the destructive part of the 
argument; the same with the formula "for then that which is stated to be 
proprium is not proprium" in E 4;77 correspondingly the positive formulae in 
the constructive arguments. In the problemata themselves the predicables are 
explicitly stated.78 I cite three examples: 

E.g. anyone who has st.ated (BElC;) that it is a proprium of fire to bear a very 
close resemblance to the soul [ ... ].79 

E. g. a man who has said (e:l1rac;) that the possession of perception is a 
proprium of animal [ ... ].80,. . ,..... . 

E. g. when he renders (cX1ro15oirJ), as aproprium of tire, the body which is 
the lightest of bodies [ ... ].81 '. '. . 

In E 6-8 the word propriwn is regularly explicitly stated in the conclusion. 82 

2.3. The form of problemata in Z 
In book Z there are scarcely any examples of pr()hlemata in which the 
predicable definition would be explicitly stated as found in books A and E. 
The situation here is similar to that of the definition stated in book.6. which I 
mentioned briefly above. In most cases the examples of definitions are given 
without explicit mention of the word definition, as for example in the very 
first topos: "e.g. becoming is a passage into being".83 However it is always 
understood that what has been assigned is a definition and that what has to be 
refuted is the assertion that the predicate is a definition, as the following two 
examples make clear-I am citing only the thesis and the conclusion: 

74 They are explicitly named as such in E I, 128b22-24; b28f.; 129aI9f.; 30. 
75 E I, 128b24f. In the same way: b29f., b35f., 129a2 (sc. tlhov), a4 (sc. llitov), a8f. all. 
76 OD yap tOTCXt lCcxXliie; lCEljJEVOV TO '(lilOV (129b7, 23, etc.). 
77 OD yap tOTCXl ililOV TO lCEijJEVOV '(lilOV dVCXl (132a30f., 36, etc.). 
78 The act of uttering the predicable is nonnally expressed by "to say" (Eill'E'iV), "to state" 

(BE'iVCX1) or "to render" (ci1\'Olil1i6VCX1). 
79 0l0v E1I'Et 0 BEte; lI'VpOe; llilov dVCXl TO OjJ010TCXTOV IjIVXr) ciYVWOTOTtp'll, E 2, 

129b9-11. For other examples in which the act of uttering is expressed by "to state" cf. E 2, 
129bI8f.; 3, 131a8f,; 4, 133a8f.; 5, 134b6f.; 9, 139aI8f., et al. 

80 0l0V i1rEt 0 Etrrcxe; to?ov llilOV TO CXloB'lOlV EXElV, E 2, 129b26. For other 
examples in which the act of uttering is expressed by "to say" cf. E 2, 130b8.; 4, 132b3lf.; 5, 
134a8f.; 9, 138b30f., et al. 

81 lCcxBall'Ep El ne; '(1itOV cil101ioi'l llVpOe; oliijJcx TO XEllTOTCXTOV Tliiv OWjJaTWV, 
E 2, 130a36f. For other examples in which the act of uttering is expressed by "to render" cf. E 
2, a39-bl; 4, 132b2lf.; 5, 134a14f; 9, 139a4f., et al. 

82 E 6, 135bI2. 16. 2lf., etc. 
83 Z 2, 139b20f.; cf. 139b32f., 140a7f., and many others 
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For example, when he says that an odd number is a number which has a 
middle, [ ... ] so that this could not be a definition (Opl0j.10C;) of 'odd'B4 
For example, if he says that medicine is a science of reality. [ ... ] Obviously, 
therefore, such a definition is not a definition (OPlOj.10C;) of any science; for 
the definition ought to be peculiar to one thing, not common tomany.85 

Whereas the word "definition" does not seem to have been explicitly 
mentioned in the thesis, it is explicitly stated in the conclusion and this 
makes clear that it had to be in some way indicated that the predicate in the 
thesis is asserted as a definition. The fact that the thesis is refuted by 
establishing for instance that it is not peculiar to the subject (as in the second 
example) only makes sense, if the opponent explicitly says that his thesis is 
meant to be a definition. Otherwise the opponent could simply say that the 
predication was not meant to be peculiar and would thus not be refuted. One 
way of specifying that the predication in the thesis represents a definition is to 
explicitly assert the predicate to be a definition of the subject, as Aristotle 
formulates problemata in A 4, 101b32f., i.e. 'A is definition of B'. The fact 
that in the examples of definitions given in Z the word "definition" is not 
explicitly stated could be explainedpYi~lecrp~,tingthese theses as short forms 
of full theses. Alternatively, one cD.llli;l;:speculiite,.tha.t in an Academic debate it 
could be ruled that during a certalnpertodot'lime an the theses dealt with 
have to be definitions. What is at'llIl'y~frlife~pbrtant is that the thesis was 
claimed to be a definition, in whatever way, and the easiest way to represent it 
was to name the definition explicitlYo.a.sAristqtledoes in A 4, which is the 

.,.{. '~f·.'."~.l· ... ;., ........ ~,_-, 
systematic part of the Topics. cc',,' --'-:-~-- _ . 

. :,:.; -.. ) 

2.4. The fonn of problemata in B 

2.4.1. To belong (inrapXelV) 
Before proceeding with the investigation of concrete examples in book B, I 
shall frrst establish further what it means to say that a sumbebekos belongs to 
a subject and how this belonging can be further specified. 

In the case of the predicables of genus, proprium, and definition, their 
belonging is explicitly specified as such, whereas in the case of sumbebekos 
it is not. The external specifications indicate the way of predication: a 
proprium not only has to belong to the subject but it also has to belong 
convertibly, and correspondingly in the case of genus and definition. A 
sumbebekos on the other hand only has to belong. The level of the predicate 
belonging to a subject, i.e. the level of pure predication, is common to all 
predicables, whereas sumbebekos has this level only. 

The question arises whether there are any differences at this very level 
between a sumbebekos and the other predicables. Indeed, there is a difference. 
As far as the construction of a sumbebekos is concerned there are two sorts of 
quantification: universal (TO lCcx8oAOU) and particular belonging (TO em 
JlEPOUC;) (154b33-155a2). In the case of the construction86 of a definition, 

84 Z 12, 149a30f.; 34f. 
85 Z 12, 149b6f.; 21. 
86 I am interested here in the requirements which have to be fulfilled in order for a 

predicate to be a definition, proprium, etc., and thus in the case of construction. Of course, in 
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proprium and genus, universal belonging (1l"UYT!. o1l"apXEt) is always 
required.87 This seems quite clear: a definition of man has to belong to all 
men, the same goes for proprium and genus; when we say that animal is the 
genus of man we imply, on the level of belonging, that all men are animals. 88 

In the case of sumbebekos on the other hand it is clearly correct to say that 
'Animal belongs to all men' and also that' Animal belongs to some man'. 89 

Universally asserted sumbebekota are easier to destroy, whereas the particul
arly asserted sumbebekota are easier to construct.90 

How is the verb belonging (u1l"aPXEtv) here, which constitutes entirely 
the sumbebekos and partly the definition, proprium and genus, to be 
understood? A clear answer to this is found in Z 1, 139a36-b3, where it is 
explained how to destroy the definition with the help of the topoi of sum
bebekos, which is one of five ways of destroying the definition (139a25-27): 

Whether, then, the definition is not also true (j.I~ aATl6totTUt) of that of 
which the name is true must be examined with the help of the topoi of the 
sumbebekos. For there too the investigation is concerned with the question 
of whether so and so is true or not (7fOTtpOV ciATl6&~ 11 OOl( ciATl6&~). For 
whenever we argue that a surnbebekos belongs (on u7fapXtt TO allj.l
~t~Tll(O~ lit(XAtyWj.lt6{l)~,.~ekSs·ert\tt<>.betrue (on ciATl6&~ AEYOj.ltV), 
while whenever we argue-thlii:'ifdoesnot belong (on OUX u7fapXtt), we 
assert it to be untrue (on ·.oo,(:aAtj6E~).·· . 

:" . 7_<.-~\:~._·.~.~._-. ' . 

Thus, when we argue that a predicate is a sumbebekos of a given subject, we 
assert that the predicate belongs;trW-)'{~tenwe argue that a predicate is not a 
sumbebekos of a given subje~t, ~easS.ert that it is not true that it belongs.91 

In this sense it is also clear thitwecan say that 'Some men are animals' 
since it is simply true to say that some men are animals, even though it is 
not, so to speak, the exhaustive truth, since actually all men are animals. 

2.4.2. Sumbebekos in B 
Looking at topoi of sumbebekos in book B it is fairly clear that sumbebekos 
here has the meaning as defined above, and not that of the accident, because 
with the help of the topoi here we establish that a predicate belongs or does 
not belong to a subject. There are passages in which to belong as a sum
bebekos is specified as an assertion that a predicate belongs truly as defined in 
Z 1, 139a38-bl as discussed above. In B 1, 109a27-30 Aristotle gives the 

the case of destruction of the definition, proprium, or genus we destroy these predicables by 
proving that they do not belong universally or that they belong only particularly. But it is clearly 
not this belonging which Aristotle means by particular belonging (ElTt IlEPOUC;) in l54b36, 
which can be constructed and destroyed; it refers, as well as the universal belonging (TC) 
lCa6oAou), to the positive part of the problema which c1ainJs to constitute a predicable. 

87 The quantification obviously does not count as a specification of UlTapx~lV ("oihwc;"), 
since otherwise Aristotle would not assert that for sumbebekos "the way it belongs" (lTW C; 
lllTapXE\) is not indicated. 

8 In the definitions of the predicables in A 5 Aristotle does not explicitly mention that 
definition, proprium and genus have to belong universally-this is obviously taken for granted. 

89 Aristotle makes this distinction between universal and particular problernata expressing a 
surnbebekos in B 108b34-109al. 

90 H 5, l54b33-155a2. 
91 Cf. also Met. a 7, I017a31-35. 
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defInition of the contradictory of "to make a true statement" (ciA TJ8e:u e:a8 en), 
namely that of "to make a false statement" (we:ulle:a8at) as "to say that 
something belongs to a thing which does not belong to it" (n:' 11 ~ 
U1rUPXOV U1rUPXe:tV TtVl. AiyoVTe:c;). This obviously indicates the error 
when sumbebekos has been wrongly assigned. Thus, we read in 109b30-32 
and b39-110al: 

Another topos is to make definitions both of the sumbebekos and of its 
subject [ ... ] and see if anything untrue has been assumed as true in the 
definitions.92 ' 

Again, to see if [.,.]; for then it will be obvious whether the statement is true 
or false. 93 

The problemata are formulated with the help of the verb "to belong"94 or 
simply "to be" or some other verb.95 The concrete examples of problemata 
confIrm that sumbebekos canxepresent a predicate which actually is a genus, 
proprium or defInition, or neither of them, i.e. an accident as defIned in the 
fIrst defInition. The most clear example is "Man is animal" in B 8, 113b17f., 
because "Animal isthe genus of man" is Aristotle's standard example for a 
genus-predication96,AD.othei-good example is "Pleasure is good", which often 
occurs in B97 and in thefonn"Good is the genus of pleasure" again in A.98 
There are also examples QCpredications which clearly satisfy the defInition of 
accident-Cl), i.e. ate neither genus, proprium or defInition but still belong to 
the subject, such as "of opposites the knowledge is the same",99 "there is 
correctness and errorinpeJ;"ception", 100 "the soul is in motion"lOl or "X is 
white/good". 102 

The semantical anaiysis of the word all 1l~e:~TJ KOC; in the few passages in 
which it occurs in B points in the same direction. Thus the occurrence of this 
word cited in the fust line of the passage above clearly means sumbebekos or 
attribute and not accident, since the investigation-instruction "to see whether 
anything untrue has been assumed as true" points to the meaning of sum
bebekos as defined in H 5. In the topos in B 7, 113a20-23 again all 11-
13e:~TJKOC; seems to have the meaning of an attribute and not an accident: 

92 aAAo<; TO AOYO\)<; 1I0lE1V TOU TE a\)Il~E~IJKOTO<; K(1\ to a\)ll~e~IJKEV C.) EiT(1 
aKOlIE1V El Tt Il~ ciAIJ8E<; Ev T01<; AOYOl<; w<; aAIJ8E<; etAlJlITal. 

93 K(1\ d ( ... ) OVTW yap K(1T(1cjl(1VE<; EaT(1l lIOTEPOV ciAIJ8E<; f1 IjIEulio<; TO 
plJ8ev. 

94 Cf. e.g. 1l0a3O-bl, Illal4, 1l2a27-30, 113a23, 113b9-14. 
95 Cf. e.g. 109b34,37f., 110a4, bllf., lllal5f., blOf. 
96 Cr. e.g. A 4, 101b31; 5, 102a34f.; B I, 109a16f. 
In B 8, 113b15-26 Aristotle does not use the word a\)Il~E~IJK6<;, as he does not in most topoi, 

but in a 4, 124b7f. this topos is explicitly referred to as a topos of sumbebekos. 
97 B I, 108b34-109al; r 6, 119a39f., 120a6-27; B 10, 114b39-115a5 (construction and 

destruction); in the last example the expression (ou) a\lIlPE~IJKeV(1l (a4f.) is explicitly used. 
98 a 1, 120b17-19 (destruction); 4, 124a17-20 (construction); 124b8-14 (destruction and 

construction). 
99 B 2, l09b17. 
lOO B 4, 111a15f. 
101 B 4, l11b5. 
lOO B 11, 115a27-29. 
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Moreover, if the sumbebekos of a thing has a contrary, see whether it 
belongs to that (subject) to which the sumbebekos has been said to belong; 
for if the former belongs the latter could not belong; for it is impossible for 
two contraries to belong to the same thing at the same time. 103 

It would be strange to restrict the principle that two contraries cannot belong 
to the same thing to accide-nts alone. Contraries can certainly also stand for 
contrary genera, propria, and defmitions. I04 

The passage at B 6, 112b21-26 seems to be controversial: 

Moreover, look and see if he has stated a thing to be a sumbebekos of itself 
(aUTO aoTl.~ aVIlIiEIiT11COC; E6T11CEV), taking it to be a different thing 
because it has a different name, as Prodicus used.to divide pleasures into joy 
and delight and merriment; for all these are names for the same thing, 
namely pleasure. If therefore anyone. says. that joy is a surnbebekos of 
merriment, he would be declaring it to be a sumbebekos of itself. 

Prodicus' dividing pleasure into three parts could be expressed as the sentence 
"Pleasure is joy, delight or merriment". Aristotle seems to call joy, delight 
and merriment sumbebekota of pleasure. These are not accidents of pleasure, 
but simply attributes which have been claimed to belong to pleasure. The 
error is that they are just different names of the same thing, namely pleasure, 
and we predicate them of pleasure as if they were something different, because 
the name is different. We would of course have the same error when only one 
of the three names is predicated of pleasure, or when one of the three names is 
predicated of another one, as is the case in the example Aristotle gives-"joy 
is sumbebekos of merriment". The error here would be that of unnecessary 
double predication (~i<; TO alho Atyetv).105 The person who commits this 
error makes things less clear and seems to babble. \06 

However, it is also possible to interpret sumbebekos as an accident here 
and argue that the error committed is the one described in E 5, 135all-19 of a 
thing being stated as a predicable of itself by using another word. The error is 
that "a thing itself always shows its own essence (aUTO yap aun.t' nav 
TO etvat ~T1AOi), and what shows the essence is not a proprium but a 
definition"; in the case of the accident the error would be accordingly that that 
which indicates the essence is not an accident. 

103 I shall discuss this topos in more detail on pp. 104f. 
104 Examples for contrary accidents come easily to mind: black and white, cold and warm, 

etc. An example for contrary genera is: virtue (d PE nO, being the genus of justice 
(lin:aLoalivll) and vice (lC(lJc{a), being the genus of injustice (aliLKla) (a 3, 123b31-33); 
propria: "object of choice" (alpETClv) (proprium of "good" (dyaBov» and "object of avoi
dance" (<j>ElllCTOV (proprium of "evil" (lCalCov» (E 6, l3SbI4-16; also B 8, 113b31-33); 
definitions: productive of good (TO 1fOLllTLlCOV ayaBoil) (definition of beneficial 
(OO<j>EALIIOV)) and productive of evil (TO 1fOLllTLlCOV lCalCoil) (defmition of harmful 
(~Aa~Ep6v» (Z 9, 147a3lff.). With the help of the above topos we can for example prove that 
the good (ayaBov) is not an object of avoidance (<j>ElllCTOV) by proving that it is an object of 
choice (alpETov). 

105 As described in Z 3, 140b27-l4IaI4, especially 141a4-14 or in E 2, 130a29-bIO, 
especially a39-bS. 

106 E 2, 130a32-34. 
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2.4.3. The meaning of sumbebekos 
Thus it seems that sumbebekos can express anything that may be further spe
cified as genus, proprium and definition as well as attributes which cannot be 
further specified as genus, proprium and definition. What then is a 
sumbebekos? Sainati (1968), pp. 70ff. says it signifies "predicate". Such an 
interpretation is tempting, but I think not entirely correct. It is better to 
understand it as 'attribute', as I have already rendered sumbebekos in several 
passages-the justification is set out below. 

A predicate P is a sumbebekos of S, if P belongs (u'lTapXt:l)107 to S; 
Now, if sumbebekos meant simply "predicate", then there would be no 
difference between it and the standard word Aristotle uses for a predicate (TO 
1C(1TT]yopot5~gVOVI08). However, Aristotle seems to treat sumbebekos on the 
same level as genus, proprium and definition: Aristotle says of them that 
these have to belong, not that they have to belong as a sumbebekos. Thus, 
sumbebekos, being an entity of the same kind as genus, proprium and 
definition, represents the content expressed by the predicate, and this is why I 
think that it is best understood as 'attribute' .109 Sumbebekos is not specified 
An·~h,If.:\V~y'it belongs; it can be further specified as genus, proprium or 
)~.efj.~tiQ~o'ri~ fact none of the three. The sumbebekos is in fact specified 
insofar."a,s:i:he way of belonging is not explicitly specified in the problema. 
~;'Ibisis-mguably the reason why Aristotle never calls the other predicables 
sum.b<~bekota, but only that the other predicables have to belong in the way 
ili,atsumbebekota have to belong. Sumbebekos is specified by its form in the 
'pfohItm'iii'ilsan unspecified attribute. I 10 Thus, it would appear that although a 
sUIllbetiekosmight possibly be further specified as genus, proprium, or 
definition, once it has been specified as one of them it is not a sumbebekos 
any more, III although it is certainly still a predicate. In any case, only if 

107 The word "to belong" (l;,rapXE1v) could of course be replaced by some other word 
expressing predication in the Topics: "to be predicated of' (ICaTTJyopEiaBal ICaTlI Tlvo<;), 
"to be said of' (AEYEaBal), "to be truly predicated of' (clATJBEvwBal), etc. 

108 We find this word in many places in the Topics: A, 102a31 (participle), b20 (noun), 
103b8, Ji 122a13f., 127b29, E, 132b23 (noun), 136a6, 15 (noun), H, 152b25f.(noun), 153a16 
(noun) (and some others) (also in the form of TO clVTlICaTTJyopoVIlEVOV: A, 103bll, E, 
132a4, 7, al.). 

109 :Eull~atVE1V as a word of the everyday-language certainly often has the meaning of 
something's happening accidentally, and Aristotle in fact sometimes invokes this usage when he 
seeks to make clear what he means by an accident: cf. e.g. APst. A 4, 73bll-13 ( ... auvEf3TJ, 
cpallEv, TOUTO). But we also find occurrences of it where nothing accidental seems to be 
involved: cf. e.g. Rhet. B 22, 1396 bI5ff.: 'ilha l'if; IlTJl'iEV1. tlAA'Il aUIl~Ef3TJICEV fi T~ 

'AX1AAEi, olov TO cl7l"0ICTEival TOV "EICTopa ... (Rhys Roberts (1984) translates ..... are 
true of Achilles alone ... "; Freese (1926) translates ..... what belongs to Achilles, but to no one 
else ... "). Or Cat. 7, 7a22-25; 34-37: lI"EplalpollllEVWV 0:7I"UVTWV oaa aUIlf3E~TJ1C6Ta 
ian T~ 15W1I"ClTI), olov TO M7I"Ol'il elval, TO iman]IlTJ<; l'iEICTlIC~, TO clvBpW7I"'Il 
(a35-37); "being an animal" or "being two-footed" are surely not accidents of master, but 
simply attributes of him. Cf. also, amongst others, Soph. El. 5, 166b28-36 ("being a man" is an 
attribute, not an accident of Koriskus or Socrates) and Met. B 2, 997a25-34 (where Ross 
(1924), p. 230 correctly translates aUIl~E~TJIC6Ta (11.26, 29, 33) as "attributes" and equates 
them with 71"uBTJ in 997a7). 

110 In the same way as Aristotle says of a definition that it is peculiar to the subject, not a 
proprium. 
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sumbebekos is understood as an attribute, whether specified as unspecified in 
the above sense or not, rather than a predicate does it become clear how 
Aristotle could have taken the next step in the meaning of the accident as 
defined in the first definition, simply by narrowing down the scope of 
sumbebekos by excluding the other three predicables, and that he did not 
hesitate simply to add topbi about sumbebekos without any warning, as he 
does in B 2, 109a34-b 12. 

2.4.4. Accident 
I believe along with Brunschwig and Sainati, that the notion of the accident as 
defined in the first definition is a later development. The topos in B 1, 
109a34-b12 is clearly added later. It is the only topos in B where the first 
definition of the accident is presupposed. The subject-matter which is the 
confusion between genus and sumbebekos suggest very much that it belongs 
to the group of topoi at the very beginning of .11,112 where UUJ.l/3E/3Tl1COC; 
(120b21f.) has the meaning of the accident-(l). LUIl/3E(hpcoC; in this specific 
meaning can be found in a few places in E and Z.1l3 The second definition 
.st:ems to be an even later 'discovery'. Aristotle mentions it as the second 
.'definition of the accident in A 5, 102b6-9 and claims in blO-14 that it is 
'better than the first definition. We find this definition only twice in use in the 
"rest of the Topics: A I, 120b30-35 and Z 6, 144a23-27. In the first case it is 
e'specially clear that it is a later addition. This topos refutes exactly the same 

,thesis as the preceding one (120bI5-29), namely "movement is genus of the 
~sOlil", with the difference that in this topos the second definition is used 
'whereas in the preceding one the argument is that the asserted genus is not 
predicated in the essence (ev T~ Tt eun), but as an accident (05 C; 
UlJll/3E/3T]KOC;); Aristotle clearly thinks that this is a better topos: "Especially 
(llaAlOTCX) you should look at the definition of accident [the second one] ... ". 

It is striking that the typical examples Aristotle gives for accidents in A 5, 
"to be white" and "to sit" (AEUKOV and Kcx6iju6cxt) scarcely occur in B: the 
foriner occurs in the very first topos in B 2 and in B 11. A 11, 1 05a3-7 in fact 
says that problemata containing some accidents were too trivial to occur in a 
dialectical debate and that "people who are puzzled to know whether snow is 
white or not need perception" (105a7). However, this example is the most 

I11 This might sound slightly strange. A European whose nationality has been further 
specified as French or English surely still remains a European. However, the above analogy is 
misleading in that "being European" is already a specified attribute. A good analogous example 
of an unspecified attribute would be "of unspecified citizenship": when the citizenship of a 
man of unspecified citizenship has been further specified, he is not of unspecified citizenship 
any more (although it might turn out that he is not a citizen of any state, if he is stateless, just as 
sumbebekos might turn out to be neither definition, proprium or genus, but an accident). In the 
context of dialectical debates in which sumbebekos in contrast to the other three predicables is 
not explicitly stated as such in the problema, it seems to me to be reasonable to understand 
sumbebekos in this way, especially given the fact that in the Topics we find expressions of the 
form 'A belong as (omxPXEl Wt;) genus to B', but never 'A O"I.I~E~'11CE as genus to B' (,(1)l(X 
in Rhet. B 22, 1396b 15 cited in fn. 109 above does not refer to the predicable propria). 
:E"I.I~E~i]1C6t; occuring in other writings such as cited in fn. 109 above simply means of course 
'attribute' . 

112 A I, 120bI5-12Ia9. 
113 E 4, 133bI5-134a4; Z 5, 142b35-143a8;12, 149b4-23; in the latter two we have the 

distinction between "essentially" (1Ca8' aOTo) and "accidentally" (1CaTcl O"I.I~E~'11C6t;). 
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common instance of an accident-predication in a. 1I4 It seems that Aristotle 
was mainly interested in such accidental predications insofar as the opponent 
incorrectly assigned them as a genus i.e. committed the opposite error that 
Aristotle describes in B 2, 109a34-36, where the genus is incorrectly assigned 
as an accident, and of which he says that it most often occurs in the case of 
accident and genus. 

In any case, the two definitions of the accident appear to be chronolo
gically later and it certainly does not fit the system of predicables orientated to 
definition in H 5. In order to destroy the definition we have to show that it (or 
its parts) does not belong as a sumbebekos; in order to destroy the definition 
with the help of an accident-Cl) or accident-(2) we would actually have to 
show that the definition does belong as an accident-Cl) or accident-(2). In order 
to construct a definition, we have to show, among other things, that it 
belongs as a sumbebekos; showing that the definition belongs as an accident 
would actually destroy the definition. 115 

In this chapter I have shown that in the case of the topoi. of genus,proprium, 
and definition (books a, E and Z) the conclusions (and the theses)o{ the 
arguments will always read: 'A is lis not the genus/ propriurn/ definifionof 
B'. However, in the case of the topoi of sumbebekos, the conclusions will 
always read 'A islis not B' (book B); i.e. aUJ,lj3e:lhpco<;; in book Bmostoften 
carries the meaning of an 'attribute', not of 'accident' as it i.s always 
translated. It is very important to see this, since otherwise, i.e. when tiling. 
aUJ,lj3e:j3TPCO<;; as defined in A 5, the topoi in book B might appear 
incomprehensible. In the very rare cases of topoi of accident-Cl) and accident
(2) the conclusion will be 'A is/is not an accident of B'. This also means that 
one part of the hypothesis of the hypothetical syllogism has one of the forms 
mentioned. Thus the general terms will not just be terms such as "contrary" 
and others (contained by the so-called "most opportune" topoi), given as 
examples by Alexander, but also specified or unspecified predicables. Topoi of 
sumbebekos are more important than those of the other predicablesll6 since 
they deal with the level of belonging only, which is common to all the other 
predicables as well. Thus, they can also be used for destruction of the genus, 
proprium and definition. Topoi of genus and proprium can also be used for the 
destruction of definitions. 

114 Main examples are: "snow/swan is that which is white" (xilllv (IClh:voc;) 07fEP 
AEIJICOV) (120b23; b28; b38f.; 127b2) and "the soul is that which is movement" (~ IjIIJXT] 07fEP 
IC1VOUj.1EVOV) (120b24). 

115 Thus, it is not surprising that Tbeophrastus "separated the accident [certainly in the sense 
of accident-(2)]from the other predicables, as it was not subsumed under definition (WC; j.1T] 
U7fayOj.1EVOV Tt\i OP'!l )" (Alex., in Top. 55, 25f.): contingent predications have no place in a 
definition. He seems to have subsumed the topoi under two predicables (definition and 
accident) (cf. Proclus, in Parm. 635, 2-12). Alexander seems to me to be quite wrong in 
criticizing him for contravening Aristotle's dictum in Top. A 6, 102b35-38 (in Top. 55, 26f.). 
Aristotle's system of predicables certainly needed clarification. 

116 The most important topoi are the so-called "most opportune" topoi which can be used in 
conjunction with all predicables for destruction and construction and which occur in all books 
of the Topics; cf. Chapter Five, pp. 140-150. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISMS-THE MAIN FORM OF ARGUMENTS 
IN THE TOPICS 

In this chapter I shall make it my task to establish thoroughly that the vast 
majority of the arguments in the Topics work as hypothetical syllogisms. I 
shall demonstrate this by pointing to particular arguments where structures of 
hypothetical syllogisms· are clearly recognisable, by analysing arguments 
which Aristotle explicitly calls "hypothetical syllogisms" in the Analytics 
and the Topics, and by pointing to the hypothetical syllogislI,l~_which are 
ascribed to Theophrastus and which were clearly . largely taken over from 
Aristotle. It seems to me that no entirely satisfactory account has been given 
to date of what a hypothetical syllogism actually is. Thus a large part of the 
chapter will be devoted to answering this question. 

A. Hypotheticalsyllogisms iIJ the Prior Analytics: A 23, 29, and 44. 

In the Prior Analytics A 23, 29 and 44 Aristotle makes some remarks about 
the hypothetical syllogism. It seems to be a general term for lllany kinds of 
arguments of which the one he describes in A 44, 50a19.:25 -and on which 
scholars writing on hypothetical syllogisms usually concentrate is only one 
specific type. A further example is the argument (or syllogism) per impossi
bile, as is explicitly stated in A 23, 40b25f. The common characteristic of the 
hypothetical syllogism is the following: 

In every case the syllogism leads up to the substituted proposition (rrpoc;; TO 
IlETaAall~ aVQ IlEVOV), but the required conclusion (TO 5' t~ apX1l C;;) is 
concluded (rrEpatVETat) by means of an agreement or some other 
hypothesis (5t' o/JoAoyiac;; ii nvoc;; aA!.. TIC;; urroBioEUlC;;).l 

The argument per impossibile falls under this classification because the 
required conclusion here is shown by means of a hypothesis (T<) I)' Ee 
apxfic; Ee un08ltoEUlC; l'iEl1<:VUT<lt) (A 23, 41a34). In A 29, 45b15-20 
Aristotle mentions two further examples of hypothetical syllogisms (b 17): 
those which proceed by substitution (!CaT<x IlETaAT]1jItv) and the qualitative 
ones (!CaT<x nOtOTT]Ta).2 Alexander in APr. 324, 19-325, 24 explains that 
qualitative hypothetical syllogisms are those "from the greater or lesser or 
same degree" (anD TOU I.UIAAov !Cat nTTOV !Cat olloiUlC;).3 

1 A 23, 41a38-bl; similarly in 29, 45b17-19. 
2 Line 17f. and also 41a38-bl make it clear that in the case of the qualitative hypothetical 

syllogism (K<ITlI JrOlt:lTTlT<I) a substitution (116T<IA<II1j3aVElv) also takes place. Thus, the 
hypothetical syllogism which proceeds by way of substitution (K<ITcl 116TaATlljlw) seems to 
derive its name from a more specific meaning of substitution (116TaATlljll~). This is not unusual 
in Aristotle's tenninology, cf. for example the broad and narrow meaning of proprium in Top. 
A 4, 1OIbI9-23. 

3 Cf. also Philop. in APr. 301, 11-20. 
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In A 29, 45b19f. Aristotle writes that the different types of hypothetical 
syllogisms should be considered and analysed.4 However, Aristotle does not do 
this anywhere in the Analytics. He only deals briefly with one kind of 
hypothetical syllogism, which he possibly means specifically by "on the 
basis of a concession" (bl' OJ,loAoYlac;)5 and which rests on likeness (OJ,1010-
TTlC;),6 and with the argument per impossibile, especially in B 11-14. 

We find hypothetical syllogisms which rest on likeness in several places 
in the Topics.? The argument per impossibile is mentioned twice in book 0 8 

however we do not find per impossibile arguments in the form that they take 
in the Analytics in the central books of the Topics where the topoi are listed 
(B-H). 

It would appear that the origins of the two other hypothetical syllogisms 
Aristotle mentioned in the Analytics are found in the Topics. The topos from 
the greater, the lesser and the like degree (h TOU J,ldAAOV !Cat nTTOV 
!Cat oJ,lOlWC;), most explicitly stated in B 10, 114b37-115a14, tells us how 
the hypothesis of the qualitative hypothetical syllogism (!Can): 1ToloTTlTa) 
works. The topoi in B 4, Illb17-23 and 5, 112a16-23, where the term 
substitution (J,lEnXA Tlll'lC;) occurs, tell us how ·to;C1Jns,tructi~e hypothetical 
syllogism proceeding by way of substitution (l\~J;"~,;;4E~~11lljllv) and how 
this works. . ... 

There are also some other topoi in the Topics wmclrtell·,us.oliow to construct 
hypothetical syllogisms which are not mentioried in the Analytics, but which 
Alexander mentions in his commentary on APr. A 44, 50a39-b2.9 Aristotle 
writes in this passage: 

Many other conclusions are reached by hypothesis (1TEpai VOVTat E~ 
v1To6EOEWC;), and these require further study and clear explanation. lO We 

4 ElrlO1Cilllau6al liE 1i6i Kat IilEAEiv lrouaxWC; oi E~ ulro6iuEWC;. 
5 A 23, 41a40f. If he does, then the name is scarcely more fortunate than "proceeding by 

way of substitution" (KaT<:l 11 ETctA 11 IIIlV ), since all hypotheses have to be agreed. Alex. in 
Top. 122, 16f. at any rate calls the hypothetical syllogism in Top. A 18 "on the basis of a 
concession" (E~ olloAoyiac;) and in APr. 325, 37-326, 1 he enumerates it in a row with 
diairetic and melaleptic hypothetical syllogisms as a separate kind of hypothetical syllogism. 

6 This becomes cIearonlyin Top. A 18, 108b7-19.InB 10, 114b25f. and in 8 1, 156blO-17 
Aristotle used a very similar example to the one he used in APr. A 44, 50a19f. and 34f. to 
illustrate likeness (OIlOlOTIlC;). I shall deal with this in detail on pp. I11 and 12Of. 

? A 18, 108b7-19; B 3, 1l0a37-b4; r 6, 119b35-120aS. 
88 2, 157b34-158a2; 12, 162b5-7. In the fIrst passge, interestingly, .Aristotle advises the 

questioner to avoid the argument per impossibile, because people often dispute that the 
conclusion reached really is impossible. 

9 Alex. in APr. 389, 31-390, 9. I should stress here that I treat Alexander's passage below 
insofar as it is of interest to material found in the Topics and the Anaiytics. For a more in-depth 
treatment of the passage, with discussion of problems specific to Alexander's text and 
references and parallels to other post-Aristotelian writers (l usually content myself with citing 
what seems to me to be the most important source) I refer to Bames (1985a). Also, I use the 
improved text of Bames (l985a), p. 276. 

10 Cf. also A 29, 45b19f. 
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shall describe in sequel their differences and the various ways in which 
hypothetical arguments are formed. 

Alexander remarks that no book by Aristotle on the hypothetical syllogisms 
is in circulation, but that "Theophrastus refers to them in his own Analytics, 
and so do Eudemus and some others of Aristotle's associates" (in APr. 390, 
2f.). Alexander then (in APr. 390, 3-9) enumerates the hypothetical syllo
gisms that he thinks Aristotle presumably had in mind (AEyot l)' ay). 
Alexander uses both the Peripatetic and the Stoic terminology when 
describing the first two hypothetical arguments based on the conditional 
(cruvEXE<; versus crUVTI/.J.).!EVOV and npocrATllJft<;) and on the disjunctive 
premiss (f)tcupEnlCov versus l)tE~EUy).!EVOV):lI 

1. hypothetical arguments which proceed by way of a continuous proposi
tion, which is also called a connected proposition, together with the addi
tional assumption (Iha oIJvExoiie;,o Kat OIJVTllll.u:VOV AEYETat, Kat 
Tfje; lI'POOArllI'EUle; ulI'06ETIKo15e;) 
2. those which proceed by way of a diairetic or disjunctive proposition (Kat 
Iha Toii 15tatpETtKOii TE Kat 15tE~EIJYIlEV01)) 
3. and maybe also those which procee(f by\yay"(,{'ll-negated conjunction, if 
they are indeed different from the oIfes;iiienlidribd:CWKat 15ta cXlI'o<paTtKfje; 
OIJllll'AoKfje;, El. apa OUTOt ETEPOt niiv,lI'poEtp:tlllEVUlV). 

" -;~: '\~'.';·S~·:-;~:'~·-::~-:': <:':'; ~':. (~- . 
In addition to those mentioned above, there will also be (napa TOVe; 
El.PTlIlEVOIJC; dEV Kat) 

4. arguments on the basis of analogy, (oii~:avaAoYtae;) 
5. and those which they call "qualitative", i.e. arguments from the greater, 
lesser or like degree (Kat oBe; AEYOIJOt KaTa lI'OtOTTlTa, TOVe; cXlI'O TOO 
llaAAOV Kat ~TTOV Kat OIlOtUle;,) 
6. and whatever other varieties of arguments based on a hypothesis there 
are, which have been discussed elswhere (Kat E'( TtVEe; aAAat nilv i~ 
UlI'06EOEUle; 151a<popa\ [11'pOTaOEwv 1 dot, 11'Ep\ wv iv aAAOle; 
E'(PTlTCXt). 

C. The topoifor the construction of corresponding hypothetical syllogisms 
found in the Topics 

Barnes (1985a) has argued that Alexander clearly implies, although he does 
not state entirely explicitly, that the hypothetical arguments listed above were 
dealt with by Theophrastus and his associates, as opposed to many other 
scholars who insist that Alexander does not state this explicitly, presuming 
usually that hypothetical syllogisms were developed much laterl2. My 
investigation confirms Barnes' interpretation and I make the stronger claim 
that Aristotle himself had already, to a considerable extent, dealt with these 
hypothetical arguments. Theophrastus, and other early Peripatetics, merely 
developed them further. My main evidence is of course the arguments 

11 On the tenninology cf. Frede (1974). p. 80 fn.18 and p.93 fn.20. 
12 Bames (1985a). p. 564. 
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themselves found in the Topics which clearly correspond to those which 
Peripatetics described as hypothetical syllogisms;13 the terminology is often 
the same or can be clearly traced back to Aristotle. A further argument is that 
in the Analytics, Aristotle formulates the common characteristic of hypothet
ical syllogisms (APr. A 23, 41a38-b1), promises a more thorough treatment 
of them, and even mentions some of them using specific names.14 The 
formulation of a common characteristic of the hypothetical syllogisms and the 
existence of a terminology seems to me to presuppose that Aristotle had quite 
a clear notion of what the hypothetical syllogisms were; the terminology was 
probably settled at the latest by his pupils. The fact that "no book on them is 
in circulation" is clearly not evidence enough to show that Aristotle did not 
hold lectures on the subject. In the following sections I shall go through the 
hypothetical syllogisms found in the Topics (and partly in the Prior 
Analytics) which clearly correspond tothose listed by Alexander. 

1. Hypothetical syllogisms proceeding by way of a continuous proposition 
together with the additional assumption 

In his commentary on APr;· A29{'4§b15~20 where Aristotle mentions the 
hypothetical syllogism which procei':ds'byway of substitution (1<cxnx ,.umx
A 1"1'111 v) Alexander, in APr. 324, -17 tells us that "what the modems (0 i 
VEWTEPOt) call 'the additionafpi'eImss'(ftpoOATJllftv) Aristotle's associates 
(01. ll'Ept' Apt<JTOTEATJ) [i.e. the Peripatetics] used to call 'substitution' 
(IlETaA TJtjft V)."15 Thus Alexanderc~i:tainly refers to this hypothetical 
syllogism that Aristotle calls "proceedilfgby way of substitution" (1<CXTa 
IlETaATJtjftV), the origins of\vhicharefouIld in Top. B 4, ll1b17-23; the 
destructive part can also be found in B 5, 112a16-23. The topos runs: 

Moreover, investigate with regard to what is set forth (TO':; 1TP01C&lIJEVOll), 
/what is such that if it is the case (Tivo~ OVTO~) what is set forth is the case 
(TO 1TPOKtl/.l&VOV lian)/ (1), or /what is such that it is necessarily the case 
(Ti tanv t~ avaYKTl~) if what is set forth is the case (d TO 
1rPOKtl/.l&VOV lian)/ (2). 
For constructive purposes investigate /what is such that if it is the case what 
is set forth is the case/ (1) (for if the former is shown to hold (t K&i v 0 
5&lX6tj v1rapxov I6 ), what is set forth will also have been shown 
(5&5&lY/.IEVOV liarcn»; 
for destructive purposes investigate /what is such that it is the case if what is 
set forth is the case/ (2) (for if we show that what follows what is set forth 
(TO aKOA01l60v T4i 1rPOK&lIlEVW /.I~ QV) is not the case, we shall have 
destroyed what is set forth (ciVTJPTl1COT&~ taOIl&6a TO 1rPOKtl/.l&VOV». 

13 The main sources are, apart from Alexander's commentaries on the Prior Analytics and 
the Topics: Ammonius in APr., pp. XIf. (Praefatio by Pseudo-Ammonius ), Galen's Institutio 
logica and Boethius' De syllogismis hypotheticis. 

14 lCaTlX IlETlIA'lIVlV, lCaTa lrOU:lT'l Ta , Be 0llo).oy(ac;. 
15 However, sometimes the associates "also use the word 'additional premiss' instead of 

'substitution'" (Alex. in APr. 264,5f.). 
16 The word u7rapxov here is obviously used parallel to QV in b23 (penultimate line in the 

text cited above) and in this context simply means "to hold" or "to be the case". 
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I shall call this argument 'metaleptic hypothetical syllogism' and abbreviate it 
as (Hm); let (Hm)c stand for the constructive part, (Hm)d for the destructive 
part of the argument.17 It can be schematized in the following way: 

(Hm)c 

IfP, then Q 

P. 
HenceQ 

(Hm)d 

IfQ, then P. 

not P. 
Hence not Q. 

P and Q stand for propositions; the points above P/not P stand for a proof .. 

It is absolutely clear that Aristotle is speaking here about propositions, not 
predicates. Expressions typical of a hypothetical syllogism are used here 
(genitivus absolutus in the singular, aorist-future perfect) which will be 
discussed later in the chapter; cf. also the predecessor of this topos in el, 
156b27-30 which I discussed ,on pp. 34f. above, where Aristotle also clearly 
refers to propositions. The.exact workings of this hypothetical syllogism will 
be explained later: The above schematization needs an explanation, 
particularly the use of letters' iri place of propositions in the argument-schema. 
In addition, the argument above has been interpreted by two other scholars 
who require mention. 

Brunschwig (1967), p. 44 n.3interprets the passage in the same way as I 
do. He sees in it a clear conftnnation of his interpretation of the workings of 
the topoi according to Modus ponens and Modus tollens given in his intro
duction, pp. XXXVllI-XLll. However, he does not explain the exact working 
of the topos in the argument. 18 Moreover, although it is true that many 

17 'H' stands for 'hypothetical syllogism', 'm' for 'metaleptic' or 'proceeding by way of 
substitution' (1<:(ueX IlEniA'lljllV in Greek), 'c' for 'constructive' 'd' for 'destructive'. 

18 Brunschwig (1967), p. XXXIX defmes topos metaphorically as «une machine 11 faire des 
premisses 11 partir d'une conclusion donee»; similarly, Pelletier (1985), p. 405. Given a thesis P, 
the topos helps the questioner to find a premiss Q which is either implied by P (in the case of 
destruction) or which implies P (in the case of construction) (in the former case Q is a 
necessary, in the latter a sufficient condition of P). I agree with Brunschwig except that I would 
say that with the help of the topos not just the premiss 'Q' is found, but the hypothetical premiss 
'If P, then Q' or 'If Q, then P' (or in fact some other kind of hypothetical premiss), i.e. I take 
topos to be part of the argument. It seems to me that my interpretation of topos as a principle 
and compound proposition tells us how the topos manages to 'produce' premisses and the 
desired conclusion. Topos itself is a complex propositional schema which is explicitly stated as 
a hypothetical premiss either as a schema or as an instance of the schema, i.e. with concrete 
terms. Let us take the Law of Contraposition as an example (which is stated in Top. B 8, 
113bI5-26; cf. pp. l4lf. below): 'A is B if and only ifnot-B is not-A.' Given the conclusion 'A 
is B', the Law or Topos of Contraposition does not just help us to find the premiss 'not-B is not
A', replacing A and B by concrete terms, but, in the case of destruction, the entire implication 
'If A is B, then not-B is not-A' is found as a premiss, and, in the case of construction, the 
implication 'If not-B is not-A, then A is B'. Then, by destroying or constructing 'not-B is not-A' 
as the minor premiss, we destroy or construct 'A is B' using Modus tollens or Modus ponens 
respectively. As will become clear, the implication is not the only form the topos can take; e.g., 
to a given conclusion 'A is B' we can create, with the help of the topos in the form of the Law 
of the Excluded Middle (cf. Top. B 6, 112a24-3l and pp. 103f. below), the hypothetical premiss 
• A is either B or not-B'. The exact workings of the topos-hypothesis will be given in this 
chapter, pp. l13ff. 
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argwnents in the Topics are governed by what would nowadays be described as 
Modus ponens and tollens, not all of them are; the other kinds of hypothetical 
syllogisms will be discussed on the following pages.19 

Sainati (1968), pp. 51-54, gives another interpretation of the argument 
above. He remarks, p. 53, that if this passage is taken in its own right, 
Modus ponens and tollens appear to be evident here, which would be the 
beginning of propositional logic, but that «in realta, ad Aristotele manca il 
concetto di proposizione atornica come unita elementare e non analizzata di un 
piu complesso costrutto proposizionale.» Sainati maintains that the argu
ment-schema should be interpreted in terms of the logic of classes rather than 
propositionallogic and finds his interpretation confirmed by the topos on the 
next Bekker-page in B 5, 112a16-23. 

In the first instance, it is true to a large extent that Aristotle lacks the 
concept of an atomic proposition as an elementary unit. However, it is not 
missing completely. His very definition of the syllogism has a propositional 
character.2o The very examples above show that Aristotle expressed arguments 
with respect to relations between propositions. The fact that "to followlbe 
conseque~~{.,uPQn:::~(~7I'~(Jecn/a1CoAoueEiv), "to substitute" (J.1ET(lA(lJ.1~ci
VEl V), !lA~;.~jliet.",~rdssometimes relate to terms, but sometimes to propo
sitions shQwthat Aristotle could think of propositions as elementary objects 
between ;~hl~h'G~ftaiij· rellitions exist. I shall show that this is the case with 
respect to "to follow" shortly; as to "to substitute" this fact has been observed 
by manY>SRhoJ.I!f~~'apq.m!lY thus be taken for granted.21 

Secondly,Sama:ttseems to asswne that because the topos in B 5, 112a16-
21 comes·aftt:'"f'tliefopos· in B 4, Illb17-23, it is also chronologically later 
and is thus a further interpretation of the latter one. Given the character of 
Aristotle's writings which are lecture notes not intended for publication and 
reworked again and again, Sainati's assumption cannot be sustained. In fact I 
am rather inclined to assume that the topos in B 4, ll1b17-23 has been 
inserted later, for reasons which I shall shortly describe as 'reductionism' (see 
pp. 111-113) in the Topics. 

Thirdly, the interpretation Sainati gives of the topos in B 5, 112a16-21, 
which he maintains also applies to the one in B 4, seems to me to be mis
taken. The text reads: 

Further, anyone who has asserted something (mic; 0 Eiprpcwc; onoDv) has 
in a way asserted many things (;rOAAa EtPT]KEV), because everything is 
necessarily followed by many things (;rAe;lW ElCaUTql ee avaYKT]C; 
aKoAou6a eUTlv): e.g. he who has said that something is a man (olov 0 

19 Also, it is striking that Brunschwig, p. 51n.3 and 52n.2 stresses that «consequence» 
«(l:!(OAO"a'1at~) denotes «la relation entre l'attribut et le sujet d'une meme proposition, non la 
relation qui peut s'etablir entre deux propositions.» Here and in a few other passages this is 
obviously not the case. Correspondingly, he takes /lET<XA '1lj1t~ in 1l2a22 to be <<le terme 
remrulac;:ant», (p. 46n.6) whereas it clearly designates a proposition, not a term. 

o :E\JAAOVta/l6~ is in fact now usually understood as deduction; cf. Smiley (1973) and 
Bames (1981), p. 23ff. Cf. also Enskat (1986), p. 132: ,,[Aristoteles'] undifferenzierte Syllo
gismusdefinition [hat] ganz genau das syntalctische Abstraktionsniveau der Aussagenlogik" 
(although I do not agree with Enskat that this character of the definition of the syllogism 
precludes arguments of propositionallogic-it obviously covers hypothetical syllogisms). 

21 Cf. e.g. Striker (1979), p. 43n 18. 
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tiprp<w<; av8pw11"ov Ehal) has also said that it is an animal and that it is 
animate and that it is receptive of reason and knowledge (Kat on ~tiJov 
Eanv EtpT)KE Kat on ElllJlUXOV Kat on lif1l"oUV Kat on VOU Kat 
E1naTTlllT)<; 5EKTlKOV); so that if anyone of these consequents is 
demolished (waTE 011"OlOIl0UV evo<; TWV aKoAou8wv avalpE8ivTO<;), 
the original assertion is demolished as well (avalpEital Kat TO Ev 
apXD ). 
But we must beware here of substituting the thesis (T~V IlETaAT)lJIlV 
11"OlEia8al) by a more difficult one;22 for sometimes the consequents (TO 
aKOAOIl80v), but sometimes the original thesis (TO 11"POKElIlEVOV), is the 
easier to destroy. 

I have translated the Greek words onoi5v, 1fOAAeX and e:Kaa1"(~ in a16f. care
fully by "thing" but the examples Aristotle gives make it quite clear that not 
just predicates, but predicated predicates are meant, and they clearly have to be 
predicated of a subject, which in English I have denoted by "it". Not un
typically, Aristotle vacillates between talking of predicated predicates as in the 
examples and assertions or statements, as he does when using familiar 
expre~sio%s~Sh as "that which has been laid down in the beginning" (TO Ev 
a:pXlf(sc.·'kdj.!EVOV» which always designates the thesis, i.e. a prop
<'Jsitihir. Thii~>~evehin this passage (just as in B 4, 111 b17-23) "consequents" 
(aKQAou8.g)are ,best interpreted as the protaseis which follow the thesis (TO 
, -\. ~ -", ... - •• " " .. \ _, •..• .I 

Evapxij 'or TO 1fPOlCEqJEVOV);23 the destruction of "the consequent" 
(aK6Aou6,OY) only makes sense as referring to the predication of the subject 
by-the predlcate;not just to the predicate alone. 
,'_ SaillatiJJlaintains that this argument should be understood in terms of the 

logic of classes and does not coincide with the rules of Modus ponens; he 
gives the following schemata: 

AcB 
XE A 

XE B 

AcB 
not (x E B) 

not (x E A) 

Sainati differentiates between inclusion of one class in another and class
membership. This is a distinction Aristotle does not make. Aristotle takes the 
difference between singular and general propositions to differ only in the 
nature of the subject term-Callias versus man-while the predicate and the 
copula have the same function (cf. De Int. 7, 17a38-b3). Thus, he seems to 
regard propositions like "Callias is an animal" and "man is an animal" as 
being of the same kind, obviously relying on their grammatical similarity 
with regard to the subject-predicate form.24 

22 Omitting T<I TotaiiTa with Ross (1958). 
23 To EV apxij is a familiar expression from book El which designates the thesis and is thus 

a proposition; cf. e.g. El 3, 159a8; 4, 160a5; 13, 162b31; et al. As for Aristotle's vascillation cf. 
also Ackrill (1963), p. 150 who writes (with respect to a passage in De Int.): "It must, however, 
be allowed that Aristotle may not always clearly distinguish talk of a statement's being true and 
a talk of a predicate's being true of something." 

24 It is only at a much later stage that Aristotle realized that general propositions are more 
complex and he seems in fact to have analysed them in a similar way to ours, i.e. as an 
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In any case I see no reason why the subject of "is an animal" etc. should 
be restricted to individuals. We could very well have say 'Greek' or 'geom
etrician' as the subject; in the Topics in fact we usually have general terms as 
subjects. Sainati's schematisation could then be reformulated as: 

AcB 
CcA 

CcB 

AcB 
not (C c B) 

not(CcA) 

Thus we have categorical syllogisms. Sainati's reading obviously has the 
effect of reducing hypothetical syllogisms to categorical syllogisms. Some 
later Peripatetics might have been happy with this, but certainly not Aristotle 
himself who clearly distinguished between the essentially different kinds of 
reasoning---cf. APr. A 44, 50a16ff. which I discuss on pp. 113ff. above. The 
fIrst premiss in Sanati's schema above (A c B) stands for one proposition 
(e.g. 'man is an animal'), whereas it is absolutely clear that the two terms in 
the text above are meant to be predicates in two different propositions and that 
their relation has to be stated in an if-then-sentence, for the reasons given 
above. In set theory A c B is equivalent to Vx (if XE A, then XE B), but 
clearly we cannot assume that Aristotle was aware of this, let alone that he 
had.a reduction of this kind in view. The topos in B 4, ll1b17-23 in fact 
shows that Aristotle obviously did not want to restrict hypothetical premisses 

. to cases where only the predicates change. 
Thus, with respect to the topos in B 5, 112aI6-21 it could be argued that 

strictly speaking it should be formalized in the following way: 

If something is A, then it is B. 
Something is A. 
Hence, something is B. 

or, as is also common, as: 

IfAx, then Bx. 
Ax. 
Hence, BX.25 

I have deliberately left out the quantifiers, since in B 5, 112a16-21 they are 
certainly presupposed, but not explicitly stated. . 

Although a formalization of this kind would be correct with respect to the 
topos in B 5, 112aI6-21, it would be not with respect to the one in B 4, 
lllb17-23 which has a more general character and allows not only different 
predicates but also different subjects in the hypothesis. As far as the Topics 
generally is concerned, many hypotheses can be found in the Topics which 
could not be described by 'IfAx, then Bx'. Thus, in the topos from the 

implication (cf. APr. A 41, 49b14-31 and Bocheilski (19702), pp. 42, 80 [14.24], 83f. [15.13]. In 
the Topics his view certainly appears to be closer to the less sophisticated analysis of De Int. 

25 Ebert (1991), p. 17 fn. 16 in fact criticises Bames (1985a) for illustrating Modus ponens 
in his article on Theophrastus' hypothetical syllogisms as 'If P, then Q; P; hence, Q', rather than 
'If a is F, then a is G; a is F; hence, a is G'. 
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similar degree (E:1f1. TWV olloiwv) in BID, 114b25-27, to which I shall 
come shortly in another context (cf. p. 111), the first example is "if one 
branch of knowledge deals with several objects, so also will opinion" (Ei 
E:1ftOTrlllll Ilio. 1fAEtOVWv, lCo.1. M~o.), which clearly is of the form 'If 
Ax, then Bx', but the second example is "if to have sight is to see, then also 
to have hearing is to hear" (d TO O\VlV hEW opav, lCo.1. TO a1Co~v 
iXEtV alCOUEtv), which is not of the above mentioned form any more but 
would have to be formalized as 'If P, then Q' or as 'If A is B, thenC is D', 
where A, B, C and D stand for terms. Obviously, when Aristotle can, he 
expresses hypotheses in the short form 'IfAx, then Bx', if he cannot, he does 
not.26 This is especially obvious in cases where Aristotle explicitly speaks 
about two predicates being predicated of two subjects.27 Now, iUs true that 
there is always some connection between the propositions in the hypothesis 
and that Aristotle explains this connection by some relations which exist 
between the content of the propositions. However, this connection can have 
many various forms, including hypotheses of the form 'If Fa, then VxFx', as 
e.g. in B 3, 110a37-b4. The most accurate way to describe the hypothesis 
would perhaps be 'If P, then f(P)" where P isa proposition and f(P)· a 
proposition which is in some way related to P. I shall adhere to the 
formalization 'If P; thenQ', albeit with the reservations made above. This 
schematisation comes closest to the text in B 4, llIb 17-23 cited above in 
which Aristotle clearly refers to propositions, not to terms. Whenever it 
seems appropriate I shall switch to the formalization containing terms. When 
giving examples Aristotle always gives concrete propositions which of course 
contain terms; thus I shall normally follow him in doing this using letter A, 
B, C, etc. standing for terms.28. 

2. Hypothetical syllogisms proceeding by way of the diairetic proposition 

The origins of these hypothetical syllogisms seem to be found in Top. B 6, 
112a24-31. The topos runs: 

In regard to subjects which necessarily have only one of two predicates, as a 
man must either have illness or health, supposing we are well supplied as 
regards the one for arguing its presence or absence, we shall be well 
equipped as regards the remaining one as well. This is convertible for both 
purposes; for when we have proved that the one attribute belongs, we shall 
have proved that the remaining one does not belong; while if we prove that 

26 cr. also De Int. 8, 18a21-23 where Aristotle says that "a horse and a man is white" is no 
different from saying "a horse is white and a man is white". 

27 Cf. e.g. B 10, 115all-14, 21-24 (cf. p. 147), B 2, 109b30-110a9 (cf. p. 155), H 3, 154a4-
8; cf. also APr. B 4, 57b6f. ("if this, A, is white, it is necessary that that, B, is great"). There are 
also cases where the subject changes, but not the predicate, i.e. where the structure of the 
topos-principle has the fonn 'IfAx, then Ay', cf. e.g. B 10, 115a6, 16 and the topos-hypothesis 
of the topos discussed on p. 153f. 

28 The use of letters for propositions, incidentally, is not as un-Aristotelian as is widely 
believed. In APr. A 14, 34a5-24 'A' stands for a conjunction of premisses and 'B' for the 
conclusion, as Aristotle explicitly says (a22f.); the same is the case in B 2, 53b12-25 (explicitly 
stated in a23f.). Cf also B 16, 65al-4, APst. A 3, 72b37-73a5, and Met. e 4, 1047bl4-30, esp. 
20-22 where Aristotle refers to the antecedent by "the first" (ro lI"pliirov) and to the 
consequent by "the second" (ro /ieiirepov), just as the Stoics did later. 
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the one does not belong, we shall have proved that the remaining one does 
belong. Clearly then, the topos is useful for both purposes. 

I shall call this argument 'diairetic hypothetical syllogism' and abbreviate it 
as (Hd). It can be schematized in the following way:29 

(Hd)c 

A is either B or C 

A is not B. 
Hence Ais C. 

A is either B or C. 

Ais B 
Hence A is not C 

3. Hypothetical syllogisms proceeding by way of a negated conjunction 

As for this third kind of hypothetical syllogism, Alexander introduces it with 
considerable hesitation-"and maybe also", "if they are indeed different from 
the ones already mentioned". His hesitation clearly mirrors the dispute 
between the Peripatetics and the Stoics as to whether the third indemonstra9Ie' 
is an independent form of hypothetical syllogisms. 30 He uses the<tefuri1riology; 
which is familiar to us from the Stoics; however, the Peripatet!~,\t~!mhWI9gy
is in this case the same. Possibly, Alexander failed to see any'sllcn'argume'llf' 
in Theophrastus' work but wanted to leave open the possibility tl1at Aris.tQtle 
considered hypothetical syllogisms of this form as well; or, pel"haps,-~athl!:r,. 
Alexander did see an argument of this sort, but had reseryations~J:iQut, 
admitting it fully, because of the dispute mentioned above.3! , ...•. ,.\ ..... ,."., 

Whatever the speculations, there is a topos in Top. B 7, ll3a20-23 which 
seems to correspond to the description: 

Moreover, if the sumbebekos of a thing has a contrary, see whether it 
belongs to that (subject) to which the sumbebekos has been said to belong. 
For if the former belongs, the latter could not belong; for it is impossible 
for two contraries to belong to the same thing at the same time (a.1iuvaTov 
yap Ta evavTia allCX T~ CX"T~ U1TapXEtv). 

In the passage before the topos in B 7 Aristotle enumerates all possible 
combinations (aUJ.11l'AOKai) of contraries32 and all the remaining topoi in B 7 

29 Aristotle can use the short fonn here and does so. We do not find a more reduced topos in 
the Topics which would express the hypothesis as 'Either P or Q', thus allowing for different 
subjects or both different subject and predicates; the destructive and constructive parts of such 
a diairetic hypothetical syllogism would correspond to the Modus ponendo tollens and Modus 
tollendo ponens of the traditional logic respectively. However, when using the Law of the 
Excluded Middle Aristotle sometimes refers to propositions rather than to tenns, cf. e.g. APr. B 
11, 61a30f. (cited on p. 118 below). 

30 Cf. e.g. Galen. Inst. Log. 3, 1. 
3! Peripatetics held the negation of a conjunction 'Not (both P and Q)' to be equivalent to a 

conditional of the fonn 'If P, then not Q' (cf. e.g. Alex. in APr. 264, 14-17). 
32 The contraries here (112b27-113aI9) are nominalized elliptical sentences consisting of 

an infinitive with an object such as "to do good to friends", "to do good to enemies" etc. which 
if stated in full would have to be completed by expressions such as "is to be chosen/avoided" 
(alpETov/cj>ElJlCn)v), "is good/bad" or "one ought/ought not to" «ou) liEl) (cf. A 10, 104a22-
31). The contrariety of these expressions depends on their being worthy of choice or not (cf. 
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deal with contraries. Contraries cannot belong at the same time, but neither of 
them need belong.33 Hence, they are only useful for destruction: when one 
contrary belongs, the other does not.34 I shall call this argument 'conjunctive 
hypothetical syllogism' and abbreviate it as (Hc)d.35 It can be schematised in 
the following way; let C (X) stand for 'contrary of X' :36 

(Hc)d 

A is not (B and C (B)). 

A is B I A is C (B) 
Hence, A is not C (B) I Hence, A is not B 

4. Hypothetical syllogisms on the basis of analogy 

The rule for the construction and the workings of the fourth hypothetical 
syllogism which Alexander mentions seems to me to be found in the Topics 
as the topos derived from things which are in a lilc~.rl!l!l.ti(m.ch TWV 
6~oiw<; tx6vTWV). The most interesting occurrenR~)~JQiI.#4atE7, 
136b33-137a7, since Aristotle explicitly says in E 1(r38&i3~26~that this 
topos is derived from things which are in a like rela..tiq~:q'l·;afl.al~$Y(KaT' 
civaAoyiav Aa~l3avETal) (b24). The example of the constructive case is 
as follows (l36b33;137a3-7):, 

Next look from the point of view of things that an~ in a like'relation [ ... ]. 
For constructive purposes [.,,] see if what is in a lik~-relatioriis'apioprium 
of what is in a like relation; for then also what is in a relation like that of 
the first will be a proprium of what is in a relation like that of the second. 
E.g., since the relation of a doctor towards the possession of ability to 
produce health (iaTpoc; TE 1TPOC; TO 1l'0tT1TllCOC; UYlelCXC;) is like that 
(OIJ01WC; EXE1) of a trainer towards the possession of ability to produce 
good condition (YIlIJVCXUT~C; 1l'pOC; TO 1l'01TJTllCOC; EVE~icxc;), and it is a 
proprium of the trainer to be productive of good condition (EUTl 5' '{510V 
YIlIJVCXUToii TO 1l'OlTJTllCOV e;lVCXl EUE~lCXC;), it would be a proprium of the 
doctor to be productive of health (e;lTJ av '{51OV iCXTpoii TO 1l'01TJTllCOV 
Eivcxl uYldcxc;). 

ll3all). It is interesting to note that the word "contrary" (evaVTiov) is used both to refer to 
the complex expressions (e.g. 1l3a3, 10) as well as their parts (e.g. 112b27, 31): "to do good to 
friends" is the contrary of "to do harm to friends" as well as "to do good" is a contrary to "to 
do harm". 

33 Alex. in Top. 187,28-188,3 brings this topos in connection with (Hd). He points out that in 
the case of (Hd) we have contradictories (a/JElJa svaVTia), whereas here, we have 
contraries (E/J/JElJa svaVTia). Galen speaks of complete and incomplete incompatibility 
(TEAEla and f.AAl1\'~C; /Jaxn). 

34 Aristotle says it explicitly in the next but one topos in B 7 (113b6-14); the constructive 
argument merely shows a possible belonging of a predicate. 

35 'Conjunctive' is short for 'based on negated conjunction'; 'd' stands for 'destructive'. 
36 Here again we do not find a more reduced topos which could be expressed by not (P and 

C (P». However, it is interesting to note that in Met. r 6, 1011b20f. Aristotle derives the topos 
above from the Principle of Contradiction (cf. p. 116n.77) and he uses the latter in APr. B 2, 
53bll-16 with respect to the conjunction of two premisses. 
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Aristotle just gives the hypothesis in the example as he usually does in E, 
but it is fairly clear how the argument works.37 I shall call this type of 
argument 'analogical hypothetical syllogism' and abbreviate it as (Ha)c. The 
argument can be formalized in the following way; let A stand for 'doctor', B 
for 'productive of health' , C for 'trainer', D for 'productive of good condition' , 
p (X, Y) for 'X is proprium of Y': 

(Ha)c 

If (A is to B, as C is to D) and P (B, A), then P (D, C) 

(A is to B, as C is to D) and P (B, A). 
,Hence P (D, C). 

The destructive part works in the same way.38 

5. Qualitative hypothetical syllogisms 

The qualitative hypothetical syllogism CKaia1f,<>19illia) is mentioned by 
Aristotle. himself.39 Aristotle states four ~asesoftopcii. from the greater and 
lesser degree (h iOU ,.HXAAOV Kat ~TTO\l) 'inB'lO, 114b37-115aI4 and 
three from the like degree (h iOU ollo'i(i)~rin·lJ'5d5-24. Examples of 
some of them can be found in r 6, 119b17~30: I shall deal with these topoi in 
some detail in the next chapter.40 

6. Other varieties of hypothetical syllogiSmS" 

Alexander mentions other varieties of hypothetical arguments. Alexander 
might have thought here of wholly hypothetical syllogisms, as Bames 
(1985a), p. 570 suggests.41 We find one concrete example in the Analytics,42 

37 Reading the passage on its own, it is of course tempting to interpret it as an argument 
rather than a hypothesis. It is especially tempting since the antecedent consists of two parts so 
that taken as an argument it at least satisfies one requirement for an argument to be a syllogism, 
namely it having at least two premisses. It is clear from most other topoi in E in which the 
antecedent consists just of one part, that a hypothesis, not an argument is expressed. Similar 
problems occur in the case of the topos of the greater and lesser degree according to which the 
qualitative hypothetical syllogism is constructed; I shall deal with the problem more fully in 
Ch~terFive, pp. 147-149. 

InAPr. A 46, 51blO-25 Aristotle gives an argument which Alex. in APr. 397, 26 explicitly 
calls a hypothetical proof on the basis of analogy (~ !ie !iEle1C; 1)1' avaAoyiae;, Tine; EOT\ 
!iCl~le; U11'06ETl1C~ Ka\ ttlh~). Aristotle names here the hypothesis at the very end (b24f.) 
of the argument: "for if one pair of corresponding tenns in an analogical group is different, so 
is the other" (Tliiv yap aV<l AOYOV E<lV 6aTEpa ~ i£TEpa, Ka\ 6aTEpa). Alex. in APr. 
400,7-17 puts the hypothesis, which he almost literally takes over from Aristotle, at the very 
beginning of the syllogism (I!. 9f.). 

39 I assume that the name KaT<l 11'0lOTI1Ta derives from the fact that Aristotle regards the 
predicate which belongs, to a greater or smaller degree, to a subject as a quality ()JaAAovl 
nTTOV r0106ro), cf. r 5. 

40 cr. pp. 146-150 below. 
41 On wholly hypothetical arguments cf. Barnes (1983). 
42 The argument in APr. A 32, 47a28-30 very much resembles a wholly hypothetical 

syllogism: "If it is necessary that if something is a man, it is an animal (d av6pw11'0u DVTOe; 
avaYK'l ~~ov El v(1), and that if it is an animal, it is a substance, then it is necessary that if 
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none however in the Topics. However, we also find other forms of 
hypothetical syllogisms in the Topics which Alexander might have had in 
mind: e.g. syllogisms constructed with the help of the topoi of "what is more 
worthy of choice" (CXiPETWLE;POV) and of "what is the same" (TCXUT(». I shall 
deal with them in the next chapter (pp. 156-160). 

D. Confirmation by Galen's Institutio Logica 

The fact that we fmd mixed hypothetical syllogisms in the early Peripatetics 
is confirmed by Galen's Institutio Logica. He mentions in several places43 

that the "modem philosophers" (oi vEwn:pOt <jltAo06<1>ot, e.g. 9,3), i.e. the 
Stoics44 called disjunctive propositions BtE~El)YJ..livcx. and the conditional 
propositions 01)v1lJ..lJ..livcx, whereas the "older philosophers" (Ol. 1rcxAcxiot 
<l>tAO oo<l>Ot, e.g. 8, 10), i.e. the Peripatetics,45 called them "diairetic" 
(U1r08ETtlCCX'i lCCXTtX BtaipEOtV) and "by connection" (U1r08ETIlCCX'i lCCXTtX 
Ol)ViXEtaV) respectively. Not only is the terminology very similar to that 
found in Alexander, but also. the nature of hypothetical propositions as 
expressed in Inst. Log. 7, 12-19 isveryslmilarto the way Aristotle expresses 

investigation-instructions in the TopicS. He uses the genetivus (sg:) absolutus 
of the verb "to be" (Elvcxt) for the antecedent, the present of "to be" (dvcxt) 
for the consequent. In addition he does nofb6ther to mention the word "neces
sarily" (E;~ civciYlCT'lC;) in each case.46 

something is a man, it is a substance" (that here is usually translated by "to exist", i.e. "if 
man exists, then animal exists", but it seems to me that it is better to interpret it as standing for a 
copula with an indefinite subject~f. Top. B 5, 112a18 where avOpw1CoV El vat stands for 
'something is a man'). Interestingly it has not been recognized by scholars as such. The 
syllogism is in fact the same as the example Alexander gives for a wholly hypothetical 
syllogism in in APr. 326, 24f., in a passage which is our main source for Theophrastus' 
treatment of wholly hypothetical syllogisms (325, 31-328, 7). Aristotle gives it as one example 
of arguments in which "something necessary results from what has been laid down" (Btu ro 
avaYKaiov n oU/l~alvEtv h rwv KEWivwv). He does not mention hypothetical 
syllogisms in this context. 

43 Inst. Log. 8,7-9; 32, 11-17. 
44 In Inst. Log. 32, 14 the "modem philosophers" are explicitly specified as the Stoics (oi 

Lrwllcol). 
45 Ebert (1991), p. 19 doubts whether this is the meaning of the "older philosophers" (oi 

1CaXalot). His doubts rest on a critique of another scholar's slightly rhetorical argument 
confirming that Peripatetics are meant (Bochenski (1947), p. 108 ). It is enough to look at other 
occurrences of this term in Galen to see that as far as Galen is concerned, Peripatetics are 
meant by "the old ones". In 6, 1-5 Galen calls the parts propositions are composed of "terms" 
(opoue;;), "following the old custom" (ni 1CaXa1(~ ouvl1OEiq:); in 4, 13-22 he malces a 
distinction between a premiss (1CporaOte;;) and an axiom (aelW/la) contra Stoics who called 
both axioms (aeH.l/lara); his justification for adhereing to the expression "premiss" is that 
"this was the usual term among the ancients" (oorw yap Kat roie;; 1CaAalOle;; EOoe;; ~v 
KaXEiv;) and in 18,23-19, 5 he offers a description of the three Aristotelian figures of the 
syllogism and tells us that "the old philosophers" (oi 1CaXalot C\>tXooo<l>Ot) called them "first" 
(1Cpwrov), "second" (BEurEpov) and "third figure" (rphov axfi/la) respectively. All these 
are of course terms which Aristotle himself introduced and are thus a fortiori Peripatetic. 

Alexander, incidentally, calls the Peripatetics "the old ones" (oi apxa10t) as well; this is 
especially obvious in in APr. 3, 3; 262, 31; 263, 26. 

46 Cf. the similar way of expression e.g. in Inst. Log. 7, 14 (rivoe;; (lvrOe;; rt ion) with 
Top. B 4, Illbl7f. (rtvOe;; (lvrOe;; ro 1CPOKd/lEVOV lonv). For other passages in which 
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E. Origins of Galen' s and Alexander's terminology 

Where does the terminology which Galen and Alexander mention for the 
conditional and disjunctive proposition originate from? It does not seem to 
stem from Aristotle directly. Aristotle did not speak of a "hypothetical 
protasis" (U1t08ETllC~ 1tPOTCxat<;) but of a "hypothesis" (U1t08EOt<;); he 
seems to have called the argument from the connected premiss simply 
"proceeding by substitution" (lCaTu ~ETaATJ1Jf1.v)-the argument from the 
disjunctive hypothesis is not mentioned by name in the Analytics at all. 
However, all the expressions which occur under these names do occur in 
Aristotle with the appropriate meaning. The similarity of "hypothesis" 
(u1to8wt<;) to "hypothetical" (U1t08ETl1CO<;) does not need to be commented 
upon. "Division" (lhatpEat<;) in the Topics usually refers to a division of a 
notion into two or more groups which exclude each other and which is 
usually indicated by an exclusive "or" (fl),47 As far as the term "continuity" or 
"connection" (auviXEta) is concerned we find an interesting occurrence of 
"connected" (auvExi<;) in APr. B 17, 65b20ff. where Aristotle writes about 
the fallacy of the mistakep,.IGa.~set':Tbis fallacy occurs in arguments per 
.impossibile48 when the PfQP9sitiR.q;'~l1i.cIi·has been proved to be impossible 
and false has no connection tc>.J!1e,Jh.!c>i§,which was supposed to be destroyed. 
The connection which shdiila:hc£pf"eserl{.isdescribed by the word "connected" 
(auvExi<;). In a hypothesis which expresses a conditional statement we 
clearly have this connec.ti,o.~C?Thu~·"}t·:seems that the terminology was 
introduced at the latest by Aristoile's)upils, "Theophrastus, Eudemus, or 
some other of Aristotle's 'asso'Ciilfes'" ;ifiibt by Aristotle himself in his lec
tures. 

F. Alexander's explanation of the workings of the metaleptic and diairetic 
hypothetical syllogisms (Bm) and (Bd) 

Interestingly, both Alexander and Galen do not object to using the Stoic 
terminology to describe hypothetical syllogisms, as if the difference between 
the Stoic arguments and the Peripatetic hypothetical syllogisms was only 
terminological. Alexander in his commentary on the Topics explains the 
workings of the hypothetical syllogisms in B 4, lllb17-23 and B 6, 112a16-
23, which I dealt with on pp. 98-104 above, simply by referring to the Stoic 

Aristotle uses the genitivus (sg.) absolutus for the antecedent and ''to be" (sometimes together 
with "necessarily") cf. all the passages in which letters stand for propositions cited in I03n.28, 
except APr. B 16, 65al-4. Cf. also APr. A 32, 47a28-30 and B 4, 57a36-bI7. Only very seldom 
does QVTOC; refer not to a proposition's being the case, but to a predicate's being predicated of 
a su~ect, as it does in APr. A 32, 47a28-31 (cf. p. l06n.42 above). 

4 Cf. e.g. A 4, 1OIb23f.; 7, I03a6f.; e I, 157a8-13. The last example is especially 
interesting since Aristotle names dividing (liuupElallul) as a means of constructing promseis 
(l57a6 and 155b22f.); cf. p. 35 above. Cf. e.g. also APst. B 5, 92a2f.: "He will prove by the 
division (liEieEl nj lilulpiaEl) as he thinks, that everything is either (il) mortal or (il) im
mortal". 

48 Cf. Soph. El. 5, 167b21-37. 
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indemonstrables, not even mentioning hypothetical syllogisms; however he 
uses Peripatetic terms for the parts of the complex propositions. 

The topos in B 4, ll1b17-23, which Alexander calls "on the basis of 
consequence" (Ee Ch:OAOUeicxc;;), is explained in the following way: 

For, according to the so-called first indemonstrable which is constructive on 
the basis of consequence (KaTa TOV lI"PWTOV AEYOIlEVOV ciVall"o/)E1KTOV 
aVTa E~ ciKOA01l6iac; KaTaOKEllaOTtKov), if the antecedent, then also 
the consequent (e:i yap TO ~YOUIlEVOV, Kat TO broIlEvov 49).50 
For, according to the so-called second indemonstrable which is destructive 
on the basis of consequence' (KaTa TOV /)EUTEpOV AEyollEVOV civall"o
/)EtKToV, cC; EOTtV E~ ciKOA01l6iac; ciVaOKEllaaTtKoc;), if not the 
consequent, then neither the antecedent (e:i yap Il~ T() E:rrOIlEVOV, ooM 
TO ~YOUIlEVOv).51 

The topos in B 6, 112a24-31 is simply called "the topos which is construc
tive and destructive on the basis of incompatibility" (Tonov h IlcXXTlC;; 
KCXT(lOKEUCXOTlKOV TE KCXt dVCXOKEUCXOTlKOV).52 Alexander explains 
its working first, roughly,in the way Aristotle describes it in the Topics, 
specifying that the:.topo,s'is:true 'for contradictories (allEocx EvCXVTicx), 
whereas in the case:'ofconttanes (EVCXVTicx) only the destructive part works.53 

He then explicit1yrC?f~r.~;J9>$e~!oic indemonstrables:54 

. The proof througb;fh~' s'~:~;;'lled fifth indemonstrable (~ /)Ei~tC; ~ /)ta TOU 
lI"Ellll"TOll AEyolliyoV ci,vcl1rolidKTOll), which consists in concluding from 
the diairetic" Ilypdfhesii.:a:nd the negation of one of the predications 
contained in the,.di,llirelic~hypothesis the remaining predication (cC; EaTtV 
EK lhalpETtKOU 55 Kat TOU ciVTtKE1llivOll Evt TWV EV TO? /)latpETt
KL? TO AOt1\"OV allvaywv), is more fitting for the contradictories (ToiC; 
IlEv ciIlEOOtC; Ecpapllo~ouoa lleXAAOV), whereas the proof through the so
called fourth indemonstrable (~ lita TOU TETapTOll), which consists in 
disproving from the diairetic hypothesis and the assertion of one of the 
predications in the diairetic hypothesis the remaining predication (0 C; 
EaTtV EK litatpETtKOU Kat TOU ETipoll TWV iv Ttii litalpETtKtii 
civalpwv TO ETEpOV), fits more the contraries (TOlC; /)e ElllliaolC;). 

In some places it is clear that Alexander was well aware of the fact that the 
Stoics considered their arguments to be in some way different from Peripatetic 
hypothetical syllogisms. He attributes this to their formalist way of looking 
at arguments: they merely considered the wording of the argument, not what 

49 The Stoic tenn would be AijyOV. 
50 In Top. 165, 12f. 
51 In Top. 166, 11 -13. 
52 In Top. 174, 6f. 
53 It seems to me that Aristotle makes it perfectly clear that the topos is meant for contra

dictories by narrowing the scope for cases "where of necessity only one of two predicates must 
be true" (B 6, I 12a24), which is true for contradictories only: e.g. a house of necessity has to 
be either white or non-white, but it does not have to be white or black (but could be for 
example pink). By proving that the house is black, we destroy the thesis that it is white, but by 
proving that it is not black we have not yet proved that it is white. 

54 In Top. 175,21-26. 
55 The Stoic tenn would be lha~E\JYJ.livo\J . 
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was meant by it.56 The same is true of Galen.57 I hope that the following 
investigation of hypothetical syllogisms will show how they work in 
Aristotle. Once this is achieved the foundations for a more adequate com
parison between Aristotle's hypothetical syllogisms and Stoic syllogisms 
will have been laid. 

The fact that the origins of the above-mentioned hypothetical syllogisms 
can already be found in the Topics is of significant historical interest.58 

However, of even greater importance in the context of this work is that by 
recognizing the link between hypothetical syllogisms and certain topoi the 
functioning of these topoi can be better understood. Since it is not easy to tell 
how the topoi work on the basis of the Topics alone, such external 
information about how Aristotle and his followers later analysed these 
arguments is very helpful. 

G. Further evidence for topical arguments working as hypothetical 
syllogisms 

As eviden«efor'tIie interpretation of the topical arguments as hypothetical 
syllogIsms given-above, I have pointed out the similarity of the arguments 
them~elyes}o th()se which were later classified as hypothetical syllogisms and 
the termirt'ology:59 'Are there any further points of evidence which show that 
the topi~llla!-gllments work as hypothetical syllogisms, even if this is not 
explicitly stated? It would appear so. 

Firstly,- Aristotle expresses himself in a certain way when describing an 
argument which he explicitly calls hypothetical syllogism in Top. A 18, 
108b7ff. He uses the aorist of "to show" (lie:tlCvtSvat) to demonstrate the 
minor premiss (lie;( e a v Te:e;;) and future perfect of "to show" in order to 

56 cr. e_g. in APr. 84, 12-19, where with respect to one syllogism Alexander says: "but those 
(sc. the modems, i.e. the Stoics) deny that such arguments are syllogisms, because they look to 
the words and the expression (&it;; TllV epwv~v Kill T~V Mew ~AE1\,()VTEt;;), whereas 
Aristotle looks to the meanings ('rrpot;; TIl O'1I.1(UVOIIEVIl optiiv)" (11.15-17). On Stoic 
formalism and Peripatetic lack of it cf. Lukasiewicz (19572), pp. 15-19. 

57 Cf. e.g. Inst. Log. 9, 8-13: " [ ... ]'if it is not day, it is night,' which all those who attend to 
the words alone call a conditional (0001 IIf.V Tllit;; epwvllit;; JlOVOV JrPOOf.XOVOI, OVV'1Jl
IIf.VOV ovollatovOlv [clearly the Stoics]), because it is expressed in the conditional fonn of 
speech, but those who attend to the nature of the facts call it disjunctive (oom liE Tij epOOEI 
Ttiiv JrpllYllaTwv, 1iIECEVYII6VOV [clearly the Peripatetics])." 

58 The fact that the Peripatetics developed these hypothetical syllogisms at such an early 
stage makes it more understandable that some of them thought that the Stoics were not original 
merely developing further what Aristotle had already started; cf. e.g. Simpl. in Cat. 387, 17ff. 
The claim is certainly exaggerated, but on the other hand, given the many similarities, it is 
highly likely that Aristotle and especially his Topics, was of some influence on the Stoics-be it 
through the influence of his pupils Theophrastus and Eudemus on the dialecticians (on whom 
see Sedley (1977» or in some other way (live disputes between schools, etc)_ Cf. also Long 
(1978), I 11 f.: "Chrysippus' logical works prove that he wrote at enormous length on techniques 
of argument and the handling of sophisms; in this respect he may be regarded as one of the 
heirs of Aristotle's Topica." Boethius' claim that he scarcely found anything on hypothetical 
syllogisms in his predecesors' writings ( in De hypo syll. I, I, 3f.) has to be taken with a pinch of 
salt, cf. Striker (1973). 

59 I shall demonstrate many more topoi which clearly show a similarity to what were to 
become classified later on as hypothetical syllogisms, in the next chapter. 
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demonstrate the conclusion (l)El)EtXOTEC; EOO/-lE6a): "having demonstrated 
the fonner, we shall have also demonstrated, on the basis of the hypothesis, 
the thesis at hand" (108bI6f.). We find exactly the same pair of tenses60 in 
metaleptic «Hm)) and diairetic «(Hd)) hypothetical syllogisms; in the next 
chapter I shall deal with many topoi in which this type of expression occurs. 

Secondly, the hypothetical syllogism described in A 18, 108b7ff. rests on 
a hypothesis which expresses a relation of likeness (TO O/-lOlOV): "whatever 
holds good of several like things (ni5v O/-lOlWV), holds good also of the rest" 
(b13f.). Now, in B 10, 114b25-36 we find a topos based on the likeness of 
things which tells us how to construct a hypothetical syllogism which is 
specified in A 18 and explicitly called a hypothetical syllogism: 

Again, you must take the case of like things and see if the same is true of 
them (t1rt rtiiv OIlOlWV, El. OIlOtWC; EXEt); e.g. [ ... ] if to have sight is to 
see, then also to have hearing is to hear, and so with the other exampies of 
things which are like and of things which are generally considered to be 
like. This commonplace is useful for both purposes; for if it is as stated in 
the case of some one like thing (&1r( nvoc; rtiiv OIlO(WV EXEt), it is so 
with the other like things as well (Kat em rtiiv <iAAWV rtiiv OIlOlWV), 
but if it is not so in the case of some one of them, neither is it so in the case 
: of the others. 

Manytopoi are expressed in a similar way as the topos above. Aristotle does 
not use the aorist-future perfect tenses here; but he explicitly calls the 
arg\Jmentconstructed according to this topos a hypothetical syllogism in A 
18. From this we can infer that the way he expresses himself in the topos 
aoove; which is common to the topoi in the middle books, also indicates 
hypothetical syllogisms. 

The mode of expression with the help of the aorist-future perfect tenses 
tells us something about the way Aristotle thought of the workings of a 
hypothetical syllogism-I shall investigate it further in this chapter, pp. 121-
124. 

H. Reductionism 

I have argued above that the origins of the hypothetical syllogisms listed by 
Theophrastus are found in the Topics and that most of the arguments 
constructed by topoi work as metaleptic hypothetical syllogisms (Hm). Now, 
there is no such list in the Topics. When describing the topos in B 4, 
111 b 17-23 Aristotle does not say that most topoi work according to it. When 
mentioning the syllogism about the sameness and difference in A 18, 108a38-
b4 he does not say that all the topoi in H 1 work in the way described in A 
18, even though this is clearly the case. However, we do fmd in the Topics a 
certain trend to classification of topoi that I shall call reductionism-less 
fonnal topoi are substituted by more fonnal topoi, which cover more argu
ments; Aristotle sometimes indicates the substitution explicitly, sometimes 

60 Not only of "to show" (1)e;ucVtlVal) of COUllle, but also of "to destroy" (avalpe;to6al), 
(less often) "to argue" (1)laAEYEo6al), and some other verbs. 
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not. In some places Aristotle speaks explicitly about the above-mentioned 
reductionism, e.g. in r 5, 119a12-16 we read: 

The topoi which deal with the more and the greater degree ought to be taken 
in the most general possible form; for when they are so taken they are most 
likely to be useful in a large number of instances. It is possible to render 
some of the topoi given above more universal by a slight alteration of the 
expression, e.g. [ ... J • 

In 121bll-14 Aristotle summarizes the preceding topoi in bl-ll in the 
following way: 

The element (aTolXEiov) in regard to all such cases is that the genus has a 
wider denotation than the species and its differentia; for the differentia too 
has a narrower denotation than the genus. 

The toposin B 4, 1 11b12-16 does not seem to express anything more than 
the one in B 2, 109b30-11Oa9-both advise one to introduce definitions of the 
terms contained in the thesis-except that the latter seems to be expressed in a 
more explicit way.61 The topos in B 5, 112a16-23 only mentions one form 
of the argument described in B 4, 111b17-23 ((Hm) c and (Hm)d), namely! 

. (Hm)d, the topos in B 4 being more formal, allowing for the antecedent If"tiif 
consequent not to have any terms in common. In B 9, 114b13-15 Aristo*; 
himself explicitly equates the topos in B 9, 114b6-13 to the topos in B f( 
113b27-114a6 saying: 

This topos has been stated above in dealing with the sequence of contraries 
(h Tai~ niiv EVaVTtWV a1<oAoIJ6rjaEalv); for all we are claiming mfw 
is that the contrary follows the contrary (ouBEv yap aAAO viSv 
aetOVfJEV TT TO eVaVTtOV Tcti EVaVTtu,> a1<oAoIJ6Eiv). 

There are other examples. Interestingly, we find a work by Theophrastus 
entitled On the Reduction of Topoi (' AVTmu~vwv ionwv).62 It is possible 

61 Cf. Alexander's commentary to B 4, IllbI2ff., in Top. 163, 21ff. I assume that B 4, 
lllb12-16 is earlier than B 2, 109b30-110a9. The former topos is clearly nearer to the 
predecessor in Top. (3 3, 15Sb24-159a2 (cf. p. 35n.135 above) in style (e.g. "easier to attack") 
and in the indefinite statement of what exactly to attack in the thesis (TO rrpOXEl/lEVOV 
rrpdY/lIX); for the phrase "real or apparent" cf. Top. e S, 160bl-3. By contrast, in the latter 
topos subject and predicate are explicitly distinguished and the investigation-instruction is stated 
with reference to them. 

62 Most scholars assume that Torrwv is corrupt for AOYWV (cf. p. 62n.80 above); the reason 
for this is mainly that reduction of a topos did not mean anything to them. There are two 
exceptions: Solmsen (1929), p. 70 fn. I and Bochenski (1947), p. 29f. who offers the 
conciliatory solution that both books existed. For the sources cf. Fortenbaugh, Huby, Sharples, 
Gutas (1992), vol. I, p. 118 (ISa). 

Also of interest in this respect is the Florentine logical papyrus (PSI 1095), cf. Fortenbaugh, 
Huby, Sharples, Gutas (1992), vol. I (appendix), pp. 460-463. The papyrus is clearly of 
Peripatetic origin and obviously deals with fonnalization of topical arguments, mainly with the 
topos EX Tliiv o/loiwc; ExovTwv (sc. iliiwv) (Top. E 7, 136b33-137a7). The author uses 
letters in the place of terms and distinguishes it from other topoi; see Fortenbaugh, Huby, 
Sharples, Gutas (1992) for the corresponding references. It is possible that this fragment sterns 
from Theophrastus' • AV'1Y/livwv Torrwv. The author of the papyrus interprets the topos in 
the same way as I do. 
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that such reductions as indicated above were carried out and general forms of 
the hypothetical syllogisms were stated in this book.63 

I. How does a hypothetical syllogism work? 

The central problem of this chapter now has to be addressed: How does a 
hypothetical syllogism work? When this difficult question has been answered 
in a satisfactory way, it will also become clear how most topoi work. Much 
has been written on hypothetical syllogisms, but it seems to me that the 
correct account of what they are exactly, has still not been given. This is 
mainly due to the fact that the relevant passages in the Topics have scarcely 
been taken into account. I shall start with the investigation of the 
hypothetical syllogisms in the Prior Analytics. Aristotle does not say much 
about them here and it seems to me that they can be understood adequately 
only when the passages in the Topics are taken into account as well. 

1. Locus classicus on the hypothetical syllogism: APr. A 44, 50a16"2.8;~!;~~ 'L 

Further we must not try to reduce (av<lye:tv) hypothetical sylldgrsii{~;jfOi: 
with the given premisses (Ea, ni3v Ke:tl,U£VWV) it is not possiblet.~:..r:lldupe.: 

,them. For they all [i.e. the conclusions of the hypothetical sy1IOg:l'smsJ! 
have not been proved by syllogism (ou yap lha oui\i\O:vtaIlOU 
/ie:/ie:tYfJEVOt e:\.oiv), but assented by agreement (ai\i\a /ita o.u~eri?<,Tl<f 
WfJOi\OYTlfJEVOt 7r<lvw;). E.g. if a man should suppose (e:\. V7r06E~e:VO~)' 
that unless there is one faculty of contraries, there cannot be one-"Sci'eifce~~ 
and should then argue that not every faculty is of contraries, e. g. of what is 
healthy and what is sickly; for the same thing will then be at the same time 
healthy and sickly. Then it has been shown (E7r111E/ie:tKTat) that there is 
not one faculty of all contraries, but it has not been shown (ou 1IE/iEtKTat) 
that there is not one science. And yet it is necessary to admit the latter 
(KalrOt OfJoi\oye:iv avaYKaiov), but on the basis of the hypothesis and 
not of the syllogism (ai\i\' OUK EK OUi\i\OYlOfJOU, ai\i\' Ee V7r06E
oe:WC;). This argument cannot be reduced (avayaye:iv); but the argument 
that there is not one single faculty can; for presumably (10WC;) the latter 
argument actually was a syllogism, whereas the former was a hypothesis 
(v7r(l6e:0lC;). 

I take the subject of a17, as does Ross, to be the conclusion of the hypo
thetical syllogism,64 as indicated in the square brackets above. Thus, the 

63 Hypothetical syllogims constructed according to most topoi in the central books work as 
metaleptic hypothetical syllogisms «Hm» does. This does not mean that all these topoi should 
be reduced to the topos in B 4, 1l1b17-23 in which (Hm) is expressly explained and which 
simply tells the questioner to construct a hypothesis in which a necessary relation between the 
thesis and the metaleptic proposition is expressed. Topoi are supposed to help to find such 
hypotheses (and corresponding arguments) and it is of course helpful to get some advice on 
what aspects of the thesis to look out for (contradictories, contraries, genus, etc.). 

64 The grammar would rather suggest "premisses" (lCE1,u~va) as the subject of "they all" 
(7rciVTE~). However, in the first instance it would simply not be true that all premisses are 
agreed (1)lu a\JVan1CTJ~ W"OAOYTJ',U~VOl 7rciVTE~), since one is shown by the syllogism and 
secondly, when Aristotle says that ''they have not been proved by syllogism" (syllogism here in 
the narrow sense of a categorical syllogism) he clearly refers to conclusions. The passage is 
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conclusions of the hypothetical syllogisms have not been proved by a 
syllogism (i.e. a categorical one), but have all been admitted by agreement 
(5ta OUV8TiJ::T]C;65 WIlOAOYT]IlEVOt xaVTEC;) (aI8f.); it is necessary to 
admit them because of the hypothesis (KalTOt OIlOAOYE'iV civaYKa'iov 
[ ... ] ee ux08ioEWC;) (a24-26). The word "necessary" (civaYKa'iov) shows 
that the accepting of the conclusion is not some friendly act-once the 
opponent has agreed to the hypothesis66 and the substituted proposition has 
been proved, he has to accept the conclusion, as well as having to accept the 
syllogistically deduced conclusion. But the necessity here is not produced by a 
syllogism, but by a hypothesis67. 

The hypothetical syllogism seems to have, roughly, the following form: 

(hypothesis) If P, then also Q. 

(substituted proposition) P. 
(conclusion) Hence, Q. 

P is the substituted proposition (IlETaAall~av6IlEVoV) fW:.thetliesisto be 
proved, namely Q, and is "presumably" proved by a ca.te,got;iRal.syllpgism 
(5i5EtKTat h oUAAOYWllo13), whereas "it is necessary tPl!-gprit"Qon the 
basis of the hypothesis. In 50a32 Aristotle expresseiChimse1FSIightly 
differently saying that Q "is concluded from the hypothesis" (ee ux08ioEWC; 
XEP at vETat 68). Aristotle does not tell us here what is so~Pecial abo)Jt the 

" . ", '. -.' ~ "- -.. "-

. ". . 

clearly parallel to a23-25, where it is absolutely clear that the final conclusions have not been 
shown by a syllogism but have to be accepted because of the hypothesis; also in 50a34 the 
expression "to agree" (ullll<\lavul) refers to the conclusion of the hypothetical syllogism, as 
"to accept" (ullyxwpEiv) in a36 refers to the conclusion of the argument per impossibile, 
which is a kind of hypothetical syllogism as well. 

65 I take UIlV6tlICTl to have the same meaning as OIlOAOY{U (A 23, 4Ia40); Aristotle seems 
to use the fonner expression simply for reasons of style, avoiding the awkward lil' 0IlOAOY{UC; 
uiIlOAOYTlIlEVOl. 

66 In 50a33 it is stated explicitly that "a preliminary agreement must be reached" (1iEi 
1fpo1iloIlOAoytluuu6ul). 

67 Cf. A 32, 47a22-36 where Aristotle explains that not all arguments which conclude 
necessarily are categorical syllogisms: "In some arguments it is easy to see what is wanting, but 
some escape us, and appear to be syllogisms, because something necessary results from what 
has been laid down (1iolCoilol ullAAoy{CEu6al 1iux TO ayuYICuiov n UIlIl~aivElV tIC 
niiv ICElIlEVWV)" (a22-24). Aristotle gives two examples of such arguments, the second one 
(a28-31) clearly having the form of a wholly hypothetical syllogism. He then says: "We are 
deceived in such cases because something necessary results from what is assumed (1ileX TO 
avaYICulov n ullll~aivElV tIC niiv ICElllivwv), since a syllogism is also necessary. But 
that which is necessary is wider than a syllogism (bl 1fAEOV 1i& TO avuYICaiov fl 0 
UIlAAOYlUIlOC;); for every syllogism is necessary, but not everything which is necessary is a 
syllogism. Consequently, though something results when certain propositions are assumed, we 
must not try to reduce them directly (WUT' OVIC El n UIlIl~uivEl TEBEVTWV nvliiv, 
1fElPUTEOV av<iYElV EvB".;) [ ... ]" (a31-36). Syllogism here clearly has the narrow meaning 
of a categorical syllogism. 

68 IIEpaivEu6al seems to have a wider meaning than UIlAAOyiCw6ul (including the 
latter) i.e. reaching the conclusion in whatever way. Similarly 1iElICv"val which usually seems 
to have the same scope as UIlAAOyi~E(JBul (e.g. 50a24), sometimes a larger one, as e.g. in 
41a20-24: "the probative syllogismoi are effected by means of the aforesaid figures 
(1fEpaivovTul 1ileX Tliiv 1fPOElPTlIlEVWV axtlIlUTUlV) [ ... ) all who effect an argument per 
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hypothesis, apart from that it has to be accepted by the opponent. The 
examples he gives in 50a19f. and 50a33-35 are of no immediate help: 

unless there is one faculty of contraries, there cannot be one science (av 
Ih5vcxj.w; ne; IJicx IJ~ ~ TWV ivCXVTiwv, IJT)1i' i1naTTIIJT)V IJicxv 
Ei VCX1). . . 
if there is proved to be 'one faculty of contraries, the contraries fall under the 
same science (olov av 1iE1X6ij IJicx 1iuVCXIJ1e;, KCXt i1naTt]IJT)V Elvcxl 
T~V CX1JTt]V).69 

Given the context of the academic debate, which the second example makes 
especially clear, the opponent must be aware that the questioner makes the 
hypothesis because he thinks he has -a proof for the substituted proposition 
(IlETaAall~ aVQ IlEVOV), although in a real debate the questioner would 
scarcely point this out as explicitly as Aristotle dOes here. But even if it is 
not stated explicitly, the opponent, simply by seeing the contradictory of his 
thesis in a hypothesis, should be on his guard and be rather unwilling to grant 
it. Why does the answerer grant the hypothesis? There must be some pressure 
behind the hypothesis. Certainly, the answerer will not grant just any 
hypothesis. If the questioner happened to knbw'how to prove some 
mathematical theorem and asked the answerer to gtartthiili'the hypothesis that 
if this theorem holds, pleasure is a good, the answerer· would not grant it; 
clearly there must be some connection between thetJiesisand the proposition 
substituted for the thesis (IlETaAall~ aVQ IlEvov).If the hypothesis were a 
mere agreement,1o we would have infinitely mote possible types of hypo-

impossibile deduce what is false, and prove the original conclusion hypothetically (ol !lux Toii 
a!ll)VaTOU lTEpaivovTf;C; TO IJEv Ol)AAoyi~ovTal, TO !l' ie apxfic; ie lllT06im;wc; 
liEiI/(VVOIJ(JIV.) [ •.. ]" 

It is interesting to note that the Stoics divided concludent arguments (lTEpaVTtKOi or 
Ol)VaKTtKoi) into two groups, namely into Ol)AAOY10TIKOi and lTEpaVTIKOi (in its narrower 
meaning) (cf. Diog. Laert. VII 77-78). Thus, in Stoic logic too lTEpaVTlKOC; (in the broad 
meaning) had a wider scope than Ol)AAOYWTtKOC;. 

69 Strictly speaking, the hypothetical premiss here has the form 'if not Aa, then not Ba', as 
Bochenski (1951b), p. 65 points out, but as I have already argued, we should not infer from this 
that Aristotle only had propositions of the form 'if not Ax, then not Bx' in mind. 

70This is the common interpretation of the hypothesis, cf. e.g. Patzig (1968), p. 149; Lear 
(1980), p. 35; Frede (1987a), p. 119f., Striker (1979), p. 43 (it should be acknowledged 
however that Striker, p. 50, rightly sunruses that the arguments found in the Topics are arguably 
hypothetical syllogisms). According to all of them the hypothesis 'if P, then Q' is to be 
understood in such a way that the questioner asks the answerer to accept the proof of P instead 
of Q. Once, the proof of P has been delivered, Q is proved as well by that agreement; the move 
to Q would not be a logical step any more. Now, this interpretation works quite well in what we 
nowadays call Modus ponens, found in APr. A 44, 50aI6-28. However, it does not work any 
more in the more complicated cases that we [md in the Topics, like destructive melaleptic 
(Modus tollens) or diairetic hypothetical syllogisms. These cases show that hypothesis had a 
logical significance and that the conclusion logically follows from it. Expressions like "con
cluding from the hypothesis" (lTEpaivw6al ie lllT06ioEWC;) or the connection of "being 
consequent upon" (aKOAOl)6E\V) between the two parts of the hypothesis (which I shall 
discuss on pp. 129-131 below) would make little sense if the hypothesis were a mere 
agreement. It must be admitted that the way Aristotle expresses himself might easily mislead 
one into thinking that the hypothesis is a mere agreement; one might wonder how well 
Aristotle's practice of using hypothetical syllogisms squares with what he says about them in A 
44. However, when one looks at places in the Topics, things certainly become much more 
clear. I shall discuss this problem further when dealing with the way Aristotle expresses 
hypothetical syllogisms (using the aorist and future perfect tenses). 
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theses and it would be hard to understand why Aristotle distinguished certain 
sorts of hypothetical arguments which seem to differ with respect to their 
hypotheses. The hypothesis has to be agreed-that is true; but there is more 
to it than that. 

2. The hypothesis has to be endoxical 

A clear answer to this question is given in the Topics: the hypothesis has to 
be endoxical. In several passages Aristotle explicitly specifies that the 
hypothesis has to be "plausible" (m6uvov)11 or '~endoxical" (Ev5oeov).72 
The degree of the endoxical character of a proposition can vary. In the two 
examples given above the link between the antecedent and the consequent is 
created by likeness (OJ,lOlOTlV;)13-I shall deal with this kind of hypothetical 
syllogism in more detail below, pp. 120f. In the case of arguments per 
impossibile the hypothesis is the Law of the Excluded Middle which says that 
"of any subject we must either affirm or deny anyone predicate."74 This law is 
one of the two "common principles" (lCOtVU1. apxui) Aristotle discusses in 
Met r, the other being the Law or Principle of Contradiction, which says that 
"the same attribute cannot at the sarrie:.;time'':belring and not belong to the 
same subject in the same respect".75··TktflJ,:!lW;df;theExcluded Middle seems 
to have similar, although not eqll,~~:;.!l!t!!.llRtlt.:;:·to .tbat of the Law of 
Contradiction of which Aristotle says'ffisr&e,fiilostfmn of all principles and 
beliefs. 76 A form of the Law of Contradiction seems to be used in the 
conjunctive hypothetical syllogism «Hf:)dj'B.;-7,~lna20-23).77 The hypotheses 
in the metaleptic and diairetic hYPQt~~\!c~~l.,sY~lpgisms «Hm) and (Hd» 
express a necessary connection between the two parts of the hypothesis.18 In 
the hypothesis in B 10, 115a6-14 (topoi 2-4 of the greater and lesser degree) a 
comparison of probabilities of two predications (J,laAAOV and DTTOV 
ti.lCOc:;) constitutes the endoxicality. There are other examples. 

It has been shown that the hypothesis is endoxical. This creates pressure 
on the opponent to grant the same. If he does not accept the hypothesis he is 
expected to give an objection, i.e. an instance where the general protasis is 

71 "We ought to obtain a preliminary admission (7fpolho!lOAOY'lTEOV) [ ... ], supposing the 
claim is a plausible one (av 7flBavov ~ TO a~hll!la)" (B 3, 11Oa37f.). 

72 A 18, I08b13; r 6, 119a3Sf. 
73 A 18, 108b7 and 17, 108a7. 
74 avay!C'l ii <l>ava\ ii cX7fo<l>ava\ EV !CaB' EvO~ OTtoiiv, Met. r 7, 1011b24. That 

the Law of the Excluded Middle is assumed in the arguments per impossibile is explicitly stated 
in APst. All, 77a22f. I shall explain later how this is to be understood (see pp. IISf.). 

75 r 3, IO05b19f. 
76 t\Et\aUlTaT'l TWV apxwv 7fauwv, e.g. Met. r 6, I006a4f.; t\Et\awTaT'l 1\0 ~a 

7facrwv, Met. r 6, 10 lib 13. 
77 Cf. Met. r 6, IOllb20f. where the above mentioned form of the Law of Contradiction 

(for contraries) is deduced from a more general one (for contradictories). 
78 (Hd) seems in fact to be deduced from the Law of the Excluded Middle; cf. Z 6, 143b13-

16 where the correctness of the proposition "length must always either lack breadth or possess 
it" is confirmed with reference to a form of the Law of the Excluded Middle: "since of 
everything either the affirmation or the negation is true" (E7fEl KaT«X 7faVTO~ ii ri KaTa
<l>acr\~ ii ri cX7fo<l>acr\~ cXA'lBEO ETa\). 
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not true,19 In the case of some of the hypotheses mentioned above this is 
virtually impossible, in others certainly not easy.80 

3. Concluding on the basis of a hypothesis (IIepalvea(}az ie v7C'o(}i
aewt;) 

There remains another question which has to be resolved: How is the conclu
ding on the basis of the hypothesis (1repaiveo6at Ee u1r06ioewc;) of the 
conclusion of the hypothetical argument to be understood? 

Nowadays we would simply say that we infer 'Q' from 'If P, then Q' and 
'P' by using the inference rule of Modus (ponendo) ponens, i.e. referring to an 
inference schema. Alexander, when commenting on the metaleptic and 
diairetic hypothetical syllogisms, refers to the Stoic indemonstrables and says 
that the conclusion follows from the premisses (El( ouvayetv). Aristotle 
however does not do this, i.e. he does not refer to a single inference schema. 
He says that he can reduce one part, namely the syllogistic part of the 
argument, to a schema, namely the categorical syllogism; the other part is, so 
to speak, reduced to the hypothesis: "for presumably81 the latter argument 
actually was a syllogism, whereas'Jhe'foinier was a hypothesis" (50a27f.). 
Hypothesis seems to be on '3:"piir;with"tlie-syllogism. In each hypothesis a 
more or less strong connec~~()n\o,h,etw,~en the substituted proposition 
(lleT,aAall~av6Ilevov) and·ili~tli18s'i'fisexpressed. Once this connection has 
been granted and the substitute proved" the conclusion is generated by the 
hypothesis, or more exactly;'~by;t/;le",c6~nection in the hypothesis. The 
hypothesis is a protasis which..lI,s<~J~~Il!t.of.$e connection it expresses seems 
to have inferential power itself.82 Thus, the hypothetical syllogism seems to 
consist of two arguments: syllogism and hypothesis. This interpretation will 

79 Cf. e.g. e 8, 160b3-5; 10-13. 
80 Thus, the hypotheses fulfil the requirement for a dialectical protasis given in e 2, 

I 57b32f, in the fullest degree: "dialectical protasis is one which rests on a number of instances 
and against which no objection is forthcoming." 

81 Aristotle says "presumably" because of course in a dialectical debate another hypo
thetical syllogism or induction could be used, 

82 Only then can the criticism be adequately understood which Aristotle makes in APst. B 6, 
92all-19 of the hypothetical syllogism containing the statement of what a definition (TO n ~v 
d vat) is used as the hypothesis, purporting to prove (in the strict sense that the word "proof' 
has in APst., namely by employing the middle term) the definition. Aristotle argues that as we 
do not state what a syllogism is as a premiss in a (categorical) syllogism, so we should not state 
what a definition is as a premiss in a syllogism-this is exactly what happens in the hypothetical 
syllogism. We have to think here of the definition as having the form of an implication, i.e. 
roughly: 'If A is a complex phrase the parts of which are predicated in the essence of and 
convertibly with B (i.e. if A consists of the genus proximum and differentia specifica of B), 
then A is defmition ofB' (cL H 3, 153aI5-21); similarly in the second example in B 6 (92a20-
24) where. however, another definition (ETEpOV, 92a25), namely of the contrary term, is 
assumed: 'if the contrary of A is definition of the contrary of B, then A is definition of B' (cf. p. 
145 below). Aristotle seems to think that in an argument 'If P, then Q; P; hence Q' the rule of 
the argument is expressed in the hypothetical premiss 'If P, then Q'. Obviously, Aristotle 
considers the hypothesis here to be on a par with the syllogism: for just as a syllogism can be 
thought of as a scheme which generates a conclusion, so too can the hypothesis. Aristotle is of 
course content to use this hypothetical syllogism to prove the defmition dialectically in Top. H 3 
(cf. Chemiss (1944), pp. 34-36 contra Maier (1896-1900), II 2, p. 80n.3 and Solmsen (1929), p. 
181). I shall deal with tlte hypothetical syllogism which establishes the definition assuming tlte 
definition of tlte contrary term in APst. B 6 in Chapter Five, p. 145. 
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be confirmed and further illuminated by other passages in the Topics. First, 
however, the argument per impossibile needs to be investigated. 

4. Argument per impossibile 

The argument per impossibile is notoriously difficult and scholars are not 
altogether of one mind as to how to interpret it. Here, I shall merely concen
trate on some of the issues which are relevant to the discussion of the 
hypothetical syllogism and which seem to me to be fairly clear. Aristotle 
explicitly says that the argument per impossibile is one kind of hypothetical 
syllogism.83 In an argument per impossibile one proves a thesis Q from a set 
of premisses by assuming not-Q as one of the premisses and inferring from it 
and the rest of the premisses, something impossible. The arising 
impossibility shows that the assumption not-Q was wrong and, with the Law 
of the Excluded Middle (either Q or not -Q) one infers Q. Aristotle describes 
the reductio ad impossibile in the passage directly following the passage on 
hypothetical syllogisms: 

The same holds true of arguments which are brought to a conclusion per 
impossibile"(Bt:a" T'CV . <iI5IJVaTOIJ 1I'Epatvo/!ivwv). These cannot be 
analysed (<ivai.uElV) either. The reduction ad impossibile (Eie; TO al5uva
TOV (i1I'aYllIyri.v ) can be analysed, because it is proved by a syllogism; but 
the rest ofth"e~'ctinciusioncarinot, because the conclusion is drawn from a 
hypothesis (ie u1I'08iaEWe; yap 1I'EpatVETat).84 

Thus, the reductio' adiihpossibile, i.e. the inference of an impossible prop
osition is the syllogistic pl!rt of the argument, and the rest is not syllogistic, 
but hypothetical. The hypothetical part of the argument is easily recognizable 
in concrete examples: it is the part after the statement that a proposition 
expresses something impossible (alSuvaTov). To give one example: 

[ ... ]. But this is impossible (TOUTO 15' al5uvaTov); consequently the 
supposition is false (waTE IjIEul5oe; TO U1I'0TE8h); hence, its opposite is 
true (ai.T)8Ee; apa TO <iVTtlCet/!EVOV).85 

Now, what is the hypothesis here? Aristotle says explicitly that in the case of 
arguments per impossibile in contrast to other kinds of hypothetical syllo
gisms it is not necessary to make an agreement, i.e. to state the hypothesis 
explicitly, because the falsity of the assumption is obvious.86 The hypothesis 
which is assumed in arguments per impossibile is according to APst. All, 
77a22-25 the Principle of the Excluded Middle,87 and it is fairly clear that the 
inference in the hypothetical part indicated by the particle hence (apa) works 

83 TOO /)' Ee Vlfo6EOE:Ul<; /J6PO<; TO /)U1 TOO a/)IlVaTOIl (A 23, 4Ob25f.). 
84 A 44, 50319-32. 
85 APr. B 11, 61a30f. Cf. also 61b13-15; 2lf., and many others; also already in Soph. El. 5, 

167b30f. 
86 h61l0TIl /)e; Kilt /J~ 1fPO/)IO/JOAOlloa/JE:VOI OllYXUlPOOOI /)1(1 TO ct>IlVEPOV 

dV1l1 TO IjIEO/)O<; (APr. A 44, 50a35-37). 
87 To /)' (huv ct>avul ., (ilfoct>avlll rl d<; a/)uvllToV alf()/)Elel<; AIl/JJ}avEI 

(a22f.). 
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on the strength of this principle.8B Having syllogized the impossibility, the 
assumption 'not-Q' is rejected, i.e. the premiss 'not not-Q' is established, and 
assuming the Law of the Excluded Middle in the specific form 'Q or not-Q' 
one infers 'Q'. This is very clearly expressed in APr. B 11, 62a12-17 which 
deals with the argument per impossibile: 

It is clear then that not the contrary but the opposite ought to be supposed 
in all the syllogisms. For thus we shall have the necessity (cXvaYKaiov), 
and the claim we make will be reputable (ro cX~(wl!a Evlio~ov). For if of 
everything either the affirmation or the negation holds good (Ei yap Kara 
1favro<; ~ cj>aat<; ~ ~ a1focj>aot<;), then if it is proved that the negation 
does not hold, the affirmation must be true (liEtx6ivro<; on oUX ~ 
cX1focj>aat<;, cXvaYKT) r~v Karacj>aolV aA T)6Eueo6at). Again if it is not 
admitted that the affirmation is true, the claim that the negation is true will 
be reputable (1faAlV Ei I!~ ri6T)OlV cXAT)6EUE06at r~v Karacj>aolV, 
Evlio~ovro cX~uiioatr~v cX1focj>aatv). 

Aristotle states the Principle of the Excluded Middle ("of everything either the 
affirmation or the negation holds good") and on the basis of it ("for if') we 
can make aniiiference from the negative to the contradictory proposition, and 
vice versa. _ 

There are many more examples of arguments based on the Principle of the 
Excluded Middle. An interesting example can be found in De Int. 13,22bll-
14 where Aristotle shows that "the necessary to be is possible to be": 

For the necessary to be is possible to be (ro I!Ev cXvaYKaiov Etvat 
lillvarov Eivat), Otherwise the negation will follow (d yap I!ri, ~ 
cX1focj>aat<; cX-KOAO 1l6ri OEt), since it is necessary either to affirm or to deny 
it (avciYKTJ yap ~ cj>civat ~ cX1focj>civat); and then, if it is not possible 
to be, it is impossible to be (war' d I!~ lillvarov Etvat, allUvarov 
Elvat); so the necessary to be is impossible to be (cXliUvarov apa Etvat 
ro cXvaYKaiov Eivat)-which is absurd. 

et. also the passage in 10, 20a23-30: 

It is clear too that, with regard to particulars, if it is true, when asked 
something, to deny it, it is true also to affirm something. For instance: Is 
Socrates wise? No. Then Socrates is not-wise (olov apa YE LWKparT)<; 
oocj>o<;; OU· LWKparTJ<; apa ou oocj>6<;). With universals, on the other 
hand, the corresponding affirmation is not true, but the negation is true. For 
instance, is every man wise? No. Then every man is not-wise. This is false, 
but "then not every man is wise" is true (olov· apa YE 1fa<; av6pW1To<; 
oocj>o<;; OU· 1fa<; apa av6pw1fo<; ou oocj>6<;· rouro yap \jfEUlio<;, ana 
ro ou 1fa<; apa av6pw1fo<; oocj>o<; cXATJ6i<;); this is the opposite 
statement, the other is the contrary. 

88 The step from ciliovaTov (of the syllogistically proved conclusion) to the falsity of the 
assumed premiss, indicated by WOTE, also belongs to the hypothetical part. The question is 
whether we have to assume another hypothesis here or not. Not only modem scholars, but also 
the Peripatetics had already seen this as a problem and tried to resolve it. In Arnrnonius in APr. 
XI, 6f. we read: OlwllIloBw yap cl lit' cilivvuTov w<; fa: lioo UlrOBETlKWV Kat Eva<; 
KaTTlyoptKoii OVYKE1IIEVO<; ciAA' OUK f;~ Eva<; UlrOBe;nKOii Kat Eva<; KaTTlyoptKoii. 
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1. Hypothetical syllogisms in the Topics 

Let us now turn to the Topics. The hypothetical syllogism is explicitly 
referred to as such (ee u1r06iae:wc; avAAoywI.1()C;) in A 18, 108b8 and b12 
and explained in bI2-19; it rests on likeness (O/lOlOTT)C;):89 

It [Le. the examination of likeness] is useful for hypothetical syllogisms 
because it is endoxical that whatever holds good of one of several similars, 
holds good also of the rest (w~ rron: Eef evo~ TWV Ojl01WV, Oi5TW~ Kat 
Errt TWV Aomwv). Therefore, if we are well supplied with material for 
discussing anyone of them, we shall secure a preliminary admission 
(rrpo15tojloAoYTlaojlEBa) that however it is in these cases, so it is also in the 
case before us (w~ rroTE Errt TOUTWV EXE1, oihw Kat Errt TOU 
rrpOKE1jlEVOU EXE1v); then when we have proved the former (15Ele(lvTE~ 15E 
EKElvo) we shall have proved, on the strength of the hypothesis, the subject 
under discussion as well (Kat TO rrpoKdjlEVOV Ee urroBEaEW~ 1)E1)E1XO
TE~ EaojlEBa); for we have first made the hypothesis (urrOBEjlEVOt) that 
however it is in these cases, so it is also in the case before us, and have then 
produced the demonstration. . 

Tifo~'.tlie general form or the principle of a hypothesis based on likeness, of 
\\:HiCI:?ihe concrete hypotheses used in the argument are instances, is: 
~'w.fiate"{~rholds good of one of several like things, holds good also of the 
'r~se; (108b13f.)-I shall formalize it as 'If P, then Q.' and refer to it as (Hh) 
eh' ~t~ding for 'homoiotes'). The hypothetical syllogism allows us to prove 
:·pti>p·osition Q by proving another proposition, P. Such an indirect proof is 
,useful when we have arguments for P (e:U1rOPW/lEV ~haAiYEa6at), rather 
than for Q.90 In some cases we may not be able to prove Q directly at all, as 
seems to be the case in B 3, 1l0b4f. where Aristotle explains that a 
hypothetical syllogism should not be used except when we are able to argue 
for Q directly.91 In some cases it may be that we can argue for Q directly, but 
it is easier to argue for P. This seems to be assumed in the warning Aristotle 
gives in B 5, 112a21-23 that we should be careful not to substitute the 
proposition to be proved by a more difficult one since sometimes the thesis 
itself is easier to refute.92 This indirect proof is possible because having 
demonstrated (bEieavTe:c; (aorist» P, we shall have proved, on the strength 
of the hypothesis (te ll1l"o6iaEWC; be:be:tXOTe:C; eao/le:6a (future perfect», 
Q (108bI6f.). As mentioned, the way Aristotle expresses himself is of great 
importance, since Aristotle uses this mode of expression (aorist-future perfect) 
without the explicit mention of "on the basis of the hypothesis" (i e 

89 In B 10, 114b25·36 we find a topos according to which a syllogism based on likeness can 
be constructed (cf. p. 113 above); cf. also B 3, 1l0a32-b7 and r 6, 119b35-120aS. where 
similarity between the soul of man and that of other animals seems to be invoked. 

90 Cf. also B 6, 112a25-27; A 5, 102all-14. 
91 TOOTO 5' OtiK aEl1fotTlTEOV, aAA' oTav j.l~ Eti1fOpWj.lEV KOtVQV E1f1. mivTUlv 

e;va AOYOV Ei1fEiv. Cf. also 1l0a32f. 
92 EtiAa~EloBat liE XP~ de; TO xaAE1fWTEPOV T~V j.lET<iAT]1jI1V 1fote:ioBat' Evi

OTE j.lEv ya.p P~OV TO aKOAollBov aVEAe:iv, EvioTE 5' aUTO TO 1fpOKEtj.lEVOV. 
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U1['oB€O'cwC;) in many other arguments in the Topics93 and this serves to 
indicate that these arguments work like hypothetical syllogisms. 

1. The mode of expression: aoristJuture peifect 

The way Aristotle expresses himself is somewhat puzzling. It seems that 
having proved P, we have already proved, at the same time, Q;94 i.e. we prove 
P instead of Q and take this proof as the proof for Q. This seems to mean that 
the proof for Q ends with the proof of P. The argument would then have the 
schema: If P, then Q. P. To state the conclusion Q would appear to be 
redundant, since this would not represent a further logical step. 

We have seen however that in the argument based on likeness and in the 
argument per impossibile the conclusion is clearly stated. In A 18, 108bl-4 
Aristotle describes the workings of the hypothetical syllogism about same
ness and difference (1['cp\. Tmhou lCa\. h€pol,)) using again the aorist
future perfect mode of expression: "when we have discovered (cUpOVTcC;) a 
difference of any kind whatever between the subjects under discussion, we 
shall already have shown (bcbclX<)rcC; EO'of.1cBa) that they are not the 
:same." The examples of arguments of this kind are found in H 1 and they 
'Clearly do not end with the showing of differences but with the statement that 
thetwo things are not equaI.95 In all the other topoi I have named, the 
conClusion is clearly stated as well.96 

~.1. The case of the Law of Subalternation 
l':et us investigate Aristotle's mode of expression in B 1, 109al-6 where the 
interpretation that the proof of P is the proof of the thesis Q might appear 
particularly plausible. Understanding how these arguments function might 
help in the understanding of how hypotheses function: 

For when we have proved (lieieuVTE<;;) that a predicate belongs in every 
case, we shall also have proved (liEliEtX(lTE<;; eaollE8u) that it belongs in 
some cases. Likewise, also, if we prove (l'idewIlEV) that it does not belong 
in any case, we shall also have proved (liEl'iEtxoTE<;; eaollE6u) that it does 
not belong in every case. 

93 The same fonn of expression is found in (Hm) and (Hd) (B 4, lllb20f., b22f. & B 6, 
112a27-30), in 108b2-4 (syllogisms about sameness and difference), r I, 116alO-12 
(arguments about what is more worthy of choice), B 2, 109b23f., B 9, 114a38-bl (the last two 
belong to the topoi which Aristotle calls ''the most opportune", e.g. in H 4, 154a12ff.), H 5, 
1 54a34f. , A 5, 102aI3f., l02b29-33 (the last three are arguments for destruction of the 
definition), and many others. 

94 The perfect tense (more exact: aspect) in Greek expresses an attained state of affairs. 
~5 ~f. 9 I, 152a28 (wan; OOK avaYKaiov TOV aOTov elva1 ), a 37 (liijAOV on 00 

TauTu), etc. 
96 Cf. e.g. B 8, 114a 4 (liijAOV on ooli'), a6 (Kat .. , avaYKaiov); the most frequent 

particles are simply Kat and oolie (e.g. r 6, 119b25, 26). Cf. also the hypothetical syllogism 
derived from contraries in APst. B 6, 92a20-24 which purports to prove the definition and in 
which the conclusion is clearly stated (a24, indicated by apa); cf. the analysis given in Chapter 
Five, p. 145. Alexander uses the same mode of expression to describe the topical arguments 
and clearly takes it for granted that the conclusion is stated, cf. e.g. in Top. 166, 14f., 17f., et al. 
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The passage is often cited as the locus for a statement of Laws of Subalter
nation.97 Due to these laws constructive and destructive topoi, i.e. topoi 
which establish universal positive and negative conclusions (T<X lCaeOAOU 
lCaiaolCe:uacrnlCcl lCat civacrlCe:uaonlCa), are also useful for the 
establishing of the corresponding particular conclusions (109al-3). That is to 
say that when we have shown that something belongs universally we will 
also have shown that it belongs particularly, i.e. a proof of a universal thesis 
is not only a proof of the universal thesis but at the same time also a proof of 
the particular thesis. Thus, a particular thesis can be proved in two ways, as 
in fact Aristotle explicitly says in r 6, 120aI5-20: by proving the particular 
directly or by proving the universal conclusion.98 In the Prior Analytics 
Aristotle mentions only four modes of the first and second figure (not six as 
in the third figure), probably taking it for granted that the two syllogisms 
with a universal conclusion in each of _ these figures (Barbara, Celarent, 
Cesare, Caniestres) are a fortiori proofs of the particular conclusions.99 

This does not seem to mean however that when Aristotle stated the proof 
for the particular conclusion by proving the universal conclusion, he would 
not take a further step from the universal conclusion to the particular one, 
however trivial the step might be. In r 6, 119a34-36 Aristotle says fue ii3ine 
as in B 1, 109al-6, not using the aorist-future perfect mode of expressionWs' 
time, but both times present tense. 100 .- ,- " --- -

For, when we destroy or construct (civatpoilvTe:c; il KaTaOKE1HxtovTEC;) a 
thing universally, we also prove it in particular (Kat hl",iti,pO~1; 
IiE1KVUIlEV); for if it belongs to all (naVTt), it also belongs to some'(nvi), 
and if it belongs to none (llllIiEvi), neither does it belong to sonie (6i3/iE
nvt). 

97 Strictly speaking the fonnulas found here are not stated as laws, but rather as rules, Le. 
Aristotle does not say that if a predicate belongs in every case, it also belongs in some cases, 
but that if we prove that it belongs in every case, we shall also have proved that it belongs in 
some cases, 

98 Also of interest is the following passage, 120a20-31, where Aristotle also uses the aorist
future perfect expression and where we learn that depending on the way in which the thesis is 
detennined with respect to quantity it can be destroyed in two, three, or four ways, The 
"definite thesis" (lhwptaIlEV'l IlEau;) in a21-24 can be expressed as 'At most and at least 
some A is B', the one in a24-27 as 'At most and at least one A is B', the one in 27-31 as 'At 
most and at least one A, namely AI' is B' (not, as given by Brunschwig (1967), p. 77n.2 and p, 
78n.1-3 or Brunschwig (1968), p. 17, who incorrectly leaves out the "at least" part), 

99 According to Apuleius, De Int" 193, 16-20 "Ariston and some of the the more recent 
Peripatetics" added a further five syllogisms. They are the so-called subaltern moods, Le. 
Barbari, Celaront, Celantos, Cesaro, and Camestrop, Cf. Sullivan (1967), p. 165f. and Patzig 
(1968), p. 2, 

100 There are other passages in which Aristotle's mode of expression is not consistent. Thus 
in the passage in B 3, llOa32-37 an argwnent is described which relies on the universal positive 
and particular negative proposition on the one side and the universal negative and particular 
positive proposition on the other being contradictory to each other. Aristotle vascilates in his 
mode of expression: in one case he uses future perfect (av1]pl]KOTEC; eaollElla), in another 
he uses future simple (avatptlaOllev). Cf. also the expression in B 5, 112a20 (livalpeIlEVToc; 
... aVatpelTat (present tense». 
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In the second sentence the Law of Subalternation is expressed, given this time 
in the form of a law, not a rule; it gives the reason or warranty (ci yap) why 
we can immediately infer the particular conclusion from the universal one. IOl 

Aristotle uses the Laws of Sub alternation in the Prior Analytics in the 
proofs "from the indefinite nature of the particular premiss" (h TOV 
a.l5to PUJTO l)), 102 which is used as a proof of the non-conclusivity of certain 
premiss-pairs. In APr. A 5, 27b20-23 for example Aristotle proves that the 
premiss-pair "no N is M" & "some X is not M" does not yield a conclusion 
on the ground that we have proved that "no N is M" & "no X is M" yields no 
conclusion (shown in 27a20-23) and that "some X is not M" is true whenever 
"no X is M" is true: 

Our point must be proved from the indefinite nature of the particular 
statement (be toil alhoptotol.l ).For since it is true that M does not belong 
to some X, if it in fact belongs to none, and we saw that if it belongs to no X 
a syllogism is not possible (OUK ~v 0I.lAAOytO/lO<;), clearly it will not be 
possible in the present case either (oullt vilv totat). 

In the context of this proof, we see that Aristotle uses the proof that the 
premiss-pair with the universal premiss does not yield a conclusion as a proOf 
for a corresponding premiss"pair, with one identical premiss and one-particular 
premiss, by explicitly using the Law of Subalternation. He doesnotta1ce it 
for granted, but has a special proof for it ("from the indefmitenafure of the 
particular statement"). I infer that in a dialectical debate he would also not ta1ce 
the inference from the universal conclusion to the particular described in Top. 
Bland r 6 for granted but would state it explicitly as a conclusion. Since the 
way of expression is the same as the one found in topical arguments, the 
conclusion of these arguments was obviously stated. 

That the conclusion was explicitly stated is also confIrmed by the fact that in 
several passages Aristotle says that the conclusion of the hypothetical 
syllogisms has to be granted (OJ,lOAoYE'iv): "yet it is necessary to admit the 
latter [conclusion], but on the basis of the hypothesis and not of the 
syllogism" (APr. A 44, 50a25; cf. also a18f.). In H 3, 153b25-35 Aristotle 
says with respect to a hypothesis containing the so-called co-ordinates: "If 
anyone whatever of these is established (A l1cp6ivTO<;), the rest must necessar
ily be granted (OJ,lOAoYE'iTCXt) as well." Clearly, only something which has 
been explicitly stated can be granted. 

The expression which seems to me to be most illuminating is the one 
found in B 9, 114a38-b3 which again describes an argument constructed 
according to the topos on the basis of the co-ordinates: 

101 Cf. the similar passage in APr. B 11, 62a12-19 which I have already cited and in which 
the Law of the Excluded Middle justifies the move from the false assumed premiss to the 
contradictory of it; the latter is stated explicitly (with the particle apa). 

Cf. also Aristotle's usage of conversion in the Prior Analytics. He mentions that the premiss 
he wants to change converts (civnOrpEcpEt) and he immediately infers the converted premiss, 
e.g. in APr., A 5, 27a6f.: "since (E7fE\), then, the negative is convertible [referring to the 
premiss 'M belongs to no N'], N will belong to no M." Other examples: 27aI3f.; 33f.; 6, 
28aI9f.; b9f., etc. 

102 APr. A 4, 26bI4-20; 5, 27b20-23; 27[; 6, 29a6; 15. 35b11. 
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Clearly, then, when anyone member, whatever its kind, of the same co
ordinate series is proved (BEtX6EVTO<;) to be good or praiseworthy, then all 
the rest as well come to be proved (liEBEtYIJEVa yivETat) to be so: e.g. if 
justice is something praiseworthy, then the just man and the just action and 
justly will be something praiseworthy. 

When P is proved, Q comes to be proved. The proof of P so to speak entails 
the proof of Q; or, expressed differently, from the proof of P we can immedia
tely infer the proof of Q. 

From the arguments given above it is clear that the mode of expression 
(aorist-future perfect) Aristotle uses and which clearly indicates hypothetical 
syllogisms does not mean that the conclusion is not explicitly stated. 
However, is this statement of the conclusion a mere formality which, strictly 
speaking, would not have to be explicitly uttered? One might have this 
impression from Aristotle's mode of expression and his talking of the 
conclusion as being accepted on the basis of the hypothesis, the hitter being 
specified as a mere agreement in APr. A 44; it has been agreed that instead of 
Q, P will be proved and with the proof of P the agreed task has been 
accomplished. But as I have already pQinted ''O,\lt,w:hen dealing with 
hypothetical syllogisms in the Prior Analy.tics-".~e:byP9$esisis not a mere 
agre~ment, but has to b~ e~doxical. and us~~tlY.;P!;~~rr.?!hesis expre~s~s a 
certaIn more or less convmcmg relatlOn be~n':tlfe;Jwp'(otmore) conJomed 
assertions. Thus, the statement of the conclusion does represent a further 
logical step. There are passages in which AV~~p.~n,~~!~~s8shimself in a way 
which clearly suggest this interpretation, e.g. the expression "to conclude on 
the basis of the hypothesis" (1rEpat vEofMt";'i'~"j)WoeiiJEWC;), the verb 
1rEpatVEOSat being reminiscent of the later Stoic terminology. The example 
of the argument on the basis of the Law of Subalternation illustrated the sort 
of following which occurs in the hypothesis very well; nowadays we would 
say that, according to this law, the positive or negative universal proposition 
implies the corresponding positive or negative particular proposition. 
Aristotle says either that if the universal proposition holds, so does the 
particular or, if the universal proposition is proved, the particular has been 
proved as well. Aristotle seldom uses the word "to imply" (im<j>ipEtv), but 
he often uses a word which describes the reverse relation, namely "to be 
consequent upon" (CXx:OAOUSEiv) or "to follow upon" (E1rWSat). He usually 
uses these words to describe a relation between terms, sometimes to describe a 
relation between propositions, and sometimes also to describe the following 
of the conclusion of a hypothetical syllogism on the strength of the following 
in the hypothesis: I shall discuss this in the next section. 

The way Aristotle usually expresses himself (the aorist-future perfect pair) 
shows that in the Topics Aristotle had already thought of hypothetical 
syllogisms in a similar way to his later expositions in the Analytics: the 
proof actually consists of two proofs, of which the one is prior and the other 
follows from this proof in some way and is dependent on it. 
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2. Hypothesis 

2.1. Is it a protasis? 
Scholars often wonder whether the hypothesis is a protasis or not; the usual 
answer is negative. I have argued in Chapter Two that topoi are protaseis and 
have shown that Aristotle often calls fairly complicated compound propos
itions (conditional, disjunctive, etc.) protaseis. Since topoi have the rOle of 
hypotheses in hypothetical arguments, the answer is of course that hypotheses 
are protaseis; they are protaseis simply because they can be asked as questions 
in a debate. However, they are protaseis of a special kind. 

Let us look briefly at concrete instances of hypotheses. The general form 
of the hypothesis expressing a likeness is: "whatever holds good of one of 
several similars also holds good of the rest"\o3 (A 18, 108b13f.). One in
stance of it is "if (d) to posses sight is to see, then (Ked.) also to posses 
hearing will be to hear" (B 10, 1I4b26f.). The general form of the hypothesis 
expressing an analogy, which is a special kind of likeness,I04 is: "As one 
thing is to one thing, so is another to another" (A 17, 108a8). Instances of it 
are e.g. "As (w C;) knowledge is related.to"t\l"< .object of knowledge, so 
(oihwc;) is sensation related to theObJ~Gti:i(s.~nsation" (108a9f.) or "The 
relation of the healthy to health idiICt(oj.tM·~(EX6t)that of the vigorous 
to vigour" (105a30f.). The last exa,rn..'pl~jfeijJltcitlycalled a protasis (A 13, 
I05a26f.; a31-33.) and is a product ofthe'foUrfu organon. 

In B 5, 112a17-19 Aristotle indic_at~s. instances of hypotheses of the 
metaleptic hypothetical syllogisms' (ith)':;{fltf'~6mething is a man, it is an 
animal" where the indefinite pronoun can be substituted by any subject which 
fits the two predications. In B 8, lI3bI7f. we find the topos-protasis "if man 
is an animal, not-animal is not-man",I05 In the wholly hypothetical syllogism 
in APr. A 32, 47a28-31 the premiss "if something is a man, it necessarily is 
an animal" (or "if man exists, animal necessarily exists") (av6pwiTou OViOC; 

civciYKll ~li?ov 6tvat) could clearly function as an instance of the 
hypothesis of (Hm)I06 and which is explicitly called a protasis (47a31). 

One instance of the hypothesis of a diairetic hypothetical syllogism «Hd» 
is given in B 6, 112a24-3I: "a man must have either illness or health."107 
Aristotle does not call the hypothesis here a protasis, but there are many other 
diairetic hypotheses which are explicitly specified as such. E.g. the disjunctive 
proposition "the desirable is either the honourable or the pleasant or the 
expedient" in A 13, 105a27f. is explicitly called a protasis (a26 and a32); in e 
I, 157a9-I1 the following disjunctive protaseis are cited: "One science is 
better than another, either (iD because it is more exact or (il) because it is 

103 WC; lIOTE icp' £;voc; TtiiV olloiwv EXcl, oilTwc; Kat ilIt TtiiV i\OllItiiV. 
104 In A 17 and 18 Aristotle does not differentiate between these two different kinds of 

likeness: in both cases he uses the same tenn (OIlOUlTflC;). 
105 For a discussion of this topos cf. pp. 14lf. below. 
106 Cf. B 4, 1l1b17-19 where Aristotle also uses gen. (sg.) abs. of dval and civat with i~ 

civciYKflC;· 
107 Other instances which satisfy the condition given in a24 for the subject of necessarily 

having only one predicate (civciYKfl aciTcpOV 1l0VOV olIciPXctv) can be found in Cat. 10, 
Ilb38-12a9. 
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concerned with better objects" and "some sciences are theoretical (ai ~E:v), 
others practical (ai liE) and others (ai lie:) productive." In APr. A 31, where 
Aristotle shows that division is "as it were, a weak syllogism" and that it 
commits a petitio principii, there are examples of syllogisms with disjunctive 
premisses such as "every length is either commensurate or incommensurate" 
(46b29-32). 

It is striking that Aristotle clearly shows no concern about using set 
particles for each type of hypothesis. The instances of the hypothesis based on 
analogy for example do not necessarily have to contain the particles "as ... so" 
(WC; ... oihwc;), but can also have the form "the relation between ... is like 
that between ... " (o~oiwc; EXEl TO ... Kat TO .... ). The conditional can be 
expressed by "if ... then", but also by genetivus (sg.) absolutus of "to be" 
(OVTOC;) together with "necessarily to be". The disjunctive proposition can be 
expressed by the particles "either ... or ... " but also by "some are ... others 
... " etc. What matters is obviously what the hypotheses express (analogy 
etc.), not the wording. 

It is clear from the above that hypotheses are in some passages explicitly 
called protaseis and thus arecprotaseis, at least in the way the word protasis is 
used in the Topics. 108 . ',," .... . 

2.2. What kind ofprotaseisa~eth,ehypotheses? 
The hypotheses are howevefpromsels ora certain kind: they have what might 
be called inferential power. The inferential power can be especially well seen 
in book e where we find:fue:origins of topoi, as I have indicated in Chapter 
One.109 The form of the arguIIlent we find there is not, say in the case of (Hm) 
or (Hh), 'If P, then Q. P. Hence, Q', but 'Po Hence Q'. Thus, for example in 
the case of likeness, we do not establish a hypothetical protasis 'If P, then Q', 
then prove P and infer Q. We take (Aall~avElv, 156bI5f., 16) Q as a 
protasis by immediately inferring it from P (which has already been accepted 
by the opponent) on the grounds of its likeness to P. This procedure is called 
"securing of admissions by means of likeness" (lil(x Tiic; OIlOlOTT\TOC; 
1rUV8avEOBal) (blO)).l1O As I have fully described in Chapter One, the role 
of this procedure is to establish universal protaseis1l1 and to conceal the 
conclusion of the main syllogism, whereas a hypothetical syllogism is 
supposed to establish the conclusion. In both cases similar particles are used: 
"as ... so" (WC; ... oihwc;). The method of securing admission by means of 

108 In De Int. 5, 17a8-10; 15-17; 20-22; 8, 18a18-27 Aristotle deals with compound 
sentences. A statement-making sentence (hOY0C; ulfoq,avnJcoc;) is said to be one (ElC;) eitlJer 
through revealing a single thing (~v ll'lhtiiV) or in virtue of a connective (0 cruvMcr/141 dc;) 
(17aI5f.); judging from the examples Aristotle seems to have primarily conjunctive sentences 
in mind. Aristotle is obviously aware of compound sentences (cf. e.g. Met. r 4, I008a4-7, APr. 
A 37, 49a8f.), but the account he gives in De Int. is succinct and fairly problematic (cC. Ackrill 
(1963), pp. 125-127) and what he says elsewhere is at times somewhat surprising (e.g. the 
standard example for a hOYOC; which is one in virtue of a connective is the Illias: cf. Poet. 20, 
I 457a28-30, Met. Z 4, 1030b8-1O, APst. B 10, 93b35-37). 

109 Cf. pp. 34f. 
110 This procedure is described in 8 I, 156blO-17; cf. p. 35 above. 
111 e I, 156bI4-17; in 8, 160a37-39 Aristotle says explicitly tlJat universal protaseis are 

mostly established by induction or likeness. 
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likeness is described as plausible (m6cxvDv), similarly hypothesis is de
scribed as endoxical in A 18. What is plausible in both cases is the relation of 
likeness between the two propositions. 

The relation between the two parts of the hypothesis is described by "to be 
consequent upon" or "to follow upon" (ChOAou6Eiv and em:06cxl). As I 
have already remarked in the previous section (p. 124), these words usually 
describe a relation between terms,1I2 but sometimes also a relation between 
propositions. ll3 There are some passages in which this word designates the 
following of a conclusion: either the following of a conclusion in an 
immediate inference or that of a hypothetical syllogism which follows on the 
strength of the hypothesis. We find the word "to follow" designating the 
following of a conclusion in an immediate inference in book 6 In a 
predecessor of the topos with the help of which the hypothetical syllogism 
(Hm) is constructed, which I have already cited on p. 34 above and which I 
shall cite again here (6 1, 156b27-30): 

Moreover, you should not put forward the very proposition which you need 
to secure as a premiss (A 11<1>6 Tj v CH), but rather something from which it 
necessarily follows (~·ToiiToEnETCXt ee civciYlCl1C;;); for people are more 
willing to concede,(ooyxoopoOat) the latter, because it is not so clear what 
the final conclusion will be (TO OO~~1100~Evov), and if the one has been 
secured, the other hasaIso been secured (A 11<1>6tvToC;; TOUTOU Ell. I11rTCXt 

. Kci1cEivo). 

Thus, if the questioner wants to. secure as a premiss Q, say the proposition 
'geometers are animals', he is advised to ask a protasis P from which this 
proposition necessarily follo~s (e1TETcxl E~ cX:VciYlCTlC;;), say 'geometers are 
men'. Once the answerer has granted P, the questioner can immediately infer 
Q: it follows (e1rETCXl) from P. 

The occurrence of the word "to be consequent" (cX:lCOAou6Ctv) designating 
the following of the conclusion of a hypothetical syllogism is found in r 6, 
119b38-120al: the conclusion "will follow through the hypothesis" (cX:lCO
Aou6~OEl flux Tllv U1TOeE01V). I cite the passage in full: 

Moreover, you should argue from a hypothesis: you should claim that the 
attribute, if it belongs or does not belong in one case, does so in a like 
degree in all, e.g. that if the soul of man is immortal, so are or other souls as 
well, while if this one is not so, neither are the others. If, then, it is 
maintained that in some instance the attribute belongs, you must prove that 
in some instance it does not belong; for then it will follow on the strength 
of the hypothesis (cilCoAou6~oEt yap lita TllV vno6wtv), that it does 
not belong in any instance. If, on the other hand, it is maintained that it 
does not belong in some instance, you must prove that it does belong in 
some instance, for in this way it will follow (ciKoAou6"oEt) that it belongs 
in all instances. 

The fact that "to be consequent upon" (cX:lCOAou6Eiv) is used for the relation 
of implication within the hypothesis, for the following of the conclusion on 

112 E.g. "animal follows upon man"; ef. e.g. B 8, 113b20. 
113 In the sense that 'X is animal' is consequent upon 'X is a man'; cf. B 4, lllb22. 
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the strength of the hypothesis as well as the following of the conclusion in an 
immediate inference shows the 'inferential power' of the hypothesis. 114 The 
hypothesis is not a mere agreement but it expresses a certain formal relation 
(not necessarily a correct one); once the hypothesis and the additional premiss, 
which is a part of the hypothesis, has been agreed, the conclusion follows 
necessarily on the strength of the hypothesis: it is so to speak generated by 
the hypothesis. 

It should be observed that the way the hypothetical syllogism works 
seems to satisfy the broad definition of the syllogism. The hypothetical and 
the additional premiss having been laid down, the conclusion necessarily 
follows through them. It would in fact be strange if it did not satisfy the 
conclusion, since it is called syllogism. Also, Aristotle would scarcely have 
put the definition of the syllogism at the beginning of the Topics if he did not 
regard hypothetical syllogisms, the main form of arguments in the Topics, as 
satisfying that definition.lls In APr. A 44, 50a27f., a passage which I have 
already cited, Aristotle seems to put (categorical) syllogism on the same level 
as the hypothesis. This is confirmed by the passage in APst. B 6, 92a6-l9. 
Aristo~~e:denies.herethat it is possible to demonstrate definition with the help 
of a.l1yp.oJ!1et!~:,syllogism, whereas he clearly affirms in the Topics H 3 that 
this is }~.sI~Je4j?gi~~.ble. Obviously, in the Posterior Analytics Aristotle has 
more:'Sltiilgettt.'cnreda with respect to what a demonstration is and what is 
acceptable as a proof in a dialectical debate, is not good enough in a scientific 
contexjf..~'!I2~t~u~t.:proceed through a middle term" (APst B 6, 92alO)-this 
clearly presupp6ses some of Aristotle's syllogistic, and only a categorical 
syllogIsm'quiiiifies . as an argument which can prove anything in this strict 
sense. However, what interests us is the difference Aristotle makes between a 
categorical and a hypothetical syllogism. The hypothesis Aristotle gives as an 
example is roughly as follows: 'A is definition of B, if and only if A is 
proper to B and all the parts of A, and only these parts, are predicated in the 
essence of B' (APst. B 6, 92a7-9). Once it has been shown that A is proper to 
B and all the parts of A, and only these parts, are predicated in the essence of 
B, it follows on the basis of the hypothesis that A is definition of B. One of 
the criticisms Aristotle makes is that just as in a categorical syllogism the 
definition of the syllogism is not used as premiss, so in a hypothetical syllo
gism the hypothesis-here definition of the definition-must not be asked 

114 Interestingly, Stoics also used the expression "to be consequent upon" both for the 
relation between propositions and for that of the following of the conclusion. 

liS Ancient Aristotelian commentators were divided on this issue: some thought that the 
definition of the syllogism covers hypothetical syllogisms (Ammonius in APr. 27, 6-14), some 
that it does not (Alex. in APr. 17,5-10; 348, 29-32; in Top. 8,8-14; Philop. in APr. 33,6-10). 
The mere fact that Aristotle kept the term "hypothetical syllogism" (cf. e.g. APr. A 44, 50a16; 
APst. B 6, 92320&29) seems to me to point in favour of Ammonius' stand. In A 32, 47322-36, a 
passage I have already dealt with on p. 114n.67, Aristotle distinguishes between "syllogism" 
and the "necessary", which is wider and comprises wholly hypothetical syllogisms. But it is 
absolutely clear that by ollAAoytOlloC; here he means 'categorical syllogism' and that the 
"necessary" inferences he has in mind satisfy the broad definition of the syllogism (cf. 
especially 323f.: /\ta TO avaYKaiov Tt oll/J~aivE\v EK niiv 1CEl/JEVIilV). All that can 
be said is that in the Prior Analytics Aristotle sometimes used the term ollAAoytOllo C; to 
designate a categorical syllogism specifically, not that it is the only syllogism which satisfies the 
definition of the syllogism. 
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(all-19). Here, Aristotle obviously sees the hypothesis as a rule, just as the 
syllogism, and finds it problematic that it is expressed as a premiss. 
Nowadays, we would say that a categorical syllogism is valid due to its form, 
just as we would say of a hypothetical syllogism, say 'If P, then Q; P; hence 
Q', that it is valid due to its form. Aristotle in contrast sees a difference 
between the two syllogisms. The hypothetical syllogism seems to satisfy the 
general definition of the syllogism, but it does not satisfy, according to 
Aristotle, an additional presupposition Aristotle stipulates here, namely that it 
should work according to an external rule only. Aristotle obviously thinks 
that the hypothetical syllogism works according to the rule specified in the 
hypothesis stated as a premiss, i.e. according to an internal rule. This is of 
course quite different from saying that the conclusion follows according to 
Modus ponens. In order to mark Aristotle's different explanation of the 
workings of this argument, I preferred to use the· expressions 'Iiletaleptic 
hypothetical syllo-gism' (Hm), etc., rather than Modus ponens, tollens, etc. 116 

3. Consequence (CiK:OAov86v) in the metaleptic hypothetical syllogism 
>.(.H~)-·:>.~ .-.,' 

'"i/j':~7~Vii/constfuctive case of(Hm) 
JJ:D;,',(:ffm):,Weargument I located in B 4, lllb17-23 and 5, l12a16-23, Aris
'toile'calls th'e following between the propositions P and Q in 'If P, then Q' 
,·"to)~e" consequent upon" (alCoAou6Eiv).1I7 1t is not at all surprising that he 
~sill:-th.e same" word for following of the conclusion, since he understands the 
proved.:protasis P as generated by the hypothesis. In the implication 
(hypothesis) we establish that if P is the case (OVTO<;), then Q is the case 
(EOTlv), i.e. Q follows. Next, we establish that P is indeed the case, and we 
can state Q as being the case, i.e. Q follows as proved from the proved P. The 
relation of following remains the same, only the status of the propositions 
changes: from assumed to proved.118 

116 There are of course other differences. For Aristotle 'If P, then Q. P; hence Q','If Aa, 
then Ba; Aa; hence Ba' and also 'IfAx, then Bx; Aa; hence Ba' (eminently in the case of the 
so-called "most opportune" topoi) would all qualify as metaleptic hypothetical syllogisms, but 
they would not all qualify as Modus ponens. In particular the last version would according to 
the formalist modem logic be unsatisfactory without the instantiation 'If Aa, then Ba'" 

interestingly, the terms "Modus ponens" and "Modus tollens" seem to be of Peripatetic 
origin, since ponere and tollere correspond to the Greek terms lCaTaolCElla~Elv and cXva
OlCElla~Elv. 

117 Strictly speaking, he calls the proposition which follows from P "cXlCOAOIl80v" (B 4, 
Illb22, B 5, 112aI7, 20, 22). but this amounts to the same thing. In El I, 156b28; 13, 163all we 
find occurrences of lbrEo8al (which is synonymous with cXlCOAOIl8EtV) which without any 
doubt designate a following between propositions. 

118 Cl. Hintikka (1973), p. 188f. who observes that Aristotle sometimes uses cXlCOAOll8EtV 
for following of the conclusion, rather than the usual oll1!fjaivElV. For a later text in which 
(iKOAOIl8EtV is used for following of the conclusion from an argument cf. Sextus Empiricus. 
A.M. 8.303: ( ... ) lCat OIlValCTllC01. 1!Ev ECP' ~V ollyxwPIJ8EVTWV 07rapXE1V niiv 
AIJ1!1!aTWV 7rapa T~V TOUTWV OIlYXWPlJatV aKOA01l8eiv cpaivETal lCat n brll/Jopa 
(..,). 
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3.2. In the destructive case of(Hm) 
How does the consequence «XlCOAOu6ia) of the hypothesis in (Hm) function 
in the destructive case: 'If P, then Q; not Q (proved); hence, not P'? It might 
appear here as though Aristotle were drawing the conclusion from the two 
premisses according to a schema, not as if the conclusion 'not P' would 
follow as proved from the proved negation of the consequent, i.e. 'not Q', 
simply because they are not contained in the hypothesis. 

The solution to this problem is fairly straightforward. Aristotle simply 
takes the contraposition of the hypothesis, 'If not Q, then not P' for granted, 
even though this admittedly is not trivial. Thus, in B 8, 113bI5-26 Aristotle 
establishes by induction that "if animal follows upon man, then not-man 
follows upon not-animal" (113b17-19). He stresses that it is not the case that 
not-animal follows upon not-man (b20f.), but that "the consequence" 
«XlCOAOu6Ylotc:;;) between the negated terms is "converse" (aV<l1raAtv) with 
respect to the one between positive terms (bI9).li9 

4. Consequence (CiK:OAOtfOT/Gl,) in the diairetic hypothetical syllogism (Hd) 

How is the conclusion supposed to follow from the diairetic hypothesis 'A is 
,either B or C' in (Hd)? Prima facie, there does not seem to be any consequence 
,(alCoAou6Ylotc:;;) here. Let us briefly recall the workings of (Hd): 'A is either 
E or C. A is B (proved). Hence, A is not C' (destructive case); 'A is either B 
or C. A is not B (proved). Hence, A is C' (constructive case). These 
arguments correspond to the Stoic fourth and fifth indemonstrables,120 and the 
Stoics did not interpret them as containing a consequence, as they did in the 
case of the [lIst and second indemonstrables (which correspond to (Hm)), but 
as arguments that depend on incompatibility (~<lXYl).l2l Thus, it would not be 
necessary to reduce these arguments to those relying on consequence. Aristotle 
however seems to do that. He seems to take it for granted that 'A is either B 
or C' has as consequences the implications '(A is not B) implies (A is C)', 
'(A is not C) implies (A is B)' (needed for the constructive case); '(A is B) 
implies (A is not C)' and '(A is C) implies (A is not B)' (needed for the 
destructive case). This is not mere speculation:' there are passages which 
strongly suggest such an interpretation. 

Firstly, a passage in De Int. 22blO-14 that I have already cited (p. 119). 
Aristotle ,proves that "the necessary to be is possible to be" (TO /lE:v avay
lCa'iov ElVat ~uvaT<)Y dvat): 

Otherwise the negation will follow (ei yap ~~, ~ ano<jlaot<; aKOAOIl8~
OEt), since it is necessary either to deny or to affirm it (avaYK'l yap 11 
Ij>avat 11 ano<jlavat); and then, if it is not possible to be, it is impossible 
to be; so the necessary to be is impossible to be-which is absurd. 

119 In the Topics we often find topoi which are expressed as 'If P, then Q' and it is left open 
whether also 'If Q, then P', i.e. whether the equivalence 'P if and only if Q' holds, which is the 
case if the topos is said to be convertible for both destruction and construction, cf. p. 142 below. 
Now, if 'P if and only if Q', then also 'not P if and only if not Q', so that, in the case of 
equivalence, if 'If P then Q' then also 'If not P, then not Q' (Aristotle takes this for granted). 

120 4. P or q; p; hence, not q. & 5. p or q; not p; hence, q. 
121 Cr. Galen, Inst. Log. 34, 14-23. 
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Let A stand for "necessary to be" and B for "possible to be". The hypothesis 
here is the Law of the Excluded Middle: 'A is either not B or B.' Aristotle 
shows that 'A is not B' is notthe case and that hence 'A is B' (negation of 'A 
is notB') follows «(h:OAou8~0I::t).122 

Another interesting occurrence is found in APst. A 4, 73b22: "even is 
what is not odd in numbers; insofar as even follows from not odd" (apnov 
TO Il ~ 7rEptTTOV Ev a.pt81l0'iC; Jj f:7rETUt). I shall ignore the context 
here .. What Aristotle is at any rate saying is that not odd in numbers implies 
even. We could certainly state more fully: a not odd number implies an even 
number (i.e. if the number is not odd, it is even). And this is exactly the 
following we need in "Number is either odd or even"123 when we prove that a 
certain number is not odd; it follows from the hypothesis that the number is 
even. 124 

K. Hypothetical syllogisms in APr. A 46 

Many hypothetical syllogisms seem to be found in APr. A 46. Familiar 
terms like "analogical" (a.vaAoyov), "to be consequent upon" (a.KO';'OU~ 
8E'iV), "to follow" (f:7rw8Ut), "to imply" (ouVEit<t>ipEtV) and inferences 
which are certainly not syllogistic occur here; Pacius in his commentary 
discovers here many topical arguments. I shall merely analyse one of the 
arguments-APr. A 46, 52a39-b13. Three hypothetical syllogisms are found 
here mixed together: metaleptic, diairetic and conjunctive. In order to show 
this it will be helpful to formalize the. entire argument. First, Aristotle names 
three hypotheses (52a39-bl), then he names three conclusions which follow. 
from these hypotheses (b2-4), and then he proves the claim by deducing the 
conclusions from the hypotheses (b4-13). I shall cite the hypotheses ftrst: 

In general whenever A and B are such (oihw<; ExIJ TO A Kat TO B) that 
they cannot belong at the same time to the same thing (WOT' cllla Ilev Tt\i 
alht\i Il f) h1>txe:a6al), and one of the two necessarily belongs to 
everything (7raVTt I5E i~ avaYKT'I<; 6aTepov), and again C and Dare 
related in the same way (Kat 1raA1V TO r Kat TO 1:J. woavTw<;), and A 
follows C but the relation cannot be converted (E1rT'lTal 15& Tt\i r TO A 
Kat Il f) avnuTpi<l>T'I), 

Next, let us look at the conclusions: 

122 Similarly in 22b29f.: "for if it does not follow the contradictory will follow" (El TE yap 
iln E1I'ETal, 1\ aVTl<!>amc; aKoAoullri OE1). 

123 In Cat. 10, 11b38-12a9 this proposition is cited alongside "animal is either ill or healthy", 
the example we have for (Hd); cf. also b38-a2 with Top. B 6, 112a24. 

124 Aristotle says the same again in Met. r 7, 1012a9-12: "the assertion of an attribute 
implies the assertion of its contrary" (1\ a1fo<!>amc; TO Evavnov Em<!>tpEl) (a9f.). From the 
context it seems clear that, again, the implication between the negation of odd and even is 
meant; cf. Kirwan (19932), ad 10c. 

This verb ''to imply" (imIjlEpElV), which we also find in the form OUVE1fl<!>EPE1V, has 
exactly the opposite meaning to "to be consequent upon" (a KOAOIlIlEtV) or "to follow" 
(E1fwllal), i.e. P "implies" (im<!>EpEl) Q if and only if Q "is consequent upon" (aKoAouIlEt) 
P. However, it occurs much less frequently; cf. Top. Z 6, l44b16-18; 26-30, 8 2, 157a31. The 
word imQ>opa was of course the Stoic term for 'conclusion'. 
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then D must follow B and the relation cannot be converted (Ka\ T~ B TO .<l 
ciKOAoll6~oet Kat OUK civnoTpe<!>et). And A and D may belong to the 
same thing (Ka\ TO J.1E:v A Kat .<l evMxeTat T~ aUTw), but B and C 
cannot (TO liE B Kat f OUK EvMxerat). 

I shall concentrate on the proof of the first conclusion ("D follows B"), which 
is given in b4-8: 

First it is clear from the following consideration that D follows B (on T~ 
B TO .<l E7reTat, Ev6evlie <!>avepov). [conclusion] 
For since either C or D necessarily belongs to everything (e7ret yap 
7ravT\ niiv f.<l 6cXrepov ee civciYKT]C;); [Hyp. 1] 
and since C cannot belong to that to which B belongs (~ liE TO B, OUK 
evMxerat TO f), [Hyp. 2] 
because it implies A (lita TO ollvem<!>epetv TO A) [Pd 
and A and B cannot belong to the same thing; (TO liE A K al B J.1 ~ 
evliexeo6at T~ aUT~) [P2]. 
it is clear that D must follow B (<!>avepov on TO .<l ciKOAoIl6~oet) 
[conclusion, again] 

The final conclusion is deduced from Hyp. 1 and Hyp:'~~~'ijyp;~n~' deduced 
from the premisses PI and P2. The letters seem to staii"d'Ibtfeh'ils:'tefiisfirst 
see how Hyp. 2 follows from the two prernisses:,<:·t'<.l~::.Ds'.~~"';':'::: 

- - ~,-: ...... " ... -, .', " .. -- "' .. ,. 

If ex, then Ax [PJl 
not (Ax and Bx) [P2] 
Hence, (If ex, then) not Bx 
Hence, If Bx, then not ex (by contraposition) [Hyp. 2] 

Let us now look at the deduction of the final conclusion: 

If Bx, then either ex or Dx 
(If Bx, then) not ex 
Hence(, if Bx, then) Dx 

[Hyp.1] 
[Hyp.2] 

The inferences are clearly correct. Take as examples 'animal' for A, 'not
animal' for B, 'man' for e, 'not-man' for D. Aristotle infers that if X is 'not
animal', then X is 'not-man'. 

I have now shown how hypothetical syllogisms work, and hence how the 
majority of the arguments in the Topics work. I have shown that in the 
conditional and diairetic hypotheses an implication «h: 0 A 0 u e e;i v) is 
contained between the two parts of the hypotheses; we might thus assume 
that we have the same connection in all the other hypotheses (expressing 
"greater and lesser degree", an analogy, etc.). In the next chapter I shall 
investigate concrete examples of the arguments in the Topics, including those 
of "greater and lesser degree" and what I consider to be the "other varieties of 
hypothetical syllogisms". 



CHAPIER FlVE 

SELECTIVE INVESTIGATION OF CONCRETE TOPO! 

In this chapter I shall investigate a number of topoi using and illustrating the 
results achieved through the previous chapters. In the main, I shall illustrate 
how topoi function as hypothetical protaseis in a hypothetical syllogism and 
how they can be extracted from the investigation-instructions. Many of the 
topoi are fairly complicated and Aristotle expresses himself very concisely. At 
times a reader of the Topics might wonder with good reason how the 
interpretation of the topoi given in the previous chapters squares with the 
concrete examples of topoi found in the central books. Aristotle very often 
merely states the hypothesis of the syllogism in the form 'If P, then Q' and 
takes it for granted that the hearer knows how to construct a corresponding 
argument; or he often states what appears to be an immediate inference, 
usually in the form "P, hence Q', which ",ple!l,Tly,as,sumes that the 
corresponding hypothesis 'IfP, then Q' has be~~L~ll:lt~4,,]A~~Qne_ofthe main 
tasks of this chapter is to show how the intere~!a.~9,!!;,&i,~en in this book 
squares with the concrete topoi in the Topics. <-:;,:-.;J:~·5X;~~::' 

There are around three hundred topoi 1 listed in the central books of the 
Topics and of course only a selective investigatl.<;?p;:ca..ItJ;'le,p.I:ovided in this 
chapter. I shall first investigate the so-called "mo"st °opp'6rlUne" (EllU:(llPO
T<lT01) topoi. These topoi occur in every central b06K'llnQcan thus be used 
both for destruction and construction of theses containing any of the four 
predicables. They include the topos of the greater and lesser and the like degree 
with the help of which the qualitative (KCXTlX 1TOlOTTlTCX) hypothetical 
syllogisms are constructed, which are mentioned as the fifth kind in 
Alexander's list. Aristotle explicitly says of some of these topoi that they 
have to be established by induction or that they can be objected to by counter
examples (iV(JT(X(JElC;;). These examples are important because one of the 
arguments in favour of interpreting topoi as universal protaseis was that they 
can be established by induction and objected to by objections, just as with the 
universal protaseis in book EP 

I shall also investigate several topoi of the sumbebekos in book B. These 
topoi have a special status, since they deal with pure predication and the 
destructive topoi of the sumbebekos can be used for the destruction of all the 

1 It is difficult to give an exact number, since it depends on the way one counts. Should one 
for example count the topos of the like degree as three or as one subdivided into three (cf. e.g. 
B 10, 115aI5-24)? In Z 4 for example Aristotle seems to reduce all the topoi given there to just 
one: "Generally speaking, then, one topos concerns the failure to frame the account by means 
of prior and more intelligible terms, and of this the subdivisions are those specified above" 
(Top. Z 5, 142b20-22); cf. also A 1, l21bll-14. It is also clear from many passages that the list 
is not exhaustive. E.g. in Z 4, 141a23f. Aristotle says: "whether, then, the opponent has made a 
correct definition or not should be examined with the help of these and similar topoi (lita 
TOUTUlV Kat Tciiv TOWUTUlV eIDOKE1lTEOV)" or in Z 14, 151b24: "Let so much, therefore, 
suffice for our treatment of definition." 

2 I have already given some examples in Chapter Two, pp. 52 & 58-61. 
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other predicables as well.3 This investigation includes the very first topos in 
book B which is the only topos where (JuJ.lpe:prpc6<; clearly means "accident" 
and which works differently accordingly. 

I shall also deal with topoi of "what is more worthy of choice" 
(aipETwTEpOV) and those of "what is the same" (Tmh6), by which Alexan
der probably meant, among others, the "other varieties of hypothetical syllo
gisms" and which Galen considered to be a third kind of syllogisms, the so
called relational syllogisms. 

Lastly, I shall deal with an interesting topos which apparently works not 
as a hypothetical but as a categorical syllogism-this is one of the few topoi 
which clearly point towards the Analytics. However, there are a few topoi 
where it is difficult to decide whether they work as a hypothetical or a catego
rical syllogism. 

A. Introductory chapter to B: B 1 

Before discussing the "most opportune" topoi~I shall concentrate on those 
found in B 8-1O-and some other topoi'iil'S;-the introductory chapter B 1 
should be discussed first. It consists -df iliree'pru;sages: 108b34-109alO (1), 
109alO-26 (2), and 109a27-33 (3). Thditst aIid third passages are slightly 
confusing; there are some discrepanCiek'tietWeehtheir Contents and Aristotle's 
practice in 'B. The second passage is relevant. to the entire Topics and helps 
solve a problem which was usually Tcnsed.With:respect to the Analytics. It 
shows the importance of the Topics in problems concerning the Analytics. 

1. Universal versus particular problemata: I08b34-109a10 

Firstly, Aristotle introduces the distinction between universal and particular 
problemata (108b34-109al) and maintains that universally constructive and 
destructive topoi4 are useful not only for universal but also for particular 
problemata, giving the Laws of Subalternation, mentioned previously in 
Chapter Four (pp. 121-123), as the reason (109al-6). He then concludes: 

First, then, we must speak of the universally destructive topoi, because such 
are common to both universal and particular problemata, and because people 
more usually introduce theses asserting a predicate than denying it, while 
those who argue with them destroy it. 

Obviously Aristotle regards the topoi in B 2-f 5 as containing universal 
problemata, even though they are not universally quantified by the explicit 
mention of quantifiers. They are clearly universal in virtue of their containing 
general terms. It is only in f 6 that particular problemata are found which he 

3 As for the construction, if a predicate is established as belonging as genus, proprium or 
definition it has implicitly also been established that it belongs simply, so that it is not necessary 
to establish it separately. However, in cases in which the belonging and the way of belonging 
are established separately, the topoi of the sumbebekos might also be useful for the construction 
of other predicables as well; cf. e.g . .6. 2, 122alO-30. 

4 Aristotle actually says Ta Ka6oAoo KaTaOlCBOaOT1lCa lCat civaoKEoaoT1lCa, but it 
is quite clear that topoi are meant; cf. r 6, I 19a33f., H 2, l52b36ff., l53a2. 
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explicitly states mentioning the Laws of Subaltemation once again (119a32-
36).5 

Aristotle specifies the topoi of which we have to speak first as universally 
destructive ones. This does not fit the topoi listed in B and r 1-5 entirely. 
There are some topoi which are destructive only,6 but there are many more 
which are both destructive -and constructive7 and which are found right at the 
beginning of B. Thus, we do not find first the destructive and then the 
constructive topoi as the passage would seem to imply. Interestingly, in the 
topos-entries the information about the constructive use of a topos always 
comes second and we sometimes have quite clear indications of a later 
addition. 8 It is also noteworthy that in book e, which I argued to be 
chronologically earlier than the central books of the Topics, only the 
expression "to destroy" (a.vatpE'iv) is used. In the passage cited a certain 
notion of "to destroy" and "to construct" is suggested which represents only 
one of two possible options; I have discussed the different meanings of these 
two notions in Chapter One.9 -

2. "To belong" versus "to be ":109alO-26 

This passage is of interest to. the ql.lestiortof why Aristotle uses in the Pri9r 
Analytics the word "to belong"(u1l"apXEtv) instead of the everyday word "to 
be" (Et vat) when describing the belonging of terms in a categorical syllo
gism-a question over which some ink has been spilled. But the question is 
ill-stated, since "to belong" is. already much used in the Topics and thus not 
newly introduced in the Analytics; ,the question to ask is why in the Topics 
Aristotle uses "to belong" rather than "to be" to describe predication. This 
passage gives an example of how important the study of the Topics is for the 
Analytics. The passage runs: 

The conversion (civnoTpi<j>I:;tV) of an appropriate appellation which is 
derived from an accident (T~V ci:rro TOU oUI.1~t~'1K(hoC; olKe:lav Qvol.1a
otav) is an extremely precarious thing; for only in the case of accidents can 
something be true in a certain respect (nTi') and not universally (1.1 r1 
Ka6oAou). Appellations derived from definition, proprium and genus are 
bound to be convertible (civnoTpi<j>tw). For example, if being a two
footed terrestrial animal belongs to something (tl vnapxtt nVl ~~'tl 
nt~~ Binolh El vat), then it will be true by conversion to say that it is a 
two-footed terrestrial animal (~~ov nt~ov Binouv eOTtV). So too if the 
appellation is derived from genus; for, if being animal belongs to 
something (~~'tl onapXtt nVl ttvat), then it is an animal (~t40V 
i on v). The same thing is true in the case of a proprium; for if being 
capable of learning grammar belongs to something (vnapXtt nVl 

5 "If the problema is put in a particular and not in a universal form. in the first place the 
universal constructive and destructive topoi mentioned above are all useful. For in destroying or 
constructing a thing universally we also prove it in particular; for if it belongs to all, it belongs 
also to some, and if to none, not to some." 

6 E.g. 109b30ff.; IlOalOff.; Illb12ff.; 112blff.; 112b2Iff. 
7 E.g. 109b13ff.; 1I0a23ff.; 1I0b8ff.; llOb16ff.; 1I1a8ff.; 1IIa14ff.; etc. 
8 Cf. e.g. 1I1b8-1I where we have a doublet in bll of b8. 
9 Cf. pp. I8f. 
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VPO:/l/lo:rl1cij'c; 15e:lCTtlC~ e:iVO:l), then it will be capable of learning 
grammar (YPO:/l/Jo:TtlCij'C; 15e:lCTtlCOV earO:l). For none of these attributes 
can possibly belong or not belong in part (lCo:r<l Tt) only, but they must 
either belong or not belong absolutely (a:rrAwc;). 
In the case of accidents, however, there is nothing to prevent an attribute 
(e.g. whiteness or justice) belonging in part only, and so it is not enough to 
show that whiteness or justice belongs to a man in order to show that he is 
white or just; for it is open of question whether he is only partly (lCo:r<l Tt) 
white or just. In the case of accidents, therefore, conversion is not 
necessarily possible. 

"Being convertible" (avTteJTpicpEw) apparently has a unique meaning here 
which does not occur in any other place in Aristotle's works.1O It is the 
passage from the phrase 'B belongs (unapXEl) to A' to 'A is (e:OT1.V) B'. In 
the case of the predicables genus, proprium, and definition this conversion is 
necessary, in the case of the accident however it is not, for it might belong in 
a certain respect only and not universally. Thus "to be convertible" 
(avTtoTpiCPEtV) here obviously refers to the change from "to belong" to "to 
be", not the Ch~!H~i.~qf::!1l9,I1~sition of subject and predicable, as is usually 
suggested. 11 :,..;j~?')~';'~i<~'~;~:;;'_' _. < 

Now, what exactly a9~S: Aristotle mean here? Let us turn to Soph. El. 5, 
where I thinkJM~~~6~,~iln-.be found. In this chapter seven kinds of 
paralogisms indepencleriCof hinguage (iew TijC; AieEwC;)l2 are described, one 
of them being ca p,aralogis.IP.. "in which an expression is used absolutely 
(anAwc;) or nof~bgOilii:ei)?b~tqualified as to a certain respect (m}) or place 
(nou) or time {no'ri)'orrelation (npoc; Tt)";13 they are analysed in Soph. El. 
5, 166b37-167a20. These paralogisms "occur when that which is predicated in 
part (h llipEt) is taken as though it were stated absolutely (anAwc;)".14 
Aristotle gives two nearly equivalent examples of paralogisms in which the 
predication is qualified in a certain respect (mD, which is relevant for us 
here;ls in the first example he designates a black man by an "Indian", in the 

10 Brunschwig (1967), p. LXXXVII n.5 lists four meanings of cXvnoTpi<jlEw in the Topics, 
including the meaning here which he misinterprets (cf. next footnote). There is also a fifth 
meaning, namely that of "being convertibly predicated" (cf. Top . .6. 6, l28a38, b7; H 5, 
l54b2;6), for which Aristotle usually uses the expression cXVTIlCaTIlyopE"io6at; thus there are 
two meanings of cXVTtoTpi<jlEtV which also occur in the Analytics (cf. Ross (1949), p.293). 

II Cf. Brunschwig (1967), p. LXXXVIII n.5: «(b) la conversion se dit aussi de la 
proposition, lorsque changement de copule permet d'y inverser les positions du sujet et du 
pn:dicat.» Cf. also Pacius (1597), p. 367, 4 and Alexander, in Top. 131,30-32. Colli (1955), p. 
927f. misinterprets the meaning of conversion here by wrongly assuming that it never occurs in 
the case of accidents, whereas all Aristotle says is that the conversion does not necessarily take 
place-but it might. 

"Being convertible" here has of course nothing to do with the change of the position of the 
subject and the predicate. It is not true for the first three mentioned predicables, since in the 
first (aI4-16) and the third example (aI7f.) the position of the subject and predicate is the same 
in both propositions. As for the accident, the problem is not that one could not change the 
position of subject and predicate but that "to belong" cannot always be converted into an 
unqualified ''to be", because it could be "to be in part.". 

12 There is also a second group of paradoxes which are dependent on language (1fapa T~V 
Aiet v) and which Aristotle describes in Soph. El. 4. 

13 Soph. El. 4, 166b20-27. 
14 Soph. El. 5, 166b38-167al. 
IS Soph. El. 5, 167a7-9 & 11-14. 
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second by an "Ethiopian". The paralogism runs like this: Having secured 
(Aa(3wv) the premisses that an Ethiopian is black and that he is white with 
respect to his teeth one concludes syllogistically that the Ethiopian is both 
black and not black (aI2f.) or white and not white (aSf.). It is clear that 
something is awry here, and this is the passage from "the Ethiopian is white 
with respect to his teeth" to "the Ethiopian is white", i.e., in general terms, 
from "to be in a certain respect" (mj ttval) to "to be absolutely" «i11"A05<;; 
e;tval) (a14f.). We would not say of an Ethiopian that he is white, although 
his teeth are white, because only a part of him-his teeth-is white (h 
IlEptl) and not his whole body (01.0<;;), which is black. 16 The two premisses 
are true, the conclusion however is not, as two opposites (including contraries 
and contradictories) cannot both belong absolutely to a subject; it is possible 
however that both belong in a certain respect (1fT]) or that one of them 
belongs absolutely «i1l"A05<;;) and the other in a certain respect (mD.11 The 
conclusion does not really follow from the premisses which is why Aristotle 
says that the types of fallacies independent of the language fall under the 
ignorance of the definition of the syllogism.18 

Transferrechto the case in B I, it means: "Whiteness belongs to the 
EthiopiJ!n'!;<;annotbe converted to "The Ethiopian is white." The reason, or at 
least one .of the_ ieasons why Aristotle uses "to belong" instead of "to be" 
would appea(1Q~He ·that it encompasses both "to be absolutely" and "to be in a 
certain respect" and so catches more propositions and thus more reasonings 
than. ~~to.bt;~:.~wl:ri(;hpnly encompasses "to be absolutely" .19 

Aristotie s6~fris to refer to this distinction in APr. A 37, 49aS where he 
says that predIcates can be predicated in a certain respect (mj) or absolutely 
«i1l"A05<;;). APr. A 36 where Aristotle deals with the so-called syllogismi 
obliqui is also interesting, because it represents another passage where the 
broadness of the word "to belong" is stressed, albeit in a different respect. 
Aristotle points out that 'A belongs to B' (in contrast to the narrower 'A is 
predicated of B') cannot always be converted to 'B is A' with the terms in the 
nominative, these sometimes having to be in the genitive, dative or 
accusative, e.g. 'there being a single science belongs to things which are 
contrary to one another' does not convert to 'contraries are a single science', 
but to 'of the contraries there is a single science' (4Sb4-9). Since in 'A 
belongs to B' the terms always remain in the same casus, the meaning due to 
the difference in casus has to be included in the relation "to belong"-in 
English we could say that it stands for "to be of', in Greek that it stands for 
El vaHsubject in the genitive-and thus have a broader meaning than "to 
be"+subject in the nominative. Aristotle simply says that "to belong" has as 

16 Soph. El. 5, 166b38 and 167a8. Cf. also a 5, I 26a26-29.: "the part is not in any way 
predicable of the whole" (1.27f.). 

11 Soph. El. 25, 180a26-29; 5, 167a9f., 17. 
18 Soph. El. 6, I 69a20f. Cf. also 5, 167a13, where the person only believes that he has 

inferred the conclusion syllogistically; see also the definition of refutation (EAEYXOC;) in 
167a22-28, esp. a26f. (K(tTCX roiiro) and the examples in a31-34. 

19 Thus, from 'blackness belongs to the Ethiopian' and 'whiteness belongs to the Ethiopian' 
it indeed follows that 'blackness and whiteness belong to the Ethiopian', because "to belong" 
does not preclude that the contraries belong in different ways. 
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many meanings as "to be" (b2-4), obviously referring to the fact that "to be" 
can be constructed with terms in different casus, not just the nominative. 

In any case, the explanations which have been given to date are wrong 
insofar as they presume that Aristotle introduced the term "to belong" in the 
Analytics whereas it already occurs in a technical sense in the Topics.20 

3. Definition of two e"ors (109a27-34) 

In this passage Aristotle distinguishes two errors in problemata: 

We must also define the errors (cijJapriac;) that occur in problemata. They 
are of two kinds, caused either by false statement (lj1Eol)eo6at) or by trans
gression of the established use of language (1fapa~aive:lv r~v KEtlJEVTlV 
Ai~lV). For those who make false statements, and say that something 
belongs to a thing which does not belong to it, commit error; and those who 
call objects by the names of other objects (e.g. calling a plane-tree a man) 
transgress the established terminology. 

3.1. The first error: false statement ('I'ev15ea8al) 
The opponent says of something that it belongs, whereas it does not belong, 
andtherd:lY commits an error. Interestingly, Aristotle states here only the 
destructive case, i.e. the case in which the questioner refutes the opponent by 
proving that the predicate does not belong; the constructive case can easily be 
constructed. It might be queried how this ontological definition of error21 is 
supposed to be compatible with the dialectical situation where the questioner 

. has to prove the contradictory of the thesis taken by the answerer, whether he 
believes the thesis is true or not. What Aristotle might insinuate here is that, 
even though one can argue against a thesis and its opposite, there is only one 
which is true.22 However, in Z 1, 139a36-b3, a passage I have already 
mentioned on p. 89, Aristotle defines the assertion of truth and falsehood in a 
way which suits the dialectical context more: 

20 Ebert (1977a) criticizes L ukasiewicz (19572), p. 17 and Patzig (1968), pp. 8-12 who, both 
interpreting Alexander in APr. 54,21-29, point out that Aristotle's usage of "to belong" instead 
of "to be" makes the predicate and subject better distinguishable, as the subject is put in the 
dative (in contrast to the nominative of the predicate)--the subject is clear enough in a nonnal 
sentence as Ebert rightly points out. Ebert himself argues that Aristotle introduced "to belong" 
in order to show the structure of the syllogisms (especially the middle tenn) more clearly. Now, 
what I have said above in the text, does not make Ebert's article useless. He is certainly wrong 
in assuming that the points he is making were the reason which made Aristotle introduce "to 
be"-he used this tenn already in the Topics. However, what Ebert says can still be relevant in 
order to see how Aristotle uses the possibilities of the verb "to belong" to describe syllogisms in 
an elegant (in the sense in which mathematicians use this word) way. There are many 
examples of topoi in the Topics which Aristotle can express more concisely with "to belong" 
than it would be with "to be". 

Zadro (1974), p. 551 is the only modern commentator who observes the relevance of the 
passage and points out that "to belong" is not simply an alternative to "to be" as L ukasiewicz 
believed. However, his explanation (p. 358f. and appendix I on pp. 549-578) is highly obscure; 
cf. the review of Striker (1976). 

21 Cf. Aristotle's famous definition of truth and falsehood in Met. r 7, 101lb26f.: "to say of 
what is that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is false, while to say of what is that it is and of 
what is not that it is not, is true." 

22 In Top. A 2, 101a33-36 Aristotle maintains that the Topics is useful for philosophical 
sciences "because the ability to raise difficulties on both sides will make us discern more easily 
the truth and falsehood on (T(iA'1ei~ TE Kal TO "'Eiilio~) each point." 
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Whether, then, the account is not also true of that of which the name is true 
(cXAT]6E:tlETat) you should examine according to the topoi of the sumbebe
koso For there too the question is always "is so and so true or untrue?"; for 
whenever we argue (lhaAEywIlE6a) that a sumbebekos belongs, we assert 
that it is true (OTt cXAT]6EC; AEYOjlEV), while whenever we argue that it does 
not belong, we assert that it is untrue (on 01J11: cXAT]6EC;). 

3.2. The second error: violation o/the established terminology (trapa{Ja{
V6lV TT/V 1C6l/.dv1JV J..ielV) . 
The opponent's error of violating the established terminology seems to be 
less familiar. Aristotle illustrates this error using a very striking example: 
"The plane-tree is a man". Interestingly, there are scarcely any topoi in the 
Topics which would deal with problemata in which the error of violating 
nomenclature is addressed. 23 As far as I can see, there are only three other 
topoi in the Topics where the answerer is charged with violating the 
established nomenclature, one of which can be found in Z 10, 148b16-22. 
However, the answerer here does not make the error in his thesis, but in the 
argument in defence of his thesis which expresses the definition of an 
ambiguous term. The questioner points out that the defInition does not fit all 
the meanings of the ambiguous term. The answerer does not however admit 
that the term is homonymous,24 but maintains that the term does not fit all 
meanings, just because the defInition he has given does not, i.e. the term gets 
the meaning which is given to it by the definition, not by the sense it has in 
everyday-language. In this case Aristotle advises to retort to such a person that 

though sometimes one ought not to use the same language as the multitude, 
yet in a question of terminology (TI] jlEv Qvollaaia) one ought to employ 
the received and traditional usage (TI] lrapaliEliojlEVIJ Kat lrapElro/JEVIJ) 
and not to upset matters of that sort. 

Clearly, the questioner does not prove that the answerer violates the 
established terminology, he simply states it. This also seems to be true of the 
other two examples.25 Thus, the second kind of error might crop up in a 
debate, but is not the sort of error which would require a proof-the lack of 
appropriate topoi confIrms such an interpretation strongly. 

23 The topoi in B 2, l09bl-12 and llOal4-22 might at first glance appear to deal with the 
second error, but actually deals with the first one (in the first mentioned topos this is in any case 
the more plausible option). I shall deal with these topoi in the third section of this chapter. 

24 Here, Aristotle obviously takes "ambiguous" to be synonymous with "homonymous". 
25 In Z 2, l40a3-5 the error of the poet is that he "uses terms of which the use is not well 

established ( /I~ Ktl/lEVOt<; Qvo/laut xpriTat)"; and his definition is thus obscure (/In 
ua<j>liic;)-this error is certainly simply pointed out to the opponent and not proved. In 140a6-17 
Aristotle criticises those who define law as "the measure or image of things naturally just." In 
a13-17 he makes a distinction: if the opponent means it literally, then he is in error-this would 
have to be proved; if he does not mean it literally, then it is clear that he expressed himself 
obscurely (aua<j>Iii<;)-this just needs pointing out. 
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B. The most opportune topoi 

Having dealt with the introductory chapter the investigation of the concrete 
topoi in B can follow. This section deals with a special class of topoi which 
Aristotle describes as the "most opportune" (e1ftK(llpOTaTol) and "most ge
neral" (f.HIAlC1Ta KOlVOUC;)26 which are of course endoxical:27 

These therefore are those which it is most important to master and to have 
ready to hand; for they are the most useful on the greatest number of 
occasions. 28 

As already mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, "the most opportune 
topoi" occur in every central book29 and can be used for destruction and 
construction of theses containing any of the four predicables. The topoi in B 8 
are divided according t<> four oppositions of terms (avn6ioElC; '.iTTapEC;) 
into the case of contradictories (e1Tt n.i5v avn4>aoEwv), contraries (nDv 
EvavTi-wv), privation and possession (nDv OTEP~OEWV Kat EeEWV), 
and rela-tives (nDv 1TPOC; Tt). In B 9 the topoi from co-ordinates and 
inflections (e1T1. nilv ouoToixwv Kat E1T1. nilv 1TTWQ&,!BYJ,~;~~em-' 
contraries (Em TOU evavnou), again, and from generation, ~R~P!Ag,~."~~d,, 
creative and corrup-tive agencies (ht TWV vEvioEWV Kat <p60p~v'.;~ar 
1TOlTlTlKWV Kat 4>6apTtKWv) are found. In B 10 there are ~~9p.Q~~lrOm. 
the case of like things (em n.i5v OflOtWV), from the greater and lesser degree 
(EK TOU fldAAOV Kat I;'TOV) ,and from .the !ike degree (h r?;~;, ... gH~9:i,~,,~}, 

The "most opportune" tOpOl all functIOn III the same way as metalepflc' 
hypothetical syllogisms (Hm).30 I shall deal first with the topoiderived:froffi 
the contradictories, the contraries and the relatives found in B 8. The first two 
are explicitly said to be established by induction; against the latter one 
Aristotle gives a possible objection. Thus, these topoi are further examples to 
those given in Chapter Two which confirm that topoi are protaseis, since 
according to e protaseis are established by induction and objected to by 
objections. I shall also deal with topoi from contraries found in other passages 
and used for construction and destruction of predicables other than 
sumbebekos. Next, I shall deal with the topoi from the greater, lesser and like 
degree in B 10. These topoi of the greater and lesser degree, apart from the 
first one, express a likelihood and that is probably why Theophrastus counted 
them as a separate sort of a hypothetical syllogism. 

26 H 4, l54a12-l5, with respect to H 3, l53a26-l54all; r 6, 119a36-38, with respect to 
119a38-120a5. 

27 r 6 119a38' bl6 
28 H 4, 154aI3-15 .. 
29 B 8-10, r 2, 117b3-9, r 5-6, A 3, 123bl-A 4, E 6-8, Z 7, 146a3-20, Z 9-10, 148alO-13, H 

I, l5Ib28-152a4, H 3-4 and in a few other scattered passages. 
30 This is most obvious in the case of the topos from the contradictories and it is clear that 

the others function in the same way, since they all deal with different sorts of consequence. 
Aristotle indicates that the topos from privation and possession functions in the same way as the 
topos from contraries (114a7f.) and the topos from the relatives in the same way as the topos 
from privation and possession (b13f.), and hence as the topos from contraries. 
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1. Topoijrom the contrailictories, contraries and relatives 

1.1. Topos from the contradictories (i7ri TWV ciVTUI)(iaewv) (B 8, 
113b15-26) 

You should see if arguments can be derived from contradictories, reversing 
the order of their sequence, both when destroying and when constructing a 
thesis, and you should obtain them by induction. E.g. "If man is an animal, 
not-animal is not-man", and so with the other cases (O/JOlUlC; /5f; Kat f;1Tt 
TWV clAAUlV). For here the following is reversed; for animal follows upon 
man, but not-animal does not follow upon not-man, but the reverse-not
man upon not-animal. In all cases a claim of the following kind should be 
made (TO TOlOUTOV <i~tUlTEOV), e.g. that "if the honourable is pleasant, 
what is not pleasant is not honourable"; if the latter is not so, neither is the 
former (d /5f; TOUTO /J~ 01.1/5' f;Ke"ivo). Likewise also, "if what is not 
pleasant is not honourable, what is honourable is pleasant". It is clear 
therefore that the reversed following in the case of the contradictories is a 
method convertible for both purposes. 

The text put in quotation-marks I take to be the hypotheses to which the 
advice refers that "in all cases a claim of the following lcirid"shoula be made". 
The rest of the sentence shows how the argument functions)namelyas a 
destructive metaieptic hypothetical syllogism «Hm)d) .(i.rr .. ~XR#8~Y-ias Modus 
tollens). In the case of construction Aristotle only meitiron.s:ih(/Hypothesis, 
and takes it for granted that the constructive argument functions as a construc
tive metaleptic hypothetical syllogism «Hm)c) (i.e:"rQUglllY/a,s,Modus 
ponens). Aristotle does not speak here about consequence (ti~9A.Ou~Elv) as a 
relation between propositions, but as one between ternls of one proposition of 
the hypothesis with respect to another. However, the way he describes the 
destructive argument ("if the latter is not so, neither is the former") seems to 
me to indicate that the negation of a consequent in some way implies the 
negation of the antecedent, or, expressed differently, the negation of the 
antecedent (i.e. the conclusion) is "consequent upon" (in the sense that 
(ilcOAOu6eiv has in B 4, 111b22) the negation of the consequent in the 
hypothesis. Let the thesis in the present topos be formalized as • A is B'. The 
argument then has the following schema: 

Destruction (b17f. 22f.): 

If A is B, then not-B is not-A. 

not (not-B is not-A) 
Hence, not (A is B). 

Construction (b23f.) 

If not-B is not-A, then A is B. 

Not-B is not-A. 
Hence, A is B. 
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The hypothesis is supposed to be established by induction,3! i.e. by giving 
several particular instances. Thus the hypothesis "if man is an animal, then 
not-animal is not-man" (113b 17f.) is to be taken as an instantiation of a more 
general hypothesis with the form 'If A is B, then not-B is not-A'.32 The 
general form is not stated here, but several instances indicate the general form 
of the hypothesis,33 which expresses the so-called Law of Contraposition. 

Aristotle emphasizes that "the reversed following in the case of 
contradictories is convertible (avTloTpi<t>Et) for both purposes" (b24-26), 
i.e. for destruction and construction. More often Aristotle uses the turn of 
phrase with a topos as the subject, i.e. "this topos is convertible both for 
destruction and construction".34 What it means is that if the topos-hypothesis 
has the form 'If P, then Q' for construction, as most topoi have, then it can 
have the form 'If Q, then P' or the equivalent 'If not P, then not Q' for 
destruction35 as well. Thus if a topos is convertible for both destruction and 
construction, then it should; strictly speaking, represent an equivalence 'P if 
and only if Q', for which Aristotle does not have a particle. If a topos is 
useful for destruction only it has the form 'If P, then Q' only. 

1.2. Topos from the contraries (i7ri rwv ivavniJ;vf(B'8, 113b27-114a3) 

Then look also at the case of the contraries,and see if the contrary of the 
one follows upon the contrary of the othllr,.eitherdir~ctly(E1rt TaiiTa) or 
conversely (c:ivall'aAw), both when you are destroying and when you are 
constructing a view; and obtain this too by means of induction. Now, the 
sequence (c:iKoAOVeT] 0'1<;;) is direct in a case sUclLas.ihat of courage and 
cowardice; for upon the one of them virtueJol1.Q~~dl~4viceupon the other; 
and upon the one it follows that it is desirable,' while' upon the other it 
follows that it is objectionable. The sequence in the latter case is also direct; 
for the desirable is the contrary of the objectionable. Likewise also in other 
cases (o/JolWC; /:if; Kat ElI't niiv aAAwv). The sequence is converse in 
such a case as this: health follows upon vigour, but disease does not follow 
upon debility; rather debility follows upon disease. In this case, then, 
clearly the sequence is converse. Converse sequence is, however, rare in the 
case of contraries; usually the sequence is direct. 

Here Aristotle distinguishes between a direct and a reverse following of the 
contrary terms, whereby the latter occurs much less often than the former 

31 B 8, I 13bI7; also b18f. and 22. 
32 As indicated by the expression "and so with the other cases" (I 13bI8f.), which displays 

the inductive procedure. . 
33 Aristotle could not represent the hypothesis with the help of letters as I did, since he starts 

representing tenns by letters only in the chronologically later Analytics. But he could have used 
the general terms "afflrmation" (<j>ame;) and "negation" or "contradictory" (avn<j>ame;), cf. 
e.g. E 6, 136a5ff. In general though there is nothing wrong with merely indicating the universal 
hypothesis with the help of examples, as is explained in El 2, 157a21-24: "In induction, it is 
possible in some cases to ask the question in its universal form, but in others this is not easy, 
because there is no established general name that covers all the resemblances: in this case, 
when people need to secure the universal, they use the phrase 'in all cases of this sort' (0 ihCJle; 
E7rl 7raVTCJlV niiv TOlOVTCJlV)." 

34 Cf. e.g. B 2, I09b25; he also often uses the phrase ''topos is useful (XpnOlIlOV) for both 
destruction and construction", cf. e.g. 113b8. 

35 Cf. e.g. B 4, 11lblOf. 
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(114al-3). Aristotle does not give concrete examples of the two possibilities 
but circumscribes them by specifying the relations of following between the 
tenns. The corresponding concrete examples are obviously: "If courage is a 
virtue, then cowardice is a vice" and "If courage is an object of choice, then 
cowardice is an object of avoidance" (113b30-34). The latter example for the 
reverse following of the contrary tenns is: "If health is vigour, then debility is 
disease" in (b35f.). Again, the hypotheses are established by induction (b34 & 
39). 

In the second paragraph (114a3-6) Aristotle describes the destruction and 
the construction of a thesis in the following way: 

If, therefore, the contrary of the one term is not consequent upon· the 
contrary of the other either directly or conversely, clearly (l>fjAov on) 
neither is the one term consequent upon the other in the statement made; 
whereas if the one is consequent upon the other in the case of contraries, it. 
must of necessity (av aylC (liov ) be so as well in the original statement. 

The argument is not stated in full but describes the working of the 
hypothetical syllogism, obviously assuroingthe hypothesis which has been 
established by induction as stated. I.e. what he says seems to describe an 
immediate inference: "if not P, neither Q"and "P, hence Q"; the hypothesis 
"if P, then Q" is taken for granted. Once the full fonn has been stated in the 
topos of the opposition of contradictories, Aristotle does not make the effort 
of stating the argument in full any more .. This· is true of all the following 
topoi in B 8.36 Let C(X) stand for the contrary of the tenn X. The full fonn 
of the argument in the case of the direct following is then as follows: 

Destruction: 

If A is B, then C(A) is C(B). 

not C(A) is C(B). 
Hence, not (A is B). 

Construction: 

If C(A) is C(B), then A is B. 

C(A) is C(B). 
Hence, A is B. 

The arguments clearly have the fonn of (Hm)d and (Hm)c. 

Let us also look at the use of the topos of contraries with respect to other 
predicables. There are various topoi from contraries in 11 3, 123bl-124alO, 
depending on what kind of tenn the genus given in the opponent's thesis is 
(whether the genus has a contrary or not, etc.). Let us turn briefly to the case 

36 Cf. 114a9-11; a15f. 
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in which the genus does have a contrary, which most resembles the topos 
from contraries above (123bl; 4-8): 

Further, examine any contrary that there may be of the species. This 
examination may take several forms [ ... ]. If, however, there is a contrary to 
the genus, see if the contrary of the species is in the contrary genus; for the 
contrary species must necessarily be in the contrary genus, if the genus has 
a contrary. Each of these points is made clear by induction. 

Only the investigation-instruction ("examine", "see if .,.") and the reason for 
it is given here, in which the hypothesis is expressed. No example is given, 
but it is not difficult to find an appropriate example in other passages of the 
Topics. Thus, the thesis could be "Virtue is the genus of justice";31 "virtue" 
has a contrary, namely "vice". The topos tells us that if virtue is genus of 
justice, then vice should be the genus of injustice-this is an instance of the 
universal hypothesis that "the contrary species must necessarily be in the 
contrary genus", which has to be established by induction. If vice is not the 
genus of injustice, neither is virtue genus of justice; if the former is the case, 
so too is the latter.38 ,"._ ,,~'C,_. " . 

:.; ~..,: .'~ .... -'~'. ''":!", ~ ,----:;;-. 

Another interesting 'eiiIn~[eiilli~i()Pos from the contraries used with respect 
to theses containing;~jJto.ffiiuHi~ptedication is found in E 6, 135b7-16; I cite 
the destructive part only:' '. 

Next, examinefrom)J,lle: p:ojPt of view [ ... ] of the contraries, and, for 
destructive pUl)Josest .se<Whether the contrary of the term rendered fails to 
be a proprium'of the 'contrary subject; for then neither will the contrary of 
the former be a proprium of the latter. For example, since injustice is 
contrary to justice, and the greatest evil is contrary. to the greatest good, but 
to be the greatest good is not a proprium of justice, then the greatest evil 
would not be a proprium of injustice. 

In the explicit example Aristotle seems to leave out the hypothesis which can 
easily be extracted from the investigation-instruction: 'If B is a proprium of 
A, then C(B) is a proprium of C(A)'; an instance of this is: "If the greatest 
evil is the proprium of injustice, then the greatest good is the proprium of 
justice." However, the particular instance here does not seem to be made 
explicit in this form; what seems to be made explicit is the fact that "injustice 
is contrary to justice and the greatest evil is contrary to the greatest good", i.e. 
the fact that the two terms satisfy the specified term in the hypothesis. Then 
it is shown that the consequent is not true, and that, hence, the antecedent is 
not true either; the argument clearly works as a destructive metaleptic hypo
thetical syllogism «Hru)d). 
The constructive part of the topos from opposites, which also include contra
ries, for the construction of definition is given in H 3, 153a26-29: 

31 Cf. 123b32f. 
38 Aristotle does not say so explicitly in the destructive case, but he does in the constructive 

case which is found one Belcker-page later in 124a7-9. 
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For we have to examine into the contraries and other opposites of the thing 
[ ... ]; for if the opposite definition defines the opposite term, the definition 
given must define the term before us. 

The destructive part of the topos is given in Top. Z 9, 147a29-b25, giving 
the explicit example of the hypothesis: "if beneficial is productive of good, 
harmful is productive of evil or destructive of good." An interesting example 
of a hypothetical syllogism based on the constructive topos from contraries is 
found in APst. B 6, 92a20-24: 

Suppose you do prove something on the basis of a hypothesis, e.g. if being 
bad is being divisible, and if, for items which have a contrary, being 
something is being contrary to what its contrary is, and if the good is 
contrary to the bad, and the indivisible to the divisible, then being good is 
being indivisible. 

The context makes it clear-Aristotle discusses defmitions here-that the verb 
"to be" has to be understood here in the meaning "to be defined as"; i.e. the 
thesis to be proved is that "being indivisible" is the· definition of "being 
good". The proposition'initalics is clearly the hypothesis. Abbreviating 'X is 
definition Qf;Y'by,D(X,:Y) 'the contrary term of X' as C (X), the hypo
thetical syllogisql cWl,b.evvritten in the following way: 

<'-~:':':--/'-;-~~.~ -~.~:~:~":. ,:". 
D (C (X), C (Y)) if and only if D (X,Y) [hypothesis] 

[D (being divisible;, being bad)] & [(being divisible) = C (being indivi
sible)] & [(being bad) = C (being good)], i.e. 
D (C (being indivisible), C (being good)) 

Hence, D (being indivisible, being good). 

The hypothesis in the universal form contains implicitly the instantiation 'D 
(C (being indivisible), C (being good)) if and only if D (being indivisible, 
being good)'; thus, this hypothetical syllogism works as constructive hypo
thetical syllogism «Hro)c). 

1.3. Toposfrom the relatives (B 8, 114a 13-25) 

You must also deal with relative terms (E1Tl. rwv 1TPOC; Tt) in the same 
manner as with privation or presence of states; for here too the sequence 
(CbCOAov8E01C;) is direct. For example, if three times is a multiple, then a 
third is a fraction; for three times is relative to a third, and a multiple is 
relative to a fraction. Again, if knowledge is a belief, then the object of 
knowledge is an object of belief; and if sight is a perception, then the object 
of sight is an object of perception. 
An objection (hurclcnc;) may be made that in the case of relative terms the 
sequence does not necessarily take place in the manner just described; for an 
object of perception is an object of knowledge, but perception is not 
knowledge. [ ... ] 
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The principle stated (TO PTJ6EV) is just as useful for the contrary purpose, 
e.g. to show that the object of perception is not an object of knowledge, on 
the ground that neither is perception knowledge. 

Let A and B stand for terms and ReI (A) and ReI (B) stand for the terms which 
are relative to A and B respectively and let 'A is B' be the thesis. The general 
form of the topos here is 'A is B if and only if ReI (A) is ReI (B)': 'If A is B, 
then ReI (A) is ReI (B)' for destruction and 'If ReI (A) is ReI (B), then A is B' 
for construction. Now, the objection is clearly against the topos-hypothesis: 
"an object of perception is an object of knowledge, but perception is not 
knowledge" (a20-23) is an instance in which the sequence expressed in 'A is B 
if and only if ReI (A) is Rei (B)' is not true.39 

2. Topoi from the greater, lesser and the like degree 

2.1. The first topos from greater and lesser degree (B 10, 114b37-115a14) 
This is the topos that I used to illustrate the workings of topoi in general in 
Chapter Two, pp. 50-54; it runs (114b37-115a6): 

Mofedv6r, argue from the greater and the lesser degree (E"K Toil j.J(iAAOV 
-Kal-~TTov).There are four topoi. One is to see whether the greater degree 
(o!'Jhe"preqicate) is consequent upon (a"KoAov6Ei) the greater degree (of the 

, subject); , e.g. if pleasure is good, see whether also a greater pleasure is a 
greater good; and if to do a wrong is evil, see whether also to do a greater 

-wrorig"is'a:..greater evil. This topos is useful for both purposes; for if an 
increase, (bri~o ot~) of the sumbebekos is consequent upon an increase of the 
subject, as described above, clearly sumbebekos belongs; while if it is not 
consequent, the sumbebekos does not belong. This should be obtained 
(ATJll"TEOY) by induction. 

The corresponding syllogism clearly functions as (Hm): 

Destruction (115a5): 

If A is B, then more A is more B. 
More A is not more B. 
Hence, A is not B. 

Construction (115a3-5): 

If more A is more B, then A is B. 
More A is more B. 
Hence, A is B. 

Aristotle does not specify the hypothesis of the destructive hypothetical 
syllogism in the way shown above, but as 'if more A is not more B, then A 
is not B', which however amounts to the same. Thus, Aristotle seems to 

39 The objection, Aristotle says, does not seem to be true, for many people deny that there is 
a knowledge of objects of perception (a22f.), i.e. they argue that an object of perception is not 
an object of knowledge either. 
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assume the equivalence 'More A is more B if and only if A is B'. It is clearly 
the hypothesis which is supposed to be obtained as a premiss by induction.4O 

Aristotle lists this topos as one of four derived from the greater and lesser 
degree, obviously assuming that they all have something in common. 
However, the first topos is different from the other three in that the term 
"greater degree" (Il<lAAOV) indicates here a qualitative or quantitative "in
crease" (E1Tiboou;;),41 while in the other three topoi it indicates greater 
"likelihood" (dlCOC;)42 or "greater repute" (Il<lAAOV bOlCOiiv).43 Since 
Aristotle indicates the different meaning by the words just cited he seems to 
be aware of the differences in the meanings of "greater" and "lesser". 44 

2.2. The three remaining topoijrom the greater and lesser degree (ile TOiJ 

JUiAAOY Kat ,JrroY) (J15a6-14) 
The three cases are: 

1) one predicate applied to two subjects;' 
2) two predicates applied to one subject; 
3) two predicates applied to two subjects.45 

;LetusseIect the first case (115a6-8): 

Another topos is: when one predicate is applied to two subjects (i;voc;; 1l"e:pt 
"'/5150 Ae:YOllivo\l), then, if it does not belong to the subject to which it is 

more likely to belong (d ~ Il<lAAOV e:bcoc;; U1l"<XPXe:1V Il~ U1l"aPXe:l), 
, neither does it belong to the one to which it is less likely to belong (ou/5' ~ 

tlTTOV); and if it belongs to that to which it is less likely to belong (e:\. ~ 
,~TTOV e:bcoc;; U1l"aPXe:w U1l"aPXe:l), then it belongs also to that to which 
it is more likely to belong (KCXt ~ Il<lAAOV). 

Aristotle does not give any concrete examples here, but fortunately there is 
one in r 6, l19b19-2l for the destructive part of the topos, except that the 
thesis here expresses particular belonging (nc;): 

For example, if some kind of knowledge (E1l"lOTllIlTJ TlC;;) were good in a 
greater degree than pleasure, while no knowledge is good, then neither 
would pleasure be good. 

This topos of the greater and lesser degree is an excellent example for a topos 
which one might very much be inclined to interpret as a rule rather than the 
statement of a hypothetical protasis. The reason is that in contrast to most 
other examples of topoi, the topos here does not consist of two, but of three 
propositions and one might interpret the ftrst two as the two premisses and 
the last as the conclusion of the hypothetical syllogism. Leaving aside the 

40 Cf. Brunschwig (1967), p. 153n.2. 
41 115a3f. 
42 115a6f., 8. 
43 115a9-13. 
44 The constructive part of the topos seems to equal the topos in B 11, 115b3ff. 
45 This first and third cases are especially interesting, since they show that the hypothetical 

propositions do not necessarily have the form 'IfAx, then Bx', but also simply 'lfP, then Q' and 
that obviously Aristotle uses the former way of expression only as an abbreviation of the latter, 
if he can do so (cf. Chapter Four, p. 102f.); for other examples see pp. 154 & 155. 
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particular belonging, the example for the topos given above could be 
understood as an argument of the following kind. Let A stand for 
"knowledge", B for "pleasure", and C for "good". "In a greater degree than" 
(Il<lAAOV iJ), which is to be understood in the sense of "more likely than", is 
abbreviated as M. The thesis is obviously 'B is C' ("Pleasure is a good"): 

Destruction: 

(A is C) M (B is C). (hypothesis) 
A is not C. 
Hence, B is not C. 

Aristotle does not give an example for the construction of the thesis 'B is C', 
but the procedure is obvious from topoi investigated earlier. Let us assume 
that there is a proposition 'D is C' of which the truth of the predication is 
less likely than 'B is C' and let "in a lesser degree than" (~TTOV e;h:oc;;) be 
abbreviated as L. The corresponding hypothetical syllogism would then be: 

Construction: 

(D is C) L (B is C). 
D is C. 
Hence, B is C. 

In what way should the hypothesis, say in the destructive case, '(A is C) M 
(B is C)' imply the conclusion 'B is not C', once the negation of 'A is nQt~(5!: 
in the additional premiss has been shown? One could think of this hypothesis, 
analogously to the diairetic hypothesis, as containing implications. whereas 
there are four implications in a diairetic proposition, there are two in the 
hypothesis above: 'not (A is C), implies 'not (B is C), and '(B is C)' implies 
'(A is C)'. I.e. the negation of the more likely predication implies the 
negation of the less likely proposition and the assertion of the less likely 
proposition implies the assertion of the more likely predication. The former 
can be used for destruction of the thesis. The latter could theoretically be used 
for construction of the proposition 'A is C'; but the thesis 'B is C' is 
supposed to be constructed. Thus, here the hypothesis '(D is C) L (B is C), is 
needed, which contains two implications: '(D is C) implies (B is C)' and 'not 
(B is C) implies not (D is C)'. The former is used for the construction of 'B 
is C'; the latter could theoretically be used for the destruction of 'D is C', 
which however is not the thesis.46 The two relevant implications contained in 
the hypotheses for destruction and construction are explicitly stated in the 
passage 115a6-8 cited on the previous page. 

However, the implication of the conclusion here is not necessary, but only 
probable. If knowledge is more likely good than pleasure and it is shown that 
knowledge is actually not good, then it makes the thesis that pleasure is good 
unlikely but not impossible; the opponent might very well not acknowledge 
his thesis to be refuted and contend that the questioner has only shown it to be 

46 Aristotle says explicitly that "the topos from the lesser degree can be used for 
construction only" (f 6, 119b23); of course, correspondingly, the topos from the greater degree 
is useful for destruction only. 
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unlikely. Also, such an argument would not classify as a syllogism, since the 
conclusion does not follow necessarily. There is one way to make the 
conclusion follow necessarily--one adds the whole implication to the reason
ing and once the opponent has agreed to it, it will follow by necessity. The 
argument would then be, in the destructive case: 

If ((A is C) M (B is C)) and (A is not C), then (B is not C). 
(A is C) M (B is C). & 
A is not C. 
Hence, B is not C. 

This hypothetical syllogism represents the fifth one enumerated by Theo
phrastus and obviously works as a metaleptic hypothetical syllogism (Hm); it 
is distinguished from the other hypothetical syllogisms by its use of the 
notion of probability. Alexander, in APr. 324, 26-29, gives the following 
example for a qualitative syllogism: 

If what would seem to be more self-sufficient with regard to happiness is not 
self-sufficient, then what is less so than it is not self-sufficient; but health, 
which would seem to be more self-sufficient than wealth\,yitIi:'r~gard~to 
happiness, is not self-sufficient; nor therefore is wealth. '/" ,'"';".';, '~', " 

This syllogism clearly satisfies the form given above, being.--,!ni(a~t:;~iightly 
more precise in that it states the hypothesis in general terms and not the 
needed i~stan~ation which Aristotle clear~y takes for granted.",~.,u~;'i;;.j> ,,:,: 

Also 10 his commentary on the TopICS Alexander clearly'1ilferptetsthe 
working of this topos in the same way as I do. In in Top. 206; 21"24-· he only 
gives an example of the topos and thus it is unclear, in the same way as it is 
unclear in the Topics, as to whether he sees it as an argument or a hypothesis. 
However, he is unmistakably clear in in Top. 126, 31-127, 16 where he 
explains the working of the topos in general and illustrates it with an example 
of the topos of the greater and lesser degree, using as the hypothesis the same 
example as the one given in in Top. 206, 21-24. Thus he says that if 
someone wants to prove that wealth is not good he can find the protasis he 
needs with the help of the mentioned topos and syllogize the conclusion (127, 
8-11): 

For if health is good in a higher degree than wealth and it is not good, then 
neither would wealth be good; if he takes this as a protasis (~<; A'1<jl8Efu'1<; 
1rpOrauEUl<;) and adds some additional premiss (1rpoUA'1<jl8Ef'1) which says 
that health is not good because [ ... ], then it would be shown (e;l'1 
5E5Etyj..u€VOV) according to the topos in hand (lC<xrcl TOY 1rPOlCEiIlEVOV 
r01rov) that wealth is not good.47 

The example is obviously very similar to the one given in his commentary 
on the Prior Analytics, the only difference being that the predicate there is 
"self-sufficient" and not "good".48 

47 Alex. in Top. 127, 11-16. 
48 Even if the syllogism is interpreted as not having the form that I have argued, but rather 

the form of my first option, and one were to argue that the necessarily following of the 
conclusion is taken here in the more relaxed sense of high probability, this would not 
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2.3. The three topoi from the like degree (iK TOiJ ollofw~) 
Here, there are exactly the same three combinations of subjects and predicates 
as in the three last topoi from the greater and lesser degree. Again, I shall cite 
the first topos (115aI7-19): 

For supposing that one predicate belongs or is generally regarded (liOK&i) to 
belong to two subjects in a like degree, then if it does not belong to the one 
neither does it belong to the other; while if it belongs to the one, it belongs 
to the remaining one as well. 

This hypothetical syllogism functions analogously to the one constructed 
according to the topos from the greater and lesser degree. The main difference 
is that the like degree can be used both for destruction and construction, 
whereas the greater degree can be used for destruction and the lesser degree for 
construction only; for a concrete example of the hypothesis, see r 6, 119b24-
27. 

C. Selection of some topoi from book B 

1. The first topos in B: 2; l09a34-b12 

Now one topos is to investigate whether the oppont:nt has assigned 
(l7roMliwK&V) as an accident (WC; aVjJ~&jjrl1coc;)soinething which belongs 
in some other way (TO KaT' aAAov nva TP01rOV v1rapxov). This 
mistake is commonly made with respect to the genera'of things, e.g. if 
someone were to say that being a colour is an accident (av,.i~&~TlKival) of 
white-for being a colour is not an accident of white, but colour is its genus. 

This is a very important topos since it is the only one in book B in which 
aUIl~e;~TI1CoC; clearly has the meaning of "accident" and not sumbebekos or 
attribute. It is most probably a later addition49 and constitutes a group with 
the topoi of the genus at the very beginning of Jl which are all in some way 
concerned with the relationship between genus and accident (l20bI5-
121al1).50 The expression "to assign" (ci1rO~lMval n (uic;) n) occurs 
very often in Jl51 but scarcely in B, which again suggests a later addition. 

The topos above is a clear example of what Theophrastus calls a parangel
matic topos, i.e. only the investigation-instruction is given and the topos has 
to be derived from it. Before deriving the topos however, first the investiga
tion-instruction has to be made slightly more explicit. "In some other way" 
obviously refers to the three predicables other than the accident. Thus, the full 
and explicit instruction could be stated in the following way: 'investigate 

necessitate a rejection of my interpretation of the topos as a hypothetical protasis. As I have 
already said, the hypothesis containing the expression "in a greaterllesser degree than" 
contains two implications and it might be argued that the topoi in Top. B 10, 115a6-8 spell out 
these implications. 

49 Scholars are agreed on this; cf. Brunschwig (1967), p. LXXXf. and Sainati (1968), p. 72. 
50 The first one (1, l20b21-29) in fact deals with exactly the reverse error in which what 

belongs as an accident has been assigned as a genus. 
51 a 2, 122a22, b12; 3, 123a34; 5, 126b14, et al.; also (usually in the form d7rolltliOvat 

nvoc; Tt) in E I, 128b28, 2, 130a37; 9, 139a14 and Z 6, 144b29, 145a3, 10, 14, et al. 
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whether the opponent has assigned something as an accident which in fact 
belongs as a genus or proprium or definition' .52 

Now it is fairly clear which topos-hypothesis can be derived from that. Let 
A (X, Y) stand for 'X is an accident of Y' , G (X, Y) stand for 'X is a genus of 
Y' , P (X, Y) for 'X is a proprium of Y' and D (X, Y) for 'X is a defInition of 
Y'. The topos-hypothesis can then be written in the following way: 'If G (X, 
Y) or P (X, Y) or D (X, Y), then not A (X, Y)'. This hypothesis can of 
course still be split further into parts: 'If G (X, Y), then not A (X, Y)" 'If P 
(X, y), then not A (X, Y)" and 'If D (X, Y), then not A (X, Y)'. 

This topos obviously derives from the fIrst defInition of the accident given 
in A 5, 102b4f.: 'A (X, Y) if and only if neither D (X, Y) nor P (X, Y) nor G 
(X, Y) and S (X, Y)'; S (X, Y) stands for 'X is a sumbebekos, i.e. an 
attribute, of Y' .53 

The mistake of assigning the incorrect predicable "is most commonly 
made with respect to genera" (109a35f.) and Aristotle gives a corresponding 
example, which can be abbreviated as 'A (colour, white)'. But "being a colour 
is not an accident of white, but colour is its genus", i.e. to show that 'not A 
(colour, white), it is enough to show that 'G (colour, white),. The hypo-
thetical argument runs in the following way:' . 

If G eX, Y), then not A (X, y).54 

G (colour, white). 
Hence, not A (colour, white). 

The argument clearly functions as a destructive metaleptic hypothtical syllo
gism «Hm)d).55 

Aristotle goes on to make a very interesting specifIcation as to the form of 
the thesis, which again points in the direction of a later addition: 

The opponent may of course expressly specify the appellation (lCCXT<X TftV 
ovo/Jcxatcxv Ihoptacxl) in his thesis (n6E/JEvoV), saying for example that 
to be a virtue is an accident (all/J~E~'1lCE) of justice; but often even without 
such explicitness (/Jft fhoptacxvn) it is obvious that he has assigned the 
genus as an accident (roe;; all/J~E~'1lCOC; a1foMliUllCEV); e.g. if someone were 
to say that whiteness is coloured (lCEXPUlTCX1) or that walking is in motion 
(lClvEla6cxl). For a predicate (lCCXT'1yopicx) derived from the genus is never 
said of a species in a derived form (7fCXPUlVU/JWC;), but always the genera are 
predicated of their species synonymously (all v wv U /J we;;); for the species 

52 The "or" is of course exclusive here. 
53 This definition in turn relies on the exclusive statement of the predicables given in Top. A 

5: 'For all X and Y, either 0 (X, Y) or P (X, Y) or G (X, Y) or A (X, Y)'. From this even more 
implications can be derived: 'If G (X, Y), then not 0 (X, Y)" 'If (G (X, Y), then not P (X, Y)" 
etc. 

54 The hypothesis could also have the diairetic fonn 'Either G (X,Y) or A (X, Y)'. 
55 Aristotle does not explain here how to prove that colour is the genus of white. Of course, 

it would have to be shown that colour "is predicated in the essence of several things which 
differ in kind" (A 6, 102a3lf.), one of which would have to be "white". This could be achieved 
with some of the topoi given in book 11. 
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take on both the name and the definition of their genera. A man therefore 
who says that white is coloured has not assigned colour as its genus, since 
he has used a derived form (mxpwvtli1w<;), nor as a property, nor as a defIni
tion; for the definition and property of a thing belong to that thing and to 
nothing else, whereas many things besides white are coloured, e.g. a log, a 
stone, a man, a horse. Clearly then he assigns colour as an accident. 56 

I have shown in Chapter Three that in the case of definition, proprium and 
genus the predicate is explicitly stated as such whereas in the case of 
sumbebekos we have a simple predication of an attribute, without the 
attribute being specified in any way. Now, this topos deals with a thesis in 
which sumbebekos has the specific meaning of "accident" (oUf..l~e:~TJ1<i
V(U57) and is explicitly stated as such (K(lT<1 T~V QVOf..l(lOl(lV I'hopl
O(lt). However, Aristotle maintains that an accidental predication even if it is 
not explicitly specified as such (f..l ~ Bw ptO(lVTl) can be recognised by the 
derivative form (7r(lP(J)Vtl f..l(J)<;)58 that the accidental predicate has. The 
assertion of a genus, in contrast, is always synonymous.59 The difference 
between the accident on the one hand and proprium and definition on the other 
is stated as follows: the lattt?r)::an ,b'!:predicated of exactly one thing, whereas 
the former of many things::~ .. :! "':. 

The purpose of the enur6' prQcedit& Is to assist the questioner in recognis
ing that a predicate has be~\i;~.rg~~a~an accident. Having found out that 
the predicate has not been assigned either as a genus or as a proprium or as a 
definition, it is clear th.at it J~;;,!~l~~~9;~; ~n accident. C?nce the questioner has 
found out that the predicate haS been asSIgned as an aCCIdent he can proceed as 
in the case described in the,flFstpanofthe topos-entry in which the predicable 
was assigned explicitly; he Inight reassure himself by asking the opponent 
whether by saying "whiteness is coloured" he really means to say that colour 
is an accident of white. 

There is also another way of interpreting the purpose of this procedure, 
which, however, seems to me to be less likely. It could be that the opponent 
himself agrees that colour is not an accident of white but its genus; however, 
he contests that the way he expresses himself indicates that he takes it to be 
an accident. In this case he would comInit the error of violating the estab
lished terIninology and this topos would be one of the few where this error is 

56 I09a39-bI2. "Clearly" because Aristotle takes the definition of the accident (or the 
exclusive division of the predicables) for granted, as in the first part of the topos. 

57 07fapxew Wt; oU/J(3e(3I11COt; would be possible as well 
58 Paronymity is defined in Cat. I, laI2-15 in the following way: "things are called 

paronymous which derive their name from something, being given a different inflection 
(lhac!>ipovTa Tij 7fTl,soel). Thus, for example, the grammarian gets his name from grammar, 
the brave get theirs from bravery." "Inflection" (7fnii mt;) can refer to different cases of a 
noun (Top. E 7. 136bI8-22, De Int. 2, 16a32-bI, APr. A 36, 48b37-49a5 (including the 
nominative», adjectives derived from nouns (Top. E 7, 136bI5-18, b27f., Cat. IaI2-15), 
adverbs derived from nouns (Top. B 9, 1l4a33f., E 7, 136bI5-18), superlatives of adjectives 
(Top. E 7, 136b28-32), genders (Top. 11 4, 133b36-134a4, Soph. El. 14, 173b26f.), participles 
(Top. Z 10, 148aI2f.), and various other inflections including those derived from verbs; cf. 
Steinthal (1890), 259ff. 

59 Aristotle specifies synonymous predication here in the following way: 'X is synonymously 
predicated of Y if and only if X and X's definition can be predicated of Y' (109b6f.). The 
same account is found in Cat. I, Ia6-12. 
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proved. The procedure given above would tell the questioner how to prove that 
the way the answerer expresses himself commits him to the assertion of the 
predicate as an accident, i.e. he commits a linguistic error. 60 The reason why I 
think this interpretation is less likely is that Aristotle seems to refer in both 
cases, whether the belonging as an accident is explicitly stated or not, to the 
error of genuinely mixing up genus and accident. 

2. The second topos in B: 2, l09b13-29 

This topos is an important one which Aristotle counts among those "most 
universal" (,.UXAtaTU 1<Ot VOUC;;) and whose efficiency is only next to the 
"most opportune" topoi.61 It can also be found in other books of the Topics.62 

The topos runs: 

Another topos is to examine all cases where a predicate has been said to 
belong to all or none of something. Look at them species by species (KaT' 
e'i1l'l) and not in their infinite number; for then the inquiry will proceed more 
methodically and in fewer steps. You should look and begin with the 
primary class~sJ41f<:L. }liiv 1fpulTwv), and then proceed step by step to 
those that are riot ftirthef divisible: e.g. if a man has said that the knowledge 
of opposites'is':th~"saine;'·y'ou should look and see whether it be so of 
relatives and,oL,eontraties. and of terms opposed as privation and posses
sion, and ofcofitiatH1:tor{terins. [ ... ] 
For if in any case it is proved that the knowledge of them is not the same 
(tav yap t1f1.,H~0c;.Ae;tx6fj on OUX ~ aUT~), we shall have destroyed 
the problem (aVIJPnK01"ec; Eooj.le6a TO 1fpO~A'lj.la). Likewise, also, if the 
predicate belongs 'iit hocase:This topos is convertible for both destructive 
and constructive purposes. [ ... ]63 

This again is a parangelmatic topos from which a topos-hypothesis can be 
derived. The questioner is told to investigate the universal positive or nega
tive thesis according to species. The example of the thesis-"the knowledge 
of opposites is the same"-makes it clear that the universality of the thesis 
consists in the thesis containing the general term "opposites". The questioner 
is told to divide (lhulpEiv) it into its species (contradictories, contraries, 
relatives, etc.) and see whether the predicate "the knowledge is the same" is 
still true of them: "for if in any case it is proved that the knowledge of them 
is not the same we shall have destroyed the problem." The mode of expres
sion (aorist-future perfect) clarifies that this argument is a hypothetical 
syllogism; it clearly works as a destructive metaleptic hypothetical syllogism 
«Hm)d). One instance of the hypothesis could be for example "If the 
knowledge of opposites is the same, then the knowledge of contraries is the 
same." The argument could be written in the following way; let A and B stand 
for terms and S (A) for 'a species of A' and let the thesis be 'A is B'. 

60 Cf. A1ex. in Top, 136,8-11. 
61 H 4, 154a15-18 
62 Cf. r 6, 120a32-b6; A I, 120bI5-20. 
63 B 2, 1 09b 13-20; 23-26. 
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Destruction: 

If B belongs to A, then B belongs to SeA). 

B does not belong to S(A) .. 
Hence, B does not belong to A. 

"To belong" stands here for "to be of" (Eivcu + subject in the genitive) (cf. 
p. 137f. above). The constructive argwnent described in b25-29 clearly works 
as a constructive metaleptic hypothetical syllogism «Hro)c). 

3. Thefourth topos in B: 2, llOaJO-13 

Moreover, one ought to turn the problema into a protasis for oneself 
(~al.lT<ii JrOtOOj.1£vov) and then raise an objection to it; for an objection 
(EvoTacnc;) will be a ground of attack upon the thesis. This topos is very 
nearly the same as the topos to examine all cases where a predicate has been 
said to belong to all or none of something; but it differs in method 
(lhaq,tp£l. 5E .. T<ii ;rpoJr~). 

I shall deal frrst with this fourth topos, since Aristotle says that this topos "is 
nearly thesarne~~~sth~ second one above. It is again a parangelmatic topos. It 
is not a(all easy to see- at first glance how a hypothetical syllogism could 
result from this topos. The crucial point is to understand the meaning of 
"problema"'coire~iIY.'A prob1ema is described in A 4 as a question of the 
form 'Is 1;> thecjOlsi!;qtnotT asked by the questioner and "it differs in the turn 
of phrase" (l)ta<j>ipet [ ... J T~ Tpon41) (A 4, 101b28f.) from a protasis 
which has the form 'Is P the caseT "Out of every protasis you will make 
(not rj aet<;) a problema if you change the turn of phrase (J.leTa~ cXAAWV T~ 
Tpon41)" (A 4, 1OIb35). The similarity in expression might suggest that 
Aristotle has the same change in the turn of phrase in mind here, i.e. that the 
questioner is supposed to turn the problema which he asks into a protasis and 
then find an objection. However, such an interpretation would not make any 
sense, since the questioner cannot know the opponent's thesis before he has 
picked out an alternative from the problema, and thus he could not possibly 
find an objection. 

Problema has obviously to be interpreted as having the meaning it in fact 
always has in books B-9, namely as the thesis-here clearly the opponent's 
thesis. Thus, the questioner is advised to turn the thesis into a protasis, i.e. a 
question, and find an objection to it. Why is it necessary to turn the thesis 
into a question? Simply because objections are made by the answerer to 
protaseis asked by the questioner: the questioner is told to put himself into the 
rOle of the answerer who tries to find an objection to a protasis, i.e. a contra
dictory instance to a general protasis. 
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Thus the topos functions as the above one, but "differs in method" 
(5uxcpipEt 5E Tt[5 Tp01l"4:l).64 The former topos is more methodical since an 
exact procedure is given for finding instances which are implied by the thesis 
through the dividing of a general term into species. Once a negative instance 
is found, we have actually thereby found an objection. This is exactly what 
the present topos instructs the questioner to do, however, without specifying 
how such an objection is found exactly. Aristotle does not give an example 
but.it is not difficult to think of one. Let the thesis be for example "All 
pleasure is good." The questioner is supposed to turn it into a protasis for 
himself, i.e. "Is all pleasure good?", and find an objection, e.g. "Gluttony is 
not good." Having made the implication specific and proved that it is not the 
case that gluttony is good the thesis will be destroyed by the hypothetical 
syllogism of the form (Hm)d, just as in the topos above.· 

Thus one can see that even such an odd topos as this one can be under-
stood as functioning as a hypothetical syllogism. . 

4. The third topos in B: 2, 109b30-110a9 

Another topos is to make definitions both of the llumbebekos and of that to 
which it belongs as ·a'sumbebekos (i.e. its subject), either of both separately 

._ ,or ,of one. of them, and then see if anything untrue has been assumed as true 
". C' in 'the definitions. [ ... ] Again, to see if the indignant man is envious, ask 

what each of these terms means; for thus it will be obvious whether the 
statement is true of false; e.g. if he is envious who grieves at the successes 
'of the good, and he is indignant who grieves at the successes of the evil, 
then clearly the indignant man would not be jealous. 

It is fairly clear how this topos (109b30-32; 38-l1Oa4) works. The questioner 
is advised to make a definition of both predicate and subject or of one of 
them.65 Let the thesis be 'A is B' and let Def(X) stand for 'the definition of 
X'. The three possible topos-hypotheses derived from the investigation
instruction are then: 'If A is B, then A is Def (B)" 'If A is B, then Def(A) is 
B' and 'If A is B, then Def(A) is Def(B),. Let us formalize the third example 
that Aristotle gives (109b38-110a4). Let A stand for the "indignant man", B 
for "envious", Def(A) for "being pained at the prosperity of the wicked", Def 
(B) for "being pained at the prosperity of the good". The thesis is 'A is B' . 

If A is B, then Def (A) is Def (B). 
Def (A) is not Def (B) 
Hence, A is not B. 

64 The Greek word TP01fOt; is sometimes used synonymously with the word /li60liot;. cf. 
Top. A 4, 102alO and a12; De An, A 1, 402a19; APr. A 31, 46b36 (0 TP01fOt; TtlC; 
CI1T11m;WC;); De Part. Anim. A 5, 646a2 (0 TP01fOt; Ttlt; /le60lioii), et al. 

65 He then goes on to say (110a4-9) that one should even define the terms used in the 
definitions: "One ought also to substitute definitions for the terms used in the definitions, and not 
stop until one arrives at something familiar; for often although the whole definition has been 
given, the point at issue is not yet clear, but it becomes clear when a definition has been given 
for one of the terms in the definition." 
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The argument is of course a destructive one and it works as a destructive 
metaleptic hypothetical syllogism «Hm)d). 

D. Topoi of "what is more worthy of choice" and of "what is the same" 

In the previous chapter I mentioned these topoi as among those which 
Alexander could have had in mind when writing of "other varieties of hypo
thetical syllogisms" (cf. p. 107). I shall deal with them now. 

1. Topoi of "what is more worthy of choice" 

In book r 1-4 we find theses asserting that something is "more worthy of 
choice" (aipnwn;pov) or "better" (f3iATlOV)66 than some other thing. This 
class of predications is subordinated to those containing a sumbebekos
predication. Thus in A 5, 102b14-20 Aristotle writes: 

To sumbebekos are to be attached also all comparisons of things together, 
when expressed in language that is derived in any kind of way froll)., 
sumbebekos; such as for example, the question "Is the honourable or th~ 
expedient more worthy of choice (aipETulTEPOV)?" and "Is the life of virtiIe~ 
or the life of self-indulgence the pleasanter (~MUlV)?", and any other·. 
problem which may happen to be phrased in terms like this. For in all su2i1" 
cases the question is to which of the two does the predicate belong as a 
sumbebekos in a greater degree (J.IiiAAOV).;~ 

Aristotle also specifies the subject matter of problemata which deal with what 
of two things is more worthy of choice (r 1, 116a4-9)-it has to be 
problematic: 

But first it must be clearly laid down that the enquiry we are making concerns 
not things that are widely divergent and that exhibit great differences from 
one another (for nobody raises any doubt whether happiness or wealth is 
more desirable), but things that are nearly related and about which we discuss 
for which of the two we ought rather to vote, for we do not see any advantage 
(V7rEPOXriV) on either side as compared with the other. 

In book r Aristotle gives a list of topoi which can be used as hypotheses in 
hypothetical syllogisms. The examples that Aristotle gives serve to illustrate 
the hypothesis, not the entire argument. One example is (116a29-33): 

Also, that which is worthy of choice (aipETov) for its own sake is more 
worthy of choice than that which is so for some other reason; e.g. health is 
more worthy of choice than exercise; for the former is worthy of choice for 
its own sake, the latter for something else. 

Clearly the proposition "what is worthy of choice for its own sake is more 
worthy of choice than that which is worthy of choice for some other reason" 
is being propounded here and made clear by an example. In a debate the 
questioner would of course have to deliver several examples to establish the 

66 Cf. 116a30 (sc. aipET(.lTEPOV), bSf. (sc. aipETtllTEPOV), blS (sc. [3EATtIllV), b30f. 
(SC.[3EATtWV). 
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hypothesis inductively. Aristotle does not give a concrete example of a whole 
argument, but it is clear that, as in previous cases, the argument would work 
analogously to the establishing of the hypothesis. Let us then assume that the 
questioner's thesis is that "health is more worthy of choice than exercise". Let 
A stand for "that which is worthy of choice for its own sake", B for "that 
which is worthy of choice for some other reason",C for "health", D for 
"exercise". Let "more worthy of choice" (atpEiUJrEPOV) be abbreviated as A. 
The thesis to be constructed is 'C A D.' 

AAB. 
C is A; D is B. 
Hence, CAD 

How do we know that the argument functions as a hypothetical syllogism? At 
the very beginning of r Aristotle describes the workings of the arguments 
found in r 1 and his mode of expression-aorist-future perfect-makes clear 
that he thinks of them as of hypothetical syllogisms (116alO-12): 

If one or more points of superiority can be shown (iiEtX6Eioll<; .v.ll'Epoxii<;. 
T1 IlHI<; T1 1TAEtOVWV), the mind will agree (UllYl<aTa6ri,qe;'La(r'/1 
Ihavow) that whichever of the two alternatives is actually superior IS the 
more worthy of choice (TOUT' eunv al.pETUlTWPEOV, .o . .ir.o1'tP"9'in 
TllyxaVEt aUTtilv U1TEpixov). . .... 

The working of the hypothetical syllogism is described here in psyd!9ll)g~~~~ 
terms but it is clear that in the context of the debate the hypothesis in which 
the standard of superiority is set, has been agreed upon-the entire b6ok'r"i~' 
mainly a list of these hypotheses. 

The terms on the both sides of " ... is more worthy of choice than ... " in 
the hypothesis can have different forms. Thus, at the beginning of r 2 another 
frequent form of the terms is specified (117a5-1O): 

Whenever two things are very much like one another, and we cannot see any 
superiority (V1TEPOXriV) in the one over the other of them, we should look at 
them from the standpoint of their consequences. For the one which is 
followed by the greater good is the more desirable; or, if the consequences 
be evil, that is more desirable which is followed by the lesser evil. For 
though both may be desirable, yet there may still ·be some unpleasant 
consequence. 

The hypothesis here is not just 'A A B', but '(A which has superior 
consequences) A (B which has inferior consequences)'; but the relation A and 
thus the main form of the argument remains the same. 

2. Topoi of "what is the same" 

Top. H 1 deals with theses which express the sameness or difference of 
something with or between something else (Tau To-predication): 'A is the 
same as (nxliTo) B' or 'A is not the same as (013 TauTo) B'. At the 
beginning of H 1 the "most opportune" topoi are listed with the help of 
which the thesis expressing sameness can be constructed (151b30-152a4) 
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whereas the rest of the chapter lists topoi on how to destroy theses expressing 
sameness. The theses containing "the same"-predication constitute a subclass 
of theses in which a definition-predication is expressed. In A 5, 102a5-9 
Aristotle says: 

One may, however, call definitory such a remark as that the beautiful is the 
becoming, and likewise also the question, "Are perception and knowledge 
the same or different?,,-for argument about definitions is mostly concerned 
with questions of sameness and difference. 

Let us take as an example the topos in 152a31-33: 

Again, look and see if, supposing the one to be the same as something, the 
other also is the same as it; for if they are not both the same as the same 
thing, clearly neither are they the same as one another. 

The first sentence contains the investigation-instruction, from which the 
hypothesis can be derived, whereas the second (after the semicolon) explains 
how the argument works. The argument can be formalized in the following 
way; let the thesis to be destroyed be 'A is the same as B': 

If X is the same as Y and X is the same as Z, then Y is the same as Z. 
A is the same as C, but B is not the same as C. -- . 
Hence, A is not the same as B. 

It is striking that Aristotle describes this argument with such. brevity and that 
he takes so many steps for granted, which one would not take for granted in 
modem logic. In order to make it work logically in the modem sense the 
hypothesis has to be instantiated in a certain way and several steps have to be 
made explicit. Let us instantiate the hypothesis in the following way, 
substituting X, Y, Z by A, B, C respectively and writing 'A=B' for 'A is the 
same as B' and accordingly in the other two cases: 

If (A=B and A=C), then B=C. 

To make the structure more clear, let us transform the above formula into 
propositionallogic, substituting 'A=B' by 'P', 'A=C' by 'Q' and 'B=C' by 
'R': 

(P" Q) ~ R 
P~ (Q~ R) 
P ~ not (Q " not R) 

(by Exportation) 
(by a Law of Implication) 

Now the second premiss can be added: 

(Q" not R) 

The conclusion can now by deduced by Modus tolIens, or rather with the help 
of the destructive metaleptic hypothetical syllogism «Hm)d): 

Hence, not P 

How can we know that the above arguments are syllogisms? They are 
mentioned explicitly in A 18, 108a38-b6 as the syllogisms about sameness 
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and difference (Ul.lAAOYlO/.l0t 1t'Ept nXUTou Kat hipol.l). Aristotle 
describes the destructive workings of these arguments using the mode of 
expression common to hypothetical syllogisms, i.e. aorist-future perfect: 

For when we have discovered (EOpOVTE~) a difference of any kind whatever 
between the subject under discussion, we shall have shown (5E5EtXOTE~ 
e:oo/JE8a) that they are not the same (on 00 TaUTOV).67 

Since Aristotle distinguished between categorical and hypothetical syllogisms 
and the above syllogisms of "what is more worthy of choice" and of "what is 
the same" are not categorical syllogisms, I have inferred that they are 
hypothetical syllogisms. It is interesting to note that Galen in the sixteenth 
chapter of his Institutio logica speaks in cases in which the predicates "is 
more worthy of choice" and "is the same" occur, of a third kind of a 
syllogism: the relational syllogisms (Ul.lAAOY1U/.lO<; Kanx TO 1t'po<; Tt 
YEviu6al).68 

At least as far as the syllogisms of what is worthy of choice69 are con
cerned it is to be said that they do not have the common characteristic of 
hypothetical syllogisms. In a hypothetical syllogism the thesis to be proved 
or refut .. d is "substituted" (/.lETaAa/.l~aVElv) by another one on which the 
proof concentrates and which is linked to the. thesis· through sonie kind of 
implication expressed in the hypothesis; there are at l~ilsttwo predications in 
a hypothesis. In the proposition • A is more worthy of ch()ice than B' this is 
of course not the case.7° Neither is the syllogism wit:llthis hypothesis a 
categorical syllogism. Thus, one could indeedsp'eak: ofa third sort of 
syllogism. . 

As for the syllogisms of "what is the same", the syllogism formalized 
above is certainly a hypothetical syllogism, since it satisfies all the con
ditions. The argument without the hypothesis, i.e. A=C, B:;eC, hence A;t:B, 
might still be considered to be a valid argument and it is this sort of argument 
which Galen seems to have classified as relational syllogisms. However, 
Galen himself suggests adding the hypothesis as a premiss,71 but then that 
would not be another kind of syllogism any more. It would certainly be 
interesting to compare Galen's relational syllogisms with the arguments 

67 A 18, 108b2-4. Cf. also A 5, I02a6-17 where Aristotle explains that the topoi of "what is 
the same" are useful for the destruction, though not the construction of definitions: "for when 
we have shown (1iel~avTEC;) that a thing is not the same as another, we shall have destroyed 
(av~prl1(OTEC; i:ao/lE6a) the definition" (al3f.). 

6 Inst. Log. 38, l3f. 
69 Galen obviously has a similar sort of syllogism in mind to the one found in Top. r. One 

example he gives, Inst. Log. 42, 1-3, is: "The virtue of the better is more worthy of choice (sc. 
than the virtue of the worse); soul is better than body; hence, the virtue of the soul is more 
worthy of choice than the virtue of the body." 

70 However, the "most opportune" topoi in r do represent hypotheses of the 'normal' sort, 
since they do not have the form 'X A V', but 'If X A Y, then f(X) A f(Y)'; cf. e.g. r 3, 
118a34-39: "Furthermore, we can judge things from their inflected forms, uses, actions and 
effects, and also vice versa; for they all follow one another (aKoAoo6El yap aAArlAOlC;). 
For example, if 'justly' is more worthy of choice than 'courageously', then also justice is more 
worthy of choice than courage; and if justice is more worthy of choice than courage, then also 
'justly' is more worthy of choice than 'courageously'. Similarly also in the other cases." 

71 Cf. Inst. Log. 39, 17-19. 
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found in Top. rand H, but such an investigation would lead us too far astray 
from the Topics.72 In any case it can be said that it was neither in Galen nor 
in the authors whom he cites as his predecessors73 where the very origins of 
relational arguments are found but in Aristotle's Topics. 

E. Origins of categorical syllogisms in the Topics 

I have mentioned in the Introduction that we not only find the origins of 
hypothetical syllogisms in the Topics but also, to a much lesser extent, those 
of categorical syllogisms. In fact the topos in B 4, llla14-32 seems to be the 
only clear case. Aristotle seems to run into problems here, principally because 
he does not seem to take into account the quantification but rather relies on 
the intensions of the terms. I shall also discuss a topos in which it is not 
obvious whether it works as a categorical or a hypothetical syllogism. 

1. The topos in B 4, 111 a14-32 

This section will deal with the first tQPos'describ~din ll1al4-20 and the two 
passages in which Aristotle refers"!tP.:th~'.fitsUppos (a23-27 and a29-31), 
reflecting on the value of the first t<?Eo~ fpr .c.onstruction and destruction; I 
shall leave the second top os (a2a.r23'5:-iiS'id~;-'Therelevant passage is as 
follows: 

In order to prove that contrary fattfiiJuf2's"fjeiong to the same thing (Hr 
EvaVTia T<,i2 alh<,i2 V1rapxov,1q),dqQk i1J)ts,genus; e.g. if we want to 
show that there is correctness and error in perception (Eon 1rEPl. ato6notv 
op6chnc; Kat aJ.1apTia): since to perceive is to distinguish (E1rtt TO 
alo6avw6at KpivEtV EOTi), and there is distinguishing in a correct and 
an incorrect way (KpivEtV li' Eonv op6c.ilC; Kal. J.1~ op6c.ilC;), thus with 
regard to perception there is correctness and error as well (Kat 1rEpt 
ato61lotV av ttll Op60TT]C; Kat aJ.1apTta). In the present instance the 
proof starts from the genus and relates to the species, for 'distinguishing' is 
the genus of 'perceiving', since he who perceives is distinguishing in a 
certain way [ ... ]. Now, the former topos is false ('l/Euliyf C;) for the purposes 
of construction [ ... ]. For it is not necessary that all the attributes that 
belong to the genus should also belong to the species; for an animal is 
winged or (Ka'i)74 quadruped, but man is not. [ ... ] On the other hand, for the 
purposes of destruction, the former argument is true [ ... ]: for all the 
attributes which do not belong to the genus do not belong to the species 
either. 

72 On the relational syllogism in Galen cf. Bames (1993), (1990b) and (1 990a). The last 
mentioned work is very illuminating as to how the ancients, including Stoics and mathemat
icians, dealt with arguments of this sort and as to how one can deal with such arguments in 
general. 

73 Posidonius is cited by name in Inst. Log. 47, 16. 
74 The Greek Kat is usually a conjunction and translated as 'and'. However, there is of 

course no animal which is winged and quadruped at the same time, but some are winged and 
some quadruped. Thus, this a clear instance in which Kat has the meaning of a disjunction 'or', 
which is not unusual in Aristotle (cf. Bonitz (1870), 367b20-24). 
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The theses which can be dealt with through the help of this topos express a 
belonging of contraries to a term (a14). In the second part of the passage 
however (a23-32) Aristotle no longer confines the predicates to contraries, as 
the examples "animal is winged or quadruped, but man is not" (a26f.) and "if 
man is good, then animal is also good" (a28) clearly show. 

The questioner is supposed to investigate whether the contraries belong to 
the genus of the term. He constructs the thesis by showing that they belong 
and destroys the thesis by showing that they do not belong, assuming the 
topos that 'that which belongs to the genus also belongs to the species'.15 

In a15-18 Aristotle seems to give us an example of an argument which in 
a debate had to be formulated in the form of two protaseis and a conclusion; 
the thesis to be constructed is: "there is (lanv) correctness and error in 
perception." 

There is (EaTtv) distinguishing (genus) in a correct and an incorrect way. 
To perceive (species) is to distinguish (genus). 

Hence, there is correctness and error in perception (species) . 
. ' ~- -:, ~ , : 

First of all, scholars are ~~~cl,.th~!t.hc::predicate "is" (EaTtv) in "there is 
(EaTtv) correctness and errorin pen:eption" (a15f.&17f.) and also in "there is 
(EaTtv) good and bad knowl'~dge'?'ta21}is e;x:istential,16 and that is why I have 
translated it as "there is". There is some dispute as to whether "is" in "an 
animal is winged or quadrup'(,!d:';~,(~J.6) and "if man is good, then animal is also 
good" (a28) is existential or'c()pulative. However, whereas this is a problem 
for editors it is77 not a problem iii'the tontext of analysing arguments, since 
Aristotle does not seem to see any important difference between the existential 
and copulative meaning of "to be" and he obviously takes "to belong" to 
encompass the meaning of the existential "to be" as well-the present topos 
is supposed to be useful for proving that "contrary attributes belong to the 
same thing" (a14) and an example for such a thesis is "there is correctness and 
error in perception" (a15f.). 

Let us then formalize the fIrst argument slightly and see why the protaseis 
necessitate the conclusion. Let A stand for 'in a correct and incorrect way' 

75 This is of course a false assumption, as Aristotle himself is aware, stating that "it is not 
necessary that all the attributes that belong to the genus should also belong to the species" 
(a25f.). That is the reason why the topos is false for construction. 

76 In both cases we have the typical position of son as a full and not an auxiliary verb 
before the subject. In the former case "perception" is not even the grammatical subject so that 
"is" could not be copulative here, and in the latter case "knowledge" cannot be both good and 
bad at the same time. 

77 The existential "is" in Greek is accentuated (son), the copulative "is" is not (ion). In 
a26 and a28 Wallies and Ross choose the first option, Bekker, Waitz and Brunschwig the 
second. 

From the standpoint of modem logic the existential 'is' would certainly make more sense
only some animals are winged-but cf. my remarks on p. 162. In any case, the explanation of 
Brunschwig (1967), p. 42n.2 for not accentuating Eon v in a26 and a 28 is not sound. He 
explains this by pointing out that according to B 1 u7rapX6tv corresponds to the copulative 
et val. In the same footnote he then correctly observes that the first part of our passage shows 
that U7rapX6tv can also be transformed into an existential El val. But then his argument for not 
accentuating El val in a26 and 28 falls down and his decision is not backed by any reason at all. 
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(op6wc; Kat jJ~ op6wC;), B for 'distinguishing' (KplvEw), C for 'percei
ving' (aia6avw6at). The constructive argument then has the form: 

Construction: 

B isA 
C (species) is B (genus) 

C (species) is A 

The fact that tan v is existential does not mean that we have to interpret the 
thesis as expressing a particular belonging, as modem logic tells us to do--in 
Aristotle's logic both universal and particular propositions have an existential 
import (a is clear from his Law of Subaltemation). When Aristotle asserts the 
existence of correctness and incorrectness in perception, he obviously wants to 
assert it of every perception, i.e. every perception is either correct or incorrect 
(correspondingly in the case of distinguishing); for reasons of clarity I have 
taken the liberty of representing the disjunctive predicate here by a single term 
since the disjunctivity does not play a rOle here (although in APr. A 31, 
46b3-19 where it does not play any rOle either Aristotle represents it by two 
terms). Thus we can write,substituting "is" by "be!ongsto all": 

A belongs to al1-'B:>·~·':· 
B belongs to all C 

A belongs to allC-'~" 

The argument is ci~afly ~~fid.-It has the form of Barbara. Of course, Aristotle 
was certainly not aware of the argument having the exact structure given 
above. In fact, it will be shown that he saw its functioning differently. 
However, it can be seen that the argument has a formal structure which makes 
it valid and that Aristotle is progressing here towards his syllogistic in the 
Prior Analytics. 

Aristotle says that this topos is wrong in the constructive case, because it 
is not necessarily the case that that which belongs to the genus also belongs 
to the species. He gives a counterexample: an animal is winged or quadruped, 
but not a man (a23-27). Does this mean that the above argument is invalid? 
This would be most unusual since it has the form of Barbara and is therefore 
always valid. What then is different about the counter-example? Let us have a 
closer look at it. Extensionally, the quantification of "an animal is winged or 
quadruped" seems to be different to that of "there is correctness and error in 
perception". The latter is a universal protasis--error or correctness is in all 
kinds of perception, the former a particular protasis-some animals are 
winged, some quadruped. 

Let A be quadruped, B animal and C man. 'A belongs to some Band B 
belongs to all C' does not necessitate that A belongs to some, let alone to all 
C. Thus we see that the first argument is correct, the second false. Aristotle 
clearly says that the topos is false because, in the constructive case, we do not 
always necessitate a true conclusion. Admittedly, Aristotle does not argue here 
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with quantification, but explains the point with the help of the concepts of 
genus and species. Some of the properties of a genus belong to all its species 
(in the case of animal, e.g. "having a soul"), some do not (in the case of 
animal, e.g. 'two-footed'), i.e.: 'X belongs to genus' does not necessitate 'X 
belongs to species' (cf. a25f.). The way I have fonnalized the two arguments 
is obviously not the way Aristotle thought of them here, as there are two 
syllogisms of different fonns for the argument in a16-18 and the 
counterexample in a26f. He considers them both to have the same fonn or 
structure,18 

It is interesting to compare the above topos with the one which immedi
ately follows it in the text (1l1a33-bll). 1bis topos actually consists of three 
topoi listed in the first three lines which differ only with respect to the exact 
way of their belonging (a 33-36). Let us look at the veryflfst topos (a33f.): 

Of all those things of which the genus is predicated, some of its species 
(TWV e:iBwv Tt) must necessarily (civaYlCaiov) also be predicated. 

The difference between the present topos and the preceding topos which runs 
"all the attributes that belong to the genus should also belong to the species" 
is that in the fonner genus and species are predicates which are predicated of 
some subject whereas in the latter some predicate is predicated of the subject 
genus and species. 

In contrast to the preceding topos the present topos is always true since 
Aristotle takes extensionality into consideration-he specifies here "species" 
by the quantifiet"some". The preceding topos could always be made true by 
simply replacing "to the species" by "to some species". It is fairly clear that 
the present topos works as a hypothetical syllogism.79 It seems as though in 
the Topics Aristotle was more clear about arguments which were later 
classified as hypothetical syllogisms than about those known later as categor
ical syllogisms. 

Let us now turn to the destructive argument which Aristotle says is 
always correct (a29-31). Aristotle does not give any concrete argument, but it 
can easily be derived from the constructive argument by simply transforming 
the conclusion and the major premiss into a negative universal proposition.80 
The destructive argument then has the following fonn: 

Destruction: 

A belongs to no B. 
B belongs to all C. 

A belongs to no C. 

The argument is valid; it has the fonn of Celarent. Aristotle says that the 
topos is true in this destructive argument because the produced protaseis 

78 On this topos cf also Kneale and Knea1e (1962), pp. 36f. 
79 Cf. especially 11 Ib8-I!. 
80 Aristotle does not use quantifiers explicitly here and thus I assume that "to destroy" is 

meant in the sense of proving a negative statement, as specified in Chapter One, p. I8f. 
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always necessitate the conclusion (a29-31). The reason is that that which does 
not belong to the genus does not belong to any of its species either: 'X does 
not belong to the genus' necessitates 'X does not belong to the species' (cf. 
a3Of.). 

So, why does the topos always deliver valid arguments for destruction and 
not always for construction? It would seem that, expressed in terms of 
quantification, 'X belongs to the genus' (the case of construction) can mean, 
with respect to its species: 'X belongs to all species of the genus' or 'X 
belongs to some species of the genus'. In contrast, 'X does not belong to the 
genus' (the case of destruction) can only mean: 'X does not belong to any 
species.' 

So, if X belongs only to some of the species of the genus, it cannot be 
guaranteed that the species which has to be proved as having the property X 
happens to be among those ("some") species which share with the genus the 
property X. Of course, Aristotle does not operate here with quantification but 
with the concepts of genus and species. The quantifications are however 
implicitly contained in these concepts. Aristotle is content to state simply 
tha,t _ tl:lat which belongs to the genus does not necessarily belong to the 
,':sp~tIes, a,nd as proof he gives a counterexample . 

• ,. _C~~ •• ! .. . };f.~;·' "_- . 

J'in"aIW4tcan be queried what the topos for the construction of a categorical 
syllogism actually provides us with here. The topos tells us to find the genus 

,9ttpe ,~Jl,bject, which I have designated with the letter B; in concreto, it tells 
'U~to'l[jok at the genus of "perception" which is "distinguishing". Thus, what 
-is found with the help of the topos is clearly the middle term or, stated more 
fully, the proposition containing the middle term. As in all topoi, a 
proposition is found which is in some way or another related to the thesis
here the subject is substituted by its genus. However, the relation between the 
thesis (=conclusion) and the substituting proposition is not expressed as an 
implication in a protasis, but is expressed in the minor premiss by making 
explicit the connection between the substituted and substituting terms of the 
two propositions. The substituting premiss together with the minor premiss 
then yield the conclusion. 

2. The tapas in B 2, llOa14-22 

Furthermore, you must determine what kind of things (7foia) should be called 
as the majority call them, and what should not; for this is useful both for 
constructive and destructive purposes. For instance, you should determine 
that things (7fpciYllaTCx) ought to be described in the language used by the 
majority, but when it is asked what kinds of things (7foia 7fpciYllaTa) are 
or are not of such and such a kind (TowilTa ~ oJ) To\aiiTa), you must no 
longer pay attention to the majority. For example, it is right to call healthy 
whatever is productive of health, as does the majority; but when it is asked 
whether the subject under discussion is productive of health or not, you must 
no longer use the language of the majority, but that of the doctor. 

This is a topical argument where it is not easy to decide whether it works as a 
hypothetical or a categorical syllogism, simply because no explanation is 
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given as to how the argument constructed according to the topos works 
formally. Thus it is possible to interpret it as a hypothetical or a categorical 
syllogism. I shall demonstrate these two possible of interpretations. 

In the investigation-instruction the advice is given to determine what kind 
of things should be called as most men call them, and what should not: words 
(ovollaaial) that mean the same things (ITpaYllaTa) to most people 
should be normally used, but when the question is what kinds of things 
(ITola ITpaYllaTa) are or are not of such and such a kind, one should use the 
language of the specialist. The concrete example (a19-22) makes the procedure 
perfectly clear. We should use the word (ovollaa(a) "healthy" to call those 
things (ITpciYllaTa) which are productive of health; but the kind of things 
(ITola ITpaYllaTa) which are productive of health should be determined by 
the doctor and not the multitude. One should define names like "healthy" 
according to everyman's belief, but when specifying what things are actually 
healthy for men, one should follow the opinion of the doctors. S1 

Let us take as an example the thesis 'Boxing is healthy' and show how to 
destroy it, in the first instance with the help of a hypothetical syllogism, and 

, afterwards with the help of a categorical syllogism . 

. 2.1. The topical argument interpreted as a hypothetical syllogism 
One could think of a simplified dialectical debate taking the following course: 
"You mean by healthy 'that which is productive of health', as in fact the' 
majority does?"S2; "Yes." "Thus, 'if boxing is healthy, then it is also 
productive of health?"'; "Yes." "Now, what is productive of health is the 

. subject-matter of medicine,s3 is it not, and so we should call those things 
productive of health which the doctor calls so". "Yes". "But the doctors say' 
that boxing is not productive of health, that in fact it may cause serious 
damage to our health, do they not?"S4 "Yes." The questioner concludes thus, 
that according to the linguistic usage of the majority which was agreed upon 
in the hypothesis, boxing is not healthy. 

In order to see the structure of the destructive argument more clearly, I 
shall use letters instead of terms. Let B stand for 'boxing', H for 'healthy', P 
for 'productive of health'. The thesis is then 'B is H.' 

IfB is H, then B is P. 
B is not P 
Hence, B is not H 

S1 In A 10, 104a33-37 Aristotle explicitly states that the technical opinions belong to the 
dialectical protaseis as well: "It is also obvious that all opinions which accord with the arts are 
dialectical protaseis; for people are likely to assent to the opinions of those who have examined 
the subjects in question, e.g. on questions of medicine people would assent to the opinion of the 
doctor and in matters of geometry to the opinion of the geometrician, and so too with the other 
arts.·' 

S2 Cf. El I, 156b20-23: "It is also useful to add that such and such a view is that generally 
held and expressed; for people shrink from trying to upset the received opinions unless they 
have some objection to bring, and they are wary of upsetting them at the same time as they are 
themselves also making use of such things." 

83 Cf. e.g. IIObI8f.: "Medicine is the science both of producing health and of dieting." Cf. 
also 107a6f. 

84 This would have to be confIrmed in some way, e.g. by citing some famous school of 
medicine. 
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The syllogism clearly works as a destructive metaleptic hypothetical syllo
gism ((Hm)d). The formal procedure is similar to the one in 109b30-110a9. 
The topos there tells us to define the subject or the predicate or both and see if 
the thesis turns out to be false. Here, Aristotle gives us a clue as to how to 
define a term of the thesis-according to common usage-and how to refute 
the proposition implied by the thesis-by referring to the opinion of an 
expert. 

2.2. The topical argument interpreted as a categorical syllogism 
A debate could follow a very similar course to the one described above but 
with a slight difference. In the debate above the positively answered 
proposition "You mean by healthy 'that which is productive of health', as in 
fact the majority does?" was used as an argument for the establishing of the 
hypothesis 'if boxing is healthy, then it is also productive of health?' 
However, we could take this proposition itself as a premiss and do without 
the hypothesis. The argument would then have to be formalized in a different 
way; let the letters stand for the same terms as before: 

Pis H. (common usage of the majority) 
B is not P. (tl1at is what the doctor says) 
Hence, B is not H. 

This is clearly a categorical syllogism. When we add the universal~tian'tifiers 
we have the syllogism of the form Celarent. 

.. 
"'-,-'-

It seems to me to be impossible, having the investigation-instructic)ll on,ly,'to . 
decide whether this topical argument works as a hypothetical or a categorical 
syllogism. With the example above I hope to have illustrated this difficulty. 
However, since the great majority of the topoi work as hypotheses in 
hypothetical syllogisms I would rather opt for the first interpretation. 

3. Categorical syllogisms in dialectical debates 

It is not surprising that some predecessors of categorical syllogisms are found 
in the Topics. Categorical syllogisms were clearly used in dialectical debates 
as well and some predecessors seem to be found in book e. 85 The entire 
tenninology in the Prior Analytics is dialectical-problema, protasis, 
syllogism, prosyllogism, constructing and destroying of a thesis, all the 
various ways of describing predication as "to belong", etc. -and it is clear that 
categorical syllogisms as well as hypothetical ones originate in dialectical 
debates; both kinds of syllogism can be used in a debate using endoxical 
protaseis and thus both can be dialectical syllogisms. There are many parallel 
passages in the Topics and the Prior Analytics. In APr. A 26 for example 
Aristotle speaks about the relative difficulty of constructing and destroying 
theses, just as he does in Top. H 5. The difference is that in Top. H 5 the 
relative difficulty is discussed with respect to each predicable whereas in APr. 
A 26 it is discussed with respect to positive or negative universal and 

85 Cf. Chapter One, p. 26f. 
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particular conclusions; the common ground is thus that of sumbebekos. 
Aristotle first gives reasons peculiar to syllogistic for a thesis being hard to 
attack (42b27-43a2)-"that which is concluded in more figures and by more 
moods is easier, while that which is concluded in fewer figures and by fewer 
moods is harder to refute" (42b29-32). He then says that universal theses are 
easier to destroy than particular ones, because the fomi.er we can destroy both 
by another universal or by a particular conclusion, whereas the latter can only 
be destroyed by a universal one (43a2-l5). This is exactly what Aristotle says 
in H 5, l54b33-155a2. 

An even more striking similarity is found in APr. A 27-28 where it is 
explained how to find a categorical syllogism to a given thesis or conclu
sion,86 just as it is explained in the Topics, for the most part, how to find 
hypothetical syllogisms. The passage here is analogous to the passage in 
Top. B 4, 111b17-23 where Aristotle advises us to select propositions con
sequent or antecedent to the thesis, depending on whether we want to destroy 
or construct a thesis. In APr. A 27-28 Aristotle advises to select antecedents 
and consequents as well, but here these expressions refer to terms and not 
propositions. What is being sought is the middle term,87. and this is exactly 
what the topos in B 4, 11laI4-32 discussed above (pp. 160-164) provides us 
with. But Aristotle does not speak in APr. A 27-28 of topoi. The term seems 
to have been reserved for means of finding a hypothetical syllogism. The 
topos in B 4 just mentioned is one of a few exceptions; the topoi in books 11, 
E and Z on principle could not tell us how to construct a. categorical 
syllogism, since conclusions of the sort 'A is a genus/proprium/definition of 
B' cannot be established by them-we have three and not only two terms 
here. Categorical syllogisms establish or destroy propositions which are 
implied or which imply such theses. For example 'Animal is a genus of man' 
implies that 'All men are animals' and the latter proposition could of course 
be destroyed by a categorical syllogism; the thesis that 'Animal is a genus of 
man' however would only be destroyed on the basis of a hypothesis. Thus, 
apart from the few exceptions found in book B, the vast majority of topoi in 
the Topics tell us how to construct hypothetical syllogisms. 

In this chapter I have shown a considerable number of topoi which clearly 
work, with the exception of a few, as hypotheses in hypothetical syllogisms. 
I have also demonstrated passages where Aristotle explicitly speaks about 
hypothetical syllogisms with respect to topoi. In the case of a few topoi it 
has sometimes been difficult to see how they work exactly, but the mode of 
expression often proves helpful in showing that they work as hypotheses of 
hypothetical syllogisms. All this makes it very likely that other topoi where 
Aristotle expresses himself very concisely also work as hypotheses. I have 
shown how such concisely expressed topoi, which are often just investi
gation-instructions, can be understood as working as hypotheses. Aristotle 

86 In APr. A 4-22 Aristotle merely lists various moods and figures of categorical syllogisms; 
he does not explain how to find them. 

87 Cf. A 28, 44b40: "The object of our invetigation is to discover the middle term" (TO Ii 
/lEaO\l xapw ~ t71i~AE1jrlC;). 
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clearly realized, to a considerable extent by the time the Topics was written, 
that the vast majority of topical arguments work as hypothetical arguments: 
Theophrastus undertook the task of finishing a project begun by Aristotle, 
which the latter, for whatever reason, had not done himself. 



SUMMARY 

In this book I set out to answer the question of what a topos is and how the 
arguments constructed with the help of the topoi work. 

In Chapter One I described the dialectical debates as they are delineated by 
Aristotle in book 0, with a few characterizations from book A and the central 
books B-H. It is very important to understand this procedure, because it 
represents the context of the topoi in the central books which is taken for 
granted. I fIrst provided a note on chronology maintaining that, in contrast to 
the common opinion, the core of 0 was actually written earlier than the rest 
of the Topics. TILis is especially important with respect to the fact that we do 
not find topoi in 0, but instead a certain kind of universal protaseis which 
have a similar function in 0 to that of topoi in the central books. Firstly, I 
specified the principal purpose behind the Topics, namely training in dispu
tation (yullvaaia), where there are t\Vo opponents, the questioner and the 
answerer. The former asks the latter aques.tionofthe form 'Is it the case that 
P, or notT and whichever alternative (,P"oi-'ill:ltP')the answerer chooses, the 
questioner takes over the other. The.q1.!~$~P.JWI; .. p()sesquestions and tries to 
deduce from the answers the contradictory' of the answerer' s thesis. I then went 
on to describe these exercises thoroughly, frrsttbe rOle of the questioner, then 
that of the answerer. "' .. >~~~;;:7-;;';c, 

With respect to the role of the q~estione[Jdjscussed the notions of the 
problema and protasis. I discussed the distinction between these two notions 
with regard to form, the problema having the form 'Is it the case that P, or 
notT, the protasis having the form 'Is it the case that PT I then specified the 
notion of problema with respect to content that has to be in some way 
puzzling. I also specified the notions of "constructing" and "destroying" a 
thesis, both of which are tasks of the questioner, and which have two slightly 
different meanings. To destroy means either to refute a positive thesis (by 
concluding the negative thesis) or to refute an explicitly quantified universal 
positive or negative statement by proving a particular negative or positive 
thesis. To construct means, accordingly, to prove a positive thesis or a 
universal positive or negative thesis. 

I then went on to describe the different sorts of protaseis described in 0. 
There are necessary and auxiliary protaseis, and these can be divided into 
universal and singular protaseis. In order to understand the former distinction 
it is necessary in the fust instance to make a distinction between two different 
sorts of syllogisms. There is a necessary syllogism with the help of which 
the thesis of the answerer is refuted; it is deduced from necessary protaseis. 
There are also syllogisms of the necessary premisses of the main syllogism 
(the so-called prosyllogisms), and these are deduced from auxiliary protaseis. 
The necessary protaseis are established, in the main, by induction or 
syllogism or can be advanced in their original form. Accordingly, the 
auxiliary protaseis are those with the help of which induction or syllogism of 
the necessary protaseis proceeds. Apart from that there are also auxiliary 
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protaseis to add weight to the argument, to conceal the conclusion, or to 
render the argument more clear. Those used for concealing the conclusion are 
especially important, since induction and syllogisms serve to a large extent 
this purpose as well. The answerer of course does not want to be refuted and 
thus the questioner tries to hide the fact that the protaseis he propounds bring 
him nearer to the intended conclusion. Aristotle mentions various tactics for 
doing this. 

Lastly, I stressed that universal and particular protaseis in 0 are not 
distinguished by quantifiers but by general and particular terms. 

I then investigated the rOle of the answerer, which coincided with the 
investigation of "solution" and "objection". When the answerer objects to the 
whole reasoning he has to expose the error in the reasoning, i.e. solve it. The 
answerer is supposed to accept singular protaseis if they are endoxical. If he 
does not accept a universal protasis, he is supposed to give an objection, i.e. 
an instance of the contradictory of the universal protasis. If he does not do this 
he behaves peevishly. 

In Chapter Two I turned to passagesw:here Aristotle says something about the 
topoi. Aristotle does not give a definition of a topos anywhere in the 
Topics-he simply lists the topoi in the central books-but a quasi-definition 
can be found in the Rhetoric~ The result of my investigation was that a topos 
turned out to be 'that under which many syllogisms fall'. I also looked at 
several other passages in the Rh.etoricand the Topics. The context of these 
passages made it clear that Aristotle takes a topos to be a certain sort of 
general protasis and principle. '" 

Next, other interpretations of the topos were examined, the most promin
ent one being the interpretation of topoi as rules. I have shown that this 
interpretation is very implausible in the context of a debate and that an 
argument constructed with the help of a rule does not fulfil the requirements 
of the definition of a syllogism. I suggested that the argument becomes 
cogent only if the topos is explicitly uttered. I then turned to a concrete 
example of a topos, namely the topos of the greater and lesser degree. The 
interpretation of this topos confirmed the earlier result: the topos is estab
lished by induction and stated as a protasis; the argument works as a hypo
thetical syllogism. However, as eventually became clear in Chapter Four, 
Aristotle seems to think of the working of a topos as a hypothesis, as a sort 
of rule and often expresses topoi correspondingly. Thus, it is not surprising 
that this interpretation is the prevalent one. 

I then discussed the interpretation of topoi as laws and found that this does 
not conflict with my interpretation of. topoi as protaseis and principles since 
the topoi expressed in the hypotheses can certainly be seen as certain logical 
laws; Aristotle in fact often says 'principle' where we would more commonly 
say 'law'. 

This was also true of the interpretation of topoi as investigation
instructions, since topoi as principles and hypotheses of arguments can be 
derived from them. An especially impressive confirmation of this is provided 
by the investigation of organa. Organa are very similar to topoi, most 
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strikingly as being investigation-instructions. In one passage Aristotle 
explicitly says of them that they are "in a way protaseis, since it is possible 
to make a protasis in accordance with each of them". It can be inferred that to 
topoi, corresponding protaseis can be produced as well, which of course 
confirms my interpretation. 

Next, I turned to the topoi in central books and cited one topos of which 
Aristotle explicitly says that it is uttered as a protasis. I demonstrated several 
topoi which are objected to by objections; in the previous section on the 
interpretation of topoi as rules I also demonstrated topoi which are established 
by induction. Thus, just as the universal protaseis in e are established by 
induction and objected to by objections, so too are the topoi in the central 
books. This confirms my interpretation of topoi as protaseis uttered explicitly 
in the debate. 

Finally, I mentioned authors who interpret topoi as principles and 
protaseis, above all Theophrastus, Aristotle's immediate successor. I investi
gated his definition of the topos which confirms my own interpretation. It is 
especially interesting that Theophrastus uses a specific name for the investi
gation-instruction, namely."parangelma", and that he specifies the topos not 
only formally as a principle and protasis but also so to speak, materially as a 
principle "determined in its compass, but indeterminate. with respect to 
particulars" . 

In Chapter Three I dealt with predicables. Predicables are of great importance 
in the Topics because all topoi are divided according to them. One part of a 
topos expresses one of the predicables just as every thesis does. I concentrated 
on the notion of sumbebekos because Aristotle seems to use a different notion 
of it in the central books to that found in the two definitions in A 5, i.e. it 
seems to have a different meaning to the usual definition of an accident. I first 
offered a critique of Brunschwig's interpretation given in the introduction to 
his edition of the Topics. Brunschwig assumes two interpretations of 
predicables in the Topics. I have shown that, apart from sumbebekos, this is 
incorrect. Next, I gave a critique of Sainati's interpretation of sumbebekos as 
"predicate". Then I offered my own interpretation. I mainly concentrated on a 
passage in H 5. As it turns out, a sumbebekos designates an attribute which 
is stated in the problema and is not specifIed as to whether it is a definition, a 
proprium, or a genus. In contrast, the three remaining predicables are always 
explicitly stated in problemata as such. This is a very important insight, since 
if we understand sumbebekos as defined in A 5, most of the topoi in B and r 
appear incomprehensible. The topoi of sumbebekos in general are particularly 
important, since they deal with the level of belonging (u1rapXEtv) only and 
can thus be used for the destruction of all the other predicables as well. 

In Chapter Four I turned to the main form of arguments in the Topics, 
namely hypothetical syllogisms. Aristotle mentions some of them in the 
Analytics, but defers treatment of the same until later. However, there is no 
known book by Aristotle on hypothetical syllogisms. We know from 
Alexander that Theophrastus worked on hypothetical syllogisms and specified 
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several kinds, of which Alexander provides a list. I have shown that these 
hypothetical syllogisms can be found in the Topics. The fact that Aristotle 
thought of these arguments as hypothetical syllogisms is especially clear 
from the mode of expression he uses in the case of the hypothetical 
syllogism: aorist-future perfect and genetivus absolutus in the singular + 
"necessary to be". The workings of the hypothetical syllogism are explained 
in the Prior Analytics and in the arguments in the Topics. Further evidence 
for Aristotle being the originator of hypothetical syllogisms is founded in the 
fact that the Peripatetic terminology for the names of hypothetical syllogisms 
clearly stems from him. The reduction ism of less formal to more formal 
topoi, which can be found in the Topics, and the fact that Aristotle mentions 
several hypothetical syllogisms by specific names in the Analytics, shows 
that he was working on the abstraction of hypothetical syllogisms from the 
arguments which he wrote in the Topics. 

Before turning to the Topics and further verifying my thesis that the 
arguments found here are hypothetical syllogisms, I first had to answer the 
difficult question of what a hypothetical syllogism is and how it works. Much 
has been written on it:"l;>u~:n~i.tMrpretation seemed to me to be satisfactory, 
mainly because rel<1Y:!l!ltJ?:iiI'~ilgt:!> .in the Topics have not been taken into 
account. I have shown th~t th~)ypothesis is not only an agreement, but also 
contains an implicatipn~(~1s:@~nS(tnOlC;) and is regarded by Aristotle, at least 
in the Topics, as a protasis. Furthermore, it has to be endoxical. It is a 
protasis of a certain Ignq" n!l.:Il'\e!y ,one which possesses what could be called 
inferential power. ThtrcoriHu~i6n is concluded on the basis of a hypothesis 
(rre:patvw6cu Ee u7r06€uE:w<;,)despite the misleading mode of expression 
which suggests that the proof ends with the proof of the substituted 
proposition. This result was confirmed by the investigation of the argument 
per impossibile and the Law of Subalternation. I explained how the 
implication works in the case of continuous and diairetic hypotheses. Finally, 
I pointed out that hypothetical syllogisms are found in APr. A 46 which 
further confirms that Aristotle worked on hypothetical syllogisms. 

In Chapter Five I was able at last to come to the investigation of concrete 
topoi. I concentrated on the "most opportune" topoi and a selection of topoi 
from book B. I first dealt with the introductory chapter to B, which has three 
sections. The first and the third are directly relevant to the Topics, but slightly 
confusing. In the first Aristotle makes the distinction between universal and 
particular problemata (the former are found in B 2-f 5, the latter in f 6). In 
the third section he specifies two errors which can occur in problemata: false 
statement and transgression of the established use of language. The latter error 
scarcely seems to occur in the Topics and is not meant to be proved, but only 
pointed out. In the second section we find an interesting explanation as to 
why in the case of belonging of sumbebekota we can always use the word "to 
belong", but not always the word "to be". The passage is a case in point 
which shows the relevance of the Topics for questions in the Analytics, where 
many scholars have tried to establish why Aristotle "introduced" the 
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expression "to belong" in the description of categorical syllogisms-this 
expression is in fact already found in the Topics. 

I then turned to the so-called "most opportune" topoi which work as 
metaleptic hypothetical syllogisms ((Hm», i.e. roughly as Modus ponens and 
tollens. I highlighted passages where Aristotle describes the arguments in full 
and other passages in which he just names the hypotheses and takes it for 
granted that the reader (or hearer) of the Topics knows how to construct an 
argument according to them. In the selection of the topoi from book B I 
showed how while some topical arguments clearly work as hypothetical 
syllogisms, in other topoi only an investigation-instruction is given. I 
showed how easily and most naturally hypotheses of hypothetical syllogisms 
can be derived from these investigation-instructions. I then turned to the topoi 
of "what is more worthy of choice" and of "what is the same'~, the hypotheses 
of which work in a specific way; Galen later categorized them as relational 
syllogisms as opposed to categorical and hypothetical syllogisms. Lastly, I 
discussed a topos which apparently explains how to construct a categorical 
syllogism, and a topos according to which both a hypothetical and a 
categorical syllogism:.eould theoretically be constructed. I regard the former 
topical argunient-as.anexception and assume that the latter works rather as a 
hypothetical .• syllogis}~l, simply because the vast majority of topical 
arguments w·ork.'rri· this 'way. In identifying the occurrence of three kinds of 
stllogisms-hypothetical, categorical and relational-I have shown the 
Topics to be.~«plac!!.of origin of the three branches of logic: logic of 
prop,?sitions, logic 6f predicates and logic of relations. 

. . ... ,. '.1.', 

The investigation of specific topoi in Chapter Five confirms my contention 
that the vast majority of topoi are principles according to which hypothetical 
syllogisms can be constructed in which they work as hypotheses. 
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This glossary is designed in ~he main to help the reader interested in a Greek term 
find it through the index under the English equivalent. 

a15o~oe; 
aipETwn;pov 
CilCOAOIlBEiv 
aAIlBEtlEOBIl1 
aJlEOIl EvIlVTill 
aVIl1pEiv 
aVIllf(l15E1KTIl 
aVlloKEllaCElV 
ci VTlKIlTIlYOPEioBIl1 
ciVTllCEiJlEVIl 
aVTlOTpo<l>ri 
dVTl<l>aoE1e; 
a1f015E1~1e; 
apxri 
yivoc; 
YIlJlVIlOTllCtl 

·15EiKyIlVIl1 
1I11l1PET1lCOV 
1I11liP1l0lC; 

.1I100jJOPcX 
1I1EtEIlYJlivov 
II1l0lCoAIliVElV 
&llloc; 
EilCOC; 
EJlJlEOIl EvIlTill 
EJl1fi1fTElV dc; 
EVIlVTia 
Ev15oeov 
EVOTIl01C; 
E1fIlYWYTj' 
E1fEOBIl1 
E1f1<1>ipElV 
E1f1XE1PEtV 
Bi01c; 
ill10V 
KIlB' ElCllOTOV 
lCaTa 1I11lipEOlV 
KIlTIlOlCEllcXCElV 
KIlTa 0llviXE1av 
KIlTIlYOPEioBlli TlVOC; 
lCaTllyopill 
Kpoqne; TOU OIlIl1fEPcXOJlIlTOC; 
AIlJl~cXVElV 
AIl01e; 
JlWo.AOV 
JlETIlAIlJl~avE1v 
JlETcXA 1l1jl1C; 
oi vEwn;po1 <l>lAOOO<l>Ol 
OJl010TIle; 
°IlWVIlJlOe; 

adoxical 
more worthy of choice 
follow 
be truly predicated of 
contradictories 
destroy 
indemonstrables 
argue destructively 
be convertibly predicated of 
opposites 
conversion 
contradictories 
proof 
principle, law, rule 
genus 
training in disputation 
show, prove 
diairetic 
division 
differentia 
disjunctive 
behave peevishly 
species 
probable 
contraries 
fall under 
contraries 
endoxical 
objection 
induction 
follow 
inlply 
attack 
thesis 
proprium 
particular 
diairetic 
argue constructively 
continuous 
be predicated of 
predicate 
concealment of the conclusion 
take (as a premiss) 
solution 
in a greater degree 
substitute 
substitution 
"modem philosophers" 
likeness 
homonymous 
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amp 
opOC; 
ouota 
oi 7raAatOl 
rrapa~OA~ 
rrapaYYf;A!la 
7rap alif;l Y!l a 
7rapalioeoC; 
rrf;paivf;o6al 
7rf;P aVTU:Ot 
m6avov 
rrOlOTI1C; 
7rpO~AI1!la 
7rPOOAl1lj1lC; 
7rpOOOI1!latVf;lV 
7rPOOIlAAOYlO!lOC; 
7rpOTamc; 
rrniiOlC; 
OTOlXf;iov 
OIlAAOYlO!lOC; 
OIlAAOYlO!lOC; te orr06EOf;WC; 

KaTa !If;TaAl1lj1lV 
lila OIlVf;XOOC;/OIlVI1!l!lEVOIl Kat TijC; 
rrpOOA~IjIf;WC; 

I5la TOO lilalpf;TlKOO Tf; Kat 1iIe-
tf;IlY!lEVOIl 
I5la (iJro<jlaTlKijc; OIl!l7rAOKijC; 

KaTa 7rOlOTI1Tal(iJro TOO !lciAAOV 
Kat tinov Kat O!lOtUlC; 
oi te aVaAoyiac; 
lil' o!loAoyiac; 

oll!l~atvf;lV 
OIl!l~f;~I1KOC; 
ollnXEC; 
OIlVI1J.1!lEVOV 
OIlVWVIl!lOC; 
OIlOTOtxa 
TO tv apxij/te apxij C; (Kf;\!lf;VOV) 
TO Tt EOTl 
TO Tt tiv dval 
T07rOC; 

EK !laXI1C; 
EK TOO !lciAAOV Kat tinov 
EK TOO O!lOtUlC; 
EK niiv tvavTiwv 
EK niiv O!lOtWC; EXOVTWV 

Ee aKOAOIl6iac; 
E7rt niiv aVTl<jlaof;wv 
6rrt niiv Yf;VEOf;WV Kat <jl60pciiv 
Kat 7rOll1TlKciiv Kat <jl6apnKciiv 
Brrt Tciiv onp~Of;UlV Kat eef;WV 
Brrt Tciiv OIlOTotXWV Kat Tciiv 7rTw.... 
Of;WV 
E7rlKalpOTaTOl 
KaTaOKf;1l aOTlKa-aVaOKf;1l aOTlKa 

that which 
definition 
the very essence 
"old philosophers" 
illustration 
investigation-instruction 
example 
paradoxical 
conclude 
concludent arguments 
plausible 
quality 
problema 
additional premiss 
indicate additionally 
prosyllogism 
protasis 
inflexion 
element 
syllogism 
syllogism, hypothetical .C"" ' 

proceeding by substitution (metalepti,~k " 
proceeding by way of a coh'tlnuousl 
connected protasis together with.can. 
additional premiss"""'~'"Y'~'~" 
proceeding by way of a diaireticl 
disjunctive protasis 
proceeding by way of a negated~"dlll:/ 
junction 
qualitative/from the greater and leSser 
and like degree 
on the basis of an analogy 
on the basis of a concession 

follow 
sumbebekos, attribute; accident 
continuous 
connected 
synonymous 
co-ordinates 
thesis 
essence 
the very essence 
topos 
on the basis of incompatibility 
from the greater and lesser degree 
from the like degree " 
from the contraries 
from things which are in a like relation by 
analogy 
on the basis of consequence 
from the contradictories 
from generation and corruption and 
creative and corruptive agencies 
from privation and possession 
from co-ordinates and inflexions 

the most opportune 
constructive-destructive topoi 
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Iill"apx~lV 

GLOSSARY 

mode (topos; method; turn of phrase) 
belong 
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3 16b6-10 81n.48 47a28-31 108n.46, 114n.67, 
5 17a8-10 126n.l08 125 

17a15-17 126n.108 47a31 125 
17a20-22 126n.108 33 47b15ff. 27n.90 

7 17a38-b3 101 36 48a40-49a5 137f. 
8 18a18-27 126n.108 48b2-9 135 

18a21-23 103n.26 48b37-49a5 1520.58 
10 20a23-30 119 37 49a8 137 
11 20b23-30 22n.64 4988'. 126n.l08 
13 ·22bl0-14 130 39 49b6-8 85n.64 

22bl1-14 117 41 .49bl4-31 101n.24 
22b29f. 131n.122 44 50a16 128n.115 

508i6-28 102, 113, 115n.70 
APr. 50a17 113 

A 50a18f. 114,123 
1 24a16 14n.31 50a19f. 96n.6,115 

24a16-19 24 50a19-25 95 
24b18-20 15n.31,25 50a23-25 114n.64 
24b20-22 25 50a24 114n.68 

4 26b14-20 123n.102 50a24-26 114 
26b31 16n.41 50a25 123 

5 27a6f. 123n.101 50a27f. 117,128 
27a13f. 123n.101 50a29-32 118n.84 
27a20-23 123 50a32 114 
27a33f. 123n.101 50a33 1140.66 
27b20-23 123,0.102 50a33-35 115 

6 28a19f. 1230.101 50a34 1140.64 
28b9f. 1230.101 50a34f. 96n.6 
29a6 1230.102 50a35-37 118n.86 

15 34a5-24 103n.28 50a36 113n.64 
35b11 123n.102 50a39-b2 96 

23 40b25f. 95,118n.83 46 51bl0-25 106n.38 
41a20-24 114n.68 52a39-bl 131 
41a34 95 52a39-bI3 13lf. 
41a38-bl 95n.1, n.2, 98 B 
41a40 114n.65 2 53bl1-16 105n.36 
41a40f. 96n.5 53b12-25 103n.28 

26 42b27-43a2 167 53b26ff. 11n.13 
42b29 16n.41 4 57a36-bI7 108n.46 
42b29-32 167 11 61a30f. 1 O4n.29, 118n.85 
42a33f. 31n.119 61b13-15 118n.85 
43a2-15 167 61b2lf. 118n.85 
43a18 16n.41 62a12-17 119 

27 43b34 16n.41 62a12-19 123n.101 
28 44b40 167n.87 16 64b28ff. 11n.13 
29 45a36 16n.41 65al-4 103n.28,108n.46 

45b15-20 95,98 17 65b20ff. 108 
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APr. Top. 
26 69a37 39n.165 101b32f. 15,88 
27 70al0 43n.4 IOlb35 154 

70a16ff. 27n.90 5 101b38 69n.2 
102al 74n.19 

APst. 102a3f. 85n.64 
A 102a5-9 69n.4,158 
1 71a20f. 41n.169 102a6f. 69n.3 
2 71b23 65 l02a6-17 159n.67 
3 72b37-73a5 103n.28 102al0 155n.64 
4 73bl1-13 92n.109 102al1-14 12On.90 

73b22 131 102a12 155n.64 
73b32f. 41n.169 l02a13f. 121n.93, 159n.57 

10 76a37-b2 53 102a18f. 77 
76a41 49n.32, 5On.36 102a18-22 70n.6 
76b14 5On.36 102a19 80n.44 

11 77a22 49n.31 102a27f. 75n.24 
77a22f. 116n.74, 118n.87 102a31 92n.l08 
77a22-25 118 102a3lf. 81,151n.55 
77a27 50n.36 102a31-35 70n.7 

30 88b27-29 48n.24 102a34f. 90n.96 
B 102b4f. 151 
5 92a2f. 108n.47 102b4-14 70n.8 
6 92a7-9 '128>' 102b6-9 93 

92a6-19 ';".'.'::' ·;·~·~:la8:; ','".:. .102b7 27n.91 
92al0 .128 .' 102bl0-14 93 
92all-19 54n.~;:!:I:?~1~1i}\<'·"i. 102bl4-20 7On.IO,156 

i02b20 92n.l08 
92a20 128n.115 102b29f. 78 
92a20-25 117n.8~"l7:An~i~)~·~. : 102b29-33 74,121n.93 

102b29-34 74n.19 
92a29 128n.115 102b35-38 94n.115 

10 93b35-37 
, 

126ii:108-'" 103a6f. 108n.47 
7 103a30f. 27n.91 

Top, 103b3-6 71n.12 
A 103b6-19 71n.13 
1 100a18-20 16n.35 8 103b8 92n.l08 

100a18-21 9 103b29-35 27n.91 
100a19f. 48n.24 9 104a4-8 17n.46 

2 100a25-27 15,25, 51n.41, 10 104a5-8 20 
52n.42 l04a8-15 19 

100a26f. 52n.43 104a16 22n.61 
100b21-23 20,48n.27 104a22-31 l04n.32 
100a30 48n.27 104a33-37 165n.81 
101a14 25n.80, 52n.45 l04bl-5 17 
101a26-30 11 11 104b4f. 220.62 
101a28-30 12 104b5-12 21n.57, 22n.63 
101a30 16n.35 104b7 16n.39 
101a33-36 138n.22 l04b8 16n.39,22n.62 
101a34-b4 14n.27 l04bl6 16n.39,22n.62 
101a37 64n.97 l04bI8-28 17 

4 101bl4-16 48n.26 l04bI9-22 19n.54 
101b15f: 15 104b29-34 17f. 
101b16 16n.35,75 l04b34-36 12n.18 
101b17 69n.1 l04b34-105a2 18 
101b17-25 77 105a3-7 17n.47,93 
101b18f. 86 105a7 93 
101b19-23 95n.2 105a7-9 17n.48 
101b21-23 74n.22 105alO-12 29 
101b23f. 108n.47 12 105a13f. 15 
101b25 69n.1,75 105a13-16 30n.l08 
101b28f. 154 105a16-19 30n.112 
101b29-36 16n.35 105a2lf. 55n.55 
10 1 b30f. 69n.5 13 105a21-24 55 
101b31 9On.96 105a23 52n.45 
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Top. 
105a25f. 55 2 

Top. 
109a2S 16nA2 

105a26, 125 109a34 46n.15,50n.34 
105a26f. 125 109a34f. 54,62n.S2 
105a27f. 56, 125 109a34-36 94 
105a2S-30 . 50,56 109a34c3S 57 
105a29 56 109a34-bI2 73n.18, 79n.36, 93, 
105a30f. 56, 125 150 
105a31-33 125 109a35f. 151 
105a32 125 109a37f. 72n.15 
105a34 52nA5 109a39-bl 85n.60 

14 105b5f. 56 109a39-b12 152n.56 
105b19-29 20, n.56, 21 109bl-12 139n.23 
105b22f. 50f. 109b6f. 159n.59 
105b36 31n.1l6 l09b13 5On.34 
106al-S 56 109b13ff. 135n.7 

15 106al0f. 55n.54 109b13-18 55 
l06alOff. 57n.61 109b13-26 151n.63 
106alO-17 57n.63 109b13-29 IS, 85n.61, 153 
106a23ff. 57n.61 l09bl7 9On.99 
106a36ff. 57n.61 109b23f. 121n.93 
l06bl3 55n.54 l09b24 16n.40 
l06b21 5Sn.66 l09b25 46n.l5, 142n.34 
l06b22 55n.54 109b25-29 152 
106b29 ;. . '-··S8n.66 109b30ff. 135n.6 
107a6f. 165n.83 109b30-32 55, 79n.3S, 90 
107a35 .~' : '",Y,: 

, , 
'<5Sn.66 109b30-11Oa9 35n.135, 112, n.61, 

107b38 57n.59 155, 166 
108a4 56 109b33 84n.59 

17 lOSa7 ' .116ni~~ 109b34 90n.95 
lOSaS "'. 109b37f. 9On.95 
lOSa9f. 125 109b39-II0al 90 

IS 108a20-22 SS 110a4 90n.95 
108a38-b4 111 1l0a4-9 155n.65 
108a38-b6 SS 1l0a1O 16nAO 
108bl-4 121 I lOa !Off. 133n.6 
IOSb2-4 12In.93, 159n.67 1l0aI0-13 55, 154 
10Sb7 116n.73 1l0all 16n.43 
lOSb7ff. 11 Of. IlOa14-22 139n.23, 164 
IOSb7-19 35n.134, 96, n.7 3 1l0a23-b7 18 
108b7-31 SS, 158 1l0a23ff. 135n.7 
lOSbS 120 1l0a23-llla7 35n.135 
lOSb9-12 30n.109 110a30-bl 9On.94 
IOSb12 120 1l0a32f. I 20n.9 I 
108b12-19 120 1l0a32-b7 12On.89 
IOSb13 116n.72 1l0a32-37 122n.l00 
10Sb13f. Ill, 120, 125 1l0a37f. 116n.71 
IOSbI6f. 111,120 1l0a37-b4 96n.7,103 
lOSb24-27 56 1l0b4f. 120 
IOSb32 55n.55 1l0b5-7 41n.169 

B 1l0bSff. 135n.7 
I IOSb34 16nA2 1l0bllf. 9On.95 

IOSb34ff. 24n.77 1l0b13f. S2n.53 
1 OSb34-1 09al 24, 89n.S9, 9On.97, IlObl6ff. 135n.7 

134 1l0b1Sf. I 65n.83 
108b34- IllaS 135n.7 
109a1O 18, 134 4 l11all 16n.43 
109al-3 71n.14, 122 l11a14 90n.94,161 
109al-6 121, 122, 134 11laI4ff. 135n.7 
109a2 16nA2 Illa14-32 ISn.50, 160, 167 
109aS-1O IS Illal4-bl6 79n.36 
109alO-26 135f. lllal5f. 90n.95,90n.100, 
109a16f. 9On.96 161 
109a27-30 S9 Illa15-IS 161 
109a27-34 138 llla17f. 161 
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Top. 
ll1a20-23 160 

Top. 
113b13 84n.59 

111a21 161 8 113b15ff. 57n.61 
111a23-27 160, 162 113b15-26 18n.50,90n.96, 
111a24 46n.15 99n.18, 130, 141 
111a25f. 163 113b17 52, n.46, 142n.31 
ll1a26 161, n.77 113b17f. 90, 125, 142 
111a28 161, n.77 113b17-19 130 
111a29-31 160, 164 113b18 53n.46 
1 lla30f. 164 113b18f. 142n.31, n.32 
111a33f. 163 113b19 130 
111a33-36 163 113b20 127n.112 
ll1a33-b11 163 113b20f. 130 
ll1a33-b16 18n.50 113b22 52,142n.31 
111b5 9On.101 113b24-26 142 
111b8-11 135n.8, 163n.79 113b27ff. 57n.61 
ll1b10f. 900.95, 142n.35 113b27-114a3 142 
111bl2 16n.43 113b27-1l4a6 112 
111b12ff. 112n.61, 135n.6 113b29 52, n.46 
111b12-16 35n.l35, 112 113b30-34 143 
111b13ff. 58n.66 113b31-33 91n.104 
111b17f. 107n.46 113b34 53n.46,143 
111b17-19 125n.l06 113b35f. 143 
111bI7-23 '. 18n.50, 34n.132, 113b39 143 

96, 98-103, 108, 114al-3 143 
lOO, ill, 113n.63, 114a3-6 143 

lllb20f. ': :' . 
125n.l06, 129, 167 114a4 121n.96 

121n.93 114a7f. l4On.30 
l11b22 . " 127n.113, 114a7ff. 57n.61 

1290.117, 141 114a9-11 143n.36 
1Ub22f.. ." 121n.93 114a13ff. 58n.66 
I11b25 ,. ','. ,: ... 84n.59 114a13-25 145 

5 111b32 46n.l6 114a15f. 143n.36 
111b36 16n.43 114a20-23 146 
112al0 46n.l6 114a22f. 146n.39 
112a16-21 100f. 9 114a26ff. 58n.66 
112a16-23 18n.50, 34n.l32, 114a26-b5 35n.l33 

96, 98, 100f., 102, 114a33f. 152n.58 
108, 112, 129 114a38-b1 121n.93 

112a17 129n.l17 114a38-b3 123 
112aI7-19 125 114b6-13 112 
112a20 122n.1oo, 129n.117 114bl3 46n.15 
112a21-23 120 114b13f. 14On.30 
112a22 99n.l8, 129n.117 114bI3-15 112 

6 112a24 49, 109n.53, 10 114b25f. 96n.6 
131n.l23 114b25-27 102 

112a24-31 99n.18, 103, lOO, 114b25-36 35n.l34, Ill, 
125 1200.89 

112a25-27 1200.90 114b26f. . 125 
112a27-30 90n.94, 121n.93 114b27 53n.46 
112blff. 135n.6 114b37-
112bl-20 84n.59 115a14 18n.50, 50n.35, 96, 
112b21ff. 135n.6 106,146 
112b21-26 79n.38,91 114b39 16n.37 

7 112b27- 114b39f. 52 
113a19 104032 114b39-115a5 9On.97 
113a17 46n.l6 115a3f. 147n.41 
113a20-23 790.38,90, 104, 115a5 52n.46 

116 115a5f. 52 
113a22f. 49 115a6 103n.27 
113a23 90n.94 115a6f. 147n.42 
113a33ff. 79n.38 115a6-14 147 
113b6-14 105n.34 115a9-13 147n.43 
113b8 142n.34 115al1-14 103n.27 
113b9-14 900.94 115aI5-24 133n.l 
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115a16 1030.27 120b15-20 1530.62 
115aI7-19 150 120b15-29 93 
115a21-24 1030.27 120b15-121a9 930.112 

11 115a27-29 900.102 120b15-
115a31 530.46 121all 150 
115a33 460.15 120b17-19 85,90n.98 
115a33ff. 790.38 120b2lf. 93 
115b3ff. 147n.44 120b21-23 79n.37 
l1Sb7 460.15 120b21-24 850.64 
115b11 46n.16 120b21-29 1500.50 
l1Sb19 460.16 - 120b21-35 73n.18 
1151)22 460.16 120b23 940.114 

r 120b24 94n.114 
1 116a4-9 210.58,156 120b28 940.114 

116alO-12 121n.93, 157 120b29f. 850.64 
116a23-27 85n.64 120b30-35 720.16,93 
116a27 530.46 120b33 850.63 
116a29-33 156 120b38f. 93n.112 
116a30 156n.66 120b39 850.63 
116b8f. 156n.66 121a2f. 85n.63 
116b18 1560.66 121a9 530.46 
116b30f. 1560.66 121a30-39 86n.66 

2 117&5-10 ' 157 121b3 850.63 
, 117aI6-24 60, 121bl-11 110 
. 117b3-9 1400.29 121bl1-14 112,1330.1 
c·117b12-17 60n.73 121b19 850.63 

. 'n7b13-25 270.91 2 121b26-28 850.63 
117b19-25 600.73 122a2 850.63 

3 1 18a34-39 159n.70 122a4 29n.103 
4 H9a6 530.46 122a9 290.103 
5 119812-16 112 122al0-12 850.62 
6 ' 119a32-36 135 122al0-30 134 

119a33f. 710.14, 1340.4 122a13f. 920.108 
119a34-36 122 122a18-24 86n.64 
119a36-38 1400.26 122a19 530.46 
119a37 710.14 122a19f. 850.62 
119a38 1400.27 122a22 1500.51 
119a38f. 600.69, 116n72 122bl2 1500.51 
119a38-120&5 1400.26 122b26-36 860.71 
119a39f. 900.96 122b30 530.46 
119b16 1400.27 123a3-5 860.67 
119bI7-30 106 123a4 160.43 
119bI9-21 147 3 123a23-26 86n.65 
119b23 1480.46 123a27 45n.14 
119b24-27 150 123a34 86n.69, 1500.51 
119b25 121n.96 123bl 144 
119b26 1210.96 123bl-124al0 143 
119b35-120&5 960.5, 1200.89 123bl-.6.4 1400.29 
119b38-120al 127 123b4-8 144 
120a6-27 900.97 123b7 530.46 
120a15-20 122 123b17 600.70 
120a20-31 122n.98 123b27 600.70 
120a21 16n.43 123b31-33 910.104 
120a21-24 122n.98 123b32f. 1440.37 
120a24-27 1220.98 123b33 530.46 
120a27-31 1220.98 123b34 600.70 
120a27 160.43 124a7-9 1440.38 
120a32-b6 850.61, 1530.62 124a12f. 860.69 
120a38-39 790.38 4 124a17f. 850.63 
120b7 79n.38 124a17-20 900.98 
120b7f. 71n.14 124b7f. 900.96 

.6. 124b8-14 900.98 
1 120bllf. 710.14 124b32 600.70 

120bl3 450.14 124b35-125a4 60 
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125a26 85n.63 129b18f. 87n.79 
125a28 86n.64 129b23 87n.76 
125a33-bl0 84 129b26 87n.80 
125a33-37 84n.57 130a7 11 
125a37-bl 84n.57 130a29-bl0 91n.l05 
125bl-4 84n.57 130a32-34 91n.106 
125b6-14 86n.71 130a36f. 87n.81 
125blO-14 84,86n.73 130a37 15On.51 
125b11 71n.14,79n.37 130a39-bl 87n.81 

5 125b15-19 86n.71 130a39-b5 91n.105 
125b20-27 86n.71 130b8 87n.80 
125b28-30 85n.63 3 131a8f. 87n.79 
126a6 86n.69, 86n.70 131a12 46n.16 
126al0 86n.70 131b12 27n.91 
126al4-16 79n.37 131b37-132a9 73n.18,76n.28 
126a20 53n.46 132a4 92n.108 
126a26-29 86n.71, n.72, 132a7 92n.l08 

137n.16 4 132a30f. 87n.77 
126a30-36 86n.71 132a36 87n.77 
126b13-19 86n.71 132b2lf. 87n.81 
126b14 15On.51 132b23 92n.108 
126b34-127a2 86n.71 132b3lf. 87n.80 
127a3-19 86n.71 132b8-18 76n.29 
127a4 86n.71 132bI9-34 76n.29 
127a8 53n.46 132b35ff. 73n.18 
127a13f. 86n.71 132b35-133a3 75 
127al4f. 86n.71 132b35-133a5 75n.24 
127a18f. 86n.71 132b35-

6 127a26 85n.63, 86n.67 133all 76n.28 
127a34 86n.67 133a8f. 87n.79 
127b2 94n.114 133aI2-23 76n.28 
127b29 92n.108 133a18ff. 73n.18 
128a9-12 86n.65 133b8 75n.24 
128a26 85n.63 133b15-134a4 93n.113 
128a35 46n.16 133b17-19 79n.37 
128a37: 46n.16 133b31-36 79n.37 
128a38 136n.10 5 133b36-134a4 152n.58 
128a38-b9 59 134a8f. 87n.80 

E 128b7 136n.1O 134a14f. 87n.81 
1 134aI8f. 87n.79 

128b14 57n.59 134a18-25 76n.29 
128b20 27n.91 134a26-135a8 83 
128b22-24 87n.74 134a28-b4 83 
128b23 16n.42 134b5-135a5 83 
128b24 16n.42 134b5-7 83n.54 
128b24f. 87n.75 134b6f. 87n.79 
128b28 15On.51 134b18 83n.55 
128b28f. 87n.74 135a9-19 73n.18, 76n.28 
128b29 16n.42 6 135all-19 91 
128b29f. 87n.75 135b7-16 144 
128b34-36 76 135b12 87n.82 
128b35f. 87n.75 135bl4-16 91n.104 
128b39 77 135b16 87n.82 
129a2 87n.75 135b2lf. 87n.82 
129a4 87n.75 136a5ff. 142n.33 
129a5 27n.91 136a6 920.108 
129a6-1O 75n.24 7 136a15 92n.108 
129all 87n.75 136bI5-22 152n.58 
129a19 16n.42,87n.74 136b20-22 75n.24 
129a20 16n.42 136b28-32 152n.58 
129a30 16n.42, 87n.74 136b33 105 

2 129a34f. 76 136b33-137a7 105, 112n.62 
129b7 87n.76 137a3-7 105 
129b9-11 87n.79 137a21-b2 76n.29 
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137a27 460.16 151b30-152a4 157 
137a37 460.16 152al0 530.46 

8 138a2 46n.16 152a28 1210.95 
138b23-26 105 152a31-33 158 

9 138b30f. 87n.80 152a37 121n.95 
Z 152b5 530.46 
1 139a4f. 87n.81 152b13-15 49, n.33 

139a14 15On.51 I 52b25f. 920.108 
139a25-27 89 2 152b36ff. 1340.4 
139a27-31 74n.20 152b37f. 71n.14 
139a29-31 74 153alf. 710.14 
139a36-b3 89,138 153a2 134n.4 
139a38-bl 89 3 153a9 52n.45 

2 139b19 46n.15 153a15-21 117n.82 
139b20f. 87n.83 153a16 92n.l08 
139b30 11n.9 153a18 8On.4O 
132b32f. 87n.83 153a2lf. 740.21 
140a3-5 1390.25 153a26-29 144 
14Oa6-17 139n.25 153a26-
14Oa7f. 87n.83 154all 14On.26 
146a13-17 137n.25 153bl3 800.40 
140a19f. 82 153b14f. ·::8~:~'··:; 3 14Oa34 74n.22 153b14-24 
14Ob27- 153b25-35 ,':~ ·':423·.~;'· 

141a14 91n.l05 153b33f. 53n.46 
141a4-14 91n.105 154a4-8 d03i1)~:.; :. 

4 141a23f. 133n.l 4 154a12ff. 12111.93 ... 
141a26ff. 460.16 154a12-15 1400.26 
142a17 460.16 154a13-15 'l:4Qn.28.,· 
142a22 46n.16 154a15-18 ·'{S3ri;:6f~·;; , 

5 142b20 46n.15 154a16 71n.14 
142b20-22 133n.1 5 154a23-bI2 78 
142b35-143a8 930.113 154a26f. 80n.40 
143a13 45n.14 154a26-29 74n.19 

6 143b13-16 116n.78 154a32-361 74n.19 
144a23-27 720.16, 79n.37, 93 154a34f. 1210.93 
144b16-18 131n.123 154a35f. 80n.40 
144b26-30 131n.123 154a36-bl 8On.41 
144b29 1500.51 154a37-b3 78n.34 
145a3 15On.51 154bl-3 800.42 
145a1O 150n.51 154b2 800.44,136n.l0 
145a14 1500.51 154b6 136n.10 
145a15f. 21n.59 154b11 8On.44 

7 146a3-20 1400.29 154b13-23 76,n.26 
8 146b30 530.46 154b15f. 74 
9 147a13 53n.46 154b18-23 78 

147a15-22 82n.51 154b19-21 8On.43 
147a22 450.14 154b22 8On.45 
147a29-b25 145 154b23-28 80n.46 
147a3lff. 910.104 154b33-155a2 88, 167 

10 148al0-13 1400.29 155a3-18 71f. 
148a12f. 1520.58 155a3-36 79 
148b8 110.9,25n.81 155a7 16n.4O 
148b16-22 139 155a8 71n.14 

12 149a30f. 88n.84 155a8-1O 74, 78 
149a34f. 88n.84 155a11 16n.4O 
149a37: 11n.9 155al1-13 81n.47 
149b4-23 93n.113 155a13 800.45 
149b6f. 88n.85 155a17 16n.40 
149bll 53n.46 155a18 75 

14 151b18 45n.14 155a18-22 75,80 
151b24 133n.l 155a23-27 76,0.26 

H 155a25-27 80n.45 
1 151b28-152a4 14On.29 155a28-31 7lf., 79,81 
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Top. Top. 
155a28-36 79 156b16 126 
155a32f. 81 156b16f. 30n.109 
155a37 16n.40, 71n.l4 156b17 29n.l03 
155a37f. 16n.40 156b18-20 34n.130 

e 156b20 82n.53 

1 155b3-16 9 156b20-23 34n.131,165n.82 
155b4-7 10 156b23-25 33n.l28 
155b4-17 9 156b25-27 36n.l44 
155blO 28n.99 156b27-30 34n.132, 99,127 
155b1O-16 28n.loo 156b28 129n.l17 
155b13 16n.45 156b30-157a1 33n.129 
155b18-28 32 157al-3 36n.143 
155b19 25n.80 157a5 33 
155b20 25n.79 157a6 33,108n.47 
155b20-24 32 157a6-13 35 
155b22f. 108n.47 157a8-13 108n.47 
155b24f. 32 157a9-11 125 
155b26-28 28n.97 157a10 21n.59 
155b29: 25n.79 157a12f. 35n.136 
155b29-156a3 27-31,32n.l24 157al4-17 35 
155b29-156a7 32, n.124 2 157a18-21 3On.112 
155b30 28n.95, 29n.l 03 157a18-33 30n.106,39 
155b30-34 29 157a21-24 30n.ll0, 142n~33 
155b32-34 26n.86 157a27ff. 30n.109 
155b34f. 31n.115 157a31 131n.124 
155b35 24n.77 157a34 40n.169 
155b35-38 27n.92 157a34f. 31n.118 
155b37f. 31n.l20 157a34-b33 39 
155b38f. 28n.95 157a35f. 31n.114,40n.167 
155b38-156a1 30n.111 157a37-b2 4On.168,n.169· 
156a3 25n.80 157b2-8 35n.135,41n.170 
156a3-7 32n.l24 157b5f. ·23n.74 
156a3-157aI7 33-36 157b8-16 41n.l72 
156a5-7 30n.113 157b12f. 23n.69 
156a7-11 25n.82 157b13f. 23n.70 
156a7-157a5 33 157b15f. 23n.73, 27n.88 
156a8 16n.45,25n.79, 157b17 23n.71 

25n.81 157b17-22 41n.l72 
156alO 25n.80 157b18-20 23n.72 
156al1-13 33n.127 157b28-31 41n.l71 
156al1-14 29n.l05 157b31 128n.123 
156a12f. 28n.95 157b32f. 20, 117n.80 
156a13 16n. 44, n.45 157b34f. 39n.l62 
156a13-15 28n.96 157b34-158a2 96n.8 
156a21 52n.45 158a7-13 29n.l04 
156a2lf. 25n.80 158a14-22 19n.53 
156a23-26 33n.126 158a16f. 15n.32 
156a27-b3 35n.133 158a22-24 19n.53 
156a28 23n.66, 23n.67 158a28f. 31n.119 
156a29f. 28n.96 3 158a31f. 9n.1, 16n.40 
156a30 23n.67 158b5 16n.40 
156a31 23n.67 158b13 16n.4O 
156a3lf. 39n.l64 158b16 16n.40 
156a36-38 39n.l64 158b24-159a2 35n.l35, 112n.61 
156a37 23n.68 158b35 46n.17 
156b5 16n.44 159a8 16n.45, 101n.23 
156b6-9 29n.l02 4 159a18-24 12n.l6 
156b10-17 27n.94,32n.123, 159a20 16n.43 

35n.134,96n.6, 159a23 9n.l 
126n.110 5 159a25 12n.15 

156bll-13 23n.73 159a25f. 12n.17 
156bl4-17 126 159a30-34 12n.16 
156b15 23n.73 159a33-36 12n.17 
156b15f. 126 159a32-34 12n.15 
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159a36 9n.1, 16n.43 163aSf. 24n.77 
159a38 9n.l 163a8f. 16n.41 
159a38ff. 36 163all 129n.1l7 
159b8f. 37n.145 14 163a29 12n.15 
159b9-16 37n.146 163bl 16n.40 
159b16-20 -37n.147 163bB 10 
159b20-23 37n.148 163b17f. 47n.22 

6 160al-6 37n.149 163b22 47 
160a3 82 163b22ff. 47n.22 
160a3-6 28n.98 163b22-33 46f., 61n.79 
160aS 101n.23 163b27f. 47 
160a6-11 37n.149 163b32 23n.66,47 
160al0 82n.53 163b35f. 28n.95 
160all 16n.45 164a8 24n.77 
160all-14 37n.150 164a9 24n.77 

7 160a17-23 37n.151 164a12f. 3On.1l2 
160a23-29 38n.152 164a16-b7 12n.14 
160a29-33 38n.153 164bl 12n.14 
160a34 19n.53 164blf. 12n.14 

8 160a35f. 24 
160a36-39 30n.109 Soph. El. 
160a37 27n.94 165alf. 520.42 
160a37-39 32n.123, 126n.111 165a2 52n.43 
160a39f. 31n.117 4 166b20-27 136n.13 
160a39-bl 23 5 166b28-36 92n.109 
160a39-b2 30n.113 166b32 27n.91 
160bl-3 39n.161, 112o.61 166b33f:-- .. 27n.91 
160b3 13n.19 166b37-
160b3-5 31n.118, 117n.79 167810 136 
169b4f. 39n.163 166b38 137n.16 
160b6 13n.19 166b38-167al ' - 136n.14 
160bl0-13 117n79 167a7-9. 136n.15 

9 160b14 16n.43 167a8 137n.16 
160b14f. 9n.1 167a9 137n.17 

10 160b23-39 38 167al0ff. 83n.55 
160b26f.: 23n.73 167al1-14 136n.15 
160b26-28 27n.87 167a13 137n.18 
160b27 23n.74 167a17 137n.17 
160b28 23n.74 167b21-37 108n.48 
160b32f. 27n.89 167a22-28 137n.18 
160b33f. 38 167a26f. 137n.18 
161al-12 38 167b30f. 118n.85 
161a14 38 167a31-34 137n.18 
161a15 39n.158 6 168b24 52n.44 

11 161a16-blO 13n.20 169a7f. 50 
161a24f. 12n.15 169a18 46n.15 
161b19-33 13n.20 169a20f. 137n.18 
161b29f. 26n.85 7 169b9-12 83n.55 
161b32f. 16n41 8 169b31 13n.19 
161b34f. 16n.41 9 170a34-36 48n.24 
161b34- 13n.20 170b4f. 38n.154 
162a11 10 171a19-21 19n.52 
161b36 10 II 172aI7-21 52 
162a6 16n.41 12 172b25 46n.15 
162a11 11n.13 173a7-18 22 
162a16 63n.89 14 173b30 27n.91 
162a24ff. 31n.119 15 174a37 13n.19 
162a26 10 16 175a17-30 13 

12 162b5-7 96n.8 17 175a31-35 38n.155 
13 162b31 101n.23 176a19-23 38n.155 

162b31ff. 11n.13 176a27-33 28n.98 
162b34- 28n.98 25 180a26-29 137n.17 
163a13 33 183a15 25n.80 
163al 24n.77 183a21-23 38n.154 
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Soph. El. Rhet. 
34 183b38-184a2 47n.22 1357a32f. 43n.4 

1357b25-36: 36n.141 
DeAn. 1358alO-20 47f. 

A 1358al0f. 48n.24 
1 402a19 155n.64 1358alOff. 61 

1358a12-17 47n.21 
De Part. Anim. 1358a12 480.24 

A 1358a15 480.25, n.28, 
5 646a2 155n.64 510.39 

1358a18 480.25 
De Gen. Anim. 1358a19 480.28 

B 1358a20 48n.28 
6 743b20-22 660.106 1358a27 480.25, n.28 
8 747b30 640.97 1358a28 48n.25, n.28 

748a8 64n.97 1358a30 48n.25 
1358a17 64n.97 

Met. 1358aI7ff. 480.24 
B 1358a19 480.24 
2 997a25-34 920.109 1358a22 48 
3 996b29-31 50n.36 1358a27f. 480.24 
r 1358a28 48n.24 
3 1005b2-5 21n.59 1358a29-33 47f. 

1005b19f. 490.30,1160.75 1358a31' . 480.24 
1005b26-28 500.36 . 1358a32· .. 480.24 

4 1006a4f. 1160.76 9 1366b32 520.45 
1006a5-8 21n.59 13 .· .• :tn4aI2f,· 810.49 
1008a4-7 126n.108 20 1393i22f. 48n.24 

6 1011b13 200.55, 116n.76 1393a24 43 
1011b20f. 105n.36,1160.77 . 1393a26· 360.140 

7 1011b24 1160.74 "1393a21~3d .' 360.142 
lO11b26f. 1380.21 1393b4-8 360.142 
1012a9-12 1310.124 22 1396b15ft'. 920.109 

.6. 1396b22 46 

7 1017a31-35 890.91 1396b30 48n.24 

29 1025a6-13 520.45 1396b32 48n.24 

E 23 1397a7-9 440.7 

1 1025b25ff. 21n.59 1397al0f. 440.6 

Z 1397a20-23 440.8 

4 1030b8-1O 1260.108 1397a2lf. 210.58 

9 1397b12-15: 440.9 

4 1 047b 14-30 1030.28 1397bI2-27 44 

K 1397bI5f. 44n.1O 

7 1064bl-3 210.59 1399a19 460.15 

N 25 1402a32 51n.39 

2 1089a24f. 14n.31 1402a32-34 49,610.79 
1402bl-4 400.166 

Rhet. 26 1403a18f. 43,46,47 

A r 
1 1354aI4f. 160.35 1 . 1403b14f. 480.24 

1355a6 430.2 15 1416a6 460.15 

1355a6ff. 16n.35 1416a13 460.15 

1355a8 430.3 19 1419b18 480.24 

1356a41 360.139 1419b23 480.24 

1356a35-b5 430.5, 470.20 1419b27 480.24 

1356b15-17 520.42 
1356b16 520.44 Poet. 

2 1357aI6-19 450.13 20 1457a28-30 1260.108 
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B. OTIIER ANCIENT AUnIORS 

ALEXANDER OF APHRODISIAS in Top. 
126, 31-127, 

in APr. 16 149 
1,7-2,33 21n.59 127,6c8, 64n.96, 67n.108, 
3,3 107n.45 n.110 
17,5-10 128n.115 127,6-16 63n.93 
54,21-29 138n.20 127,7 67n.109 
84, 12-19 110n.56 127,8 65n.99 
262,31 107n.45 127,8-11 149 
263,26 107n.45 127,10 67n.109 
264,5f. 98n.15 127,11-16 149n.47 
264,14-17 l04n.31 127,21 65n.102 
324, 17 98 131,30-32 136n.11 
324, 19-325, 135,2-23 ' 62 
24 95 135,3-6 63n.89 
324,26-29 149 135,4 63n.91 
325,31-328,7 107n.42 135,6f. 62n.84 
325,37-326, 1 96n.5 135,7-10 62n.85 
326,24f. 107n.42 135,10 61n.77 
348,29-32 128n.115 135,lOf. 61n.76 
389,31-390,9 96n.9 .. ", 135,13 62n.83 
390,2f. 63n.95,97 135, 13-15 62n.82 
390,3-9 97" ',/" 136,8-11 153n.60 
397,26 106n.38 163,2lff. 112n.61 
400,7-17 J06rijlf 165, 12f. I09n.50 
587,4f. ' 63n.94 166,11-13 109n.51 

166, 14f. 121n.96 
in Top. 

16~.35 
' 166, 17f. 121n.96 

5,20f. . 174,6f. 109n.52 
5,21-23 61n.75 175,21-26 I09n.54 
5,21-27 64 181, 16 67n.109 
5,22 64 187,28-188,3 105n.33 
5,23 65 206,21-24 149 
5,25f. 66 276, 7 63n.91 
5,26f. 61n.76,66f. 300,29 67n.109 
6, 1-5 63n.94,67n.108 517, 16 67n.109 
6, 1-11 63n.93,67n.102 527,18-22 25n.80 
6,2-5 67n.ll0 541,11 63n.89 
6,13f. 65n.102 585,24 47n.19 
7,1 16n.35 586,3f. 46n.18 
8,8-14 128n.115 586,23f. 61n.77 
28,6 67n.109 587,4f. 63n.94 
55,24-27 62n.80 
55,25f. 94n.115 AMMONIUS 
55,26f. 94n.115 
100,17 57n.60 in APr. 
101, 18 57n.60 XI,6f. 98n.13, 119n.88 
122, 16f. 96n.5 27,6-14 128n.115 
126, 11-127, 
16 64 APULEIUS 
126, 12 63n.89 
126, 14-16 61n.75,64 De Int. 
126,16f. 65n.l00 193, 16-20 1220.99 
126, 16ff. 610.77 
126, 16-20 65 BOETHIUS 
126,20 670.109 
126,21-23 64 De top. difJ. 
126,22 670.109 II, 1185 61 
126,22f. 67n.108,o110 
126,25-30 630.93 De hypo syll. 
126,27f. 650.101 1, 1, 3f. 1100.58 
126,30 65n.101 
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DIOGENES LAERTIUS Parm. 
127d2f. 13n.25 

V 45 620.80 128d4-6 13n.24 
V 50 62n.80 135c8-136c5 13 
vn 77-78 115n.68 135e9-136al 13n.23 

137b2-4 13 
GALEN 

Phi/eh. 
Inst. Log. 41c9 lln.12 
3, 1 1040.30 
4,13-22 107n.45 Resp. 
6,1-5 107n.45 365a8 I1n.l2 
7, 12-19 107 516b9 I1n.12 
7,14 107n.46 517cl 11n.12 
8,7-9 107n.43 530b6 22 
8,10 107 531c2-5 22n.65 
9,3 107 531d2 110.12 
9,8-13 I1On.57 
18,23-19,5 107n.45 Soph. 
32,11-17 107n.43 261a6f. 22n.65 
32, 14 1070.44 
34, 14-23 1300.121 Theaet. 
38, 13f. 1590.68 159bff. 38n.157 
39,17-19 1590.71 1 65c9f. 110.12 
42, 1-3 159n.69 180c5ff. 22 
47, 16 16On.73 

PROCLUS 
PHll.OPONUS 

in Pann. 
in APr. 635,2-12 940.115 
33,6-10 . "' 1280.115 
242, 18-21 63n.95 SEXTUS EMPlRICUS 
301,11-20 95n.3 

Adversus Mathe",aticos (A.M.) 
PLATO 8.303 1290.118 

Euthyd. SIMPLlCIUS 
276a3f. 190.52 
295b2f. 190.52 in Cat. 

387, 17ff. 11 On.58 
Gorg. 
479c6 11n.l2 
498elO lln.12 

Hip. Min. 
373-375 520.45 
375dlf. 520.45 
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accident (oll~I3El3rllC6t;;) 5, 7, 70 (def. 1 and 
2), 134, 135, 150-153; Sainati's interpre
tation (oll~I3El3rllC6t;;=predicate) 71, 72, 
78f.; my interpretation (oll~I3El3rJ1c6c;= 
attribute or sumbebekos) 79-94 (esp. 92), 
155 

Ackrill, J. 101n.23, 126n.10S 
adoxical (alio~oc;) 19n.54, 36f. 
answerer 9, 14, 15,36-41 
Antisthenes 17 
argue constructively (lCIXTIXOlce:llatEtv) 

11, ISf., 135 
argue destructively (avIXolCEllatEtv) 11, 

18f.; (avIXtpe:iv) 135 
argument per impossibile 95, 96, 107, 11Sf., 

199 
attack (E1ftXEtpe:iv) 12, 16n.40 

babble 91 
Barnes, J. 2, 20n.55, 24n.77; 27n.91, 

4In.169, 74n.21, 76n.27, 77n.31, 96n.9, 
97, n.12, 100n.20, 102n.25, 106, n.41, 
160n.72 

behave peevishly (1iIlOlCOAlXive:tv) 31 
Bekker, I. 161n.77 
belong (vlIapxe:tv) 10, 88f., 98n.16; 

absolutely-partly (allAtiiC;-lCIXTa n) 
135-138; standing for predicative and 
existential 'to be' 16lf.; cf. be 
predicated of (lCIXTllYope:i08IXt) 

Berti, E. 2, 13n.26 
Bochenski, J. 2, 3, n.9, 4, 54, n.48, 65n.103, 

I01n.24, 107n.45, 112n.62, 115n.69 
Bolton, R. 2 
Bonitz, H. 47n.19, 49n.29, 160n.74 
Braun, E. 2, 6n.14 
Brunschwig, J. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 14n.27, 16n.35, 

30n.107, 46n.15, 72-78, 73n.17, n.18, 
75n.23, n.25, 77n.32, 78n.35, 79, 81, 93, 
99, n.18, 100n.19, 122n.98, 136n.l0, 
n.11, 147n.40, 150n.49, 161n.77 

Bumyeat, M. 45n.13 

Chemiss 117n.82 
Choirilos 36 
chronology 6, 9 
Chroust A.-H. In.2 
Chrysippus 11 On.5S 
Colli, G. 62, 136n.11 
concealment of the conclusion 28f., 31, 33-

35 
conclude (1le:PIXive:08IXt) 16n.41, 114n.68, 

117f., 124 
concludent arguments (lIe:pIXvnlCol) 

115n.68 
connected (OIlVIl~j.IEVOV) 97, 107; cf. the 

Peripatetic term continuous 
be consequent upon (alCoAoll8Eiv) 98, 

100, n.19, 124, 127f., 128n.1I4, 129f., 
131n.124, l3lf., 141, 143, 145, 146; cf. 
follow (&1le:a8IXt) & imply (E1ft<!>ipe:tv) 
& to conclude (lle:p IXi vE08IXt) 

continuous (OIlVe:XEC;) 97, 98, 107 (lCIXTlI 
OIlVEXe:tIXV), 108 

contradictories (et ~e:OIX EvIXVTtIX) 
105n.33, lOS, (avn<!>aoe:tc;) 153; cf. 
topos from contradictories 

contraries (iVIXVTiIX) 60, 82; (ij.le:oIX 
EVIXVTtIX) 105n.33, 109; combinations 
(OIl~llAOlCIXi) of contraries 104, n.32, 
153, 161; cf. also topos from contraries 

conversion (avnoTpo<!>ri), = being conver
tibly predicated of (avnlCIXTllyope:i-
08IXt) 7S, 80n.42, n.44; 123n.l01 (in 
APr.); of to be 135-138, 136n.1O; of topos 
142, 153 

co-ordinates (olloToixlX) 34, 123f.; cf. also 
topos from co-ordinates 

definition 69 (definition of), 73-7S, 80, SI, 
87f., 91, 92, 117n.S2, 145, 151, 155, 158 

demonstration (d:1l6!ie:t~tc;) 12S, rhetorical 
43 

De Pater, W. A. 2, 3, 48n.24, 54n.4S, 54, 
n.50, 63n.92, 65n.103 

De Strycker, E. 85n.64 
diairetic (IitlXtpe:TtlCOV) 97, 107 (lCIXn! 

!itIXipe:Otv) 
dialecticians 110n.58 
disjunctive (Iite:tEIlYj.lEVOV) 97, 107; cf. the 

Peripatetic term diairetic 
division (!itIXiPllotc;) 35, 108, n.47, 153; 

weak syllogism, petitio principii 125f. 
dialectic 1; versus philosophy 2Sf. 
dialectical method 7 
differentia 75, n.24, 86 

Ebert, T. 2, 102n.25, ·107n.45, 13Sn.20 
element (oTotXe:iov) 43, 45f., 49 
endoxical (Ev!io~OV) 19, n.54, 20, n.55, 

36f., 4S, 49, 6On.69, 116f., 126f. 
Enskat, R. l00n.20 
enthymeme 43-45, 47, 4S 
epicbeireme 62 
essence (TO nEon) 70; essence versus 

the very essence (TO Ti ~v e:hIXt) 
74f., 74n.22 (=OUolIX), 75 

Eudemus 97,108, l1On.58 
Evans, 1: D. G. 6, 7 
example (llIXpd!ie:tY~IX) 35f. 

fall under (Ej.lmllTEtv Eic;) 43, 45, 46, 47 
false statement 136 
follow (&no8IXt) 34, 100, 124, 127f., 129f., 

l3lf., n.124; cf. to be consequent upon 
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(aKOAouB£iv) and to imply (im4>ip
£lV); follow (ou~~aivElv) 92n.109; to 
conclude (lr£paivEoBat) 

Forster, E. S. IOn.4, 29n.103, 32n.124, 
50n.34 

Fortenbaugh, W. W., 62n.SO, 64n.96, 
65n.103, 112n.62 

Frede, M. 97n.ll, 115n.70 
Freese, J. H. 49, 92n.109 

general tenn 10 If., 151 
genus 59, 60, 70 (definition of), 73, 74f., SO, 

SI, S5f., 8S-92 (passim), 136, 143f., 150-
153,160-164 

Gohlke, P. 6, IOn.7 
in a greater degree (~aAAov) 116, 147, 

156; cf. qualitative hypothetical syllogism 
and topos from the greater and lesser 
degree 

Graeser, A. 64n.96 
Graham, W. 77n.31 
Green-Pedersen, N. J. 2, 62n.Sl 
Grimaldi, W. M. A. 51n.3S, 61 
Gutas, D. 62n.80, 64n.96, 65n.103, I 12n.62 

Hadgopoulos, D. J. 2, 2lf., 77n.31 
Hambruch, E. I, 54n.52 
Hamelin, O. In.4 
Heraclitus 19n.54 
Hintikka, J. 129n.11S 
Homer 36 
homonymous (6~wvu~0~) 57 
Huby, P. M. IOn.7, 62n.SO, 64n.96, 65n.103, 

112n.62 
hypothesis 16n.43, 47, lOS, 116-119; as a 

protasis 125-131, inferential power of 
127f. 

Illias 126n.1 OS 
illustration (lrapatloA~) 35f. 
to imply «OUV)ilrl<l>EP£lV) 124, 130; 

versus to be consequent upon (aKoAu
B£iv) and to follow (i£m:oBal) 131n.124 

incompatibility (~all 11) 105n.33, 130 
indemonstrables (ciValrollE1KTa), Stoic 

IOSf., 117, 130 
indicate additionally (lrpOoOIl~aiv£lv) SI

S3 
induction (ilraywy~) 5, 15, 27, 29-32 35, 

40n.169, 42, 52, n.45, 53n.46, 5Sf., 70f., 
133, 140, 142, 143, 144, 146; versus 
syllogism 30, n.112,; rhetorical 36 

inflexion (lrTW01~) 140, 152n.5S; cf. topos 
from inflexions 

investigation-instruction (lrapaYYEA~a) 
62f., 150f., 153, 154, 155, 15S, 165 

Irwin, T. 7, 14n.27 

Kapp, E. 3n.13, 14n.30,30n.107 
Kirwan, C. 131n.124 
Kneale, W. & M. 14n.2S, 21n.60, 163n.78 

Law of Contra position 52, 99n.lS, 14lf. 

Law of Subaltemation 121-123, 124, 134f. 
law, see principle, rule 
Lear, J. 115n.70 
Le Blond, J. M. 1,7, 20n.55 
Lee, T.-S. 21n.59 
Lennox, J. G. 22n.65 
likeness (6~OtOTIl~) (inclusive analogy) 

27n.94, 32n.123, 35, 110, 120f., 
125n.I04, 126f. 

logic, instrument versus part of philosophy 
21n.59 

Long, A.A. 11On.5S 
Lukasiewicz, J. 11On.56, 138n.20 

Maier, H. In.2, 1n.4, 10, n.8, 11n.12, 
47n.23, 117n.82 

middle tenn 164, 167, n.87 
mode (TPOlrOC;) =topos 46, n.16; =method 

155, n.64; =turn ofphcase 154 
"modern philosophers" (oi vEwnpOt 

<l>lAOOO<l>Ol), i.e. the Stoics, 107, n.45 
Modus ponens and tollens 3, 4, 5, 99, 

129n.116 
Modus tollendo ponens and ponendo tollens 

I04n.29 
Moreau, J. 14n.30, ISn.49 
more worthy of choice (a\pETw.TEPOV) 60, 

70, n.9; cf. topoi fioni'\vhlit jS"'more 
worthy of choice ,c""..",\·.".Ci!. 

Mueller 21n.59 
"".~~_~;:~ k:-:-:'_~~~": . 

objection (lvomou;) 5, 15;ZO,2{'3i, 34, 
3S-42, 58-60, 133, 140, 145f., 154f.; 
apparent 41,._ .. ;-,:" ... ' .. ; 

"older philosophers" (oi lrCxAafo1); le. the 
Peripatetics 107, n.45 

opposites (avnKe;i~£va) (contradictories, 
contraries, relatives, privation and 
possession) 151 

organa 54-5S 
Owen, G. R L. 6n.15 

Pacius, J. 24n.80, 47n.19, 136n.11 
paradoxical (lrapallo~o~) 19n.54 
Parmenides 13 
paronymous 152n.58 
particular (KaB' i£KaoTov) 66f., SSf., 101 
Patzig, G. 27n.90, 115n.70, 122n.99, 

13Sn.20 
Pelletier, Y. 2, 99n.1S 
Pflug, J. 76n.30 
Pickard-Cambridge, W. A. 10n.4, 50n.34, 

52n.45 
plausible (mBavov) 126; cf. endoxical 
Posidonius 160n.73 
predicables 4, 5, 10, 57, ch. 3, 150f.; 

exclusive versus inclusive interpretation 
(Brunschwig) 72; cf. accident, genus, 
species, differentia, proprium , definition 

predicate (KaTllyopia) 151; cr. accident 
be predicated of (KaTllyopEioBal nvo~) 

10, SOn.41, 92, n.107 
be predicated convertibly of (ciVTlKaTllY-
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opei06at) 69, 76, 77, 92n.108; see also 
conversion 

be truly predicated of (dAI16eue06at) 
89f., 92n.107 

predication, double 91 
premiss 5, 9, 14n.31; additional (l£P.oo

ATjWt<;) 97, 98, n.15, 149; cf. protasis & 
to take (as a premiss) 

principle (dpxn) 45-47 (passim), 62: 
common 48n.24, 50, 53; speCific 48n.24, 
appropriate 64, n.97, n.99, ~5, .67" 
PrinciplelLaw of ContradictIOn 49, n.30, 

50n.36, 105n.36, 116 
PrinciplelLaw of the Excluded Middle 49, 

n.31, 50n.36, 99n.18, I04n.29, 116, 118f., 
123n.101, 130 

Principle "if equals are taken from equals 
equals remain" 49, n.32, 50n.36 

probable (ei1(o<;) 147 
problema (l£PO!3A'1IJa) 15, n.31, 16n.35, 17, 

18, 20, 21, 154; universal versus 
particular 134f. 

Prodicus 91 
proof from the indefinite nature of the 

particular premiss (E1( m13 alilopio-
TOO) 123 . 

proposition 5, 9,10, 14n.31; cf protasis 
proprium 69 (definition of), 76-78, 80,81, 

87-89 (passim), 91, 92, 105f., 135f., 144, 
151' proprium versus peculiar 77 

prosyIiogism (l£POOOAAOYI01l0<;) 25, 27, 
27n.93 

protasis (l£pOTaol<;) 5, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 45, 46; = proposition & premiss 
14n.31; syllogistic 24; compound 50,124-
127 126n.108 (De int.); universal 46, 47; 
uni~ersal-particular, 23f.; particular, 
ambiguity of 24, n.77; necessary 24f., 
27-32, 33n.125; auxiliary 24, 32-36, 
33n125; to conceal the conclusion 32-35; 
ornamental/adding weight 32, 35; to 
render the argument more clear 32, 35f 

prove see: show 
Pythagoras 22 

quality (l£OIOTI1 <;) 95n.2; cf. hypothetical 
syllogism, qualitative . 

quantification, universal and particular 
24n.75, 27, 88f., 157, 159, 160, 161 

questions, ambiguous 37 

reductionism 111-113, 112n.62 
relevance of the argument 37 
Repici, L. 64n.96 
Rhys Roberts, W. 49, 92n.109 
Robinson, R. 14n.30 
Ross, W. D. In.3, 13n.22, 30n.107, 41n.169, 

46n.15, 49n.32, 82n.52, 101n.22, 113, 
136n.10, 161n.77 

rule 126, 145; rule versus law 45, 122n.97; 
cf. principle, law 

Ryle, G. 13n.21, 13n.25, 

Sainati, V. 2, 5, 6n.16, 7, 50n.34, 51n.40, 78, 
n.35, 79n.39, 81, 84n.59, 92, 93, 100, 
150n.49 

Sedley, D. 11 On.58 
Sharples, R. 62n.80, 64n.96, 65n.l03, 

112n.62 
show (or prove) (1iE-';';Vih'Ul) 16n.41, llO, 

n.60, 114n.68 
Smiley, T. 100n.20 
Smith, R. 2, 14n.29 
Socrates 13,22, 36n.142, 38n.157 
Sollenberger, M. G. 62n.80 
Soimsen, F. 1, 4, lln.8, 11n.11, 47n.22, 

48n.24, 51, 61, n.79, 66n.107, 112n.62, 
117n.82 

solution (Aom<;) 15,38 
species (eilio<;) 86, 153, 160-164 
Steinthal, H. 152n.58 
Stoics ch. 4 passim; their formalism 104, 

109, 110n.56, n.57, versus Peripatetic 
lack of formalism 102f., 104, 125f.; 
Peripatetic influence 103n.28, IlOn.58 

Striker, G. 100n.21, 110n.58, 115n.70, 
138n.20 

Stump, E. 2, 54n.50, 61n.78 
Sullivan, M. W. 122n.99 
subaltern moods of the syllogism 122n.99 
substitute (llETaAall!3aVElY) 100, 157 
substitution (llETaAT]WI<;) 95n.2, 96, n.5, 

10On.19 
sumbebekos, cf. accident 
syllogism (00).).OY101l0<;) 3n.l0, 11, 

14n.31· definition of 25f., 51f.; versus 
induction 30, n.112; 70f. (=diairetic 
division), 70n:13; as'deductive argument 
15n.31, 100n.20"cgunter-syllogism 49; 
categorical 3, 6, 26f., 134, 160-167; 
derived f~\)ll!, topos-(Solmse~) 5 ~£.; 
number of premisses 31n.119; dialectical 
48f.; main 24; for concealment 28f.; of 
what is the same 107, 121, 157-160; of 
what is more '-worthy of choice 107, 
156f.; relational 134, 159f. 

syllogism, hypothetical (E~ ul£oBioEW<;) 4, 
5, 26f., 45, 53, ch. 4 passim, satisfying the 
definition of the syllogism 128£., 
128n.115; 163f. (or categorical); typical 
way of expression (aorist-future perfect) 
110, 121-124, 153, 157, 158f.; (genetivus 
(sing.) absolutus of et vat) 107, n.46, 
125n.106, 126, 129 
proceeding by substitution (1(aTa 
llETUA I1WI v)1 by way of a continuousl 
connected protasis together with the 
additional assumption (lit(x oovExo13<;, 
o 1(at oovl1llllEVOV AEyeTat, 1(at 
Tij<; l£POOAr]WEUl<;, Ul£06ETl1(OOC;), 95, 
n.2, 96, 97, 98-103, 108, 116, 125, 
128n.116, 129, 131, 153, 155, 158, 166; 
abbreviated as metaleptic hypothetical 
syllogism or (Hm)c/d 99, n.17; .. . 
proceeding by way of a dlalretlcl 
disjunctive protasis (1it(x To13 litalPETl-
1(013 TE 1(0.1. litE~EOYllEVOO) 97, 103f., 
109f., 116, l3lf.; rests on the Principle of 
the Excluded Middle 49; abbreviated as 
diairetic hypothetical syllogism or 
(Hd)c/d 103; 
by way of a negated conjunction (1iuz 
al£o<l>aTl1(ij<; Olllll£A01(ij<;) 97, 104f., 
116, 130, 131; rests on the Principle of 
Contradiction 49; abbreviated as 
conjunctive hypothetical syllogism or 
(Hc)c/d 104f., 105n.35; 
qualitative, Le. arguments from the 
greater, lesser or like degree (KaTa 
l£OloTI1Talal£o To13 llUAAOV 1(0.1. 
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~T'TOV Kal ol1o(wC;) 95, n.2, 96, 
97,,106, 116, 133; 
on the basis of an analogy (oi Et ava
Aov{ac;), 97, 105f., 106n.38 (in APr.); 
abbreviated as analogical hypothetical 
syllogism or (Ha) 104; 
on the basis of a concession (1)1' 0110AO
v(ac;) resting on likeness (011010TI]C;), 
96, Ill, 120, 121, 125, 126; abbreviated 
as (Hh) 120 
wholly hypothetical 106, n.41, n.42 (an 
example in APr.), 125 

synonymous (auvwvuI10C;) 149, 150, n.59 

take (as a premiss) (Aal1~aV&1V ) 52n.45, 
126 

that which (07r&p) 85, n.64 
Theodorus 22 
Theophrastus 4, 5, 7, 61, 94n.114, 96f., 108, 

I1On.58, 140 
thesis (BialC;) 16, n.43, 17, 18, 20; original 

(TO ev apxij/Ee apxric; (K&{J.I&Vov» 
16, 101, n.23; in hand (TO 7rPOKtl
J.I&vov) 101; =U7rOB&alC; 9n.l 

Thionville, E. 61 
Throm, H. 47n.23 
Topics versus Analytics 1,2, 163f. 
topos (T07rOC;) passim; common-specific 48, 

n.24, 49; definition of 43, 45; destructive
constructive (KaTaaK&UaanKa-ava
aKEllaanKa) 134n.4; =element, 45f., 
49f.; implicit use 71n.14; as investigation
instructions 54-58; as points of view 
54n.52; as laws 54; instantiation of 53, 
99n.18; most opportune (f.7rlKalpOTa
T01) 6On.69, 61, 94, n.115, 133, 137-148, 
157n.70 (in book r); number of 131; 
origin of (rnnemotechnic), 46, 47, n.22; 
parangelmatic ISO, 153, 154, 155; 
predecessors of 34f., 126f.; as a protasis 
46-49, 58f. (explicitly stated as such), 
99n.18; as a 'machine to produce 
premisses' 99n.18, textual structure 57; 
from the contradictories (E1rl nii v 
avncjlaa&wv) 140, 14lf.; 
from the contraries (EK TWV EvavTi
wv) 43, 44, 62, 65f., 140, 142-145; 
from genemtion, corruption and creative 
and corruptive agencies (E7rt TWV 
VEvia&wv Kal cjlBopwv Kal lfoll]n
KWV Kal cjlBapnKwv) 140; 

from the greater and lesser degree (E K 
TOU J.lclAAOV Kal ~TTOV) 43. 48, 50, 
96, 106, 140, 146-149; 
from the like degree (Ex TOU OJ.lo{WC;) 
96, 101. 106, 140,150; 
from co-ordinates and inflexions (Elfl 
TWV auaTo(xwv Kal TWV lfTwa&
wv) 43, 44, 62, 65f., 123, 140; 
from privation and possession (bit TWV 
aT&p~aEWV Kat EtEWV) 140; 
from relatives (EK TWV lfPOC; n) 140, 
145f.; 
from things which are in like relation by 
analogy (Ex TWV OJ.lo(WC; EXOVTWV) 
105; 
based on likeness (0I1010Tl]C;) Ill, 125 
of "what is more worthy of 
choicelbetter" 107, 134, 156f., 159f.; 
of "what is the same" 107, 134, 156-159, 
160; 
on the basis of consequence (ee aKo
AouBiac;) 108; cf. hypothetical syllogism 
proceeding by way of substitution is 
constnicted;' , 
on the basis of incompatibility (i K 
J.laXI]C;) 109; cf. hypothetical syllogism 
proceeding by way of a diairetic protasis 

Toulrnin, S. 54 
training in disputation (VUl1vaanKrl) 12, 

13,.17, 

van'der Weel. R.L. 3n.12 
violation of the established terminology 139, 

152f. 
von Amirn, H. 1 
von Fritz, K. 4On.169 

Waitz, T. 24n.80, 47n.19, 82n.52, 161n.77 
Wallies, M. 64n.96, 82n.52, 161n.77 
Wedin, V. E. 77n.31 
Weil, E. 14n.30 
Wieland, W. 41n.169, 47n.23, 54n.52 
Wilpert, P. 7 

Xenocrates 21 

Zeno 7,13, n.22 
Zadro, A. 2, 24n.80, 138n.20 
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